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STATISTICAL SERVICES
(Available from Statistics of Income Division)

As part of the Statistics of Income program a series of new services is now being offered (see below). De-
tailed information on these statistical services can be obtained by writing to Director, Statistics of Income
Division (TR:S), Internal Revenue Service, 1111 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20224. Pur-
chase is by check made payable to the IRS Accounting Section.

Studies of International Income and Taxes, Publication 1267 - Price $45.00

Purchase price includes a 516-page document for 1979-83 that presents information from 13 Statistics of In-
come studies in the international area, including:

• Foreign activity of U.S. e Foreign interests in U.S. Data presented by-
corporations corporations geographical area or

• Activity of foreign e Statistics related to individuals, industrial activity, as well as
corporations in the U.S. trusts, and estates other classifiers

Purchasers of this service also Will be provided with additional information for one year as it becomes availa-
ble. The one year period for receiving additional information can be extended at a cost of $35.00 per year A
long-term subscription ($150) includes the compendium and additional information as it becomes available,
through August 1990. (The next compendium is scheduled for release in September 199Q.)

Individual Income Tax Returns, Publication 1304 - Price $32.00

Purchase price includes a 196-page document for 1985 presenting Statistics of Income data and tables on:

• Sources of income Itemized deductions Data presented by-
• Exemptions Tax computations size of adjusted gross

income, marital status

-Purchasers of this servic
.
e also will be provided with additional articles relating to 1'984 data and preliminary

1985 data as they become available and will be notified of future statistical releases relating to individual income
tax returns.

Partnership Returns, Publication 369 - Price $22.00

Purchase price includes a 314-page document for 1978-82 presenting previously unpublished Statistics of
Income data for 1980, 1981 and 1982, as well as data previously issued in other publications. Features include:

• Number of partnerships 9 Deductions Data presented by-
• Limited partnerships 9 Net income industry
• Receipts 9 Capital gains size of total assets
• Cost of sales and state

operations number of partners

*Purchasers of this service also will be provided with data.for 1983-1985 as they become available and will also
be notified of future statistical releases relating to partnersh ip returns.

Other Services - Price dependent on the request

Unpublished tabulations from Special tabulations produced Public use tape files, includ-
SOI program are available. to user specifications. ing the Individual Tax
Includes detailed tables Model (1978-1984),
underlying those pub- among others. (Earlier files
lished in SOI Bulletin. are available from the Ma-

chine Readable Branch
(NNSR) of the National
Archives, Washington, DC
20408.



BUSINESS SOURCE BOOKS
(Available from Statistics of Income Division)

In addition to the Corporation Source Book, two others are now being offered by the Statistics of Income
Division (see below). Information can be obtained by writing to Director, Statistics of Income Division (TR:S) at
the address above. Purchase of Source Books should be made at time of request by check payable to the IRS
Accounting Section.

Corporation Source Book, 1984, Publication 1053 - Price $175.00

This is a 480-page document that presents detailed income statement, balance sheet, tax and investment credit
items by major and minor industries and size of total assets. This report is part of an annual series and can be
purchased for $175 (issues prior to 1982 are for sale at $150). A magnetic tape containing the tabular statistics for
1984 can be purchased for $1,500.

Partnership Source Book, Publication 1289 - Price $30.00

This is a 291-page document showing key partnership data for 1957 through 1983, at the minor, major and
division industry level. Includes a historical definition of terms section and a summary of legislative changes
affecting partnerships during that period. Tables feature:

• Number of partnerships * Depreciation 9 Payroll
• Number of partners * Taxes paid deductions 9 Payments to partners
• Business receipts e Interest paid 9 Net income

Purchasers of this service also will be advised of'the release of subsequent years' data. A magnetic tape
containing the tabular statistics can be purchased for an additional $200.

Sole Proprietorship Source Book, Publication 1323 - Price $95.00

This Source Book is a companion to that for partnerships, shown above. It is a 244-page document showing key
proprietorship data for 1957 through 1984. Each page contains statistics for a particular industry Included will be
data on:

• Number of business * Depreciation * Payroll
• Business receipts 9 Taxes paid deductions * Net income
• Interest paid

As with Partnerships, a magnetic tape containing the tabular statistics can be purchased for $245.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
(Available from Superintendent of Documents GPO, Washington, D.C. 20402)

The Statistics of income (SOI) Bulletin (Quarterly) - Publication No. 1136
Subscription price $16.00; Single copy price $6.00

The SOI Bulletin provides the earliest published financial statistics from the various types of tax and information
returns filed with the Internal Revenue Service. The Bulletin also includes information from periodic or special
analytical studies of particular interest to tax administrators and economists.

Statistics of Income-1984, Corporation Income Tax Returns, Publication No. 16
Price $8.50

Presents information on-
Receipts Tax credits Data classified by-
Deductions Distributions to stockholders * industry
Net income Assets e accounting period
Taxable income Liabilities e size of total assets
Income tax 9 size of business receipts
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SOME OBSERVATIONS
AND INSIGHTS

In 1988, we continue to look for
ways to make the S01 Bulletin more
useful to you, our readers. We hope
that the introduction of a new regu-
lar feature, the "SOI Bulletin
Board," will succeed in doing just
that. This space, which will appear
in the front of each Bulletin, is envi-
sioned as a vehicle for us to com-
municate with users of SOI about
current activities, plans, and the
people who are making things hap-
pen.

The Bulletin Board will include
several regular columns:

• Some Observations and
Insights;

• This Issue at a Glance;
• Behind the Scenes;
• Your Call; and
• Upcoming Features.

This column will be used to let you
know about important activities and
innovations which impact on the
SOI data we produce, both for the
Bulletin in particular and for SOI
users in general. The effects of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, plans for
the 75th anniversary of SOI, major
program changes and the like will
be brought to your attention. We
hope that with your help this new
feature will evolve into a useful ve-
hicle for exchange of information
between SOI and its subscribers.
Please let us know how you feel by
filling out the User Survey Form at
the back of the issue, or calling me
directly on (202) 376-0216.

Fritz Scheuren
Director, Statistics
of Income Division

THIS ISSUE AT A
GLANCE

This item will provide a brief intro-
duction to the articles appearing in
the current issue. Perhaps we can
entice you to look at an article out-
side your area of primary interest.

The Winter 1987-88 issue of the
Bulletin focuses on data produced
largely by our Individual Statistics
Branch. A brief abstract of each
article is provided below:

SOI, 75 Years of Service.-This arti-
cle provides a brief overview of the
past history of the SOI Division,
including a 1933 article by one of
our former directors, as well as a
current summary of projects and
primary contacts.

SOI Studies of Individual Income
Tax Returns.-This is the most re-
cent in a four-part series on SOI
statistical services. The focus is on
data produced from individual in-
come tax returns. Similar articles,
on studies of international income
and taxes and on "domestic" spe-
cial studies have appeared in the
Fall 1986 and Fall 1987 issues,
respectively Present plans call for
publication later this year of a con-
cluding article, on corporations,
partnerships, and sole propri-
etorships.

Individual Income Tax Returns, Pre-
liminary Data, 1986.-This article
presents the first comprehensive
statistics from individual income tax
returns for Tax Year 1986. The pre-
liminary data are an annual feature
of the Winter issue.

1988Winter 1987-A

Individual Income Tax Rates,
1985.- Studies of individual in-
come tax rates are another annual
feature of the Winter issue. Data on
average aod marginal tax rates are
included.

Salaries and Wages by Marital Sta-
tus and Age of Taxpayer 1983. -
This article describes a periodic
study based on linked administra-
tive files. Linkages enable us to
produce data not directly available
from individual income tax returns,
including such variables as age
and separate incomes of husbands
and wives who file joint returns.

Selected Statistical Series.-Begin-
ning with the Winter issue, the Se-
lected Statistical Series section is
gradually being expanded to in-
clude new historical tables, which
were previously published in
Joseph A. Pechman's Federal Tax
Policy, Fifth Edition, The Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C., 1987.
These new tables put Federal tax
return data into perspective in terms
of the overall population and na-
tional income concepts. Plans are
that from now on the Bulletin will be
the principal vehicle for keeping
these, as well as other SOI historical
tables, current.

BEHIND THE SCENES 6
It goes without saying that many

people have worked hard behind
the scenes throughout the years to
bring SOI data and statistical serv-
ices to you. This column provides
an opportunity to introduce a few of
them.

As the Bulletin nears the comple-
tion of its seventh year, we would
like to recognize some of those who
have played major roles in making it
what it is today. Our first copy editor,
RUTH WISE, left a mark of the
highest standard on this quarterly
publication. Ruth was a skillful man-
ager of the copy preparation pro-
cess, for this and countless other
SOI publications. She retired from
the SOI Division in 1982, after 34
years of Government service. Since
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then, the layout work for the Bulletin
has been in the capable hands of
CLEIVIENTINE BRITTAIN. When
Clem

'
began, each issue was cut

and pasted, column by column;
now her skill and expertise are serv-
ing us well as we move toward full
use of electronic publishing tech-
nology.

The SOI Bulletin would not exist,
however, without its regular contrib-
utors. This issue highlights the SOI
data and statistical services related
to individual income and taxes. In
that area one person who has
played ;a major role behind the
scenes is JUNE WALTERS. Her
contributions are not only evident in
the Bulletin, but also in all other
16dividual-SOI- publi-cations-,wh&-re
she has been responsible for the
preparation and review of the basic
tables that bring you the statistics
that.are the heart of each book.

Another person who stands out
for his high quality-and most'
frequent--contributions is RAY
WOLFE. As the guiding hand be-
hind the sole proprietorship pro-
gram in SOI, Ray has not only writ-
ten annual articles over the past 4
years, but has also been responsi-
ble at the program-level for improv-
ing the statistics available in this
particular area for thepast 5 years.

2)
YOUR CALL

Winter' 1987 - 1988198J

This column is for you. Since the
fall of 1982 readers have been in-
vited to speak up through the SOI
User Survey provided in the back of
each issue. There has been some
response to the survey, but we
Would like to encourage more of
you to let us know how you'feel.
While we operate under budget
constraints and must give priority to,
the data needs of the tax policyma-
kers, we are not insensitive to the
needs of other users and we realize
that-we have. shortcomings. There-

-fore,-in this space-we-will report-on -
results'from those questionnaires,
as well as summarize the letters we
receive from you. We encourage
you to use both of these forums to
raise issues which other users may
find of interest. Comments, from
you, whether compliments or com-
plaints, are all welcome. We~re look-
ing forward to hearing from you.

UPCOMING FEATURES

The following are a few of the
articles to look for in upcoming
issues of the SOI.Bulletin:

"U.S. Possession Corpora-
tions, 1983;"

"High-Income Returns, 1985;"

"Personal Wealth, 1982 Final
Results;"

"Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax,
1986; "

"SOI Statistical Services-
Business Statistics;" and

"Corporation Income Tax Re-
turns, 1985 Preliminary Data."

All of these people-and many,
.,many more-exemplify 'the high
standard we have set for ourselves
in serving you, our users.



NOTICE

In August 1987, subscribers to the Statistics of Income Bulletin were sent a diskette
containing the historical tables published in the Selected Statistical Series section of the
Spring issue in order to determine the extent of user needs for the data in this mode.
Diskettes were also sent to a small sample of other potential users as well. The
accompanying documentation indicated that the diskette could be used on all IBM-
compatible personal computers. However, it was subsequently learned that the diskette
could not be used on AT&T and Leading Edge equipment. The Statistics of Income Division
now has a limited supply of modified diskettes to replace those which were not usable.

To obtain a copy, users of the Bulletin who were unable to read the diskettes they received
may use the postage-paid User Survey form at the back of this report to request a
replacement, or they may write to: Director, Statistics of Income Division, TR:S, Internal
Revenue Service, Washington, DC 20224. In stating their name and address, users are
asked to further indicate whether this information represents a change since the previous
mailing.

For other users of the Bulletin, including those whose subscriptions began after June
1987, the Statistics of Income Division will be pleased to learn of their interest in receiving
the benchmark tables on diskette in the future. Present plans are to continue to revise the
tables in the Bulletin as more current data become available and to expand on their content.
Diskettes will be produced once a year and offered for sale on a cost basis. A notice will be
included in the Bulletin when the 1988 diskettes become available. The User Survey form
may be used for any comments about this new service, and, later on, to order a copy of the
1988 version.
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Statistics of Income: 75 Years of Service

By Bettye Jamerson and Robert A. Wilson*

The year 1988 marks the 75th anniversary of the ratifica-
tion of the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution in 1913
and the subsequent enactment by Congress of the Nation's
first modern income tax law [11 ]. Three years later, Congress
passed the Revenue Act of 1916, which included a provi-
sion requiring the annual preparation of statistics with
respect to the operation of the tax law. This provision, with
practically no change, has been repeated in each major
rewrite of the tax law since then.

The-first Statistics of Income (SOI) report, based on
income tax returns filed by individuals and corporations for
Calendar Year 1916, was released in 1918 [2]. The initial
volume also contained some information for 1913-1915, as
well, which was secured from earlier Annual Reports of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue [3]. Thus, the data
published in SOI cover the entire period of the modern
income tax.

In commemoration of these 75 years, it is appropriate to
contrast the early years with more recent times. Exhibit A of
this article provides what is essentially a reprint of a paper
written in 1933 by Dr Edward White, who directed the SOI
program from its inception for almost 30 years. White's
comments, written for his employees in an era long past,
provide a snapshot of SOI as it was then, its users and uses.
Much has changed since, yet much of White's description
still applies, notwithstanding the many innovations that have
taken place in technology, statistical methodology, as well
as in SOI and Government statistics generally and the uses
made of them [4].

In the very beginning, SOI reports were almost entirely
used for tax research and for estimating revenue, especially
by officials in the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Today, tax analysts in the Office of the Secretary and in the
Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation, continue to be
the main users of SOI, although they now rely primarily on
microdata rather than just aggregate tabulations. Since the
1930's, the third major user of SOI has been what is now
called the Bureau of Economic Analysis in the Department
of Commerce. It relies on tax return data extensively for the
National Income and Product Accounts [5]. Of course,
there are many other users in Government, universities, and
the private sector. There are also literally thousands of
special requests each year from the general public.

Compared to the single SOI reports for years through
1933 which contained annual data mostly for individual and

*Coordination and Publications Staff.

corporation returns, later years witnessed increases in both
the volume of statistics and in the types of returns covered
in response to user needs [6]. At first, this meant separate
reports on individuals and corporations. This was followed
by a number of other SOI reports and supplements,
particularly during the 1960's and 1970's. A contributing
factor was the increasing tendency for new provisions of the
tax law to require separate reports to Congress by the
Department of the Treasury, which first required new SOI
data. Frequently, SOI supplements resulted as a
by-product. The topics requiring special statistics included
individuals with high income, capital gains taxation, inter-
national boycott participation, taxation of corporate income
from U.S. possessions, income of citizens working abroad,
and the operations of Domestic International Sales Corpo-
rations [7-12].

While the advent of the computer has certainly increased
the amount of SOI data produced over the years (and the
speed with which they can be prepared), in many respects
these increases have only served to whet the appetite of
data users. Not only are more global totals now needed by
size or by industry or some other taxpayer characteristic,
but information about the computations underlying these
totals is also required so the user can better understand the
totals. This has necessitated more sophisticated (and usu-
ally more costly) statistics from tax return schedules in
support of the tax return totals.

The advent of the 1980's has seen a continuation of the
demand for more data. A new catalyst has been the
recently-enacted Tax Reform Act of 1986. As the first major
overhaul of the U.S. tax system since 1954, it is expected to
impact heavily on the SOI program, with new kinds of user
requirements anticipated in order to evaluate the new
provisions.

Needless to say, statistical budgets can never keep pace
with user requests and the SOI budget is no exception. In
recent years, in particular, reduced budgets for statistics
have led to major reassessments of the SOI program. New
technologies and methodologies have come to the rescue
to a certain extent. The institution of user-funding on a wider
scale has helped, too, since it forces users to be more
discriminating in defining requirements. However, the com-
puter (which facilitated the proliferation of statistics in the
first place) may also be part of the solution, not only in the
new processing efficiencies it offers, but also in the in-
creased number of computers of all sizes now at the
disposal of data analysts. With personal computers, for

1



2 Statistics of Income: 75 Years of Service

example, many of the new demands on SOI are likely to be
for more special purpose, public-use microdata files that
users can manipulate on their own and from which they can
produce tabulations geared to their specific needs; in other
words, SOI expects to be moving away from an increase in
published statistics [13]. Nothing is free, however, for with
this new role comes an added responsibility-the need to
improve methods to.safeguard identification of individual
taxpayers [141.

All of these factors are already reflected in an SOI program
which is increasingly characterized by fewer, more stream-
lined, publications than in the -recent past. The SOI Bulletin
(which was first published during 1981) is an example of this
streamlining process, containing as it does preliminary data,
data on unincorporated businesses, and data from special
studies.-All of these were formerly published in considerably
more detail in separate SOI reports in the areas of sole
proprieloeships, partnerships, estates and personal wealth,
sales~ofcapital assets, and foreign income'and taxes, among
others. Most recently, in 1987, the SOI Bulletin Selected
Statistical Series tables, containing historical tax return sta-
tistics, were produced in a new mode, a diskette.

Exhibit &I-which-outlines; the-SOI-ii~r6j(~-c-ts-ri-oW-brid-er'w-ay,-
is evidence-that SOI and the topics it now encompasses,
Conti

,
nue to grow. This growth, though, cannot be success-

ful unless it takes into consideration the needs of its
customers. Therefore, as the kinds and numbers of users
increase along with'advancing technology, the Statistics of
.Income Division hopes to continue its tradition of being
responsive to'user needs. One way in which this can be
done is through the User Survey, which appears in the back
of each SOI Bulletin. Each Bulletin reader is encouraged to
use this vehicle, as well as personal contact with the staff
people, such as those listed in Exhibit B. Results from the
User Surveys and a summary of letters received from our
readers, will appear in a future issue of the "SOI Bulletin
Board, " a new column introduced, starting with the Winter
1987-1988 Bulletin. .

.
These 75 years have seen many changes and many

more are anticipated in the years to come. It is with
optimism and enthusiasm that SOI looks forward to the
years ahead.
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EXHIBIT A.-Descriptive Synopsis of Economic Data Compiled from Federal Income Tax
Returns of Individuals and Corporati

'
ons and Federal Estate Tax Returns and of the History,

Scope and Functions of the Statistical Section

By Edward White*

Members of the Statistical Section:

In the belief that it is the desire of each of you to better
comprehend the purposes of the Statistica.1 Section and to
visualize the various steps leading to the compilation and
publication or otherwise presentation of the statistical re-
ports emanating from this Section, there is attached a
descriptive synopsis outlining to some extent its history, the
purpose of its creation, the value of its compilations and the
importance attached to the work in which each of you is
taking part, whether it be coding, transcribing, card punch-
ing, tabulating or compiling and analyzing the data. ,

- -In-the-knowledge -that the -data-compiled-by-this- Section-
are of real and far-reaching value in connection with the
economic problems of our government, I am sure that you
will read the "Descriptive Synopsis" with the greatest
interest and that it will give you a better conception of the
value of each step of the work and your connection with it.

EDWARD WHITE,
Chief, Statistical Section.

amounts allowed as deductions and exemptions, and any
other facts deemed pertinent and valuable.

Due to the subsequent enactment of the war profits and
excess profits tax provisions, the Revenue Act of 1918
broadened the foregoing requirement relative to the collec-
tion of statistics so as to also include data concerning the
operation of these provisions. By all succeeding acts the
Commissioner is required to collect and make available
data from the income, war profits and excess profits tax
returns in the same manner as set forth above.

Origin of Statistics of Income

In accordance with the above referred to provision of the
law, there was compiled from the income tax returns filed by
individuals and corporations for the calendar year 1916,
the first volume of "Statistics of Income."

Following this volume, there have been issued succes-
sively

*
both Preliminary and Complete Reports of "Statistics

of. Income:' compiled from the returns filed for each year.

February 1, 1.933.

DESCRIPTIVE SYNOPSIS

Statistical Section, Income Tax Unit

Authority, Origin, Purpose, Scope, and
Nature and Value of Compilations

Authority

To the Congress, framing the Revenue Act of 1916,,it
became apparent that accurate information regarding the
distribution of income in the United States,was necessary.
Accordingly, there was incorporated in that act a provision
(Section 21) requiring the preparation of statistics with
respect to the operation of the income tax law, statistics
covering classification of taxpayers and of income, the

*Edward White was the Chief, Statistical Section, Income Tax Unit,
Clearing Division of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, from 1918 until
1946.

Prior to 1916 the income tax was of minor importance as
a source of Federal revenue. Its relative importance with
respect to total ordinary receipts of the Federal Government
which are comprised principally of customs, income and
war profits tax, miscellaneous internal revenue tax, sales of
public lands and other miscellaneous receipts, is shown in
the following summary of income tax collections covering
the years 1910 to 1932, inclusive:

Income and Profits Tax Collections, 1910 to 1932,
Inclusive, Showing the Revenue Acts, Years Comprising
the Collections, Total Income and Profits Tax Collections,
and Per Cent of Income Tax to Total Ordinary Receipts

Years in which Per cent
tax was Income and of incom

Revenue Acts collected prolits tax to total
(Fiscal yew collections ordinary

ended June 30) receipts

Corporation Excise Tax of 1909 ............
**
............

1
910 to 1913 $ . 118,058,362 4.25%

Revenue Act of 1913...................... .................... 1914 to 1916 276,520,287 12.48
Revenue Act of 1916
(amended Mar 3, 1917, and
Oct. 3, 1917) and Act of 1917 ............................ 1917 to 1918 2,673,687.520 55.83

Revenue

Act of 1918 .......................................... 1919 to 1921 10,169,779,133 58.21

Revenue Act of

1

921 .......................................... 1922 to 1924 5,588,880.039 46.08
Revenue Act of 1924 .......................................... 1925 1,760,537,824 46.57
Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928 ........................ 1 1926 to 1932 1 14,040,414,394 54.45
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Purpose Underlying the Collection of Statistics from
Income Tax Returns

Further statements as to purpose for which financial data
from income tax returns are collected follow:

The obvious reasons which compel an individual or a
corporation to maintain accounting records showing
sources and amount of income and nature and amount of
expenditures are identical with those which compel the
Federal Government to compile a composite statement of
the income and expenditures of all its citizens and corpo-
rations upon whom it depends for close to half of all its
revenue. To an individual or corporation, the single source
from which an individual or corporation derives half of its
income is subject to the most careful analysis because
changes affecting it could prove more serious than total loss
of any one of the many single sources which compose the
other half of total revenue. Similarly, the Federal Govern-
ment must keep close watch upon the composition of its
aggregate of income tax returns.

Specifically, these reasons are:

1. To provide Congress with an analytical statement of
that portion of the nation's income as disclosed on
income tax returns on which its policies with respect to
tax levies on income are determined.

2. To provide the President and the Secretary of the
Treasury with basic data upon which recommendations
to Congress as to income tax legislation are based.

3. To provide the Secretary of the Treasury with basic
data concerning income distribution in the United States
which serves as an important factor in the formula used in
arriving at the official Treasury estimates of anticipated
revenue.

4. To provide the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
with certain basic data as to the average gross sales,
average net income, etc., of industrial groups as a means
of administering the tax law in those cases where taxpay-
er's records are inadequate.

The foregoing reasons imply a more concrete and defi-
nite purpose for the assembly of economic and financial
data than is customarily imputed to collection of data in the
usual statistical sense. In the first place, the figures are more
nearly absolute than merely representative, they are rigidly
coordinated as between the millions of highly technical
schedules (income tax returns), rather than merely tallied
from uniform schedules, and they stand alone in their field
without the benefit of the usual checks for accuracy that
exist from a knowledge of other closely related data. In the
second place, the compilations are not utilized solely by the
students of social sciences in arriving at valuable conclu-
sions not heretofore reached but also serve as a positive
base upon which definite action is taken by the Department
and Congress.

"Its (the Statistical Section) objective is primarily twofold;
First, that of compiling statistics from the returns of net
income as required by Congress, and Second, the
preparation of special compilations and other research
data from the returns of net income for use in the
administration of the law.

"It will be seen from the above that its functions are not to
indulge in ethical speculation, abstract theories, or per-
sonal philosophies, but its economic service is that of
providing Congress with concrete information as to
classes of taxpayers, sources of income or nature of
business pursuits; or preparing special compilations for
use in the administration of the Income Tax Laws, or
perhaps through its publications, 'Statistics of Income,'
giving to the public information of value, not only in the
study of the economic conditions of the country, but
likewise facts and figures upon which and through which
the business statistician and business administrator may
chart comparisons of productions and gauge the poten-
tial absorption power by geographical divisions."[1]

"These statistical reports have inaugurated an epoch in
income statistics. Never before had the economist, the
statistician, or the business executive either a contempo-
raneous or historical presentation of the financial status of
the civil organization of a nation so vital, so valuable, or
so helpful in determining the distribution of incomes, the
rise and fall of profits or the purchasing power of com-
munities. Nor had the legislator prior to this time compre-
hensive data by which to gauge either the tax productiv-
ity of proposed legislation or the economic reaction to
such legislation. " [21

Scope of Data Collected and Utilized

Fundamentally, interest attaches only to sources of in-
come, deductions against income, net income, and a
statement of assets and liabilities in which changes have an
effect upon income.

The statutory definition of gross income is as follows:

" 'Gross income~ includes gains, profits, and income
derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for per-
sonal service, of whatever kind and in whatever form
paid, or from professions, vocations, trades, businesses,
commerce, or sales, or dealings in property, whether real
or personal, growing out of the ownership or use of or
interest in such property; also from interest, rent, divi-
dends, securities, or the transaction of any business
carried on for gain or profit, or gains or profits and
income derived from any source whatever."[31
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The statutory definition of deductions against gross in-
come is as follows:

"All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or
incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade
or business, including a reasonable allowance for sala-
ries or other compensation for personal services actually
rendered; traveling expenses (including the entire
amount expended for meals and:lodging) while away
from home in the pursuit of a trade or business; and
rentals or other payments required to be made as a
condition to the continued use or possession, for pur-
poses of the trade or business, of property to which the
taxpayer has not taken or is not taking title or in which he
has no equity."[41

-The statutory definition of net income means the excess
of the gross income as defined by Section 22(a), over the
deductions as defined by Section 23(a).[5]

"Economic theory and accounting practice have long
been in utter disagreement as to what constitutes 'net
incomd.- The"courts, which had the opportunity to arbi-
trate between the opposing concepts of the economist

-and-th-e-ar,(:~o-U-ntd-ht,--he~v-6--av6ide-d-th eissue-by-d-e-c-la- r-in-g
that the use of the term 'in common speech' is sufficient
for purposes of law. (Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. (1920)
.189; Merchants'Loan and Trust Co. V. Smietahka, 255
U3. (1921) 509.)'Congress and the state legislatures
have wisely given more consideration to the accountants'
concept of net -income than to the. economists' view. -

"The accountants' concept. of personal 'net income
may be defined as the monetary or material receipts of an
individual in the course of a period of time, say a year,in
excess of the monetary or material costs of obtaining
those receipts."[61

From the foregoing, it will be observed that the income
tax blank furnished the taxpayer, both individual and cor-
porate, upon which is to be reported the net result of all his
manifold transactions involving financial gain or loss must
be - sufficiently comprehensive to provide a: space for the
entry of the net results of all transactions. which affect the
correct determination of statutory net income and final tax
liability.

It is from this'type of return from which the tabulations are
made and since only minor items on the return are not
tabulated separately it may be stated that the data collected
are a comprehensive tabulation of the net result of all
financial transactions affecting the incomes and deficits of
all corporations and of all individuals required to file returns.

The classification of the data tabulated is made with a
view towards pi~oviding an analytical statement of the data

upon which the effects of contemplated action by Congress
with respect to the taxation of income in its entirety or of any
of its forms may be intelligently estimated. A summary of the
classifications~ follows:

I "The
'
data compiled from the individual income tax

returns include such important matters as the number of
returns filed and the net inc

'
ome shown upon these

returns, classified by sex, family relationship, and geo-
graphically; the income from business classified by in-
dustrial groups; the income from specific sources, such
as salaries, business, etc., classified by size; and the
.interest and principal shown for total and partially tax-
exempt obligations of the Federal Government, United
States possessions, and obligations of States and Terri-
tories and political subdivisions thereof, as reported on
the income tax returns filed by individuals and corpora-
tions.

"In addition data are compiled in regard to deductions
from income and income exemptions and credits, clas-
sified by size of net income and geographically. And, of
course, information is gathered in regard to tax liability.

."Data compiled from the corporation income tax re-
turns include receipts and disbursements of corporations
filing income tax returns, and the assets and liabilities of
a large number of these corporations classified by indus-
trial groups. Information is presented in regard to such
important matters as the number of returns filed, the
gross income, the net income or deficit, and the tax
liability shown on these returns, classified by size of net
income or deficit, by industrial groups and by geograph-
ical areas. In addition, data are tabulated separately for
those corporations which file fiscal year returns for peri-
ods ending other than at the end of a calendar year"[7]

Value of Data Compiled
(Commercial Viewpoint)

The test of the value lies in the practical utilization of the
data compiled and its practical use is evidenced by con-
crete examples constantly exhibited. Among the many
coming to the attention of the office, a few will be cited as
illustrative of the use which the data constantly serve.

1. In a report recently- released by Moody's Investors
Service, entitled "A Nation Wide Survey of Public Utility
Progress:' prepared for the reason that, as it states "The
place of the public utility business in the industrial life of the'
American people is here pictured through a long series of
totals which have been especially selected to answer the
questions most frequently arising in the minds of investors,"
there is contained the following reference:
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"The above tables are designed to replace similar
previous compilations, the publication of which in this
Manual was discontinued two years ago. Instead of being
based on a distant official estimate, such as the Census
of Manufactures for 1919, and brought up to date with
the help of data on new security issues, they are now for
the most part official figures, at least up to 1929, inclu-
sive. The sources for the tabulation of corporate debt and
capital are the Statistics of Income, published by the
Treasury Department and the data are based on the
balance sheets of about 400,000 corporations reporting
to the United States Treasury."[8]

Moreover, in a letter dated August 19, 1932, from Moody's
Investors Service to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
the following comment is observed:

"in the'Statistics of Income' your Bureau compiles very
valuable statistics showing total assets and liabilities of
corporations. This organization is particularly interested
in the total of bonded debts and mortgages outstanding
and we have been using your figures in response to a
very keen interest in this subject on the part of investors."

2. A study of W.L. Crum, Editor, Review of Economic
Statistics, entitled "Corporate Earning Power," contains the
following foreword:

"Individual and group studies undertaken in universi-
ties and elsewhere are gradually assembling data which
enable the executive to compare his operations with
some form which the studies develop. Bureaus of busi-
ness research and others who make studies of business
publish from time to time, analyses of enterprise
... This study deals with a subject that has interest for all
business men, and, unlike those o~cupied with sample
concerns, employs data for all corporations which report
income to the United States Government."

"Much economic interest has been attached to the
statistics of income and profits since the annual publica-
tions of the Bureau of Internal Revenue appeared, at
about the same time of our entrance into the World War.
In recent years Friday, Foster and Catchings, Hastings,
Crum, Sloan and many others have made interesting
contributions on the subject of profits, both descriptive
and theoretical in their consideration. All of the large
corporations that have their stocks listed on the New York
Stock Exchange are required to report their earnings
annually, and these annual, and also many quarterly,
statements of earnings are now published. In number,
however, these few large corporations that publish their
statements form an extremely small proportion of all
corporations in the United States. The total earnings of
these large and, for the most part, successful corpora-
tions, now tabulated by various organizations, are not
similar enough to the totals of the 450,000-odd corpora-
tions reporting income to the Federal government to be
used as a basis of estimating total annual profits of all
corporations before the official figures finally become
available. Thus, in addition to the statistical interest in
existing relationships and variations between income,
profits, and business, there is the interest in and need of
some means of approximating current total business
income and profits of the entire country."[10]

An extremely important point respecting value of the cor-
porate data compiled from income tax returns is brought out
in the foregoing quotation which relates to the fact that at the
present time corporate income and disbursement data are
only fragmentary in the case of all sources with the exception
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. A notable example of the
incomplete state of the data is illustrated by the figures show-
ing amount of cash dividends paid by corporations. Outside
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, one of the most widely
used sources for this particular item is the New York Journal
of Commerce, which figures are reprinted in the official
publications entitled "Survey of Current Business" and "Sta-
tistical Abstract of the United States."

and in the preface to the volume contains the following:

"The following chapters constitute a first report of the
findings of an analytical examination into the corporation
statistics regularly published by the United States Trea-
sury in its annual compilation, 'Statistics of Incomd."[91

3. Perhaps no greater general economic interest lies in
any forecasts than that of business income and profits. The
results of experimental studies along these lines having for
their basis the financial and economic data compiled from
income tax returns of corporations are contained in the
October 1929 issue of the Journal of Business of the
University of Chicago. As illustrative of the part played by
the income statistics and the nature of their analyses, the
following quotation will serve:

A summary comparison of the figures from that source,
with those compiled from income tax returns, follows:

YOM
Cmh dmderds'

steftom
d
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I

M.......................................................................

1929 .......................................................................

1928 .......................................................................

1927 .......................................................................

1

926 .......................................................................

1925 .......................................................................

1

924 ............................................................ ..........

1923 .......................................................................

1922 ............ ........................................................

All figures in t)Hlk)ns and tenths of b4fions of dollars.
2 StalisticW Abstract of the United States. pL 291.

froom

8.2
8.3
7.0
6.4
5.9
5.1
4.3
4.1
3.4

4.2
3.4
2.3
2.1
1.1
1.0
1.0

.9

.9

4. As to the value of data respecting the distribution of
income among individuals, perhaps the most important
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commercial- use lies in the determination of purchasing
power throughout the country. Foremost among those
using these data for this purpose which come to the
attention of the office is the Curtis Publishing Company [11 ].

The income tax figures constitute an important element in
the formula used by that company in classifying the poten-
tial purchasing power of the communities throughout the
United States. Many other formulas are in use by other
agencies which include these data as an element.

Chief among these others is a study entitled "Selling Your
Market:' -prepared by the Quality Group (The Atlantic
Monthly, The Century, Harper's Magazine, The Review of
Reviews, Scribner's Magazine). In connection with their use
of the figures, the following comment is observed:

"While it'seems evident from an analysis of incomes that
a large part.of the surplus income in the United States is
in the Quality Market, it is always interesting to have
evidence in substantiation, which in this case is strikingly
given by - the latest Federal Income Tax returns
available.- [1 2]

Likewise, the data'are used officially by the Department
of Commerce as evidenced in its tri-monthly publication
entitled "Domestic Commerce," which states:

"Final figures on the income tax returns for the year 1930
and a,preliminary report covering income tax returns for
the year 1931 which were filed prior to August 31, 1932,
were released a few days~ ago by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. The increases in numbers of returns referred to
in the itern above on this page and shown in the map on
the -following page are significant as market
indicators. . ."[13]

5. A general statement in the Economic World sums up
in a brief way the Value of the figures relating to individuals
in the following manner:

... it is also true that in the long run public' thinking
about matters of the greatest consequence is much
affected by these statistics, as their meaning from various
standpoints is gradually elucidated by those who are
called upon to deal theoretically or practically with the
national economy in its different aspects. It goes without
saying, for instance, that in the domain of taxation,
whether National, State or local, the information supplied
by the income tax figures is invaluable and virtually
indispensible now that we have it. Apart from this directly
practical use of the figures, however, they are of the
greatest assistance in arriving at sound conclusions with
regard to the economic situation of the American people
in successive years and successive periods of, years.
Conjoined with the statistics of industrial and agricultural

production from year to year, with such statistics as we
have for the volume of the country's domestic and
international trade, with the available figures for the
accumulation of wealth through savings, life insurance
and other forms of thrift, and with the estimates now
regularly made at frequent intervals by competent author-
ities of the total national income and the total national
wealth, the income tax statistics enable us to form a
reasonably accurate picture of the true economic state of
the country. It may be added that they also throw much
light upon such matters as the stability of the general
price level for commodities and services of all kinds, the

. adequacy of the remuneration and profits of the various
classes of persons engaged in production and distribu-
tion in all their forms, the general prosperity (or the
reverse) of industry and trade at any given time, and a
long series of other similar matters of economic
importance. "[1 4]

Value of Data Compiled
(Governmental Viewpoint)

1. An income tax law, framed without regard to the -
-amount-and-distribution--of income-and-estimates -as -to -tax-
such a law might produce would, no doubt, miss the mark
by far of the end intended to accomplish. Fortunately, a fair
idea of the amount of the several forms of income, as well as
its distribution among the several net income classes is
made available by the Statistical Section, and the framers of
the laws and official estimates take the data into very serious
consideration. As to the official estimates, a series of articles
appearing in the Review of Economic Statistics explain

'
s in

detail the method of estimating revenue on the basis of data
tabulated from the income tax returns of both individuals
and corporations [151. It is true, as is pointed out in those
articles, that many adjustments of the data are necessary to
fit the peculiar problem at hand but nevertheless the *data as
tabulated form the basis from which the work is performed.
The fact that such adjustments are necessary is not serious
so long as the data tabulated from year to year are
comparable. It is, of course, the effort of the Section at ail
times to keep the figures comparable as between the
several years.

2. As to legislation, much evidence is found of the
practical use of income statistics by the committees of both
houses of Congress charged with handling tax legislation.

A few illustrations will be of interest.

(a) Senate Resolution 253 directed the Secretary-of the
Treasury to furnish the Senate with the following information:

"First, Any and all facts, figures, data, or information now
in possession of the Treasury Department relative to
profiteering which would in any way enable Congress to
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deal with the matter either through the present proposed
revenue legislation or through enactment of more effec-
tive criminal statutes. That such report shall contain a list
of all corporations with the amount of their earnings
which have earned in excess of fifteen per centurn on
their capital stock, as shown by their returns to the
Internal Revenue Bureau for the calendar year nineteen
hundred and seventeen, accompanied by such state-
ment as will show net earnings of the same corporation
for the calendar year nineteen hundred and sixteen."

"Corporate Earnings and Government Revenues" (388
pages) embodies the response to this resolution. This
document contains statistical data compiled from 31,500
income and excess-profits tax returns of corporations.

anthracite coal, the amount of capital stock, the
amount of invested capital, the amount of net income,
the amount charged to depletion and depreciation
accounts, and the amount of Federal tax paid by each
such corporation."

The reply to this resolution is contained in Senate Docu-
ment No. 48, (10 pages).

(e) The utilization of data compiled from income tax
returns is especially noted in the case of the Joint
Congressional Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
and its staff which determines the effect of certain tax
proposals upon revenue. The two following illustrations
will suffice:

(b) Senate Resolution 115 requested the Secretary of the
Treasury to furnish information regarding the excess-profits
taxes of corporations based upon the business of 1921 and
for which returns or assessments were made during the
year 1922 as follows:

"For each serial number of corporations as indicated on
pages 58 to 65, inclusive, Table 9, 'Statistics of income
from returns of net income for 1921: as compiled and
published under the direction of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue.

"(a) The number of corporations in each serial number
reporting income subject to taxation under the first
bracket of the revenue act of 1921, together with the
amount of net earnings subject to such tax and the
amount of tax assessed thereon.

"(b) The number of corporations in each serial number
reporting income subject to taxation under the second
bracket of said act, together with the amount of net
earnings subject to such tax and the amount of tax
assessed thereon."

The reply to this resolution is contained in Senate Docu-
ment No. 67 (82 pages).

(c) Senate Resolution 110 directed the Secretary of the
Treasury to furnish information relative to profit, surplus
and dividends of corporations reporting net taxable
income of $2,000 and over in 1922. The reply to this
resolution is contained in Senate Document No. 85 (132
pages).

(d) Senate Resolution 99 directed the Secretary of the
Treasury

I I . . . to furnish to the Senate a statement based on
corporation income tax returns covering the year 1924,
showing for each corporation engaged in the mining of

.
1. In letter dated March 23, 1931, to Hon. Willis C.

Hawley, Chairman, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, Mr Parker, Chief of Staff, discusses the importance
of certain tax proposals and closes his letter with the
following recommendations:

"It is recommended in view of the importance of this
subject that the Treasury Department be requested to
give us a preliminary tabulation of the facts set forth in the
chart attached for the 1930 returns by November 15,
1931. This will enable the committee to discuss this
matter in the light of the true facts."

By letter of March 23, 1931, addressed to Hon. Ogden L.
Mills, Mr Hawley concurred in Mr Parker's recommenda-
tion and further states:

11 . . . you will appreciate the fact that if the Committee is
to discuss this subject intelligently it will be necessary to
have the facts for 1930 on account of the unusual
economic conditions obtaining in that year."

2. Another evidence of the use by the Joint Congres-
sional Committee of income statistics is found in an inter-
esting report entitled "Preliminary Report on Earned
Income." All the statistical tables reprinted in this report and
on which the report was based had as their source the
"Statistics of Income" series.

(f) Illustrations of use made of income statistics by other
branches of the Government are as follows:

The Federal Trade Commission in response to Senate
Resolution 451 of the 67th Congress concerning an esti-
mate of National Wealth and Income relied considerably
upon the figures tabulated from income and estate tax
returns [16].

The Department of Commerce is at this time compiling
an estimate of national income in response to Senate
Resolution 220 of the 72nd Congress which reads as
follows:
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"Resolved, that the Secretary of Commerce is re-
quested to report to the Senate of United States on or
before December 15, 1933, estimates of the total national
income of the United States for each of the calendar
years 1929, 1930, and 1931, including estimates of the
portions of the national income originating from agricul-
ture, manufacturing, mining, transportation, and other
gainful industries and occupations, and estimates of the
distribution of the national income in the form of wages,
rents, royalties, dividends, profits, and other types of
payments. These estimates shall be prepared by the
Bureau'of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and the
Bureau shall use available official and unofficial statistics
and such relevant data as may be in the possession of
the various departments, bureaus, and independent
establishments of the Federal Government."

Pursuant to the authority contained in the resolution, the
Department of Commerce has requested the assistance of
the Statistical Section. In fact, much work has already been
performed.

. The Timber Conservative Board which was appointed by
thi-P-re-siddritori- Novem ber 1_Z V9W to se-e-0th-e -develop--
ment of sound and workable progress of private and public
effort, with a view to securing and maintaining an economic
balance between production and consumption of forest
products and to formulate'and advance a deliberate plan of
forest conservation, made the following comment in a letter
to Hon. David Burnet, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
dated December 19,1931:

"The information and statistical tables furnished this
Board by the Statistical Section of the Income Tax Unit
have been exceedingly helpful in determining the trend of
taxation in relation to the Forest Products Industries
... Except for the comprehensive and efficient manner in
which these data were assembled, segregated, distrib-
.uted, and kept by your Statistical Section, it would have
been very difficult, if not impossible, for the Board to have
secured this essential,information from any other source.
It has enabled the Board to compile a complete financial
set-up for the Timber Industry for each of the States and
regions involved."

. The United States Coal Commission in its final report, Part
ly, page. 2,516 contains the following:

"The tables of invested capital and net income -of
bituminous coal mining companies as shown by their
Federal Income Tax returns, given in Part IV, were pre-
pared by Mr Edward White, Head of the Statistical
Division, Income Tax Unit of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, with the courteous permission of the Secretary
of the Treasury."

Use Made of Income Statistics by the States

1. In many of the states in which consideration has been
given to enactment of state income tax laws, the Statistical
Section has furnished data for use in framing the tax laws.
The requests have been varied and numerous. Typical of
these requests is the following from the State of Kansas,
State Tax Code Commission:

"At our request you furnished us a few months ago with
some very valuable data relative to the number of returns,
taxable income, etc., on banks, both state and national,
in Kansas, and like information of other financial institu-
tions, loan companies, mortgage companies, etc.

"The Tax Code Commission now has under consider-
ation in order to work out the complications arising over
the national banks tax situation, a franchise tax for all
corporations based upon income.

"in the consideration of this proposal, we need all
information available relative to other corporations. You
have furnished the same-to-us--for-the-financial -groups-
and if we could get like information from all other
corporations, excluding the financial group, similar to the
analysis which you furnished us recently on the financial
group, same will be of great benefit to this commission.

"The information desired is as follows for all corpora
tions except the financial group:

1. Total number of all returns.
2. Of those reporting net income

(a) Number of returns
(b) Statutory net income
(d) Tax-exempt income

(1) Dividends on capital stock of domestic
corporations.

(2) Interest on Federal, state and municipal
bonds.

(d) Total net income
(e) Taxes paid other than income tax
(f) Amount of income tax

3. Of those reporting nonet income.
(a) Number of returns
(b) Statutory deficit
(c) Tax-exempt income.

(1) Dividends on capital stock of domestic
corporations.

(2) Interest on tax-exempt securities.
(d) Deficit plus tax-exempt income
(e) Taxes paid other than income tax."

2. Moreover, in the annual and special reports of state
and tax commissions much evidence is found of the value
of income statistics as compiled from the Federal -income
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tax returns. One citation of this will illustrate the point. In the
report of the State Tax Commission of North Carolina for
1930, the following appears:

need for a review of the whole income tax structure with
thought in mind of more practical and scientific application
in the future.

"In planning the study, the Tax Commission had the
advice and criticism of Mr. Edward White, Chief, Statisti-
cal Section, Income Tax Unit of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. While this report does not follow the style or
contents of the annual report 'Statistics of Income from
Returns of Net Income' of the United States Bureau of
Internal Revenue, its general conception and set-up were
based upon a careful examination of that report; and the
study undertakes to present such similar statistical infor-
mation as would be most valuable in a critical evaluation
of the North Carolina State Income Tax."[171

Probable Future Value of the Income Statistics

"At the close of first session of the Seventy-second
Congress, the Committee on Ways and Means autho-
rized and directed the appointment of a special subcom-
mittee for the purpose of making a study of Federal and
State taxation with particular reference to the duplications
which occur through overlapping authority. "[181

Pursuant to this authorization, there was prepared re-
cently a preliminary report by the staff of the Joint Commit-
tee on Internal Revenue Taxation and transmitted with the
following letter, dated December 28, 1932, addressed to
Hon. Fred M. Vinson by Mr. L. H. Parker, Chief of the Joint
Committeds staff:

"My dear Mr. Chairman: Atthe direction of Hon. James
W. Collier, Chairman of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, there is submitted herewith a 'Prelim-
inary Report on Federal and State Taxation, and duplica-
tions therein'. This report has been prepared at your
request and it is hoped that it may be of sufficient value
to form a basis for the future work of your committee.

"At the completion of some months of study of our
taxation system as a whole, it is our opinion that very
substantial improvements can be made therein, through
cooperation between the Federal Government and the
States. The tax burden is great and the public are fully
conscious of this burden in these times of stress. A more
equitable distribution of the burden and its ultimate
reduction through a judicious curtailment in expenditures
would doubtless not only be welcomed by the public but
would also have a most beneficial effect on
business."[19]

In the report accompanying the letter, a very prominent
place is assigned to the importance and discussion of the
income tax principle as a means of raising revenue and the

Pertinent statements indicating the need for and the
probability of future serious consideration of the income tax
as a source of Governmental revenue are quoted from the
report:

"Our income tax law is decidedly complex in spite of
many efforts in the direction of simplification. The com-
plexity comes about in a great measure by a very proper
solicitude on the part of Congress in the direction of
equity."[20]

"A desirable and comprehensive plan for making our
taxing system as a whole more equitable, more produc-
tive, and less complicated, can only be arrived at by
sincere cooperation between our Government officials,
our legislators, our economists and the public. "[21]

11.

. .
income taxes on individuals constitute one of our

most satisfactory forms of taxation. With a proper scale of
graduated rates, they stand in the fore of all of our taxes
based on the principle of ability to pay. They are open to
two serious defects; first, the revenue derived is subject to
severe fluctuation between times of depression and times
of prosperity; second, when designed with a strict view to
equity, the income tax statutes are cumbersome, compli-
cated and a source of litigation and controversy. These
taxes deserve study to minimize the defects noted.

. . . the same general remarks made in connection
with income taxes on individuals hold in the case of
income taxes on corporations. The corporation income
tax has, however, one added' defect, namely, no satisfac-
tory system of applying the graduated rate principle to
the net income of corporations has, as yet, been devised.
This problem is difficult but deserves consideration. "[22)

And under "Questions which should be discussed and
solved:' the following is quoted:

"A review of our tax system as a whole suggests at once
many issues which should be discussed. As stated
before, we shall not discuss these issues here, but shall
merely mention those which would seem to merit aften-
tion. For instance, the following questions may well be
considered:

"First, which taxes are most adaptable for the use of the
Federal government and which taxes are most adaptable
for the use of the State governments?

"Second, what taxes may be properly imposed by both
State and Federal Governments without serious objection
from the standpoint of equity?
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"Third, what means should be adopted to set forth model
tax system for the whole country?

"Fourth, what means can be adopted to bring into
practical operation a model system of taxation?"[23]

Public hearings are being held February 3, 1933 "for the
purpose of obtaining the views of public officials, legislators,
economists, and the interested public on methods and
means of improving our tax system as a whole."

It is obvious from the above quotations from the report
which already has depended to a large extent upon income
statistics for certain of the facts brought to light, that as this
study progresses much emphasis will be placed upon the
data tabulated from income tax returns and Federal estate
tax returns in finding a solution to the problem of building a
model tax system, and such statistics will serve an ever
increasing need in helping Congress and the state legisla-
tures in adjusting that tax system 'so as to maintain the
income tax in its proper relationship to all other forms of
taxes and to the ever changing economic conditions of the
people.

Outline.of the Major Administrative Organizations of
the Statistical Section and Principal Functions of
each Administrative Unit

Office of Chief of Section

Directs the preparation of the annually published report,
"Statistics of Income," containing fiscal and other eco-
nomic data compiled from income and estate tax returns,
and conducts special income and tax studies for legisla-
tive and administrative purposes.

Coding and Transcribing Subsection

Classifies income and estate. tax returns for statistical
segregation by code designations and prepares card
transcripts of the data reported on certain income and
estate tax returns selected on the basis of economic
importance,.

Card Punch, Verifying and Tabulation Subsection

Records on tabulation cards, by means of card punch
machines,, data reported on income and estate tax
retu rns; also, certain administrative records.of tax defi-
ciencies and overassessments. Verifies the punched data
to insure accuracy Tabulates the punched cards by
geographic and economic groups, and maintains cur-
rent file of tabulation cards.

Research and Compilation Subsection

Prepares compilations from the data tabulated from the
punched cards for publication in "Statistics of lncome'~
and for other forms of presentation. Selects for specia
studies, data shown on income and estate tax returns.
Prepares comparative data on incomes, deductions and
tax to aid in the investigation and audit of returns of
taxpayers having inadequate bookkeeping records.
Comptometerizes tabulations and compilations. Main-
tains file of card transcripts of certain income tax returns
of individuals beginning with 1914 and corporations with
1917 for historical income and tax studies. -
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Project

Corporation Income Tax
Returns:
1985 Program
1986 Program
1987 Program

Corporation Tax Adjustment
Study (CORTAX)

Partnership Returns of
Income

Secretary's Percentage Study

Employment Tax Return
Studies:

Unincorporated
Businesses
Corporations

Partnership.Schedule KIK-1
Study

Tax Shelter Registration Study

Statistical Subscription
Series:

Corporation Source Book

Partnership Source Book

Statistics of Income: 75 Years of Service

EXHIBIT B.-CORPORATION STATISTICS BRANCH
PROJECTS AND PRIMARY CONTACTS

Primary Contacts
Area Code (202)

Tim Wheeler
Victor Rehula
David Jordan

(376-0102)

Nick Greenia
(376-0124)

Alan Zempel
T61)(37P70- _

Joe Middough
(376-0761)

Charles Day
(376-0761)

Tom Petska
(376-0761)

Tom Petska
(376-0761)

Sandy Byberg
(376-0102)

Gail Moglen
(376-0761)

Frequency and Program Content

The basic SOI program data are produced annually and
covers complete income statement, balance sheet, tax and
tax credits, distributions to stockholders, and detail from
supporting schedules.

This is a periodic study which examines the effect of
corporate tax adjustment transactions (primarily those due
to carrybacks of unused net operating losses and tax
credits) on the tax liabilities of previous tax years. The first
such effort is approaching completion for Tax Years
1978-1983, but because of the dynamic nature of the
process and the length of statutory time periods affecting
adjustment transactions, subsequent studies are expected
to reveal more changes to these as well as future years.

The basic SOI prog
'
ram data are produced annually and

cover -income statement,-balance-sheet,-and--detaiI -from
supporting schedules.

This study is conducted annually and includes data for
computation of the percentage used in determining income
tax liability of foreign life insurance companies with
operations in the United States.

This is a periodic study based on availability of outside
funding and includes the addition of payroll - and
employment data to SOI files of corporations, partnerships
and sole proprietorships based on linkages with
employment tax returns, Forms 941 and 943. Last
completed study was for Tax Year 1979.

This is a periodic study based on the availability of outside
funding. It is an examination of the recognized "gap"
between income reported by the partnership and income
reported by the partner through a linkage of Schedules K
and K-1 (used to report partnership distributions) to the
Form 1065 partnership return. Study of 1983 is completed.

This is a planned study which will include the development
of a file of Forms 8264, Application for Registration of a
Tax Shelter, which will eventually be matched to
partnership return data for analysis of "tax shelter"
characteristics.

Annual detailed industry data and other information for
sale.
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EXHIBIT B.-FOREIGN STATISTICS BRANCH (DOMESTIC STUDIES)
PROJECTS AND PRIMARY CONTACTS

Project Primary Contacts
Area Code (202)

Frequency and Program Content

Private FDundations Peggy Riley This study is conducted annually and includes information

Jan Grimes on net worth and various data from the balance sheet and

(376-0199) income statement. A compendium of previously published
SOI articles on tax-exempt organizations will be published
in the fall of 1988. Other research papers and previously

unpublished articles and tables will also be included.

Nonprofit Charitable Cecelia Hilgert This study is conducted annually and includes information
Organizations Jan Grimes on net worth and various data from the balance sheet and

(376-0199) income statement for only those organizations classified as

tax exempt under subsection 501(c)(3) of the Internal

Revenue Code. The groups covered are religious,
educational, scientific, and literary (excluding private

foundations) organizations. However, for Tax Year 1988, the

study will be expanded to include all section 501(c)

organizations.

Charitable and Split-interest Mike Alexander This is a periodic study planned for every 3 years. The

Trusts (376-0199) next study is planned for Tax Year 1989 and will include

primarily balance sheet and income statement information.

Exempt Organizations Ed Chung This study is to be conducted annually. The first study is

Business Income Tax (376-0199) for Tax Year 1987 to be published in 1989 and will include

Returns tabulations of unrelated business income and deductions.

The data file will also be linked with the data files of

tax-exempt organizations.

Private Foundation Grant Ed Chung This is a one-time study mandated by Congress in the Tax

Administrative Expenses (376-0199) Reform Act of 1984 to assess the impact of current rules

Study governing the treatment of grant administrative expenses.

Farmers' Cooperatives John Kozielec This is a periodic study to be done every 3 years. The next

(376-0199) Farmers' Cooperative Study is planned for 1989. The last

complete study was for Tax Year 1977. Results from this

study will be published in the Exempt Organization

Compendium in the fall of 1988.

Estate Tax Returns Marvin Schwartz This study is conducted annually and includes information

Barry Johnson on gross estate and its composition, deductions, and tax.

(376-0199) Also included is information on the age, sex, and marital

status of the decedents. Basic estate tax return data by

year in which returns are filed are produced every year

Other statistics are available on a year-of-death basis

(approximately every 3 years).

Personal Wealth Study Marvin Schwartz This study is periodic, providing estimates of personal

Janet McCubbin wealth that are generated based on estate tax return data

(376-0199) using the "estate multiplier" technique, in conjunction with

both the filing year and year-of-death estate data bases.

The most recent data available are based on returns filed

in 1983. A compendium of previously-published SOI

articles on wealth and wealth-related studies will be

published in the fall of 1989. Other research papers and

previously unpublished articles and tables will also be

included.
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EXHIBIT B.-FOREIGN STATISTICS BRANCH (DOMESTIC STUDIES) (Continued)
. . PROJECTS AND PRIMARY CONTACTS

Project Primary Contacts
Area Code (202)

Frequency and Program Content

Estate Collation Study Marvin Schwartz This study is periodic. It links estate data for decedents
Janet McCubbin and beneficiaries. Income information for beneficiaries is

(376-0199) available both for years preceding and following the
decedent's death. Information on gift tax returns is
available for the last 2 years of the decedent's life. The
most recent study is based on decedents who died in
1982. The next study is planned for decedents who died in
1969.

Intergenerational Wealth Marvin Schwartz This is a one-time study which involves estate returns filed
Study Janet McCubbin since the inception of the estate tax (1916), and focuses on

(376-0199) the changes in the concentration of wealth and the

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns John Kozielec
(376-0199)

Gift Tax Returns John Kozielec
(376-0199)

intergenerational transfer of, wealth, as well as on the
history of the estate tax system. The asset composition,
available demographic information, and an analysis of
beneficiaries of the estates will be emphasized.

Conducted periodically, the next full-scale fiduciary study
will be done in conjunction with the 1989 estate study and

-will-cover-data-on- income, deductions, and--taxes for- 1989. - - - -
The last complete study was for Tax Year 1982.

This study is periodic, covering data on the types of gifts,
deductions, and taxes. The last complete study was for
1965. The next study will be done in conjunction with the
1989 estate study.

Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Rashida Belal This study is produced annually and provides information
Study Ed Chung on the number of barrels of oil, removal value, adjusted

(376-0199) base value, and tax by type and oil "tier" for the first
purchaser of the oil. Limited data on total windfall profit
before and after adjustments are published quarterly. More
detailed information is published annually.

Environmental Excise Tax Rashida Belal The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
(Superfund) Study (376-0199) Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)

authorized the collection of environmental taxes, a type of
excise tax. This study, published annually, is the only
source of data that provides detailed tabulations by type of
chemical. CERCLA has been replaced by the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA).

Tax-Extimpt Private Activity Ed Chung This study is produced annually and provides information
Bonds Study (376-0199) on industrial development bonds, student loan bonds and

qualified mortgage bonds by industry, type of property
financed, size of face amount, and State. Starting in 1987,
obtaining information on public purpose bonds will be
obtained.
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EXHIBIT B.-FOREIGN STATISTICS BRANCH (FOREIGN STUDIES)
PROJECTS AND PRIMARY CONTACTS

Project Primary Contacts,
Area Code (202)

Corporation Foreign Tax
Credit Study:
1984 Program Vergie Mose
1986 Program Bill States

(376-0177)

Foreign Corporations Study:
1984 Program Jeff Hartzok
1986 Program Maqaie Lewis

(376-0177)

U.S. Possessions Mary Barlow
Corporations Study (376-0177)

International Boycott Art Gianelos
Participation Study (376-0177)

Nonresident Alien Income and Maggie Lewis
Tax Withheld Study (376-0177)

Interest Charge Domestic
International Sales
Corporations (IC-DISC)
Returns:
1985 Program Bill States
1986 Program Chris Carson

(376-0177)

Foreign Sales
Corporations (FSC)
Returns:
1985 Program
1986 Program

Chris Carson
(376-0177)

Foreign Trusts Study Jim Hobbs
(376-0177)

Nonresident Alien Estates
Study

DeWitt Long
(376-0177)

Sales of U.S. Real Property
Interests by Foreign
Persons Study

Chris Carson
(376-0177)

Frequency and Program Content
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This is a periodic study planned for every 2 years and
provides data on foreign income and taxes paid, and
foreign tax credit shown on corporation income tax returns.
Data are classified by industry and country.

This is a periodic study planned for every 2 years and
provides data on activities of corporations which are
controlled by U.S. corporations. Data are classified by
industry and country.

This is a periodic study planned for every 2 years and
provides data on income statement, balance sheet, tax and
possessions tax credit data for "qualifying" U.S.
possessions corporations. (Most of these corporations are
located in Puerto Rico.)

This study is conducted annually and provides data on
business operations of U.S. persons in boycotting
countries, as well -as the requests and agreements to
participate in, or cooperate with, international boycotts not
sanctioned by the U.S. Government.

This study is conducted annually and provides data on
U.S. income paid to nonresident aliens and the amount of
tax withheld for the U.S. Government.

These corporations replaced the Domestic International
Sales Corporation, or DISC, as of January 1, 1985.
Balance sheet, income statement, export-related data will
be tabulated annually.

These corporations replaced the Domestic International
Sales Corporation, or DISC, as of January 1, 1985.
Balance sheet, income statement, export-related data will
be tabulated annually.

This is a periodic study conducted every 4 years which
provides data on foreign trusts that have U.S. persons as
grantors, transferors, or beneficiaries. Data include country
where trust was created, value of transfer to.the trusts, and
when trust was created.

This is a periodic study planned for every 4 years which
provides data on estates of nonresident aliens who have
more than $60,000 of assets in the United States. The
estates are subject to U.S. estate taxation on the U.S.
property.

This study is conducted annually and provides data on
transfers of U.S. real property interests, when these
interests are acquired from foreign persons. Data will
include amount realized on the transfer, amount of U.S. tax
withheld, and country of foreign person.
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EXHIBIT B.-INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS BRANCH
PROJECTS AND"PRIMARY CONTACTS

Project

Individual Income Tax
Returns:
1986 Program
1987 Program

Sole Proprietorships:
1986 Program
1987 Program

Americans Living Aboard
Studies

Sales of Capital Assets
-Studies- -- ---

1985 Program
1985-89 Panel Study

Taxpayer Usage Study

Tax Model

Small-Area Data

Primary Contacts Frequency and Program Content
Area Code (202

Ray Wolfe
Charles Hicks

(376-0083)

Basic SOI program data are produced annually and cover
income, deductions, credits, and taxes reported on
individual income tax returns and associated schedules.

Ray Wolfe Basic SOI program data are produced annually and cover
(376-0083) the same data provided in the Individual SOI pr

*
ogram plus

detailed data on business receipts, deductions, and net
income reported by sole proprietors on Schedule C.
Similar data from Schedule F (for farmers) are available
every 5 years.

Dan Holik This is a periodic study to be done every 4 years. The
(376-0083) basic SOI program covers the same data provided in the-

Individual SOI program. Includes foreign income and taxes
paid, and foreign credit shown on individual tax returns.
Data are classified by adjusted gross (AGI) and country.

This is a periodic study to be done every 4 years. The
-Dan-Holik--- - - basic -SOI-program-covers-the-same- -data provided-in -the
John Labate Individual SOI prograrn plus detailed data focused on the

(376-0083) sales of capital assets reported on Schedule D, plus sales
of residences, sales of personal or business depreciable
property, and -the computation of installment sale income
reported on other return schedules.

The panel study provides the same data on capital asset
transactions for a subsample of the returns in the sales of
capital assets basic study; however, data for these
taxpayers are obtained over a 5-year period.

Michael Weber The basic SOI program data are produced annually and
(376-0081) provide frequencies of specific line entries made by

taxpayers, the use of various return schedules and
associated forms, as well as general characteristics of the
individual taxpayer population. Weekly reports are
produced during the primary filing season (January
through April).

Michael Strudler Microdata magnetic tape files are produced annually
(376-0081) containing detailed information obtained from the Individual

SOI program with identifiable taxpayer information omitted
to make the file available for public dissemination. In
addition to microdata files, specific tabulations are
produced on a reimbursable basis.

Bob O'Keefe This is a periodic study based on availability of outside
Bobby Clark funding. It includes the development of a program to

(376-0104) provide selected tax return information obtained from the
IRS Master File system at the county level. In addition, the
program provides migration flow data at the county and
State levels.
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EXHIBIT B.-INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS BRANCH (Continued)
PROJECTS AND PRIMARY CONTACTS

Project Primary Contacts
Area Code (202

Frequency and Program Content

Sole Proprietorship Historical Dodie Riley A tape file of basic SOI program data is produced annually

Source Book (376-0104) and covers the same data provided in the Sole
Proprietorship SOI program, including amount of business
receipts, depreciation deduction, taxes paid deduction,
interest paid deduction, payroll, and net income (less
deficit) since 1957, by year and by industry. A printed copy
is published every 5 years.

Occupation Studies Bobby Clark This is a periodic study based on availability of outside

(376-0104) funding. It is a series of studies designed to. classify
individual income tax returns by occupation and to develop
a dictionary of occupation titles that can be used to

enhance the economic data of many other studies.

W-2 Study Barry Windheim This is a periodic study done every 2 years based on data

(376-0104) from matched Forms W-2 and tax returns. It shows
separate data on the salaries and wages of primary and
secondary taxpayers filing joint returns. For Tax Year 1979,
taxpayers are further classified by sex, whereas the study
for 1983 classified taxpayers by age.



Statistics of Income Studies of Individual Income and Taxes

By Michael J. Coleman*

This is the third in a series of articles on broad areas of the
Statistics of Income (SOI) program [11 ]. Since there has been
an individual income tax return SOI program almost since
the inception of the modern income tax, it is appropriate
here to review this program in the context of the evolution of
the income tax. In this context, examples are provided of
statistical data trends which reflect the response of the
taxpaying public over the years to changes in the tax law,
from 1913 to the landmark tax reform legislation of 1986.

The organizational focus and thread of continuity of this
article is the regular annual SOI individual income tax return
program which is presented first and which receives the
greatest emphasis. This is followed by brief discussions of
related programs and special studies that are by-products
of the regular program, including microdata public-use tax
models, the Taxpayer Usage Study (TPUS), and the Sales
of Capital Assets Studies [2]. Discussions of each address
historical developments, definitions, and the data them-
selves; currently available information and services; and
some future plans. The concluding section briefly intro-
duces a number of the lesser individual income tax return
statistical studies.

ANNUAL SOI PROGRAM

Income and tax statistics from individual income tax
returns have been published annually by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) beginning with the report for Tax
Year 1916 (which also included some data for 1913-1915).
Authority for the production and publication of SOI was
initially provided for by the Revenue Act of 1916 and has
been renewed since then through successive amendments
to the tax laws [3]. Especially in recent years, the content of
the program has been largely determined by the Office of
Tax Analysis in the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, for
use in tax policy research and in estimating future tax
revenues. The needs of other researchers are often satisfied
on a cost-reimbursable basis.

tax information in just seven tables. Areas addressed were
income by source, occupation, tax by type, sex of taxpayer,
and marital status (then called "conjugal condition"), with
classifications by size of statutory "net income" and by
State [4].

During the early years of the SOI reports, the individual
income tax tabulations continued to remain few in number
and were relatively simple. Data presented were controlled
largely by the relatively small number of data items available
for the statistics (the tax law and the resultant tax forms were
relatively simple by today's standards) and by lack of
modern data processing technology and equipment. Until
the late 1920's, the individual income statistics particularly
emphasized the tax, the size of income producing the tax,
and the State where the returns were filed. In fact, a major
portion of each report was devoted to State data. Some 30
years later; the SOI report for 1946 had increased to
fourteen basic tables, largely through the introduction of
crosstabulations. These, too, were relatively uncomplicated
compared to today. New data added along the way cov-
ered such items as number of exemptions, tax payments,
more detailed types of income, and types of itemized
deductions. All of these increases reflected the growing
complexity of the tax law and of the resultant tax forms. New
classifiers, including size of specific types of income, were
incrementally added over these years.

In large part, these changes reflected changes in SOI
users. Besides continuing to meet the needs of Treasury tax
policymakers and revenue estimators, SOI attempted to
meet the growing needs of numerous Congressional, Fed-
eral, State and private economic research agencies. As a
result, SOI gradually developed into a document containing
basic economic data, in addition to the traditional more
tax-oriented data. The latter continued to be necessary,
especially as the tax code grew in scope and complexity.
As this occurred, the tax return itself began to contain more
desirable data for economic and statistical analyses.

Scope of the Program

Since they were initially published, the scope of the basic
SOI programs and reports has varied considerably in terms
of the detail provided in the tables and the classifications of
data presented. As can be seen from Exhibit 1, the SOI
report for Tax Year 1916 summarized all individual income

*Prepared with significant contributions from Kenneth Rice, David
Paris, and Brenda Harrison of the Individual Statistics Branch.

Computer processing introduced in the mid-1950's en-
abled more sophisticated tables to be produced and, by
1979, the tables included in SOI had grown in number and
complexity in order to meet customer needs. Added detail,
for instance, was presented on the number of returns filed,
for sources of income, on marital status, and on nontaxable
returns. There was more information for types of depen-
dents, types of tax computation, and for the several tax
credits. New classifiers included taxpayers age 65 and over
and marginal tax rates, and alternative definitions of total

21
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income were introduced to facilitate analysis [5]. However,
data classified by State disappeared after Tax Year 1982
because of the need to reduce the size of the SOI sample
of returns used for the statistics [6]. Nevertheless, by Tax
Year 19.85, there were 30 basic and special tables and
information presented on 218 items from the tax returns [7].

Notwithstanding the changes over time in the character
and content of the SbI reports, seven data items have
nearly always been published. They include: number of
returns, each major source of income, a "gross" income, a
total of deductions, a net or taxable income, personal
exemptions, and the Federal income tax liability. Exhibit 2
shows some of these data yearly from 1913, including
preliminary data for Tax Year 1986 [8].

As Exhibit 2 shows, salaries and wages have always been
the Iwdestsingle source of income, especially since the
extension of the income tax to most of the U.S. population
in the early 1940's. Business profits, dividends, and taxable
interest have comprised the other three major income
sources. Trends over the years for each of these sources as
well.as for the total or "gross" amount used for the statistics

-are affected not only -by economic factors,-but-by- changes
in the tax law and in the tax forms, and also by decisions
made when processing the data. All of these factors can
complicate time series-analyses.

Considering only the years for which "adjusted gross
income" (AGI) was the total or "gross" amount used for
SOI, i.e., for tax years after 1943, salaries and wages
reached a record high of 84.5 percent in 1982. The sum of
the four principal income sources reached a record high
(98.5 percept) and a record low (93.8 percent), both within
the 5-year period ending with 1986. The latter reflected the
substantial increase in yet another source of income, capital
gains., in 1.9861[9).

Over this more than 40-year period, the proportion of AGI
attributable to dividends gradually declined, although divi-
dends never exceeded 3.4 percent of the total. In contrast,
taxable interest income gradually increased. Dollar-wise,
interest surpassed dividends for the first time in 1967, so
that by 1086 interest income was 2.6 times larger than
dividend income. While taxable interest was less than 1
percent of AGI until the mid-1950's, it increased thereafter
to around. 8 percent for the recent years of high interest
rates. For the fourth major income source, business profits
(from sole' proprietorships, including farms; partnerships;
and, since the mid-1960's, "S" Corporations), the data
show a long steady decline from over 17 percent after the
end of World War 11 to around 3 percent for the first half of
the 1980's.

In general, increased demands for additional revenues to
finance World War 1, World War 11, and the Korean conflict

caused rapid and numerous changes in the tax law. The
most far-reaching revisions occurred in the early 1940's;
however, prior to (and long before) 1940, many other
important tax law changes occurred. Among them we're the
introduction of the credit for dependents and the deduction
for charitable contributions (1917) and adoption of prefer-
ential tax rates on long-term capital.gains and introduction
of a gross income filing requirement (1921). In 1939, for the
first time, all the revenue laws still in effect up to that time
were consolidated into a single statute which became
known as the Internal Revenue Code of 1939.

A brief summary of major tax law changes affecting
individual income tax returns beginning.in 1943, i's pro-
vided in Figure A. In the early 1940's, revisions to the -law
occurred when the individual income tax base was broad-
ened to cover most of the working population., Then, during
the, many years for which -the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 was in effect-there were numerous tax law changes
affecting individuals which, in addition to having revenue
objectives, reflected a concern with social objectives and
economic incentives as well.

-The-first-half of the-decade -of-the-1 980's-has-witnessed-a-
continuation of this trend. A series of tax cuts was intro-
duced by the. Economic flecovery Tax Act of 1981, 1he
overall thrust of which was to lessen the individual income
tax burden. Stil[ more dramatic tax law changes, with similar
objectives, have been introduced by the Tax Reform Act of
1986 (encompassed in the new Internal Revenue Code of
1986). The impact . of this Act will be reflected in - SOI
programs starting with Tax Year 1986.

Population Coverage of Individual IncorneTax
Returns

Figure B graphically displays the growth in the number of
returns filed for 1913 through 1986. The number of returns
filed prior to 1940 ranged from approximately 300,000 to
7,000,000. However, with the introduction of lower income
filing -requirements for 1940, the number of returns filed
doubled to more than 14.7 million. It took- 33 years, from
1913 to 1946, to reach 50 million. Some 40 years later, for
1986, the number of returns filed had increased to 103.3
million. It is projected that the number of individual filers for
1987 will be about 104 million [10].

The percentage of the total U.S population represented
on individual income tax returns is illustrated in Figure C.
This percentage increased quite dramatically overtime. For
instance, for 1918, approximately, 10 percent.of the popu-
lation was represented by a taxpayer or a dependent on an
individual income tax return. The percentage remained
relatively low until the expansion in the coverage of individ-
uals having to file tax returns that occurred in the early
1940's. By 1946, more than. 87 percent of the population
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Figure A

Major Sources of Individua
Income, Tax Years 1916,
1951 and 1986
1916
($6.3 Billion

Dividends
25.8% '--*,

lation, in part, reflecting tax law changes designed to
exempt certain low-income recipients from income taxation.
It is because of this widespread representation of the US
population on individual tax returns that the idea of using
tax records has surfaced as a possible viable alternative to
the traditional ways of conducting the decennial population
census [11 ].

Future Plans

The SOI individual income tax return program, almost
from the beginning, has been based on samples of returns.
Samples and sampling have been modified over the years
to reflect changes in design, selection procedures, and
resources, as well as changing program objectives. In
recent years, the sample size has alternated between
80,000 returns for even-numbered tax years and 120,000
for odd-numbered years.

1986p
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was covered. In the 1950's, the percentage grew still
further, then seemed to stabilize at about the same level as
Tax Year 1986-at approximately 95 percent of the popu-
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Current plans are to further redesign the sample. As part
of the redesign, the present system of alternating the
sample size between odd- and even-numbered tax years
will be dropped. As a result, the future sample size will grow
from a base of approximately 120,000 returns. The major
focus of the redesign, however, is to provide for the
inclusion in the sample of all returns filed by family mem-
bers and of a panel of returns representing the same
taxpayers from year to year. The impetus for introducing the
family concept is that for 1987, for the first time, social
security numbers (SSN's) for dependents age 5 or older will
be required on tax returns. Plans are to "construct" families,
as part of the SOI program, by linking returns from all family
members who file, whether jointly or separately, and then
combining and categorizing all of their income [12]. The
planning for this sample redesign is already underway, and
implementation will be phased in over 3 years, beginning
with Tax Year 1988.

The present kinds of SOI data, based on the type of
probability sample now used, are expected to continue. In
addition, special tabulations may be produced from the
panel. This longitudinal feature of the SOI sample may
gradually increase the total sample size over time as panel
members change income and other characteristics and as
more returns meet the criteria for inclusion in the panel, so
that eventually most tabulations will be based on panel
returns. An advantage of this longitudinal design is that it
will reduce the sampling variability of year-to-year estimates
of change. It will also improve the estimates derived from
subsamples of the SO[ sample that focus on special groups
of taxpayers, e.g., those reporting sales of capital assets, or
those with income earned abroad or with a foreign tax
credit.
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Figure B
Growth in Number of Individual Income Tax Returns,
Tax Years 1913-1990
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Tax Years

1946 - The first year that the number of returns filed passed the 50 rn~Iljon love! at over 52.8 million.
1985 - The first year that the number of returns filed passed the 100 million level at over 101,2 mil I ion.
1987-1990 - Projected number of returns
NOTE: For 1913-1927, includes individual income tax returns with income (loss returns are excluded) and return of estates

and trusts with taxable income~ for 1928-1937, includes all individual income tax returns and estates and trusts
with taxable income. Starting 1938, represents all individual income tax returns; 1986 is preliminary.

The Statistics of Income-1985, Individual Income Tax
Returns report in

-
cludes tables based on a new total income

concept (in addi
'
tion to the tra

'
ditional AGI, the tax return

concept), which includes all income reported on the tax
return, before subtraction of adjustments, exemptions, or
deductions (except for expenses incurred in the process of
earning the income) [131. The components of total income
are limited to items that are available for all Tax Years from
1979 through 1986,,thus providing a basis for comparison
that is relatively free of the effects of the tax law changes that
occurred during this period. Of course, data on AGI will
also be included. The SOI report for 1986 will include
statistics based on this new measure and present a com-
parison in current and constant dollars as well.

Beginning with Tax Year 1987, a second new income
definition will be introduced which will include all income

reported on the 1987 tax forms, whether taxed or not. This
concept expands on the earlier effort and will cover all of
the new income items brought in by the major tax legislation
of the 1980's, namely social security benefits, unemploy-
ment compensation, and tax-exempt interest on State and
local Government obligations. The Tax Year 1987 SOI report
will include data based on each of the two new concepts, as
well as on AGI.

TAX MODEL -

The Tax Model is an abridged version of the individual
SOI data file and is available on magnetic tape. For recent
years, it contains all the records (except for any excluded to
avoid disclosure of information about a particular taxpayer)
contained in the SOI file, but includes a reduced number of
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Figure C
Numbw 9f Exemptions (Other Than Age and Blindness) Claimed on
Individual Tax Returns vs. U.S. Populationg Selected Tax
Yearsq 19113-1986
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Selected Tax Years

1918 - About 10% of the I>opulatlon covered by tax returns

1933 - Because of the Great Depression the percentage dropped to approximately 7%

1939 - Population covered by returns grows to slightly more than the 1918 level

1946 - Broadening of tbto tax base caused the percentage to increase dramatically to almost 87%

1986 - Approximately 95% of the population Is now covered

P - Preliminary

items [14]. The 1985 Tax Model provides 40 statistical
codes to facilitate classifications of the data and 160 data
items for each record. These 160 items cover the basic data
reported on the individual income tax return. In this
abridged form, the entire Tax Model for a given tax year can
be stored on disk, rather than on the multiple tape reels
which are required for the entire SOI individual file.

The Brookings Institution was instrumental in developing
the first Tax Model in the early 1960's. Since then, it has
obtained a file for almost every year and has published
numerous reports on tax-related issues, based in large part
on research conducted using these files [15].

Currently, the Tax Model is produced in three forms to
accommodate three classes of users:

0 Number of exemptions
El U.S. population

J11111111111 M

25

1918 1933 1939 1946 1986p,

An "in-house" file used to meet requests for special
tabulations;

• A State Tax Model File for State Tax Administrators; and

• A Public-Use Individual Tax Model File.

Each of these files is described below [16].

In-house File.-The In-house File is used to produce
tabulations, generally, in the case of users outside the
Department of Treasury, on a cost-reimbursable basis. This
File was created to service the many special requests
received annually Because each tabulation is tailored to a
particular user's needs, special computer programs are
written to access the File for each distinct user request. In
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1985 and 1986, there were a flurry of special requests from
the Congress and the Office of the Tax Analysis for tabula'-
tions in connection with various aspects of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986.

State Tax Model.-The second form of the Tax Model is
the State Tax Model File. This File is a subset of the In-house
Tax Model mentioned above, containing all sampled returns
in that File from the requesting State. Because the File
contains taxpayer identifying data such as SSN, it is made
available for tax administration purposes only and can be
requested only by State tax administration . agencies. Any
such request must first be cleared by an IRS disclosure
official.

The State Tax Model File is distinct from the State extracts
.from the IRS Master File. system which most State tax,-
administration agencies receive under the Federal State
Exchange Program [171. Theselatter files do not contain
the level of detail contained in the State Tax'Model: 200 data
items are present on the State Tax Model File, while only
125 are contained in the'Master File system. Another
difference in the files relates to usability. The tax return data

-contained-in-the--State-Tax-ModeI -have been-subject.ed-to---
extensive statistical editing and testing. In contrast; the
editing and testing of data for tax administration purposes is
more selective in its approach. and objectives.

Since the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the Statistics of,lricome,
Division has received numerous requests for State data
suitable for analyzing the revenue impact of various Irovi-
si.ons of-the Act, The State Tax Model has been especially
useful for this purpose. As an example of some of the other
uses made of the file by States, the State of Washington
purchased 2 years of data to analyze whether or not to
institute a State income tax; Texas also did the same thing
with. the 1984 State Tax Model. As another example, Virginia
used the data to analyze making changes in its State tax
code, including whether to use its tax system to fund state
elections.

The State Tax Model File is designed with a view toward
user convenience. It is contained on one computer tape; no

J iles need to be merged. Moreover, it is a stratified sample.

Public-Use Tax ModeL-The la§t'form of the Tax Model
is the Public-Use Tax Model File. This is a version of the
In'house File modified

'
to remove taxpayer identifiers and to

otherwise protect the confidentiality of individual taxpayers
included in the File. This is the version available to research

.organizations,.universities, and others in the general public.

The Public-Use Tax Model has been purchased by
relatively few organizations, approximately eight to ten
users per year. However, it is the stature of these users and
the work they have done with it, that'has contributed to its

reputation. Frequent users have included The Brookings
Institution, as mentioned previously~' the Congressional
Budget Office; the National Bureau of Economic Research;
and the Survey Research Center of the University of
Michigan.

Congress created the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) in 1974 to analyze and forecast Federal budgets as
an alternative to those submitted by the Executive Branch.
Over the years, CBO has used the Public-Use Tax Model as
an important input to this process, especially in its projec-
tions of future income tax revenues due to tax reform [ 1 8J.'

The University of Michigan has used the Public-Use Tax
Models for 1979 through 1984 to create an individual panel
file. This panel consists of a random sample selected from
an unstratified population of individual, returns based on
SSN ending digits. In lieu of the SSN's, coded numbers are
provided by the Statistics of Income Division to enable
panel returns to be associated from year to year All returns
with these same SSN endings-are selected annually, and
they are then imbedded in the Public-Use Tax Model.
Originally, there were about 46,000 returns in the panel
sample, --but- since 1983 this-number-has -been-reduced to-
about 20,000 for odd-numbered years (i.e., Tax Years 1983
and 1985) and 10,000 for even-numbered years (i.e., Tax
Years 1984 and -1986).

Future Plans

In order.to meet the continuing need for additional public
use data, a new and larger file. is now planned. This file,
which - Will be produced. every other year, consists of a
sample'of over 300,000 returns selected. from the Master
File'system. (Returns selected for the regular SOI sample
are included in this number) The sample will include all
data items from the Master File system that are ordinarily
used for SOL Most of the additional, manual, data editing
and perfecting for statistical purposes will not apply to this
increased sample.- However, the data. will be tested by
computer for statisticall use and adjustments made to the
data -when necessary.

This sample is large enough to support detailed'esti-
mates by State. As such, it will be the first time since Tax
Year 1982 that reliable State data in sufficient detail will be
available from an SOI sample. Previously, the regular SOI
sample was designed to provide State estimates as part of
the regular individual Sol program.

Current plans call for two methods of release. First, files
for each State will be offered to State tax authorities on a
cost-reimbursable basis in the same fashion as the State Tax
Model. Second; special tabulations will be produced, also
on a reimbursable basis. Moreover, plans call for exploring
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the possibility of making certain data available on diskettes
for use on personal computers.

TAXPAYER USAGE STUDY (TPUS)

The Taxpayer Usage Study (TPUS) provides statistics on
the use taxpayers make of the individual income tax return
forms, 1040, 1040A, and 1040EZ, and associated sched-
ules, as well as early information on selected general
characteristics of the individual taxpayer population for a
given year This Study, which has been conducted annually
since 1969, and previously from time-to-time (starting in the
mid-1 950's), provides a means of obtaining first indications
of trends which would not otherwise be discernible until
data became available later in the year from the larger, more
complete, SOI samples.

27

The 1986 TPUS statistics were based on a continual daily
random sampling of returns as they were received in the 10
IRS service center mailrooms between January 2 and May
1, 1987. A similar sampling method and similar time period
coverage were used in previous TPUS studies since the
1960's, making possible year-to-year comparisons of TPUS
data. Currently, TPUS data are published annually in the
Summer issue of the Statistics of Income Bulletin in the year
in which the returns are filed and processed at the service
centers [19]. Largely for IRS internal use, weekly statistical
summaries are also produced during the January-to-April
period.

As is apparent from Figure D, the percentage of individ-
ual taxpayers filing returns by the April 15 deadline appears
to have declined somewhat in recent years. This decline is

Figure D.
Percentage of Individual Income Tax Returns Filed as of April 15,
Tax Years 1970 - 1986

1972 1974 1976 1978
Tax Year

1980 1982 1984 1986
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mainly due to the growing number of taxpayers who are January 1 through March 15, 1988 (i.e., an additional
taking advantage of the automatic 4-month extension of 1,000 return's per IRS service center). This should increase

time in which to file. the reliability of the early estimates during the period when
they are needed most by IRS tax administrators.

.
The number of data items included in TPLIS has grown

steadily since its inception, mostly in response to a growing The need for reliable early estimates is especially evident
need for early individual income tax return information by for Tax Year 1987, the first complete year under the 1986
tax analysts and tax administrators to assess the effective- Tax Reform Act, and there will be considerable interest in
ness of new tax laws and tax forms. taxpayer reactions to the new forms, computations, and

reporting requirements. For this reason, the TPUS weekly
TPLIS serves its primary purpose of providing early reports were expanded to include most of the new tax

indications of- trends in SOI data fairly well. This is evi- reform items, as well as to reflect how well taxpayers are
denced by Figure E which compares TPUS data to both complying with new requirements, such as the reporting of
preliminary and final SOI data for Tax Year 1985. dependents' SSN's. Long-range plans involve a feasibility

study on integrating TPLIS with SOI processing. The object
In contrast to TPUS, there are also * preliminary SOI data would be to create a data base in each service center which

which are based on the regular SOI sample. Returns for the could produce SOI and TPUS-type data beginning early in

preliminary statistics are sampled through the end of Sep- each filing year
tember and results,are projected to represent the full year
These data are compiled by the end of the calendar year. SALES OF CAPITAL ASSETS STUDIES
months before the final estimates for a tax year become
available. Historically, by the - end of September approxi-
mately 95 percent of the returns to be included in -the full
SOI sample have been processed. Preliminary data are

Studies on sales of capital assets by individuals . are
conducted on.a periodic basis. Heretofore, studies have
focused on the sales transactions reported on Schedule D

publish-ed-in-tho-Winter i~~~u(~--of-the-Bulletih-[20].-- -(th6-f6r-rn-u!§-O'd-to-co-rrfpUte capital gainsand-losses)~and on

Therefore, SOI provides . data at three distinct stages
during its processing cycle. In May, the first characteristics
of the tax filing population are available from TPUS. Then, in
the winter the more comprehensive preliminary estimates
are released on income, deductions, tax, and tax credits by
size of AGI. The complete SOI data, based on the full
sample, are not generally available until approximately 5
months after release of the preliminary results.

Future Plans

The major focus of changes in the near future for the
TPUS program involves the production of improved esti-
mates for the earlier weeks in the filing period. For the Tax
'Year 1987 program, the sampling rate will be increased to
bring in an additional early sample of 10,000 returns (the
total sample size for 1986 was about 19,000) for the period

the supplementary schedules for providing transaction data
on sales of. residences (Form 2119) and personal and
business depreciable property (Form 4797), and for the
computation of installment sales income (Form 6252).

For the more recent years' studies, the data were esti-
mated from a subsample of the basic SOI sample. This
subsample was subjected to intensive special editing to
capture the detailed information required regarding the
sales of capital assets transactions (which are often re-
ported in a nonuniform manner) and to classify the assets
by type.

The first comprehensive study on sales of capital assets
was conducted using Tax Year 1936 tax returns [21]. This
.was followed by studies for 1059, 1962, 1973, 1977, and
1981 [22]. Figure F provides selected data for these years.
The four most recent studies present detailed data on gross

Figure E.-Taxpayer Usage Study and Preliminary and Final Statistics of Income Estimates: Comparison of Number of
Returns and Adjusted Gross Income, Tax Year 1985
[All figures are estimates based on samples-Number of returns are in thousands; amounts are in millions of dollars]

Taxpayer Usage Study' Preliminary S012
Final S013

size of adjusuxi
gross income Number of Amount

Number of Amount
Number of

Amount
returns return returns

(2) (3) (4) (5)

All returns, total ...................................... 95,307 $2,105,393 101,738 $2,321,887 101,660 2,305.952

Under $10,0001 ..................................................... 31,363 141,531 33,202 134,352 n241 127,335

000 under $30.000 ..........................................$10 39,779 il 731.483 41,983 780,515 41.984 780,798,
$30 000 under $50.000 ......................................... 16,892 647010 18.424 704,340 .18,338 700,857,

000 under $100.000 .......................................$50 6,276 397:192. 6.907 441.598 6,892 441.135
,

$100,000 or more .................................................. I -997 178,176 1,222 261.082- 1,205 I 255,827

' Based on returns filed through April of the filing year.
2 B.sed on estimates of returns filed through December of the filing year.
3 Includes returns vAth no adjusted gross income.
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Figure F.-Number of Returns with Sales of Capital Assets, by 7ype of Asset or Transaction, Selected Tax Years, 1936-1981
[All figures are estimates based on samples]

TA* of assets or trarisaction 19M 19N 1962 1973 1977 1981

All returns %vith sales of capital assets ................ 465,612 4,901,694 5,807,945 9,049,598' 9,857,489' 9,709,7271

Corporate stock ...................................................... 352,1592 1,749,240 2.121.961 2,561.659 2,760,804 3,426,181
U.S. Government obligations.................................. 0 41,393 93,236 30,193 134,196
State and local Government obligations ................. 120,799 52,671 67,305 371,140 243,521
Oth bonds, notes, and obligations ...................... 107,691 46,425 128,906 126,357
Commodities, including futures contracts .............. n.a. 17,550 28,624 73,052 101,414 197,285
Capital gain distributions ........................................ n.a. 1,030,615 1,609,255 2,9a3,492 2,555,0121 2,299,5031
Share of capital gain or loss from estates,

trusts. partnerships, and S corporations ............. n.a. 427,805 417,507 735,105 766,679 1,132,546
Personal residences .............................. ................ n.a. 54,096 51,138 795,237 1,460,678 1,009,772
Prior-year installment sales proceeds..-- n.a. 1 307,315 1 426.101 1 860,694 572,433 1,421,364

1 Includes capital gain distributions not required to be reported on Schedule D, the capital gain computation schedule. For 1971 and subsequent years, taxpayers reported distributions (after excluding the
nontaxable portion) directly onto the Form 1040 individual income tax return if they had no other capital gains (or losses) to report.

2 Data for "sales of corporate stock" also include sales of bonds.
n.a. Not available.

sales price, cost and expense of sale, and gross gain or
loss for 25 or more different types of property or capital
transactions. Other significant classifications included size
of AGI (both before and after the capital gains exclusion),
size of net gain or loss, and, for certain asset types, the
length of time the asset was held prior to sale. In addition,
the 1962 and 1973 statistics were classified by State.

As would be expected, corporate stock has been the
asset type most frequently reported. It has also been the
largest asset type in terms of the dollars of gains (less
losses). Total gains (less losses) from the sales of capital
assets has grown continually since 1973. However, as
shown in Figure G, sales of business property actually
accounted for a larger percentage of the dollar totals until
1981. For that year, sale of residences and the sale of
corporate stock each accounted for one fourth of the total
gross net gain.

Beginning with the 1973 study, efforts were made to
develop a panel of taxpayers over a period of time so that
longitudinal analyses of the patterns of reporting gains and
losses could be made by Treasury policyrnakers. Using
1973 as the base year, a subsample of returns was
designated for the 2 years prior to, and the 2 years
subsequent to, 1973, to provide a 5-year panel. This
approach was repeated in connection with the 1981 study
which covered 1979-1983, but for a smaller number of
taxpayers. The tax return records which constitute this
panel contain all the income, deduction, and capital trans-
action detail for Tax Year 1981; but only income (including
totals for capital gains and losses) and deduction data are
available for 1979, 1980, 1982, and 1983. No SOI tabula-
tions based on the panel data have been published and,
currently, there are no plans to do so.

continue this panel for at least 5 years, thus offering users
the capability of tracking these taxpayers through the first
years under the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

OTHER S01 STUDIES

This section provides a summary of several of the smaller
SOI studies which are based-on data from the IRS Master
File system. Since many of these studies are done on a
cost-reimbursable basis, future plans to repeat them are
indefinite.

W-2 Earnings Statement and Related Data

The Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement (and the Form
W-2P, Statement for Recipients of Annuities, Pensions,
Retired Pay or IRA Payments) is filed by employers with the
Social Security Administration (SSA) and by taxpayers with
their individual income tax returns. The most recent statis-
tical studies based on the Form W-2 were conducted for Tax
Years 1969, 1974, 1979, and 1983. Other studies are now
planned for 1985 and 1987. The purpose of the W-2
Earnings Statement Study is to provide the Office of Tax
Analysis and others with:

information on the income and taxation of two-earner
(or two-pension) couples;

the combined effect of the income tax and the social
security (FICA) tax on individual taxpayers; and

e the impact of the tax system on various age groups of
individual taxpayers (which first requires a linkage
between the W-2 data file and the SSA year-of-birth
file).

Future Plans

The Sales of Capital Assets Studies will be conducted on
a 5-year cycle. The next study, already underway, will be
based on Tax Year 1985 returns [25]. A subsample of the
returns has been designated for the next panel. Plans are to

For the 1979 and 1983 studies, the W-2 Study file has
been created by obtaining the Form W-2 and W-2P data
from the IRS Master File system, as well as the taxpayers'
birth dates from year-of-birth file for all taxpayers whose
returns are included in the regular SOI sample. The project
is now undertaken for odd-numbered tax years. Data are
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Figure G

Statistics of-income Studies of Individual Income and Taxes

Gross Gains Less Losses From Sales
of Capital Assets, by Type of Asset
or Transaction, Selected Tax Years
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made available to the Office of Tax Analysis in the form. of a
microdata tape file, and to the general public in the form of
tables published in the Statistics of Income Bulletin [231.

Mortality Study

The Mortality Study is reimbursable, sponsored by the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) to determine whether occu-
pational data from individual income tax returns can be
used to establish differential mortality rates for various
occupations. Data used for the study include the
occupation-coded data file of tax returns used for the'-
regular 1979 SOI program (described below), the corre-
sponding SOI file for sole proprietorships, the SSA year-of-
birth file, and the National Death Index (from the National
Center for Health Statistics) which verifies the fact of death
and contains the death certificate number. Still to be added
are cause of death, and the death certificate occupation/in-
dustry from death certificates obtained from State Govern-
ments.

The current project involves.coding deaths in 1979-1984
of taxpayers who filed returns for Tax Year 1979. A major
technical problem has been identifying "true" matches to
the National. Death Index. While. an algorithm. has , been
developed by the Statistics of Income Division to assist in
distinguishing erroneous matches from true matches, if still
may-need-testing-against-other-algorit,hms-develope,d -by-
other researchers in the field.

Occupation Coding

For recent years, only one full-scale study of occupation
coding has beeh attempted [241. This feasibility 'study
involved.. individual income tax returns (Forms 1040 and
104oA) included in the 1979 SOI sample. The methodology
used was to transcribe the occupation title entered by the
taxpayer on the tax return and to obtain the industry codee
from the SSA employer file for use in perfecting the
taxpayer's entry. In order to match the tax returns with the
employer file, the tax returns were fi rst linked to the corre-
sponding Forms W-2 (using the taxpayer's. SSN). The
employer identification number of the taxpayer's employer
reported on the W-2 was then recorded and used to access
the employer file. A computerized occupation-coding dic-
tionary was then created which contained the , "standard
occupational classification" codes corresponding to the
combinations of occupation titles and industry codes actu-
ally found on the sampled returns [25].

Efforts since 1985 have been directed mainly at perfect-
ing the co.rnputerized dictionary and developing an impu-
tation scheme for returns with missing occupation titles or
industry codes. Using any.revised methodology, plans call
for creating a new file for 1979, and then comparing the
results to data from the 1980 Census. A public use file of
occupation-coded 1979 Form W-2 data (without the corre-
sponding industry codes from SSA) will be made available,
and occupation-coding projects accepted on a . reimburs-
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able basis for a number of possible sponsors, including the
Department of Defense in connection with its studies of the
career advancement of former members of the Armed
Forces. In addition, occupation reported on tax returns for
subsequent years will be reviewed for a small number of
taxpayers included in the 1979 SOI sample to determine
how often occupations change over time.

Plans for the future hinge on whether there is sufficient
support within IRS or in the Office of Tax Analysis for a
larger-scale project. If there is, an occupation question may
be considered for the Form 1040EZ filed by certain single
taxpayers with no dependents (presently occupational in-
formation is requested only on Forms 1040 and 1040A), so
that an occupation code can be transcribed during admin-
istrative processing for a pre-determined sample of tax
returns.

In addition, with the increasing number of returns filed
electronically by private tax practitioners, a method will have
to be found to capture the occupation entry on these
returns. In addition, industry codes from the IRS Master File
system may be used in lieu of those from SSA.

Taxpayer Migration Data

The taxpayer migration study is probably one of the
largest panel studies ever undertaken, since it uses a "100
percent sample." It is not an IRS study, strictly speaking
but it does involve data files that are provided by the IRS t~'
the Bureau of the Census, as allowed by the Internal
Revenue Code for certain statistical purposes. Quite simply,
what Census does is to match every IRS record for individ-
ual income tax returns filed from January through Septem-
ber of a given year to the previous year's record. The
Census Bureau uses tax return records for, among other
purposes, making intercensal population and income esti-
mates and to provide county and minor civil division level
data. (The latter was used until recently by the Department
of the Treasury for the former Federal Revenue Sharing
program). Tabulations are also produced for the Statistics of
Income Division. These tabulation are available to the
public on a reimbursable basis.

The matching of tax return records is in part an opera-
tional necessity. While the Census Bureau has elaborate
programs to derive county and minor civil division data
from street and city addresses, the system is not completely
reliable in many geographic "border" areas. Furthermore,
taxpayers frequently use a business or post office box
address on their returns. A question that appeared on the
tax return from time to time through 1980, about the exact
governmental unit in which a taxpayer lived, was formerly
used to help perfect the address. For more recent years,
Census has had to code the records as best it can. To help

increase accuracy, Census now compares the street and
city address on each tax return record to that used in the
previous year. Only if the address has changed is an
attempt made to generate a new geographic location code.

Among the series of data which Census creates from
these files are "migration flow data"-matrices which show
from where to where the population is shifting; and "county
migration data," which show the "in's" and "out's" for
each county, i.e., how many taxpayers entered and left the
county within a given period of time, how many exemptions
they claimed, and, for some years, the amount of income
for in-migrants, out-migrants, and non-migrants.

Obviously, such statistics are of great interest to Govern-
ment planners at the local level who want to know what is
happening to their tax base and what can be expected to
happen in the way of demand for services. Local retailers
also find these statistics to be of great value. Most of the
people who request the data want them for only a few
counties, or for just one State.

As it turns out, the average income of migrants is
considerably less than that of non-migrants, at least forthe
year immediately preceding migration. For example, com-
paring matched Tax Year 1979 to Tax Year 1981 data, the
average 1979 AGI of those taxpayers who were about to
leave their county of residence was $14,227, or 82 percent
of the average income of the taxpayers who were remaining
in their county of residence. At the end of this 2-year period,
the income of the migrants had risen to an average of
$17,935; this represented 85 percent of the income of the
non-migrants. In other words, migration appears to have
had a small but noticeable positive effect on income;
actually, since some of the second-year income may have
been earned at the former place of residence, and since it
frequently had been reduced on the tax return by the
deduction for moving expenses, following these returns for
1 more year might show that the average incomes of the
migrants moved even closer to those of the non-migrants.

Department of Defense (DOD) Salary Study

The Department of Defense (DOD) Salary Study is the
result of a public law which requires that Department to
perform an evaluation of the military pay structure at least
once every 4 years. Part of this study entails following the
earnings of persons who leave the Armed Forces-"sepa-
ratees" as they are called-to learn what the "opportunity
costs" are for persons who remain in the Armed Forces.

The sample of separatees is chosen by DOD to represent
a wide range of length-of-service, rank, age, military occu-
pation, and year-of-separation groupings. Once selected
for the sample, the individual remains in it for the duration of
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the study; however, new separatees are sampled each year.
DOD provides IRS with the SSN's of the separatees along
with codes indicating their DOD characteristics, e.g.,
length-of-service and rank. The Statistics of Income Division
then obtains the total salaries and wages reported on Form
W-2 records by the employers of these taxpayers. Using
Forms W-2 rather than income tax returns as the source of
wage data permits information to be obtained separately on
the former members of the Armed Forces as well as their'
spouses.

Because of taxpayer rights of privacy, tax
return-identifiable data cannot, of course, be released to
DOD. All SSN's are, therefore, removed from the data
before they are released. Furthermore, steps are taken to
be sure that DOD has supplied at least three individuals
with any given combinations of DOD characteristics, so that
DOD will not be able to match back to the SSN's using the
characteristics data. -

and Taxes," Statistics of Income Bulletin, Fall 1986,
Volume 6, Number 2, and Skelly, Daniel F, and
Kozielec, John A., "Statistics of Income Domestic
Special Studies," Statistics of Income Bulletin, Fall
1987, Volume 7, Number 2.

[2] Studies based on sole proprietorship schedules at-
tached to individual income tax returns are discussed
in the Spring 1988 issue of the Statistics of Income
Bulletin, in an article on Sol studies of business
income and taxes. Studies on individual income
earned abroad and on the foreign tax credit claimed
by individuals are discussed in the Fall 1986 issue of
the Bulletin, in an article on Sol studies of international
income and taxes. See also, Wolfe, Raymond M.
"Sole Proprietorship Returns, 1985" and Paris, David
"Foreign Income and Taxes Reported on U.S. Individ-
ual Tax Returns, 1983: An Overview," Statistics of
Income Bulletin, Summer 1987, Volume 7, Number 1.

One of the limitations of this panel is missing data. There
are no indicators on the Form W-2 file which would indicate
whether a person for whom no data are available is

[31 Much of the material appearing in this section 'is
borrowed from a previous Bulletin article. See Paris,
David and -Hilgert, Cecelia, "70th Year of Individual

_16co-meand 1a_x_S-ta_tis_ti_c`s_, 1913-1982," -Statistics of
,Income Bulletin, Winter 1983-1984, Volume 3, Num-
ber 3. See also, Statistics of Income-50th Year,
Historical Summary, 1916-1965, Statistics Division,
Internal Revenue Service (unpublished report).

-----self--employed,-unemployed, -retired, -or-deceased.-There-
fore, there is no way to determine whether the lack of data
was the result of a processing error, e.g., incorrect transcrip-
tion of the SSN. At present, the only alternative is to omit
these individuals from the analysis.

In spite of these limitations, DOD has reached some
interesting conclusions' from comparing the incomes of
separatees to those of the population as a whole, as well as
to those of individuals who remained in the Armed Forces.
For example, it appears that a short

-
career in the Armed

Forces-up to 4 years for enlisted, men, up to 8 years for
officers-is quite beneficial to future earning power. Individ-
Yals who leave the Armed Forces within those periods ea

*
rn

more in civilian life than do their counterparts who never
served. However after about 12 years of service; there is
definitely no competitive edge,.and after 16 years, separa-
tees tend to earn less than both those who never served
and those who remain in the Armed Forces.

Not surprisingly, the post-service earnings patterns dif-
fered considerably.for persons in different military occupa-'
~ions. For example, physicians and dentists did extremely
well, no matter when they left the Armed Forces. Persons in
eiviation-related jobs did very well if they left early, but not
nearly as well if theystayed on in the' Armed Forces for any
length of time before they left. 'Based on such finding~,
DOD came up with recommendations for bonuses and
incentive payments specific to each military occupation.
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Exhibit I.-Types of Data Published in Individual Statistics of Income Reports for Selected Tax Years, 1916-1985

Nurnbw cd tatoles bY BOW&W tax Year

35

Subim
1916 1921 1M 11931 19M 1941 11948 1951 19M 1961 1966 1971 1976 19811 INS I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

Tatal number of tables

All tables, total ......................................... 17 22 20 26 26 28 25 19 30 48 89 68 64 36 20

Text tables ........................................... 10 12 10 14 13 15 11 5 12 19 30 18 15 14 3

Basic tables ................................................. 7
1
0

1
0

1
2

1
3

1
3

1
4

1
4

1
8 28 59 50 49 21 17

Number of basic tables

Sources of Income, total ........................ 5 5 7 4 7 8 6 10 5 11 25 15 11 8 8

By size of net income or
adjusted gross income3 ...................................... 2 3 3 2 4 5 1 3 1 2 5 2 4 5 5

By size or type of income source .................... 2 4 3 1

By frequency of source .............................. 2 4 2 3 6

By marital status..................................... ............... 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 6 3 1 3

By State ............................. ............................ 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 2

For age 65 or over ................................................. 4 2 1 1 1

Deductions, total ................................... 1 2 1 3 1 5 4 18 5 10 4 2

By size of net income or
adjusted gross income2 ...................................... 1 3 1 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

By size or type of deduction .................................. 1 1 7

By marital status..................................................... 3 2 2 1 1

By State .................................................................. 1 1 1 2 1 1

For age 65 or over ................................................. 1

As percentage of income ....................................... 3 5

Exemptions, total .................................. 1 1
1 L

1 4 2 3 4 2

By size of adjusted gross incorne.......................... 1
1 1 1By marital status ..................................................... 1 1 1 1

By State .................................................... .............

1 1 1
1

By type of exemption ................................ 2 1 1 1

Tax liability, total ...................................
1

2 5 7 7 21 12 1 6 6

By §ize of net income or
adjusted gross income 2................................ .... 2 1 1 6 1 3 1

By type of computation .......................................... 8 5 1 1

By marginal tax rate ............................................... 1 7 5 7 6 2

By State .................................................................. 1 1

As percentage of income ....................................... 3 1 1

By marital status ..................................................... 1

Tax credits and payments, total .............. 2 1 7 4 1

By size of net income
or adjusted gross income2 ......................... . .. .. 1 1 5 2 1

By size of credit or payment ..................................

By State .................................................................. 1 2 2

Elalance due or overpayment, total ......... 2 1 1 2 3 2 1

By size of net income or
adjusted gross income2 ............................ 2 1 1 1 1

By size or type of item ............................. 2 2 2

Other classifications, total ..................... 2 5
1

3 4 3 5
1

1
1

1 2
1

5 2 4 4
1

3

Occupation............................................................. 1
Taxable and nontaxable returns ............................. 1 1 1 1 1 1

Sex of taxpayer ...................................................... 1 2 1 1 1 1

Returns with no adjusted gross income2 .. ... ........ 2 2 3
Form 1040A returns ............................................... 1 1 2

Presidential campaign checkoff ............................. 1
3 3

Historical data ........................................................ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

County ..................................... ....................... 1 1

city ............................................................. .......... 1

Standard metropolitan statistical area ..................... 2 3

Returns with residential energy tax credits .............
I I I I I

1

1 2

' For Tax Years 1981 and 1985 the number of basic tables under each category do not add to the "Basic tables!' total becasue of a table redesign that began with Tax Year 1980. Beginning with Tax Year
19M many tables previously shown separately were combined with others.

2 "Net income' for 1916 through 1943; "adjusted gross income' thereafter.
3 Published in the Selected Statistical Series section of the SOI Bulletin and therefore not reflected in the totals above.



Table I.-Number of Returns, Leading Sources of Income, Adjusted Gross Income, andTlax, Tax Years 1913-1986
(For most years, figures are estimates based on samples-number of returns are in thousands; money amounts are in millions of dollars)

Tax
Year

1
9136 .............................................
1914 ..............................................
1915 ..............................................
1916 ..............................................
1917 .............................................

1918 ..............................................
1919 ..............................................
1920 ..............................................
1921 ..............................................
1922 ..............................................

1923 ..............................................
1924 ..............................................
1925 .................................... :
1926 ..............................................
1927 ..............................................

Number

(1)

358
358
337
437

3,473

4,425
5.333
7,260
6,662
6,787

7,698
7,370
4,171
4,138
4,102

Returns

Increase or decrease

Number

(2)

n.a.
(7)

-21
100

3,036

952
908

1,927
-598

125

911
-328

-3,199
-33
-36

(3)

n.a.
M

-5.8
29.7

694.7

27.4
20.5
36.1
-8.2

1.9

13.4
-4.3

-43.4
-0.8
-0.9

salaries -
and 11"W"!

(4)

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

1,851
3,648

8,267
10,756
15,323
13.813
i3,694

14,195
13,618
9,742
9,994

10,218

Leading sources of incocne

Sole

Prolp"feer-ships and

!Xpr

(5)

DMdends3

(6)

Amount

(8)

percentage
of adjusted

gross Income

(9)
Individuals with Income only, and estates and trushe with taxable Income

n.a.,
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

3,640

4,339
5.709
4,922
3,707
4,267

6,399
6,565
5,516
5,306
5,043

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2,136
2,849-

2,469
2,454
2,736
2.477
2,664

3,120
3,251
3,465
4,012
4.255

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
na.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

21,239

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Individuals with Income or deficit, and estates and trusts with taxable Income

1§28 ..............................................
1929 ..............................................
1930 ..............................................
1931 ..............................................
1932 ..............................................

1933 ..............................................
1934 ..............................................
1935 ..............................................
1936 ..............................................
1937 ..............................................

4,144
4,137
3.852
3,411
4,084

3,892
4,198
4,670
5,486
6,386

42
-7

-285
-441

673

-192
306
472
816
900

1.0
-0.2
-6.9

-11.4
19.7

-4.7
7.9

11.2
17.5
16.4

10,945
11,373
10,206
8.631
8,356

7,565
8,681
9,972

11.718
14,206

5,2237
5,2827
3,102
2,016
1,229

1 746
2,125
2,387
3,210
3,359

4,440
5,081
4,632
3,600
2.189

1,711
2,041
2,288
3,288
3,248

Individuals with Income or deficit

1938 ..............................................
1939 ..............................................
1940 .................. ...........................
1941 .................................... :
1942 ..............................................

1943 ................................ .............

1944 ..............................................
1945 ..............................................

1946 ..............................................

1947 ..............................................

1948 .............. ...............................
1949 ..................... ........................
1950 .............................. 1 ...............
1951 ....................... ......................
1952 ..............................................

1953 .......................................
1954 ..............................................
1955 ..............................................
1956 ..............................................
1957 ..............................................

6,251
7,653

14,711
25,870
36,619

43,722

47,111
49,932

52,817
55,099

52,072
51,814
53,060
55.447
56,529

57,838
56,747
58,250
59,197
59.825

-135
1,402
7,058

11,159
10.749

7,103

3,389
2.821

2,885
2,282

-3,027
-258
1,246
2,387
1,082

1,309
-1,091

1,503
947
628

-2.1
22.4
92.2
75.9
41.6

19.4

7.8
6.0

5.8
4.3

-5.5
-0.5

2,4
4.5
2.0

2.3
-1.8

2.6
1.6
1.1

13,307
16,491
27,707
47,140
65,617

82,755

91,125
91.700

99.174
114,804

125,881
124,883
139,073
160.482
174,339

187,734
185,953
200,712
215,618
228,077

3,120
3,674
5.407
8.455

12,391

15,717

17,250
19,003

23,267
23,295

~4,506
21,705
23,429
24,878
24,754

24,951
25,452
27,454
30,137
29,698

2,212
2,544
2,999
3,299
2,833

Taxable
Interele

(7)

n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

1,723

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

1,307

1,106
995
980
955
856

823
832

1,003
1,029

982

2,780 8863,924

3674 1.067
4:295 1,125

4,971
5,246
6,157
6,056
5,860

5,828
7,048
7,851
8,606
9,124

1 1,2931
528

1,595
1,702
1,847

2,043
2,370
2,584
2,872
3,319

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

13,081

12,128
13,842
15.627
19,111
21,669

19462
23:541
37,116
59,923
81,823

102,138

112.299
114,628

127,182
143,519

156,651
153,362
170,254
193,118
208,800

220,556
220,823
238,601
257,233
270,218

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

96.4
95.5

94.9
95.8

95.6
95.5
95.0
95.4
97.0

96.4
96.3
96.0
96.1
96.4

Adjusted
gross

Income
(loss

deft")

(10)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A

N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA

N/A
N/A
N/A.
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A

N/A

116.465
120.009

134.083
149,736

163,516
160,574
179,148
202.337
215,290

228,708
229,221
248,530
267,724
280,321

Income
tax

before
credits

28
41
68

173
795

1.128
1,270
1,075

719
862

882
744
767
761
B62

1,204
1,029

512
288
402

425
511
657

1,214
1,142

766
929

1,496
3.908
8,927

14,607

16.225
17,061

16,092
18,092

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

27,823

29,450
26,874
29.983
33.134
34,816

Total

=111P

(12)

28
41
68

173
795

1.128
1.270
1.075

719
861

662
704
735
732
831

1,164
1,002

477
246
330

374
511
657

1,214
1.142

766
929

1,496
3,908
8,927

31.736

16,216
17,050

16,076
18,076

15,442
14,538
18,375
24,439
28.020

29,657
26,666
30,077
33.265
34.975



Table 1.(Continued)-Number of Returns, Leading Sources of Income, Adjusted Gross Income, and Tax, Tax Years 1913-1986
[For most years, figures are estimates based on samples-number of returns are in thousands; money amounts are in millions of dollars]

Returns Leading sources of income

Tax
Increase or decrease sole

i t

Total Adjusted
Income

tax
Total

W
Yew

Number Salaries
and wages'

Propr e or-
ships and DIvIdends3 Pa. mage

gross
income

before
credits

U

Number Percent
ZWM

Amount of adjusted (1033
gross Income deficift)

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9) (10) 1) (12)

1

958 .............................................. 59,085 -740 -1.2 227,551 29.906 8,741 3,659 269,857 96.0 281,154 34.755 34.925
1959 .............................................. 60.271 1,186 2.0 247,370 30,994 9,356 4,395 292,115 95.7 305,094 39,092 39,347
1960 .............................................. 61,028 757 1.3 257,918 30,038 9,530 5,057 302,543 95.9 315,466 39,909 40,298
1961 .............................................. 61,499 471 0.8 266,902 31,578 9,890 5,683 314,053 95.2 329,861 42,715 43.066
1962 .............................................. 62,712 1,213 2.0 283,373 33,269 10,640 7,155 334,437 95.9 348,701 45,692 45.790

1963 .............................................. 63.943 1.231 2.0 299,443 33,184 11,452 9,212 353,291 95.8 368,778 49,117 49,216
1964 .............................................. 65,376 1,432 2.2 323,266 35,358 11,917 10,125 380,666 96.0 396,660 47,897 48.185
1965 .............................................. 67.596 2,221 3.4 347,150 38,559 12,961 11.296 409,966 95.5 429.201 50,144 40,632
1966 .............................................. 70,160 2.564 3.8 381,067 42,179 13,998 13.225 450,469 96.2 468,451 56,773 57,627
1967 .............................................. 71,652 1,492 2.1 411,646 43,745 14,202 14,899 484,492 96.0 504,809 63,656 64,524
1W .............................................. 73,729 2,077 Z9 451,505 45,502 15,222 16,782 529,011 95.4 554,420 72,261 78.419
1969 .............................................. 75,834 2,105 2.9 498,865 47,683 15,740 19,626 581,914 96.4 603.546 79,643 88,524
1970 .............................................. 74,280 -1,554 -2.0 531,884 45,981 15,807 22,021 615,693 97.5 631,693 82,138 85,767
1971 .............................................. 74.576 296 0.4 564,967 47,057 15.671 24,731 652.426 96.9 673,619 85,943 87,469
1972 .............................................. 77,573 2,997 4.0 622,599 51,729 16,794 27,400 718,522 96.3 745,975 94,442 95.949

1973 .............................................. 80,693 3.120 4.0 687,179 52,985 18,734 32,174 791,074 95.6 827.140 109,395 111.175
1974 .............................................. B3,340 2,647 3.3 758,629 57,633 20.888 39,543 876,693 96.8 905,523 125,079 127.003
1975 .............................................. 82.229 1,111 -1.3 795.399 55,796 21,892 43,434 916,521 96.7 947,785 132,452 127,939
1976 .............................................. 84.670 2,441 3.0 880,999 61,514 24,462 48,511 1,015,486 96.4 1,053,896 153,534 145,749
1977 .............................................. 86,635 1,965 2.3 969,404 65,243 27,020 54,603 1,116,270 96.4 1,158,492 172,112 164,024

1978 .............................................. 89,772 3,137 3.6 1,090.292 74,441 30,206 61,223 1,256,162 96.4 1,302,447 203,804 193,185
1979 .............................................. 92,694 2,922 3.3 1,229,251 73,369 33483 73875 1.409,978 96.2 1,465,395 220,100 220,100
1980 .............................................. 93,902 1,208 1.3 1,349,843 63,436 38:761 102:009 1,554,049 95.7 1,613,731 256.294 256.251

1981 .............................................. 95,396 1,494 1.6 1,486,100 44.305 178 ,098 1,708,5M 96.4 1,772,604 293,590 291,127

1_~1982 .............................................. 95,377 19 1.564,995 50.993 52,142 157,021 1,825,151 98.5 1,852,135 283,932 284,708

1983 .............................................. 96,321 944 1.0 1.644,513 61,872 48557 153,805 1,908,807 98.3 1,942.590 279.842 282,318
1984 .............................................. 99,439 3.118 3.2 1,807,138 55,403 48:641 176,369 2,087,551 97.6 2,139.904 306,686 312,534
1985 .............................................. 101,660 2,221 2.2 1,928,201 64,241 55,046 182,109 2,229,597 96.7 2,305,951 332,165 338,765
p1986 ............................................ 103,300 1,640 1.6 2,046,135 88,913 63,074 168,202 2,366,324 93.8 2,522,517 378.422 390,796

n.a. - Not available.
N/A - Not applicable.

-
Preliminary.

?includes income from "professions and vocations" for 1916; earned income from partnerships. 1916-1926; wages of the taxpayer and of the spouse and dependent minors from sole proprietorships, 1916-1923, and of the spouse and dependent
minors only, 1944-1949. For 1944-1965, excludes small amounts not subject to tax withholding; for 1954-1963, amounts shown are after sick pay exclusion and ceftn allowable employee expenses.

2 Includes net gain from sales of certain capital assets and other kinds of property for 1916; and income from sole proprietorrhips and partnerships for all years except those specified in footnote 1. However, prior to 1930 income was not reduced by
deficits reported by loss busineses. Also, starting 1966, includes income from S Corporations.

3 In general, includes all domestic and foreign dividends starting 1936, except for certain small amounts for 1944-1965; previously, certain foreign dividends were excluded. Includes stock dividends, 1916-1919. The combined total for dividends and
interest for 1944-1945 includes partially tax-exempt interest. Amounts for 1954-1986 are after subtraction of dividend exclusion. For 1981, because of a one-time combined interest and dividend exclusion, the amount shown is a combination of interest
and dividends after exclusion; before exclusion, dividends alone were $48,161 million. Prior to 1936 and for 1954-1986, includes dividends received through partnerships, estates, and trusts.

4 In general, prior to 1966, excludes generally small taxable amounts. For 1944-1961, includes partially tax-exempt interest For 1981, because of a one-time combined interest and dividend exclusion, the amount shown is acomUnation of interest and
dividends after exclusion; before exclusion, interest alone was $140,559 million.

5 In addition to income tax after credits, includes such other taxes as excess profits tax, 1917; defense tax, 1940; victory tax, 1943; self-employment (social security) tax, starting 1951 ; tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit, starting 1963; income
tax surcharge, 1968-1970; minimum tax, 1970-1982; and alternative minimum tax starting 1979. Aiso, for 1913-1915, includes fines, penalties, additional assessments, and the like, in addition to the tax liability reported on the income tax return.

6 Tax Year 1913 covered only 10 months, March-December 1913.
7 Decrease under 500 returns.
8 Less than 0.05 percent.
NOTE: Year-to-year comparability is affected by tax law changes which are in addition to those reflected in footnotes 1-5; see Statistics of Income reports for the appropriate year for further information. Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
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By Martha Shiley and Robert Kalish*

Adjusted gross income (AGI) reported on the 103 million
individual income tax returns for 1986 increased by 9.4
percent over 1985. Most major sources of income in-
creased, most notably net gains from the sale of capital
assets which doubled. Adjustments, or subtractions from
income, and the tax base, as measured by "taxable
income," rose more slowly than AGI. In contrast, total
itemized deductions grew faster than AGI. Finally, total
income tax increased by 15.6 percent from 1985 to 1986.

The preliminary 1986 data are presented in Table 1 and
data for other recent years are summarized in the Selected
Statistical Series, shown near the end of this Bulletin. In this
article, preliminary 1986 data are compared against final
data for earlier years. As mentioned throughout this article,
some of the changes from 1985 to 1986 may reflect
taxpayer reaction to provisions of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 (TRA), which was enacted on October 22, 1986.
Individuals may have undertaken certain transactions or
delayed receiving certain amounts of income, and acceler-
ated certain itemized deductions because of the difference
in tax treatment of these items for 1987 and later years.
Such changes in behavior were often intended to reduce
taxes or to increase tax benefits.

SELECTED SOURCES OF INCOME

The total amount of AGI exceeded $2.5 trillion for 1986,
reflecting growth in most of the sources of income shown in
Figure A. Figures B and C further show the changes in the
frequency of occurrence and the average amount of se-
lected sources of income between 1985 and 1986. Figure
B shows the average per return of AGI and of certain
sources of income, while Figure C shows the number of
returns for each source of income.

Figure A.-Selected Sources of Income, Tax Year 1986

Sele&Ad mcom sou=

Adjusted gross income...................................
Salaries and wages ...........................................
Interest ...............................................................
Dvidends in AGI ................................................
Business or profession net
income less loss ..............................................
Net income .....................................................
Net loss ..................................................

Sales of capital assets net
gain less loss ..................................................

Net gain (after exclusion). ..............................
Net loss ..........................................................

Pensions in AGI .................................................
Farm net income less loss .................................

Net income ................................................... -
Net loss ..........................................................

Partnership and S Corporation
net income less loss ........................................
Net income.....................................................
Net loss ..........................................................

1986
Amount

(rnittow)

$2,522.517
2.046.135

168,202
63,074

90,367
109.316
18.949

136,274
139,674

3,399
108,502
-6,907

8,991
15.898

6,453
52,764
47,311

Perc-tage
denge

from 1985

9.4%
6.1

-7.6
14.6

14.7
10.7
5.3

99.6
93.6
13.0
14.1
42.5
38.5
14.1

315.9
8.8
7.2

1 Includes capital gain distributions not required to be reported on Schedule D, the capital gain
computation schedule, including long-term capital gains distributed by regulated investment
companies. mutual funds, and real estate investment trusts. The taxpayer entered 40 percent of the
capital gain distrittution (the amount remaining after the 60 percent exclusion) directly on Form
1040, if there were no other capital gains or losses to report.

In addition to capital gains, growth in AGI was fueled by
increases in salaries and wages,- business net income,
pensions in AGI, and dividends. Salaries and wages in-
creased 6.1 percent, following an increase of 6.7 percent
for 1985. Since salaries and wages comprise approximately
80 percent of AGI, the change in this source has the
greatest overall effect on AGI. Business net income (less
loss) from non-farm sole proprietorships increased from
1985, by 15 percent to over $90 billion. Pensions in AGI
reached over $108 billion, with a rate of increase of 14
percent which was somewhat smaller from that of the
previous tax year Dividends in AGI experienced a rise in
1986 similar to that for 1985. The increases in dividends
contrasted to the previous 2 years (1983 and 1984) for
which there was,minimal growth.

Net gains less losses from the sale of capital assets
showed the highest percentage change, with an increase of
99.6 percent for 1986, compared with an increase of 25.2
percent for 1985 [1 ]. This change resulted in large part from
the TRA, which repealed the preferential tax treatment of
long-term capital gains beginning January 1, 1987 [2].
Figure D shows the changes in the net gains less losses,
net long-term gains less losses, and net short-term gains
less losses from 1981 to 1986. Net long-term capital gain
transactions contributed most to the overall change be-
tween 1985 and 1986.

* Individual Returns Analysis Section. Prepared under the direction of
Susan Hostetter, Chief.

In contrast to the growth of these sources of income,
interest received decreased by 7.6 percent. The number of
returns reporting interest income increased only 1.5 per-
cent, compared to an average increase of 5.7 percent for
the previous 5 tax years. In addition to the relative lack of
growth in the number of returns claiming this source of
income, the decline in the amount of interest income is
related to the decline in interest rates throughout 1985 and
1986 [3].

STATUTORY ADJUSTMENTS

Total statutory adjustments for Tax Year 1986 increased 4
percent which is a smaller increase than for AGI [4]. For

39
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Figure B
Average Adjusted Gross Income and Selected Sources
of Income, Tax Years 1985 and 1986

Dollars per return

$25,000

$20,000
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.011'
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AGI and sources of income

1985, they had also grown more slowly than AGI. Payments
to~ individual retirement arra

.
ngements; (IRA's), which were

the largest dollar component of statutory adjustments,
showed almost no growth in contrast to the 8 percent
increase for 1985.

A,mong other adjustments, the two-earner married cou-
ple' deduction cont inued its growth as in the past and the
adjustment for employee business expense also increased,
following *a decrease for the previous year (see Figure E).

ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

Total itemized deductions increased 10 percent from their
1985 level to over $446 billion. Since 2 percent more
taxpayers itemized, the average itemized deduction only
rose 8 percent. Excess itemized deductions which equal

total itemized deductions less the zero bracket amount
(standard deduction) rose 12 percent. Deductions for taxes
paid and contributions to charitable organizations showed
the largest percentage changes, followed by those for
medical and dental expenses, miscellaneous expenses,
and interest paid (see Figure F).

For 1986, the 13 percent increase in the deduction for
taxes paid brought this amount.to $145 billion. A contrib-
uting factor was a 28 percent increase in State and local
sales taxes to over $28 billion, due in part to more generous
optional sales tax tables supplied by the Internal Revenue
Service. TRA repealed the deduction for State and local
sales taxes for tax years beginning after 1986. Thus,
taxpayers may have purchased items such as automobiles
in Tax Year 1986 while the sales taxes were still deductible,
rather than in Tax Year 1987 when they might otherwise
have made such purchases. Deductible medical and dental
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Figure C
Number of Returns Reporting Adjusted Gross Income and
Selected Sources of Income, Tax Years 1985 and 1986
Millions of returns
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Figure D.-Net Capital Gains Less Losses, Tax Years 1981-1986
[Number of returns in thousands; amounts in millions of dollars]

41

,.rsNet gains
less

los Net long-term gains lost Not short-temn gains
Tax

included in AGI losses (before exclusion)~ law losses
Yew

Number Of
returns Amount

Percentage
change

Number of
returns Amount

Percentage
ch

Number Of
Airriount

Percentage
ange returns change

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (a) (9)

198; ................................................. 10,7W $ 31.322 (1) 8,433 $ 69,870 0) 2,995 $-11.488 o1
98 ................................................. 10,940 34,826 11.2% 8.734 75,745 8.4% 3,008 -10.100 12.1%
1981 ................................................ 10,918 49,408 41.9 9,747 107,209 41.5 3,613 -10,112 -0.1
1984 ........................ ........................ 12,559 54.519 10.3 11,391 124,515 16.1 3,773 -13,128 -29.8
1985 ................................................. 12,659 68,278 25.2 11.813 152,879 22.8 3,575 -11 972 8.8
1986P ...............................................

.
15,611 .136,274 1 99.6

1
14,747

1
312,438 1 104.4

1
3.788

1

,
-7,496

1
37.4

1 Net gains less losses (cot. 2) equals net long-term gains less losses (before exclusion) (cot. 5) less the capital gains exclusion plus net short-term gains less losses (cot. 8).2 Includes capital gain distributions (before exclusion) not required to be reported on Schedule D. the capital gain computation schedule, including long-term capitat! gains distributed by regulated investment
companies, mutual funds, and real estate investment trusts. The taxpayer entered 40 percent of the capital gain distribution (the amount remaining afterthe6O percentexclusion) directly on Form 1040, ifthere
were no other capital gains or losses to report.3 Not computed.

P Preliminary.
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Figure E.-Sellected Statutory Adjustments, Tax Year 1986

selected sishaory adjustinerits
Number of

returns
(thousands)

1986
Amount
(millions)

Percentage
change

from 1985

INS
Average
(dallars)

P-c-tap

from 1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Total
.......................

38,231 $99,246 4.4% $2,596 3.1%
Employee business

expense ........ ................ 7154 19355 5.7 2,705 7.7
Payments to an IRA .......... 15:714 38:256 0.1 2,435 3.3
Two-earner mamed couple

ded.cfion ...................... 1 25,858 1 26.915 1 9.3 1.041 5.0

Figure F.-Selected Itemized Deductions, Tax Year 1986

selected itemized deductions
Nurnber of

returns
(thousands)

1986
Amount

(millions)

Percentage
change

from 1985

law
Average
(dollars)

Percentage
change

from 1985

(1)

-

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Total' ......................... 40,839 $446,542 10.3% $10.934 7.6%
Medical and dental
expense ......................... 10568 25063 9.3- 2371 1.5

1Taxes paid ......................... 40:605 144:705 13.0 3:564 1 0.0
State and local sales
taxes ............................ N.A. 28,0i53 28.4 N.A. N.A.

Interest paid ...................... 37,376 194,451 8.0 5,203 4.8
Credit card interest 27,024 14,343 17.2 531 13.0
Home mortgage interest 29,161 125.722 9.3 4,311 5.1

Contributions ..................... 36,858 54.454 13.5 1,477 11.4Casualty
or theft deduction 246 1.349 -9.4 5,484 -7.9

Miscellaneous deduction.. 33.639 26,521 8.4 788 5.9

Excess itemized

deductions2 ................. 1 40,345 1 313,015 1 12.3 1 7.758 1 9.3

' Total itemized deductions are before subtraction of zero bracket amount (standard deduction).
-2 Eoew itemized-deduction-s-are after-s-ubtraction-of ze-ro- bradket-arriount.

N.A. = Not available

expenses, in contrast to -1985 when they increased more
slowly than any other deduction category, rose 9 percent.

The interest paid deduction, the largest single compo-
nent of itemized deductions, increased 8 percent. Leading
the growth

*
in the interest paid deduction was credit card

interest, which. rose by 17 percent followed by home
mortgage interest, which rose by 9 percent. Together the
deductions for credit card interest and for home mortgage
interest constituted $140 billion of the $195 billion total
interest deduction.

INCOME- TAX AND TAXABLE INCOME

Total income tax (the sum of income tax after credits and
the alternative minimum tax. on certain- tax preferences)
increased by 15.6 percent from its 1985 level (see Figure
G)[5]. This reflects a near doubling of the 1985 increase.
Taxable income, in c

-
ontrast, increased by only 8.6 percent,

compared to 7.1 percent for the previous year The percent-
age of,Tax Year 1 986 returns reporting total income tax was
81.6, which reflected little change from,the previous year

The large increase in net gains from the sale of capital
assets accounts for the large increase in total income tax in
relation to the -change in taxable income. These gains
(included in taxable income after the capital gains exclu-
sion) increased from $68 billion for 1985 to $136 billion for

1986 [1]. Since most of the gains were reported on returns
with an AGI of $100,000 or more, subject to higher
marginal tax rates, taxes rose disproportionately. Figure G
shows the year-to-year comparisons for income tax before
credits which accounted for most of total income tax. Other
factors contributing to the rise in total income tax were the
decrease in total tax credits (discussed below) and the
increase in the alternative minimum tax.

Figure G.-Adjusted Gross Income, Taxable Income,
Income Tax Before Credits, and Total Income Tax, Tax
Yeam 1981-1986
[Billions of dollars]

Tax Adjusted grow Taxable
Income

tax
TOW

l
year income income before

rxxxm

credits tax

(2) (3) (4)

1981 ......................................... $1,773 $1,411 $294 $284

1
982 .........................................

1

852

1 7

4 3 284 278
1983 ......................................... 1,943 1,545 280 274
1984 ........................................ 2,140 1,701 307 302
1985 ......................................... 2,306 1,821 332 326
1986 ......................................... 2,523 1,977 378 377

TAX CREDITS

Total tax credits fell 25 percent from 1985 to 1986 to $7.7
billion. Thenumber of returns claiming credits decreased
by 17 percent. Leading these declines was the more than
$3.7 billion drop in the general business credit, largely
affected by its principal component, the investment credit
which was repealed for most property placed in service
after 1985. Thus, only 4 percent of returns with credits
claimed the general business credit for 1986, compared to
22 percent for 1985. It should also be noted that TRA
reduced the amount of tax that could be offset by business
tax credits starting with 1986 [6]. The decline in total tax
credits was also influenced by the expiration of the residen-
tial energy credit. The child care credit, the largest compo-
nent of total tax credits for 1986, experienced a slowing in
its growth over the past several years as shown in Figure H.

Figure H.-Child Cafe Credit, Tax Years 1981-1986

Tax Number of
Amount

Percentage
change

Yew
returns

(thousands)
(millions) trom, prior

yew

(1) (2) (3)

1981 .........................

*'*'*"* ..

.............. 4.578 $1,148 20.1%
1982 ............I............................... 5,004 1,501 30.7

1
983 ................................................... 6,367 2,051 36.6
1984 ................................................... 7,546 2.649 29.2
1985 ................................................... 8,445. 3.131 18.2
1986 ................................................... 9,228

1
3,494 11.6

SUMMARY

Income increases in 1986 were fueled by growth in
salaries and wages, pensions, dividends, business income,
and especially sales of capital assets, while interest income
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dropped. The increase in net capital gains accounted for a
significant portion of the increase in total income tax. To a
lesser extent, the increase in total income tax was also
influenced by the decline in total tax credits. Total statutory
adjustments increased more slowly than AGI, primarily due
to the lack of growth in IRA's, while total itemized deduc-
tions continued to grow

DEFINITIONS AND TAX LAW CHANGES

In general, the definitions of the terms used are the same
as those shown in the complete report, Statistics of In-
come-1985, Individual Income Tax Returns.

The following is a partial list of 1986 tax law and Internal
Revenue Service administrative changes that are reflected
in the preliminary data in this article. Many of these changes
resulted from provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Changes made by the 1986 Act were generally effective for
taxable years beginning after 1986. However, as discussed
above, certain important changes either were applicable for
1986 or produced changes in behavior which affected
1986 returns.

For 1986, noniternizers could deduct the full amount of
their charitable contributions, whereas for 1985, only
one-half of their contributions were deductible.

The residential energy credit was no longer effective
for expenditures on energy-saving items made in 1986
and later years. However, unused credits carried for-
ward from prior years could still be claimed for 1986
and 1987.

The investment tax credit was repealed for property
placed in service after 1985, with the exception of
business energy property, expenditures to rehabilitate
older buildings, and certain "transition property" con-
tracted for prior to 1986.

The 1986 tax rate schedules were indexed to reflect
the effect of inflation. The amount allowed as a deduc-
tion for each exemption was also indexed, increasing
from $1,040 for 1985 to $1,080 for 1986. The "zero
bracket amount" (the standard deduction) allowed all
taxpayers was increased, and each tax bracket was
widened. One effect of the indexing was an increase in
the filing requirement.

DATA SOURCES AND LIMITATIONS

These preliminary statistics are based on a sample of
individual income tax returns (Forms 1040, 1040A, and
1040EZ) filed in 1987. Returns in the sample were stratified
based on the presence or absence of Schedule C, Profit (or
Loss) from Business or Profession; Schedule F, Farm In-
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come and Expenses; the larger of "total income" or "total
loss," and the size of business plus farm receipts. These
returns were selected at rates ranging from 0.02 percent to
100 percent. There were 74,985 returns in the 1986
preliminary sample estimating a total population of
103,299,601. The corresponding sample size and popula-
tion for the preliminary 1985 data were 105,034 and
101,737,544, respectively. Sample size and population for
the final 1985 data referenced in this article were 121,480
and 101,836,347, respectively.

Because the data presented in this article are estimates
based on a sample of returns filed, they are subject to
sampling error To properly use the statistical data provided,
the magnitude of the potential sampling error must be
known. Coefficients of variation (CV's) are used to measure
that magnitude.

Approximate coefficients of variation (CV's) for frequency
estimates are presented in Figure 1. The approximate CV's
shown here are intended only as a general indication of the
reliability of the data. For a number other than those shown,
the corresponding CV's can be estimated by interpolation.
The reliability of estimates based on samples, and the use
of coefficients of variation for evaluating the precision of
estimates based on samples, are discussed in the Appen-
dix.

Figure I.-Estimated Number of Returns for Selected
Coefficients of Variation, Tax Year 1986
Number Approximate

of returns coefficient of variation
48,261.500 ............................................................................................. 0.01
12,065,400 ............................................................................................. 0.02
1,930,500 ............................................................................................. 0.05
482,600 ............................................................................................. 0.10
120,700 ............................................................................................. 0.20
53,600 ............................................................................................. 0.30
39,400 ............................................................................................. 0.35
19,300 ............................................................................................. 0.50

While these preliminary estimates are intended to repre-
sent a full year of taxpayer reporting, they are actually
based on returns processed between January and late
September 1987. In general, those returns processed after
September (which are sampled for use in the revised
estimates for the year) tend to have slightly different char-
acteristics from those filed earlier. Compared to other
returns, the characteristics of these later returns include
higher income, a larger proportion of investment income
(such as from capital gains), a higher average tax liability,
and a larger proportion of certain other items such as the
alternative minimum tax.

Figure J provides a comparison of 1985 preliminary and
final data. Figure J shows, for example, that certain items,
such as AGI, salaries and wages, and total income tax
which are reported on most returns, changed little between
preliminary and final data. This contrasts with other items,
such as sales of capital assets, which tend to be under-
stated somewhat in the preliminary estimates.
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Figure J.-Comparlson of Preliminary and Final Data, Tax
Year 1985
[Millions of dollars)

1985
plurninm

daM

19S5
final
data

Werence
1985

Well"111-Y
and final data

Percent
differenm

I gas pownim"
and final dwa

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Adjusted gross income............. $2,321,890 $2,305.951 $-15,939 -0.69%
Salaries and wages .................. 1,937,945 1,928,201 -9,744 -0.50
Sales of capital assets net gain

less loss (after exclusion) 66,694 68,278 1,584 2.38
Total itemized deductions 401,043 405,024 3,981 0.99

Interest paid deduction ............ 176593 180095 3,502 1.98

Total credits .............................. 10:433 10:248 -185
1

.77

Additional tax for tax
preferences 3,113 3.792 679 21.81

Total income tax 1 328,735 325,710 -3.025 -0.92

NOTES AND REFERENCES

[11 In addition to the gains reported on Schedule D, the
capital gain computation schedule, these amounts also
include capital gains distributions reported directly on

*the individual income tax returns.

[2] For 1986; 60 percent of the excess of net long-term
capital gains over net short-term capital losses was

...
.'excluded from AGI. 06 order to be "long-term", a
"c4pifeil'asset" had to be held for more than-6 _mo_n_Ws__
prior to its sale.) Forty percent of the amount was then
included in AGI a

'
nd subjected to atop marginal tax rate

of 50 percent. The capital gains exclusion resulted in a
top effective tax rate 20 percent on this income. (In
addition, 50 percent of net losses were deductible.)
TRA increased the. top effective rate for long-term
capital gains beginning in 1987, as 100 percent of net

gains are subject to a special maximum rate of 28
percent in 1987. (For 1988 and thereafter, the top
effective rate is 33 percent.)

[3] For example, the average rate for 1-year U.S. Treasury
bills at auction fell from 7.76 percent in 1985 to 6.07
percent in 1986. Interest rate data are from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal
Reserve Bulletin, Volume 73, Number 3, March 1987, p.
A-24.

[4] Statutory adjustments are deductions from gross income
to arrive at adjusted gross income. These deductions are
for moving expenses, employee business- expenses,
amount allowed for a working married couple, payments
to an individual retirement arrangement (IRA), payments
to a: seli employed retirement (keogh) plan, forfeited in-
terestpenalty, alimony paid, foreign housing, forestation
or reforestation amortization, and the repayment of.sup-
plemental unemployment benefit-..

[51 The difference between total tax liability and total in-
come tax in Table 1 is the sum of self-employment tax,
social security tax on tips, tax from recomputing prior-
year investment credits, taxes from individual retirement
arrangements--and othertaxes,_r6duc-ed by~tfte-ear_ned
income credit used to offset all other taxes".'

[6] For 1986, the amount of tax liability that could be offset
by business tax credits was $25,000, plus 75 percent of
the excess over $25,000., Previously, the amount that
could be offset'was $~5,000 Plus 85 'percent

of r
the

excess over $25,000.
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Table 1."All Returns: Selected Income, Deduction, and Tax Items, by Size of.Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Stids Income
tax refunds Alimony recalved Business or profession Pensions and annuities Farm not profit

Size at adjusted gross Income
not profit less loss In adjusted

gross
Income lessloss

Number of
(mums Amount

Number of
returns Amount

- Number of
returns

Amount Number of
Amount Number of

Amountreturns. returns

(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)
All returns, total............................................... 21,394,256 9,858,296 437,652 3,102,724

1
2,431,384 90,367,239 14,849,501 108,502,091 2,532,815 -6,907.476

No adjusted gross income .................... 71,889' 95,887 274 1,576 426,175 -5,087,541 71,000 529,176 265.119 -4,428,704
$1 under $1,000 ......................................................
$1.000 under $2,000 ................................... :

* 7,822
1

34 047
-4,308
7 815

- - 153,952
M

-23.082 12,778 27,535 65,005...

$2.000 under $3,000 ...............................................
,

38,590
,

12,371

-

-4,827

-

-4,344
.086

167,762
105,612
119,703

84,901
152,202

83,986
240 701 46 402

64,339
-61 850$3,000 under $4,000 ............................................... 36,437 9,860 -4.827 '14,481 264,316 429,497 189,295

,
419,076

,
88 230

.
-119 894$4,000 under S5,000 ............................................... 85,237 23,108 '14,482 *39,824 248,732 437,211 344,614 1,019.447

,
54,322

,
-298,815

$5.000 under $6,000 ...............................................

$6 000 under $7 ODO
78,485 18,444 -12.779

'
310.442 717,353 339,908 892,720 74,105 -17,314, , ...............................................

$7,000 under $8,000 ...............................
114,860
120 622

36,020
16 952

25,555
*4 827

102,907
-3 862

294,901 896,328 445,036 1,565,640 71,167 - 3DO.842................

$8,000 under $9,000 ...............................................
,

116.064
,

35,664
,

*3,123
,

-4,685
257,183
297,863

1.141,350
1 073 993

419.135
513 906

1,650.730
2 339 095

77.677
41 887

-229,899
107 666$9.000 under $10,000 ............................................. 180,782 34,979 19,308 54,738 277.674

, ,
1,045.351

,
524,463

. ,
2,324,941

,
36,152

- ,
-97.545

$10,000 under $11,000 ...........................................

$11 000 under $12 000
175,450 66,702 '17,604 '100,894

-
235,350 879,354 494.293 2,615,322 *41,132 - 74,460, , ...........................................

$12,000 under $13,000 ...........................................
256,882
188 314

54,261
45 072

12,777
1 4 482

58.846

'19 311
232,878
231 737

890,604
'

521,399 2.928,955 31,247 -255.805

$13,000 under $14,000 ...............i ...........................
,

237,330
,

60,642
,

'27,259
.

*173,210
,

188,601
1, 099,505

691,858
430,045
420,198

2,505,051
2,983 554

59.436 -116,814
* - 67 809$14,000 under $15,000: .............................I ............ 210.817 54, i50 -3.123 '14,241 2,69,380 1,024,896 412.636

,
3,085.926 48,419

,
-106,345

$15,000 under $16,000 ........................................... 263,582 56,334 -4,828 28.968 269.768 1,463,392 334,717 2 307 385 65 347 69 067
$16,000 under $17,000 ...........................................

$17 000 under $18 000
308,370
3

74,627 -9,654
-

*23,715
*

245,517 1,116,561 404,977
, ,

2,816,623
,

69,385
,

-4,269, , .................................

$18,000 under $19,000 ...........................................
33,537

339 598
73,753

84 020
9,654

-6 602
5,112

*34 4~O
253,537

239 716
1.366,057 368,310 2,698,764 36,684 -75,893

$19,000 under $20,DDO ...........................................
,

315,901
,

104,691
,

*4,827
.

-4,282
,

232,912
1,352,279
1,450.244

390,147

326,521
2,734,065
2,381,379

38,813

90.111
32,229

-230,258
$20.000 under $25,000 ...........................................

000 under $30S26 000
2,079,745 591,362 64.741 383,739 1.1'84,684 7,403,634 1,481,915 12,034,211 230.046 -355.312, , ...........................................

$30.000 under $40,000 ...........................................
2,364,103
4 977 226

772,912
1 713 768 '

56.368
72 285

466,571

926 134
1,0120,370

083
1

779
5.630,493 1,101,795 8,870,543 227,073 144,099

$40,000 under $50,000 ...........................................

, ,
3,721,034

, ,
1,542,456

,

16,864
,

111,563
,

1:1112,153
10,941,544
9,650,074

1,777,912
1,361,175

14.132,487
12,637 023

305,707
155 320

232.304
165 107

$50,000 under $75,000 ........................................... 3,262,691 1,8og,595 14,551 330,132 1,220,135 16,136,757 1,298.091
,

13,507.855
,

159,023
,

327,806
$75,000 under $100,000 .........................................

$100 000 under $200 000
740,463 675,393 *5.380 -50.759 351.605 8~523.208 324,147 4.058,868 59.062 52,332, , .......................................

$200,OW under $500,000.. ................ .
551,156
136 573

847,218
478 335

3,793
617

60,143
3 7

334,628 13,442.152 243,597 3,655,269 44.728 -195,032, . ..................

$500,000 under $1,000,6W ...................................
.

32.190
.

210.510 173
0,1 2
5,355

~83,871
.2 431?

4,578,583
1 196 063

47,686

8 044
965,175
219 663

17,874

12 188
-256,104

$1,ODD,000 or more ................................................. 14,459 247,086 68 8,627 '16,922
, ,
674.206

.
4,658

.
274.967

,
2,529

-254.097
-276,357

Taxable returns, total ........................................ 20,574,419 9,459,328. 380,775 2,951,271
i

10,119,365 90,3.28,778 13,147,772 102,105,395 1,758,931 -2,091,334
Nontaxable returns, total ........................

I
........... 819,837 398,M 66,877 151,453 *2,311,999 38,461 1,701,729 6,396,696 773,884 -4,816,143



Table I.-All Returns: Selected Income, Deduction, and Tax Items, by Size of Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are In thousands of dollars)

Size of adjusted gross Income

All returns, totol ..............................

No adjusted gross income ..................

$1 under $1,000 ..................................

$1,000 under $2,000...........................
$2.000 under $3.000...........................
$3,000 under $4,000...........................

$4,000 under $5,000...........................

$5,000 under $6.000 ...........................
$6,000 under $7,000...........................
$7,000 under $8,000...........................
$8,000 under $9,000...........................
$9,000 under $10.000.........................

$10,000 under $11.000 .......................
$11,000 under $12.000 .......................

$12,000 under $13,000 .......................
$13,000 under $14,000 .......................
$14,000 under $15.000 .......................

$15,000 under $16,000.......................
$16,000 under $17,000.......................
$17,000 under $18,000.......................
$18,000 under $19,000.......................
$19,000 under $20,000.......................

$20,000 under $25,000.......................
$25,000 under $30,000.......................

$30.000 under $40,000.......................
$40,000 under $50,000.......................
$50,000 under $75,000.......................

$75,000 under $100,000 .....................
$100,000 under $200,000 ...................
$200,000 under $500,000 ...................
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ................
$1,000,000 or more.............................

Taxable relturns, total .......................

Nontaxable returns, total .................

Not short-temn galn

Number of
returns

(21)

1,931,785
31,315
-1,350
*9,738

'26,040
24,934
12.777

-7,950
'11.076
14,482
12,837
13.058
-4.885
14,483
16,487
31,223

'21,094
-22,931
12,976
29,298
18.964

*32.096
119,925
151,301
270,920
222,763
369,075
150,693
176,897
69,828
12,761
17,608

1,627,062
104,703

Rotuma with short-term
capital gain or loss

Amount

(22)

7,690,239
301,670
'17,988
* 17,743
'28,900
*42,450

-2,798

-2,567
'24.057
*34,272

*8.569
13,938
-6,962

*24,256
-6,730

*48,457
'16.673

1 2,574
14.344
25.916

'11,038
*47.857
293,694
238,857
409,183
423,749
735,129
457,254
969,276
865,884
458,265

2,129.187

7,320,486
369,752

Not short-torm loss

Number of
returns

(23)

1,856,236

28,159

10,316
8.010

-9,654
'654

'12,517

'27,931
14,066

*29,417
9,855

32,716

*11,629
17,801

'24,404
*30,908
* 21,861

*25,626
23,528

'19,130
40,522

'17.604

135,181
139,362
230.011
204.360
305,162

151,420
186,126
61,550
19,565

7,191

1,708,601

147,635

Amount

(24)

15,185,792

853,933
'345,474

*6,176
-22,880

*2,033
*27,987
'32,594
149.773
*97,847
*42,688
105.568

-109,249
65,023

*35,789
'141,573
* 623,660
*451,819
'225,036

135,787
182,926
* 11,7 10

1,485,812
648,127

1,007,578
1.033,649
2,426,134
1,078,767
2,155,500

871,621
355,165
453,915

12,891,407
2,294,385

Sales of capital assets reported on Schedule D

Not longtonn gain

Number of
returns

(25)

10,360,227
220,658
37,578

115,115
144.925
98,570

173,187
112,739
114,004
167,595
137,205
138,560
157,956
142.788
175,229
136.055
100,452
190,093
188,748
159,149
181,870
180,818
756,778
764,501

1.343,309
1.160,053
1,634,547

648,911
671,714
224,584
49,405
33,131

9,392,436

967,791

Rotuma with long-term
capital gain or loss

Amount

(26)

326,750,722

9,721,307

357,194
306,521
380.939
346,641
691.027

297,969
380,061
682,575
659,031
549,735

501,156
706,168

1,062,688
1,054,583

395.232

1,053,1334
1,117,674

779,763
1.082,108
1.104,905

5,287,941
5,440,304

11,819,622
11,842,324
25,087,351

18,963,763
43,761,702
43,308,020
29,088,892

108,919,691

316,229,500

10,521,222

Not loWtorm loss

Number of
returns

(27)

1,712,188

51,880

10,306
7.951

'33,795
*23,909
*32,929

43,520
9,656

-9,659
'25,349
19,304

13,630
16.753

*33,215
45.705
33,311

26,628
19,309

*29,159
'31,238
*12,419

135,442
142,652
224,395
227,015
259,819

90,810
80,627
18,423
2,402

978

1,471,208

240,980

Amount

(28)

17,484,388
2,718,007

-2,581
*6,887

*97,375
62.667

146,681
245,753
*65,632

6,576
'567,745
*99,376

'240,776
*71,942
139,022
287,565

86,672
1,560,168

*58,469
*310,055
*63,129
33,532

1,304,274
633,631

1,236,337
2,917,454
1,977,732

787,872
954,366
433,351
105,196
263.566

13,150,044
4,334,344

sales Of
Not galn
(after

Number of
returns

(29)

12,936,506

227,744

37,578
119,943
MASS
111,350
206,116

169,037
144,388
185,205
169,484
167,519

186,067
169,847
208,444
191,416
144,906

234,327
214,315
196,624
245.193
213.111

1,000,277
967,447

1,737,892
1,524.812
2,041.673

797,406
801,363
261,160

53.156
34,818

11,796,646

1,139,860

Vital assets
less loss

occlusion)

Amount

(30)

135,005,278
4,143.821

156,514
140,388
119,441
162,742
237,447

83,059
110,882
261,761
215.448
173,510

154,172
279,432
386201
325,026

9W127,407

291,667
374,294
299,917
350,389
473,192

2,002,771
2,064,757 iF

P*
4,674.593 C
4,730,024 M'
9,786,589

7M2,718
1 7.966,171
18,449,815
12,134,028
46.487,099

130,928,747

4,076,530

Footnote(s) at end of table.
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Table I.-All Returns: Selected Income, Deduction, and Tax Items, by Size of Adjusted Gross Income-Continued

(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are In thousands of dollars) I

Sin of adjusted gross Income

All returns, total..............................

No adjusted gross income ..................

$1 under $1,000 ..................................

$1,000 under $2,ODO ...........................
$2,000 under $3,ODO ...........................
$3,000 under $4,000 ...........................
$4,000 under $5.000...........................

$5,000 under $6,000...........................
$6,000 under $7,000...........................
$7,000 under $8.000...........................
$8,000 under $9,000...........................

$9,000 under $10,000 .........................

$10,000 under $11,000 .......................
$11,000 under $12,000 .......................
$12,000 under $13,000 .......................

$13,000 under $14,ODD.......................
$14,000 under $15,000.......................

$15.000 under $16,000.......................
$16,000 under $17,000.......................
$17,000 under $18,000.......................
$18,000 under $19,000.......................
$19,000 under $20,ODO .......................

$20,000 under $25,000 ...............
$25,000 under $30,000 .......................
$30.000 under $40,000 .......................
$40,000 under $50,000.......................
$50,000 under $75,000.......................

$75,000 under $100,ODO .....................
$100.000 under $200,000...................
$200,000 under $500,000...................
$500,000 under $1,000,000................
$1.000,000 or more .............................

Ux" natums' tow .......................

Nontaxable returns, total .................

Footnote(s) at end of table.

Contributions deduction
for norifternizers

Number of
return Amount

(51)

28,188,299

82,442
316,333
445,517
726,081

1,030,826

962,688
1,167,949
1,148,984
1.301,372
1.431,426

1,309,329
1,314,483
1.214,095
1,290,415
1,044,997

989,795
1,112.563

913,451
900.497
936,819

3,348,514
2,056,236
2,052,273

723.810
295.671

44.111
24,387
2,591

548
96

24,680,460

3,507,839

(52)

13,364,679

9,337
32,912
65,293

113,718
225,056

288,542
349,393
425,070
495,025
483,712

504,508
465,679
616.356
505,176
448,375

463.732
672,132
419,952
469,126
491,187.

1,843,722
1.226,893
1.460,518

679,392
416,610

112,759
41.425
28,925
6.932
3,221

12,081,028

1,283,051

Number of
returns

(53)

40,838,502

38,970
136,411
153.832
188,178
215,689

237,865
310,170
293,098
316,114
453,115

420,127
481,939
452,386
506,942
590,922

568,310
578,946
694,881
729,048
668,746

4.002,130
4,437,020
8,673,976
6,586,324
6,099.076

1,493,557
1.120,907

298,073
56,049
35,701

38,840,987

1,997,536'

Total
Itemized

deductions

(54)

"6,542,466

395,921
336,828
396,497
712,984

1,095,934

1,057.297
1,694,540
1,866,635
2,137,280
2,706,955

2,781,960
3,006,634
2,886,245
3,152.140
3,465,400

3,581,577
3,422,432
4,252,176
4,659,780
4,494,128

26,831,992
32,746,510
75.634,993
70,190,912
85,862,074

30.710,158
34,484,237
19.366,052
6,633,793

15,978,399

22,545,991

Rotuma with Itemized deductions

Medical and dental
expense deduction

I
Number ot

returns

(55) ~

10,568,2164
I-
I

ed'oeu

30,851
23,667
91,199

110,717
1

160,044
230,297
219,239
238,170
283,071

260.249
300,758
288,309
282,851
321,084

308,~91
274574
301,222
342,698
348,295

1,382,838
1,214,796
1,711,843

952,581
668,557

124,949
60,235
7,682

542
135

9,154,880

1,413,384

Amount

(56)

25,062,523

222,827
63,328

214,952
182,553
306.207

470,635
627,939
919,711
729,810
946,092

856,161
912,547
851.376
649,401
525,218

640,703
588,459
579,048
715,202
643.720

2.482,382
1,880,368
3,109,831
2,097,018
2,225,974

610.637
759,139
225,712

17,202
8,370

17,912,599

7,149,924

Taxes paid deduction

Number of
returns

(67)

40,604,643

29,894
126,757
124,857
165,747
198.084

228,957
300,514
277,463
301,633
446,387

410,473
472,285
447.548
497,288
590,922

568,310
569,291
690,054
729,048
663,908

3.991,623
4,433,616
8,661,863
6,581.185
6,098,211

1,488.826
1,120,286

297,921
56,012
35,680

38,689,911

1,914,732

Amount

(58)

1 ",704,846

60.560
69,229
43.007

130,498
237,836

188,054
271,198
321.988
441.683
507,697

532,553
661,817
584,466
704,915
880,933

896,233
877.894

1.117,350
1,197,705
1,156.731

7,403.009
10,336,226
24.398,528
23,625,439
29,689,271

10,780,877
12,393.355
7,071,655

.2,704,432
5.419,708

141,398,656

3,306,190

Interest paid deduction

Number of
returns

(59)

37,374,788

20,241
35,038
23,497
97.162

108,073

115,984
207,377
186.898
234.335
359.128

'299,021
387,037
362,711
457,251
544,222

494.006
486,658
667,619
662,494
574,604

3,736,747
4,171,660
8,287,399
6,346,258
5,788,032

1,366,978
1,027.971

259,318
42,316
24.753

35,812,872

1,661,916-

Amount

(60)

194,451,076

95.266
176,325
61,253

220,870
251,206

223,064
544,270
424,033
705,215
954.289

1,086,661
1,059,707
1,110,941
1,345,383
1,504,542

1,603,840
1,425,997
1,902,010
2,092,508
2,027,323

12.322.358
15.168,327
36,207,970
33.669,888
39,995,981

13,875,752
14,328,477
5,902,545
1,760,045
2,405,032

185,565,840

8,885,236



Table 1.-All Returns: Selected Income, Deduction, and Tax Items, by Size of Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Returns with itemized deductions-Continued Taxable Income Inoorn
before arteadit

Size of adjusted gross income Contributions deduction Miscellaneous deductions
Net casualty or

theft loss
Number of

Amo nt
Number Of

Amount
returns

u
returns

Number of
Amount

Number of Amount Number Of Amount
raturns returns returns

(61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) (70)

All returns, total .............................. 36,857,590 54,454,472 33,639,153 26,520,926 245,521 1,348,622 97,742,435 1,976,811,955 86,975,883 378,422,425

No adjusted gross income .................. - - - - - - - 631 6,501

$1 under $1,000 .................................. 25,863 8,809 11,988 8,461 - -3,123 - -

$1,000 under $2,000 ........................... 58,377 15,068 35,821 12.806 *72 2,492,703 1,635,249 211,046 16,608
$2,000 under $3,000 ........................... 49,339 24,881 55,869 32,541 19,863 3,082,923 4,457.624 205.861 39,682
$3,000 under $4,000 ........................... 119,107 68.255 93,378 102.795 * 8.013 2,901,245 6,268,227 917,660 77,459
$4,000 under $5,000 ........................... 125,674 45,038 118,948 54,378 *3,381 3,483,016 10.050,514 2,4BB.820 250,603

$5,000 under $6,000 ........................... 178,802 113,326 132,025 57,693 -4,080 -4,525 3,028,758 10,784,507 2,386,056 427.886

$6,000 under $7,000 ........................... 225,264 128,164 213,909 120,025 *4,827 -2.944 3,238,202 13,850,171 2,599.721 713,512

$7,000 under S8,000 ........................... 239,801 134,545 197,602 64,818 3,029,628 15,502,731 2,519,339 941,673
S8,000 under $9,000 ........................... 249,846 155,163 205,006 90,760 *3,123 '14,650 3,028,713 18,264,193 2,754,827 1,277,084
$9,000 under $10,000 ......................... 343,314 189,922 315,396 94,720 3.404 '14,236 3,203,974 21,940,615 3,030,429 1.688,200

$10,000 under $11,000....................... 322,176 163,664 310,972 142,922 - - 2,865,466 22,107,066 2,751,596 1,843,298
$11.000 under $12,000....................... 376,566 2EO,414 328,455 122,149 2,792,898 23,906,526 2.741,216 2,107,991
$12,000 under $13,000....................... 349,814 243,558 345,916 95,904 - - 2,686,718 25,705,333 2,640,095 2,437.834

$13,000 under $14,000....................... 405,828 275,365 357,073 173,812 -4,827 *3,263 2,800,455 29,448,888 2,764,568 2,928,709

$14,000 under $15,000....................... 493,761 358,197 432,494 193,343 *8,206 -3,167 2,474,883 27,709.156 2,450,309 -2.806,327

$15,000 under $16,000....................... 481,914 305,027 450,994 133,167 * 2,607 2,420,273 29.322,968 2,388.235 3.121,343
$16,000 under $17,000....................... 474,662 346,740 415,187 181,411 -4,828 -1,931 2,326,808 30.403,615 2,316,944 3.424,762
$17,000 under $18,000....................... 604,804 473,310 524,170 159.495 *9,085 '20,962 2,254,590 31,545,313 2,248,269 3.632,353
$18,000 under $19,000....................... 651,016 437,093 583,309 207.289 *9,982 2,232,636 33,030,128 2,224,987 3.898,782

$19,000 under W0,000....................... 603,244 465,630 506,631 182,888 19,668 '17,1335 2,068,231 32,060,505 2.048,924 3,881,033

$20,000 under $25.000....................... 3,570,170 2,737,270 3,252,802 1,682,343 49,264 204,630 9,211,880 165,677,466 9,195,576 21,436,577

$25,000 under $30,000....................... 3,940,153 3,211,785 3,690.900 2,064,158 19.319 7,535,552 165,342,856 7,521,190 23,319,130

$30,000 under S40,000............. 7,968,249 7,049,359 7,397,383 4,674,717 22,522 194,588 11,520,669 315.275,596 11,515,133 49,456.626
$40,000 under $50,000....................... 6.193,731 6,670,890 5,735,522 4,070,039 23.100 57,639 7,509,180 261,481,959 7,508,443 46,409,154
$50,000 under $75,000....................... 5,890,763 8,831,215 5,326,120 4,750,865 27,650 368,768 6,462,756 297.565,471 6,460,340 63,084,828

$75,000 under $100,000 ..................... 1,449,646 3,577,948 1,292,293 1,829,411 6,721 35,534 1,540,004 100,413,647 1,539.349 26,150,534

$100,000 under $200,000................... 1,086,860 4,682,696 970,656 2,278,565 2,156 42,005 1,149,646 117,868,659 1,148,885 38,261,042

$200,000 under $500,000................... 289.213 4,740,952 256,679 1,412,837 311 12,351 305,239 68,410,763 305,167 28,213.668
$500,000 under $1,000,000................ 54,590 1,745,972 49,475 400,387 46 5,755 56,498 30,526,547 56,496 14,132,308
$1,000,000 or more ............................. 35,043 7,004,215 32,180 1,126,228 41 114,847 35.768 66,252,503 35,771 32,436,923

Taxable returns, total ....................... 35,281,170 53,005,949 32,294,774 25,479,440 209,844 633,991 84,283,093 1,945,933,418 $4,291,897 377,472,807

Nontaxable retunns, total ................. 1,576,420 1,448,523 1,344,379 1,041,486 35,677 714,631 13,459,342 30,878,537 1 2,683,986 1 949,618

Footnote(s) at end of table.



Tablel.-All Returns: Selected Income, Deduction, and Tax Items, by Size of Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars) I

TOW tax credits
Income tax
after credits

Alternative
minimum tax Total In come tax Total tax liability

Size of adjusted gross Income .

Number of
returns Amount Number Of

returns Amount
Number of.

returns Amount
Number of

returns
Percent of
all returns Amount Average

d ll
Number of

Amounto ars returns

(71) (72) (73) (74) (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80) (61) (82)
All returns, total ...................... 17,374,053 7,654,631 84,264,923 370,932,395 579,810 6,115,470 84,324,488 81.6 377,050,937 4,471 86,115,653 390,795,560

No adjusted gross income (1) (1) *6,366 12,542 200,814 13,250 1.5 207,870 15.688 174,816 394,945
$1 under $1,000 ........................ - - 738 3,863 * 738 o -3,863 5.234 75 610 22 986$1,000 under $2,000 ................. 211,046 16,550 *86 3,090 211,058 6.3 19.556 93

,
381 862

,
59 852

$2,000 under $3,000 ................. (1)

(1)
205,861 39,682 1 205,863 5.7 39,766 193

.
379 507

,
79 178

$3,000 under $4,000 900,044 76,719
'IN

*964 1 900,338 28.1 77,683 86
,

1,096,978
,

147 295
$4,000 under $5,000 ................. 126.812 22,813 2,416.695 247,730 *257 *712 2,416,952 65.3 248,442 103 2,538,189

.
318,797

$5,000 under $6,000 ................. 368.795 42,205 2,089,044 399,680 - - 2089044 66.7 399,680 191 2 197 033 492 636
$6,000 under $7,000 ................. 561,656 103.766 2,113,614 637,981 *3,365 2:114:471 63.2 641,347 303

, ,
2,223 212

,
759 802

$7,000 under $8,000 ................. 568,776 127,852 2,085,072 835,874 **375 **4.049 2,085.445 67.2 839,761 403
,

2 202 234
,

1 021 248
$8,000 under $9,000 .......... 653,734 159,695 2,321,037 1,122,716 2,321,039 74.9 1,122,877 484

, ,
2 428 073

, .
1 290 483

$9,000 under $10,000 ............... 807,907 190,703 2.714,886 1,507,474 *655 *1,577 2,714,889 83.6 1,509,051 556
, ,

2,795,435
, ,

1,700.915
$1 O,ODO under $11.000 ............. 848.115 135,761 2.630,068 1,708,556 * 129 *4,114 2,630,197 90.1 1,712,671 651 2.676.388 1 869 952
$11,000 under $12,000 .............

.
313,300 114,673 2.635.350 1,998,053 -2,552 -4,235 2,636,001 93.5 2.002,288 760 2,677,808

, .
2 190 031

$12,ODO under $13,000 ..... ........ 330,558 113,327 2,564.513 2,327,955 * 1. 158 2,565,439 94.0 2,331,049 9D9 2,607.060
. ,

2 535 157
$13,000 under $14,000 ............. 439,265 148,228 2,699,437 2,784,641 !3,546 *6,610 2.699,579 95.8 2,791.251 1,034 2,724.873

. ,
2 939 022

$14,000 under $15,000 ............. 403,864 134,377 2,396,249 2,672,216 -3,244 2,397,032 96.5 2,675.460 1.116 2,420,576
, ,

2,866,026
$15,000 under $16,000 ............. 336,654 117,881 2,354,302 3,003,642 '12 2,354,314 96.7 3,003,724 1.274 2.384,854 3 270 627
$16,000 under $17,000 ............. 240,657 94,632 2.300,771 3,330,130 * 553 2,300.782 98.5 3,330,683 1,448 2.310,729

. ,
3 541 007

$17,000 under $18,000 ............. 270,038 126,094 2,240,817 3,506,260 *670 5,234 2,240,836 98.8 3,511,494 1,567 2.251,839
, ,
7663 194

$18,000 under $19,000 : 299,121 113,862 2,199.937 3,785.019 *2,122 *7,482 2,200,554 98.0 3,792,501 1,723 2,223,562
, ,

4 038 493
$19,000 under $20,000 ............. 278,905 101,547 2,033,495 3,779,829 *11 *5 2,033,506 98.1 3,779,835 1,859 2,056.047

, ,
4,071,722

$20,000 under $25,000 ............. 1,548,711 558,499 9,157,932 20,8133,772 1,650 14,498 9,159,582 99.2 20,898,270 2.282 9 199 852 22 199 598
$25,000 under $30,ODO ............. 1,556,428 548,073 7,495,979 22,771,412 9,203 36,917 7,497,877 99.4 22.808,328 3,042

, ,
7,519.009

, .
23 909 852

$30.000 under $40,000 ............. 2,462,263 838.672 11,470,877 48,618,579 61,112 162,638 11,479,782 99.5 48,781.218 4,249 11,504,220
. ,

50 787 665
$40,000 under $50,OW ............. 1,758,756 586,838 7,503,226 45,822,546 77,988 234.873 7,505.858 99.9 46,057,420 6.136 7,511.809

, .
47 647 041

$50.000 under $75,000 ............. 1,746,446 726,074 6,446,673 62,359,044 117,312 514,746 6,460,810 qq.iiii 62,873,790 9,732 6,462,251
, ,

64,967,060
$75,000 under $100,000 ........... 523,012 453,819 1,533.792 25.696,838 90,990 534,450 1,540,431 99.8 26,231,288 17,029 1,542,067 27 107 477
$100,000 under $200,000 . ....... 493,076 950,584 1,146,977 37,310.748 121.431 1,229,586 1,150,696 99.8 38,542,715 33,495 1 151 459

, ,
39 558 375

$200,000 under $500,000 167,787 496,291 304.511 27,717,813 46,110 1,008,579 305,597 99.8 28.726,392 94,001
, ,
305,749

, ,
28,974,651

$500,000 under $1,000,000 35,564 171,981 56,428 13,962,105 11,115 434,689 56,680 99.9 14.396,794 254,001 56,702 14 508 157
$1,000,000 or more ................... 27,248 434,463 35,744 32,002,464 16,101 1.691,405 35,828 99.9 33,693,869 940.434 35.850

, .

33,759.314
Taxable returns, total ................ 14,324,620 61542,435 84,264,923 370,932,395 579,810 6,115,470 84,324,468 100.0 377,050,937 4,471 84,324,468 389,628,786
Nontaxable returns, total ......... 1 3,049,433 1 ~1,112,196

1,791,185 1,166,774
Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
* Data combined to avoid disclosure of information for specific taxpayers.
Not available.

2 Less than 0.05 pe~cent.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.



Individual Income Tax Rates, 1985

By John Labate and Dan Hollik"

For Tax Year 1985, an increase in adjusted gross income
(AGI) of $162 billion and an increase in taxable income of
$119 billion brought about an 8 percent increase in total
income tax-from $302 billion for 1984 to $326 billion for
1985. This increase in total income tax occurred despite
indexing of the 1985 tax rate schedules and of personal
exemption amounts for the effects of inflation by the Eco-
nomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) [1]. The average
total income tax on returns that showed a tax for 1985 was
$3,931, a $233 increase from 1984.

Figures A and B show the general decline since 1981 in
the average tax rate on taxable returns [2]. For 1985 the
average tax rate was steady at 14.4 percent of AGI,
although this was slightly higher than the average rate for
1984 [3]. Based on a distribution of all taxable returns by
the size of AGI, the median taxable return had an AGI
between $20,000 and $21,000 for 1985, up from between
$19,000 and $20,000 for 1984. (For further information on
the number of returns, income tax, and average tax by size
of AGI, see Table 3 of the Selected Statistical Series at the
end of the Bulletin.)

Figure A.-Adjusted Gross Income, Total Income Tax,
Average Tax Rate, and Average Total Income Tax, 1979-1985

Taxable returns

Tax
Year

1
979 ....................
1980 ....................
1981 ...............

1
982 ....................
1983 ....................
1984 ....................
1985 ....................

TOW
number of

returns
(thousands)

(1)

92,694
93902
95:396
95,337
96321
99:439

101,660

Number of
returns

(thousands)

(2)

71,695
73906
76:725
77,035
78016
81:640
82,846

Adjusted
grow
lrwxme

(billkm)

(3)

$1,402

1
556

1:721
1,804
1,895
2,097
2.259

Toted
incometax

(billions)

(4)

$214
250
284
278
274
302
326

Averagetax

rate

(5)

15.3%

1
6.1

16.
5

15.4
14.5
14.4'
14.41

Average

Adjusted
grow

inoorne
(dollars)

(6)

per return

Toted
incometax

(deflars)

(7)

$19,559
21.055
22.433
23,415
24,292
25,687
27,268

$2,992
3,387
3,703
3,604
3,514
3,698
3,931

1 The average tax rate (total income tax as a percentage of AGI for taxable returns) for 1984 was
14.397, and the average rate for 1985 was 14.418.

NCYrE: The average adjusted gross income, average total income tax, and average tax rate were
calculated from unrounded data. Average tax rate is TotaJ income tax as a percentage of adjusted
gross income.

CALCULATION OF TAXES FOR 1985

Taxpayers used one of four tax rate schedules for 1985,
depending on the taxpayer's filing status. There were
separate schedules for married persons filing joint returns,
married persons filing returns separately from their
spouses, individuals qualifying as heads of households,

*11ndividual Returns Analysis Section. Prepared under the direction
of Susan Hostetter, Chief.

and other single persons [4]. The tax rates in each schedule
ranged from 0 to 50 percent [5].

The application of different tax rates to a particular return
is illustrated in Figure C, which shows how tax was calcu-
lated for 1985 for a married couple with a $25,000 AGI,
filing a joint return, claiming two exemptions, and not
itemizing deductions. Taxpayers who filed joint returns for
1985 were taxed at a tax rate of 0 percent on the first $3,540
of taxable income, 11 percent for the next $2,180, 12
percent for the following $2,190, and so forth.

To simplify the tax computation and to reduce the num-
ber of errors, taxpayers with less than $50,000 of taxable
income (and who did not use income averaging) were
required to determine their tax from the Tax Table rather
than the tax rate schedules. The amount of tax shown in the
Tax Table was equal to the tax on the midpoint of the income
bracket (generally each bracket was $50 wide), as calcu-
lated from the appropriate tax rate schedule, rounded to the
nearest whole dollar. According to the 1985 Tax Table, for
married taxpayers filing a joint return with taxable income
between $22,900 and $22,950, the tax was $3,017. In this
example, the Tax Table tax is greater than the tax rate
schedule tax ($3,016 in Figure C) by $1, since the Tax Table
tax was computed on the midpoint of the $22,900 to
$22,950 income bracket ($22,925), and the taxable income
in Figure C is $22,920. The tax computed from the Tax
Table or the tax rate schedules plus any "taxes from special
computations" equals income tax before credits [6]. For Tax
Year 1985, the regular and income averaging methods of
tax computation were the only methods of tax computation
available [7].

Indexing of the tax rate schedules was introduced for
1985 to avoid an increase in taxes as a percentage of AGI,
caused by nominal income increases due to inflation (as
measured by the Consumer Price Index for urban consum-
ers) [8]. In Figure D, a tax is derived using the 1984
(non-indexed) tax rate schedule, zero bracket amount
($3,400), and personal exemption amount ($1,000) for the
same $25,000 AGI as in Figure C. The $97 or 3.2 percent
difference between the higher tax for 1984 derived in
Figure D ($3,113) and the actual tax for 1985 derived in
Figure C ($3,016) shows the effect of indexing.

Certain income and deduction items described as "tax
preferences" were subject to the alternative minimum tax,
which was payable in addition to the ordinary income tax.
For Tax Year 1985, the alternative minimum tax was com-

53
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Figure B.

Taxable Returns: Average Tax Rate and
Average Total Income Tax, 1979-1985

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Tax Year

Dollars per return

1$13.9131
C11 r1ap

3,750 $3.7031A.- S3.514

2,750 Income Tax
3, 000 Average Total(to Ono

3,250

I I - I - --I A ~ I I

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Tax Year

Note~ Average tax rate was computed as a percentage of adjusted
gross income. See also footnote 3. at the end of this article.
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Figure C.-Calculation of Tax, Joint Return With Income
Subject to Tax at Regular Rates, 1985

Adjusted gross inconis................... r ..... ........................................................ $25.000
Exemption amount (2 X $1,040) .................................................................... -2,080

Taxable income ............................................................................................. $22,920

Tax on $22,920 of Taxable Income ................................................................. $3,016

Calculation of Tax from the Tax Rate Schedule
Tax

First $3,540 of taxable income taxed at 0% ..................................................... $0.00
Next $2,180 of taxable income taxed at 111%................................................. 239.80
Next $2,190 of taxable income taxed at 12%................................................. 262.80
Next $4,480 of taxable income taxed at 14%................................................. 627.20
Next $4,260 of taxable income taxed at 16%................................................. 681.60
Next $4,370 of taxable income taxed at 18%................................................. 786.60
Next $1.900 of taxable income taxed at 22%................................................. 418.00

Totals $22,920 ............................................................................................ $3,016.00

Figure D.-Calculation of Tax, Joint Return With Income
Subject to Tax at Regular Rates, 1984
Adjusted gross income ................................................................................ $25,000
Exemption amount (2 X $1,000) .................................................................. -2,000

Taxable income ............................................................................................. $23,000

Tax on $23,000 of Taxable Income ................................................................ $3,113

Calculation of Tax from the Tax Rate Schedule
Tax

First $3,400 of taxable income taxed at 0% ..................................................... $0.00
Next $2,1 00 of taxable income taxed at 11 % .................................................231.00
Next $2,100 of taxable income taxed at 12% .................................................252.00
Next $4,300 of taxable income taxed at 14% .................................................602.00
Next $4,100 of taxable income taxed at 16% .................................................656.00
Next $4,200 of taxable income taxed at 18% .................................................756.00
Next $2,800 of taxable income taxed at 22% .................................................616.00

Totals $23,000 ........................................................................................... $3.113.00

puted on separately-determined "alternative minimum tax-
able income" (income subject to the ordinary tax plus items
of tax preference). The alternative minimum tax was the
excess of the 20 percent tax on alternative minimum taxable
income over the ordinary tax on regularly-determined tax-
able income. More than 427,000 returns reported alterna-
tive minimum tax totaling $3.8 billion for 1985.

MARGINAL TAX RATES

As shown in Figures C and D, different portions of the
income included on a return may be taxed at different rates.
The tax rate applied to the last dollar of income is the
marginal tax rate for that return. Since tax rates increase
with income (from 0 to 50 percent), the marginal tax rate is
the highest rate applied to the return. In Figure C, the
taxpayer had portions of income taxed at seven tax rates
ranging from 0 to 22 percent. The marginal tax rate in this
instance is 22 percent. Note that the marginal tax rate as
defined here is based only on income included in AGI.
Consequently, this marginal rate may differ from an effective
marginal rate computed on a taxpayer's total income, which
would include, for example, tax-exempt interest and, for
1985, the nontaxable portion of long-term capital gains,
and the dividend exclusion [9].

Marginal tax rate data for Tax Year 1985 are presented in
Tables 1 and 2, which include returns with the regular tax
computation and returns with the income averaging com-
putation. Data in these tables are based on returns with
"taxable income" only. For Tax Year 1985, the total number
of individual returns filed (Figure A) was 101,660,287, of
which 96,429,715 returns had a taxable income amount,
while 82,846,420 returns were "taxable" (reporting income
tax after credits and the additional tax for preferences). (See

Taxable Income in the Definitions section for a more de-
tailed discussion.)

Returns are classified by two different methods in Table 1.
In columns 1 through 9, a return is classified by the
marginal or highest tax rate. For example, column 1 shows
that there were 9,451,657 returns for which the marginal tax
rate was 18 percent. Columns 5 and 6 show that, for these
returns, the amount of tax generated at the 11 through 18
percent rates totaled $17.9 billion while the amount of tax
generated solely at the marginal rate of 18 percent totaled
$3.0 billion. In columns 10 through 12, a return is classified
by each rate that generated a tax. For example, columns

10, 11, and 12 show that 49,027,250 returns had some
income taxed at the 18 percent rate; $159 billion of this
income was taxed at the 18 percent rate, and $28.7 billion
of income tax was generated at the 18 percent tax rate [10].

The amount of tax generated by each specific tax rate,
ranging from 11 to 50 percent, as well as the corresponding
number of

.
returns and the amount of modified taxable

income, are presented in Table 2. These data are classified
by size of AGI. For example, column 1 shows that
5,212,090 returns with taxable income had an AGI between
$14,000 and $16,000; column 7 shows that 5,164,172 of
these returns had a portion of income taxed at the 11
percent rate. These returns had $8.7 billion of modified

taxable income at the 11 percent rate (column 8), and the
11 percent bracket generated nearly $1.0 billion of tax
(column 9).

Tables 1 and 2 do not include any tax attributable to the
alternative minimum tax, which was computed on a differ-
ent base from that used for the statistics in these two tables.

DEFINITIONS

Complete definitions of the technical terms used in this
article and accompanying tables-for example, taxable

income, tax generated and income averaging-are beyond

the scope of this article. More extensive definitions may be
found in Statistics of Income-1985, Individual Income Tax

Returns. Brief definitions of the major tax concepts dis-
cussed in this article follow:

Adjusted Gross Income.-Adjusted gross income (AGI)
was computed by subtracting statutory adjustments (prima-
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rily business, investment or employee-related deductions,
such as payments to an Individual Retirement Arrangement
(IRA)), from total income recognized under the tax code.
Total income included the net amounts from sources such as
salaries and wages, business income, rents, royalties and,
in turn, excluded, for example, most social security benefits,
and a certain portion of capital gains.

. Average Tax Rate-The average tax rate presented in
this article was the ratio of total income tax to AGI.

Marginal Tax Rate.-The marginal tax rate presented in
this article was the highest tax rate applied to any portion of
income from a return. As defined for the data presented in
this article, the marginal tax rate is based only on income
included in AGI. Thus, the marginal tax rate may differ from
an effective marginal tax rate computed on total income
subject to tax under the Internal Revenue Code. (See
Footnote 9 for a further discussion of effective marginal tax
rates.)

Modified Taxable Income-Modified taxable income is
1he technical term used to describe the actual tax base
computed for the statistics. For taxpayers using the regular
t~_x&omputation meth modiffied taxable income is iden-od-,
tical to taxable income. However, for taxpayers who used
the income averaging computation, a modified taxable
income was computed specially: for the statistics by imput-
ing a hypothetical taxable income amount necessary to
yield the given amount of tax when subject to tax under the
appropriate, ordinary tax rate schedule as if income aver-,
aging had not been used.

Taxable Income-For taxpayers who used the regular
tax.,computation method and those who used income
averaging, taxable income was the amount reported online
37 of the - individual income tax return (i.e_ AGI less the
personal exemption amount, and less either -allowable
charitable contributions for non-itemizers or total allowable
itemized deductions for all others).

Tax Generated-This was the tax computed from the tax
rate schedules on the amount of modified taxable income.
Therefore, it excludes the "alternative minimum tax." For
most returns (those without one of the "taxes from special
computations" described in Footnote 6), tax generated
equalled income tax before credits.

Total Income Tax-Total income tax was the sum of
income tax after credits and the additional tax for tax
preferences (primarily the alternative minimum tax).

DATA SOURCES AND LIMITATIONS

These statistics are based on a sample of individual
income tax returns (Forms 1040, 1040A, and 1,040EZ) filed

with the Internal Revenue Service in 1986. Returns in the
sample were stratified based on the larger of total income or
total loss; size of business plus farm receipts; the presence
or absence of Schedule C, Profit (or Loss) from Business or
Profession; and Schedule F, Farm Income and Expenses.
Returns were selected at rates ranging from 0.03 percent
(for the more numerous smaller-size returns) to 100 percent
(for the relatively few returns with large income amounts),
resulting in 121,418 returns being selected from a popula-
tion of 101,836,347.

Because the data presented in this article are estimates
based on a sample, they are subject to sampling, as well as'
nonsampling, error. To make proper use of the statistical
data provided, one must know the magnitude of the
potential sampling error.

Figure E presents approximate coefficients of variation
(CV's) for frequency estimates. The approximate CV's
shown here are intended only as a general indication of the
reliability of the data. For a number other than those shown,
the corresponding CY's can be estimated by interpolation.

-Figure-E.=Coefficients-of Variation-for-Frequency . - - -
Estimates,, 1985

Estimated Approximate
number of returns coefficient of variation

8,474,750 ....................................................................................... 0.02
1,355,960 ....................................................................................... 0.05
338,990 ....................................................................................... 0.10
84,748 ...... ................................................. ~- ........ * .... * .......... -0.20.
37,666 ....................................................................................... 0.30
6,780 ....................................................................................... 0.50

The reliability of estimates based on samples, the use of
coefficients of variation for evaluating the precision of
sample estimates, and nonsampling error considerations
are discussed in the methodological Appendix at the back
of this Bulletin.

NOTES AND REFERENCES.

Ill The Economic. Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA)
indexed 1985 tax rate schedules, including the zero
bracket amount (or standard deduction), and the
amount deductible for personal exemptions, to adjust
for inflation. For further information on tax law changes
for 1985, see Statistics of Income-1985, Individual
Income Tax Returns.

[2] A return was considered to be "taxable" if an amount
was reported for "total income tax" (the sum of income
tax after credits and the additional tax for tax prefer-
ences, primarily the alternative minimum tax). "Total
income tax" did not include other related taxes re-
ported on the individual income tax return, such as
self-employment tax, tax from recapture of prior-year
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investment credit, and social security tax on tip in-
come (under the Federated Insurance Contribution
Act (FICA)). For 1985, the total number of taxable
returns was 82,846,420.

[31 The average tax rate (total income tax as a percentage
of AGI for taxable returns) for 1984 was 14.397, and
the average rate for 1985 was slightly higher at
14.418.

[4] Taxpayers who did not remarry after the death of a
spouse in 1983 or 1984, and who had a dependent
living with them, could qualify for surviving spouse
status. Those who qualified for surviving spouse status
could use the married filing joint tax rates when filing
their 1985 returns.

[51 The 1985 tax rate schedules were published in the
1985 Instructions for Preparing Form 1040. The
schedules are reproduced in Statistics of Income-
1985 Individual Income Tax Returns.

[6] Taxes from special computations included tax on
accumulation distributions of trusts, and the tax on the
ordinary income part of lump-sum distributions from
qualified retirement plans. Taxes from special compu-
tations did not include tax from recomputing prior-year
investment credits, self-employment. tax, social secu-
rity tax on tips, or taxes from individual retirement
arrangements. These taxes were included in "total tax
liability:' which is defined in Statistics of Income-1985
Individual Income Tax Returns. Tables 1 and 2 do not
use the concept of total tax liability.

[7] The income averaging computation permitted part of
an unusually large increase in income for 1985 to be
taxed at lower rates, resulting in a lower amount of tax
due than would have resulted if taxpayers had com-
puted their tax using the regular method. If the income
averaging computation was used, the income tax
before credits had to be computed from the tax rate
schedules rather than from the Tax Tables.

[81 See section 1 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
introduced by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is published by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor. For further information about the CPI, see
Consumer Price Index; Concepts and Content Over
the Years, Report No. 17, and Monthly Labor Review,
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

191 For the tables presented in this article, the marginal tax
rate was the rate at which the taxpayer's last dollar of
taxable income was taxed. The calculation of an
,.effective" marginal tax rate for a given return de-
pends upon: 1) the type(s) of income (for example,
salaries and wages, long-term capital gains) reported
on the return, and the order in which that income was
assumed to be "stacked" (described below), 2) the
type of tax computation used (regular or income
averaging), and 3) whether an alternative minimum tax
was reported. If a taxpayer reported income from both
salaries and long-term capital gains, the calculation of
an effective marginal tax rate would depend on the
order in which the income sources were "stacked." If
the last dollar of income were assumed to be from
salaries and wages, the effective marginal tax rate
would be the tax rate derived directly from the appro-
priate tax rate schedule. If the last dollar of income
were assumed to be from long-term capital gains, the
effective marginal tax rate calculation would include
the capital gains exclusion. For example, $100 of
long-term capital gains generated $40 of AGI subject
to the 50 percent marginal tax rate. While the stated
marginal tax rate on AGI was 50 percent, the effective
marginal tax rate computed on the $100 of capital
gains income was 20 percent. The income averaging
tax computation is discussed in Footnote 7, and the
alternative minimum tax is discussed in the "Calcu-
lation of Taxes for 1985" section of the article.

[10] Dollar amounts presented in this section and in the
tables are rounded; therefore, the amounts may not
add to the corresponding column totals.



Table 1 -Taxable Income and Tax, Classified by Both the Marginal Rate and Each Rate at Which Tax was Computed
(All figures are estimates based on samples-7money amounts are in thousands of dollars) -

I

Classified by the highest marginal rate at wh
I
ich tax was computed

Number of
returns

96,429,715
10,422,945
6,524,941
5,936,591

10,547,088
4,043,958
8,598,359
1,328,583
9,451,657
3,280,014
5,365,183
3,073,713

839,744
5,857,363
3,227,423
4,893,220
1,728.049

156,881
4,915,760
. 900,052

108,380
2,777,065
1,401.899

304,144
173,912

231,732

341,059

Adjusted -
gross income

(2)

2,325,928,359
35,290,014

51,257,200
121,613,808
37,962,566

1 ",075,429
19,009,673

197,660,295
58,453,793

163,309,346
60,353,713
22,717,899

212,565,802
80,230,958

~03.700,902
54,302,503
6,240,813

253,650,598
33,733,664

5,354,574
174,399,161
117,452,992
37,972,107
14,774,057

39,281,053

137,i76,279

Modified taxable income

At all rates ~

(3)

1,804,651,021
15,087,682
23,441,554
31,724,499
83,778,642
31,573,701

107,693,453
14,182,877

152,556,642
49,712,150

124,367,082
52,774,797
17,952,663

165,532,865
69,202,935

161,027,058
46,644,014
5,062,604

202,039,011
29,089,671
4,290,529

140,434,245
93,658,792
29,723,164
11,863,922

30,916,681

110,320,085

At marginal rate

(4)

271,613,OS3
15,087,682
5,409,505
4,900,162

17,172,236
~4,236,545
14,929,891
2,159,201

16,647,489
3,835,586

12,382,013
4,794,137
2,047,911

15,968,615
8,075,544

1 ~,403,899
4,37

1
5,936

360,881
23,167,029 -

2,115,112
444.123

15,429,771
12,997,570
3,180,993
1,674,885

4,953,413

62,862,626

At all rates

(5)

327,"1,609
D

1591,849,
1,711,147[
6,533,035
2,886,089

11,075.290
1,459,815

1

17,902.0911
6,440,210

16,562,346'
17,503,649,

2,706,320,
25,057,561 1
11,292,998
27,301,182

8,714,994~
979,0451

39,520,245~
6,062,337

943.5351
32,662,7021
25,771,245~
9,454,676
3,794,046

11,120,178

49,395,0261

All returns

At marginal rate

(6)

81,989,534

595,046
588,019

2,404,113
635,482

2,388,782
367,064

2,996.548
767,117

2,724,043
1,102,651

491,499
3,992,154
2,099,641
3,473,092
1,312,781

115,482
7,645,120

719138
155:443

5,863,313
5458,979
1:431,447

803,945

2,427,172

31,431,463

Income tax after credits

Total

(7)

321,508,327
47,888

402,046
1,333,162
5,979,997
2,851,153

10,729,737
1,209,962

17,325,995
6,301,985

16,132,900
7.536,694
2,620,609

24,535,859
11,353.793
26.957,072

8,749,425
966,289

39,211,658
6,085,602

912,139
32,517,565
25,531,492

9,410,808
3,821,840

10,902,302

48,080,355

As a percent
of adjusted

gross Income

(8)

13.8
0.1

.0.9
2.6
4.9
7.5
7.4
6.4
8.8

10.8
9.9

12.5
11.5
11.5.
14.2
13.2
16.1
15.5
15.5
18.0
17.0
18.6
21.7
24.8
25.9

27.8

34.9

As a percent
of income

subject to tax

(9)

17.8
0.3
1~7
4.2
7.1
9.0

10.0
8.5

11.4
12.7
13.0
14.3
14.6
14.8
16.4
16.7
18.8
19.1
19.4
20.9
21.3
23.2
27.3
31.7
32.2

35.3

43.6

Classified by each rate at which tax

Number of
returns

(10)

96.429,716
96,429,715
86,006,770
79,481,829
73,545,238
23,131,186
54,072,716
4,881,476

49,027,250
14.899,954
24,675,639
10,016,462

1,603,478
19,310,456
6,942,749

14,216,827
3.7'15,326

340,427
8,983,180
1,987,277

183,546
5,154,645
2,452,746

773,989
293.604

453,099

341,059

Income taxedat
rate

1.804,651,021
270,284,041
146,852,559
133,415.922
234,388,990
44,126.851

179,017,702
13,635.046

159,229,275
31,011,054

100,299,846
27,913,491
6,263,723

89,680,929
28,584.143
63,376.983
15,325,832
1,374,055

67.629,266
8,116,594
1,273,204

46,307,453
37,060,085
14,619,020
4,976,093

17,023,938

62,862,926

Tax rate classes

All marginal rates ...................
0 percent ...........................

11 percent ...........................
12 percent ...........................
14 percent ...........................
15 percent ...........................
16 percent ...........................
17 percent ...........................
18 percent ...........................
20 percent ...........................
22 percent ...........................
23 percent ...........................
24 percent ...........................
25 percent ...........................
26 percent ...........................
28 percent .......................* ....
30 percent ............................
32 percent ...........................
33 percent ...........................
34 percent ...........................
35 percent ...........................
38 percent ...........................
42 percent ...........................
45 percent ..........
48 percent ...........

:
................

49 percent ...........................

50 percent ...........................

Classified by the highest marginal rate at whIich tax was computed

Number of
returns

(13)

46,084,484

2,519,543

2,154,688

2,137,762

4,788,252

-

4,804,480

-

5,308,234

-

.5,289,914

-

5,827,344

-

4,416,274

-4,850,660

-

2,210,135

1.050,511

286.075

-

224,324

216,288

Adjusted

gross income

(14)

'11,612,167,187

14,389,388

21.489,813

25,957,016

75,392,917

99,535.294

-

134,611,825

-

162,225,220

-

212,017,657

-

188,628,416

-

-

252,019,245

-

149,271,411

96,798,846

36,408,673

-

38,593,948

104,827,518

Modified taxable income

At all rates

(15)

1,225,691,758

5,248,318

10,013,586

14,559,262

48,677,661

-

69,968.463

100,059,372

-

123,489,123

165,102,451

148,763,602

-

-

200,681,062

-

118,946,689

76.478,251

28.519,628

-

30,434,552

84.549,738

At marginal rate

(16)

186,016,868

5,248,318

2,385,991

.2,331,263

11,002,587

10.440.956

11,677,276

-

12,295,131.

15,922,445

-

11,329,155

-

-

23,001,386

-

13,589,554

10,873,839

3,033,206

-

4,893,021

47,992,740

At'all rates

(17) 1

236,605,589~

-1

261.3921

791,813~

3,946,548

-I

7,097,3111

11,712,4491

-

16,445,498

-

24,991,906'

25,189,624

-

39,253,131

-

27,644,416

21.151,959

9,082,237

-

10,949,381

38,087,924

Joint, returns and returns of surviving spouses

Tax generated

At marginal rate

(18)

60,793,132

-

262.459

1,279,752

540,362

'
-

1,670,553

2,101,910

-

2,704,929

-

-3,980,611

-

3,172,163

-

-

7,590,457

5,164,030

4,567,012

1,364,943

-

2,397,580

23,996,370

Income tax after credits

Total

(19)

232,230,723
.

10,972

184,551

696660

31667:391

-

6,757,613

11,333,758

-

16,015,271

-

- -24,480;171

-

24,883,429

-

-

38,945,491

-27,515,069

20,904,825

9,040,541

-

10,732,090

37,062,891

As a percent

of adjusted
gross income

(20)

14.4

0.1

0.9

2.7

4.9

-

-

15.5

-

18.4

21.6

24.8

-27.8

35.4

As a percent

of Income
subject to tax

(21)

18.9

0.2

1.8

4.8

7.5

-

9.7

11.3
-

13.0

-

-14.8

-16.7

-

-

19.4

-23.1

27.3

31.7

-

35.3

43.8

Classified by each rate at which tax

Number of

returns

(22)

46,084,484

46,084,484

43,564,941

41 410253

39:272:491

-

34.484,239

29,679,759
-

24,371,525

-

-19,081,611

-

13.254,267

-

-

8,837,993

-

3,987,333

1.777.198

726,687

-

440,612

216,288

Income taxed

at rate

(23)

1,225,691,758

159,468,209

92,660,342

88,338,018

165.491,978

-

136,876,729

118,180,841
-

99,688,909

-

-

89,085,999

-

60,026,496

-

-

67,021,542

-

39,856,540

30,232,781

13,947,165

-

16.623,467

47,992,740

Tax rate classes

All marginal rates ...................

0 percent ...........................

11 percent ...........................

12 percent ........................

14 percent ...........................

15 percent ...........................

16 peroent .........................

17 percent ...........................

18 percent ...........................

20 percent ...........................

22 percent ...........................

23 percent ............................

24 percent ...........................

25 percent ...........................

26 percent ...........................

28 percent ...........................

30 percent ...........................

32 percent ...........................

33 percent ...........................

34 percent ........................

35 percent ...........................

38 percent ............. : .............

42 percent ...........................

45 percent ...........................

48 percent ...........................

49 percent ...........................

50 percent ...........................

Footnole(s) at end of table.

was computed

Income tax

generated
at rate

(12)

327,452,612

16,153,781
16.009,911
32,814,459
6,619,328

28,642,832
2,317,958

28,661,270
6,202,211

22.065,966
6,420,103
1,503,294

22,420,232
7,431,877

17,745,555
4,597,750

439.698
22,317.658
2,759,642

445,621
17,596,832
t5,565,236
6,578,559
2,388,524

8,341.729

31,431.463

was computed

Income tax
gen rated

aterste

(24)

-

236,608,310

-

10,192,638

10,600.562

23,168,877
-

21,900.277

21,272,551

-

21.931,560

-

-

22,271.500
.

-

16,807.419

-

-

22,117.109

-

15,145,485

12,697,768

6,276,224

-

8,243,499

23,996,370

U1



Table I-Taxable Income and Tax, Classified by Both* the Marginal Rate and Each Rate at Which Tax was Computed-Continued

(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Classified by the highest marginal rate at which tax was computed

Number of
returns

(25)

836,693
95,758
65,243
67,448

107,195
-

127,975
-

69,160
-

75,269
-
-

30,019
-

53,639
-

65,100

-

40,584
22,489

4,527

-7,408
5,079

Adjustedg
ross income

(26)

13,419,201
-6,797

365,299
396,213
835.989

-

1,208,916
-

873.901
-

1,084,126

--
548,146

-
1,188,443

-
-

1,631,352
-
-

1,305,949
952,583
275,834

-
687,105

2,072,142

Modified taxable income

At all rates

(27)

10,478,145
110,094
154,467
226,695
560.304

-
953,720

-
639.647

-
877,960

-
-

430,413

-897,911
-
-

1,357,949
-
-

1,080,732
822,779
229,275

-
482,129

1,654,069

At marginal rate

(28)

2,452,838
110,094
38,987
33,794

136,348
-

160,915
-

63,890
-

86,882
-
-

46,170

-63,289
-
-

165,643
-
-

113,412
120,560
27,620

-
60,392

1,224,842

At all rates

(29)

2,335,267
-

4,251
12,112
46,004

-
97,977

-
74,089

-
116,848

--
65,655

-
151,418

-
-

267,114
-
-

249,492
228,149
73,490

-
170,797
777,873

separate returns of husbands and wives

Tax generated

At marginal rate

(30)

915,893
-

4,289
4,055

19,089
-

25,746
-

11,500
-

19,114

--
11,543

-17,721
-
-

54,662
-
-

43,097
50,635
12,429

-29,592
612,421

Income tax after credits

Total

(31)

2,290,236

3,939
12,208
42,154

-

90,692
-

73,105
-

117,629
-
-

55,688
-

150,685
-
-

266,166
-
-

249,654
229,673

73,057
-

170,212
755.373

As a percent
of adjusted

gross income

(32)

17.1
(1)
1.1
3.1
5.0
-

7.5
-

8.4
-

10.9
-
-

10.2

-12.7
-
-

16.3
-
-

19.1
24.1
26.5
-

24.8
36.5

As a percent
of income

subject to
tax

(33)

21.9
(1)
2.6
5.4
7.5
-

9.5
-

11.4
-

13.4

--
12.9
-

16.8
-
-

19.6
-
-

23.1
27.9
31.9
-

35.3
45.7

Classified try each rate at which tax

Number of
returns

(34)

836,893
836,893
741,135
675,892
608,444

-

501,249
-

373,274
-

304,114

--
228,845

-
198,826

-
-

145,187
-
-

80,087
39,503
17,014

-12,487
5,079

Income
at rate

(35)

10,478,145
1,421,903

775,7D9
700,040

1,259.146
-

955,989
-

728.379
-

610,938
-
-

594,930
-

463,279
-
-

607.723
-
-

405,339
347,186
182,271

-
200,470

1,224,842

Tax rate classes

All marlinall rates ...................
0 percent ...........................
11 percent ...........................
12 percent ...........................
14 percent ...........................
15 percent ...........................
16 percent ...........................
17 percent ...........................
18 percent ...........................
20 percent ...........................
22 percent ...........................

23 percent ...........................
24 percent ...........................
25 percent ...........................
26 percent ...........................
28 percent ...........................

30 percent ...........................
32 percent ...........................
33 percent ...........................
34 percent ...........................
35 percent ...........................

38 percent ...........................
42 percent ...........................
45 percent ...........................
48 percent ...........................
49 percent ...........................
50 percent ...........................

Tax rate classes

All ifinargInal rates ...................
0 percent ...........................
11 percent ...........................
12 percent ...........................
14 percent ...........................
15 percent ...........................

16 percent ............... ...........
17 percent ...........................
18 percent ...........................
20 percent ...........................
22 percent ...........................

23 percent ...........................
24 percent ...........................
25 percent ...........................
26 percent ...........................
28 percent ...........................

30 percent ...........................
32 percent ...........................
33 percent ...........................
34 percent ...........................
35 percent ...........................

38 percent ...........................
42 percent ...........................
45 percent ...........................
48 percent ...........................
49 percent ...........................
50 percent ...........................

Footnote($) at end of table.

Was Computed

Income tax
generated

at rate

(38)

2,335,378
-

85,328
B4,005

176.280
-

152,958
-

131,108
-

134,406

--
148,732

-
129.718

-
-

200,549

-
154,029
145,818
82.022

-
98,231

612,421

Classified by the highest marginal rate at which tax was computed

Number of
returns

(37)

9,326,612
1,107,663
1,077,657
1,148,412
1.111,404

-
-

1,328,593
1,111,811

837,604
-
-

839,744
-
-

423,307
-

156,881
-
-

108,380
-

44,878
13,542
6,541

-
10,205

Adjusted
gross income

(38)

148,574,618
4,679,086
7.267,888

10,677,444
12,849,346

-
-

19,009,673
19,679,813
18,010,464

-
-

22,717,899
-
-

13,884,043

-6,240,813
-
-

5,354,574
-

2,968.233
1,287,599

820,502
-

3.127,240

Modifiedi taxable income

At all rates

(39)

109,608,304
1,459,968
3,764,534
6,502,488
8,769,237

-
-

14,182,877
15,349,192
14,385,689

-
-

17,952,663
-
-

11,365,545
-

5.062,604
-
-

4.290,529
-

2,377,111
974,261
633,273

-
2,538,331

At marginal rate

(40)

16,052,241
1,459,968
1,188,934
1,242,761
1,256,146

-
-

2,159,201
1,696,153
1,310,691

-
-

2,047.911

--
1,011,456

-360,881
-
-

444,123
-

289,387
120,167
76,438

-
1,388,024

At all rates

(41)

15,337,"7
-

130,268
425,315
734,338

-
-

1,459,815
1,830,166
1,913,556

-
-

2,706,320
-
-

1,960,140

-979.045
-
-

943.535
-

621,104
298,949
219,900

-
1,114,996

Returns of heads of households

Tax generated

At marginal rate

(42)

3,342,235
-

130,7133
149,131
175,860

-
-

367,064
305,308
262,138

-
-

491,499

--
283,208

-
115,482

--
155,443

-
121,543
54,075
36,690

-
694,012

Income tax after credits

Total

(43)

13,833,501
3,984

16,422
150,473
493,277

-
-

1,209,962
1,624,733
1,790,178

-
-

2,620,609
-
-

1,922,958
-

966,289
-
-

912,139
-

618,562
297,210
214,302

-
992,404

As a percent
of adjusted

gross income

9.3
0.1
0.2
1.4
3.8
-
-

6.4
8.3
9.9
-

11.5

-
13.9
-

15.5
-
-

17.0
-

20.8
23.1
26.1
-

31.7

As a percent
of income

subject to tax

(45)

12.6
0.3
0.4
2.3
5.6
-
-

8.5
10.6
12.4
-
-

14.6
-
-

16.9
-

19.1
-
-

21.3
-

26.0
30.5
33.8
-

39.1

Classified by each rate at which tax

Number of
returns

(46)

9,326,612
9,326,612
8,218,949
7,141.292
5,992,880

-
-

4,881,476
3,552,893
2,441,082

-
-

1.603,478
-
-

763,734
-

340,427
-
-

1 133,546
-

75,166
30,288
16,746

-
10,205

Incorn axed
a Iat rate

(47)

109,608,304
21,103,256
16,828,363
14,307,239
12,434,726

-
-

13,635,046
9,824,956
6,650,273

-
-

6,263.723
-
-

2,887,208
-

1,374,055
-
-

1,273,204
-

790,653
489,583
357,994

-
1,388,024

was computed

Income tax
generated

at rate

(48)

15,338,618
-

1.851,120
1,716,869
1,740,862

-
-

2,317,958
1,768,492
1,330,055

-
-

1,503,294

--
808,418

-
439,698

-
-

445,621
-

332.074
220,313
171.a37

-
694,012

U1
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Tax: rate classes

All marginal inites ...................

O.percent ............................
11 percent ............................

12 percent ...........................

14 percent ...........................

15 percent ...........................

16 percent ...........................

17 percent ............................

18 percent ............................

20 percent ...........................

22 percent ...........................

23 percent ...........................
24 percent ...........................

25 percent ...........................

26 percent .......................... :
28 percent ...........................

30 percent ...... :
32 percent

.....33 percent

...............34 percent ...........................

35 percent ...........................

38 percent ...................... *.....

42 percent ...........................

45 percent ...........................

48 percent ........................
:

.

49 percent ...........................

50 percent ...........................

() Less am $SDO.
(1) Less than 0.05 percent.
NOTE: Detail my not add to total because of rounding.

Table I-Taxable Income and Tax, Classified by Both the Marginal Rate and Each Rate at Which Tax was Computed-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

classified by the highest marginal rate at which tax was computed

Number of
returns

(49)

40,181,726

6,699,981
3,227,353
2,582,969
4,540,237
4,043,958

3,665.904
-

2,962,452
2,442,410

-

3.073,713
-
-

3,227,423
-

1,728,049,

900,052
-

526,346
284,021

-

167.371
-

109,487

Adjusted
gross Income

(50)

551,767,353

16,228.337
13,666,154
14,226,528
32,535,556
37.962.568

43,331,219
-

42,494,756
40,443,330

-

60,353,713
-
-

80,230,958
-

54,302.503

33,733,664
-

23,821.802
16,733,330

-

13,953.555
-

27,749,380

Modified taxable income

At all rates

(51)

458,872,814

8,269,302
9.508,967

10,436,055
.25,571.440
31,573,701

36.771,270
-

36,508,130
35,326,461

-

52.774.797
-
-

69.202,935
-

46,644,014

29,089,671
-

20,406,824
13,980.651

-

11.230,648
-

21,577,948

At marginal rates

(52)

67,091,107

8,269,302
1,795,593
1,292,344
4,777.154
4,236,545

4,328,019
-

3.210,170
2,524,895

-

4,794.137

8,075,544
-

'4.375,936

2,115,112
-

1,726,805
1,713.784

-

1,598,447
-

12.257,320

T
I
a. generated

At all rates

(53) 1

73,163,306

195,938
481,907

1.806,1~14
2,886.089

3,880.002
L

4,285,386

4,526.654

7
7,503,649

11,292.998
L

8,714.9941

6,062,337
-I-

4,768,794
3.770,034

L

3,574;146
I

9.414,2~2

Returns of single persons

At marginal rate

(54)

16,938,274

-

197,515
155,081
668,802
635,482

692,483
-

577,831
504,979

-

1,102,651

2,099,64 1
-

1.312,781

719,138
-

656,186

719,789
-

767,255
-

6,128,660

Income tax after credits

total

(55)

73,153,8"

32,932
197,134
473,821

1,777,175
2,851,153

3.881.432

4,294,399
4,511,807

-

7,536,694

11,353,793
-

8,749,425

6,085,602
-

4,752,842
3,778.432

-

3.607,537
-

9,269.687

As a percent
of adjusted

gross Income

(56)

13.3

0.2
1.4
3.3
5.5
7.5

9.0

10.1

11.2
-

12.5

14.2
-

16.1

18.0

20.0

22.6
-

25.9
-

33.4

As a percent
ofincome

subject to tax

(57)

15.9

0.4
2.1
4.5
6.9

9.0

10.6

11.8
12.8
-

14.3

16.4
-

18.8

20.9

-23
'
3

27.0
-

32.1
-

43.0

Classified by each rate at which tax

Number of
returns

(58)

40,181,726

40,181,726
33,481.745
30,254,392

27.671,423
23.131,186

19,087,228

15,421,324
12,458,872

-

10.016,462

6,942,749
-

3.715,326

1,987,277

-1,087,225
560.879

-

276,858
-

109,487

Income taxed
at rate

(59)

458,872,814

88,290,673
36.588,144
30,070,624
55,203,140
44.128,851

41.184,984

30,495.099
24,360,782

-

27,913,491

28.584,143
-

15,325,832

8,116.594

-6,045,573
5,689,465

-

4.618,099
-

12,257,320

was computed

Income tax
generated

at rate

73,170,206
-

4,024,696
3.608,475
7.728.440
6.619.328

6.589,597

5.489.118
4,872,156

-

6,420.103

7,431.877
-

4,597.750

2,759.642
-

2,297,318
2.389,575

-

2,216,687
-

6,128,660
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Table 2-411 Returns with Taxable Income: Tax Generated by Rate and by Size of' Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Tax generated at specified rate-ContinuedI

Size of adjusted gross income
18 percent 20 percent 22 percent 23 percent

Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number
of

Modified taxable Tax generated

returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income at rate

(25) (26) (27) (28) (29) 1 (30) (31) (a2) (33) (34) (35) (36)

Total ........................ 49,027,250 159,229,275 28,661,270 14,899,954 31,011,054 6,202,211 24,675,639 100,299,846 22,065,966 10,016,462 27,913,491 6,420,103

Under $2,000
...... ....

- - - - - I - - - - - - -

$2,000 under $4,000 ...............
S4,000 under $6,000 ...............
$6,000 under $8,000 ...........
$8,000 under $10,000 ..............
$10,000 under $12,000 ............. 50,088 39,371 7,087
$12,000 under $14,000 ............. 1,725,036 1.412,227 254,201 -7,134 38,571 38,855 8,548

$14,000 under $16,000 ............. 2,539,858 4,494,305 808,975 1,224,614 849.350 169,870 35.568 55.196 12,143 - -

$16,000 under. $18,000 ............. 2,378,173 4,891,494 880.469 1.770,735 3,156,507 631,301 21,327 47,842 10,525 852,686 496,122 114,108
$18,000 under $20,000 ............. 2,472,714 5,229,349 941,283 1,904,799 3,650,579 730,116 11,219 1.425,351 2,738,201 629,786
$20.000 under $25,000 ............. 6,972.178 16,408,033 2,953,446 3,450,035 7,649.813 11,529,963 467,945 .428,454 94,260 2.639,443 7,926,856 1,823,177
$25.000 under $30,000 .......... ... 6,883,063 22,460,865 4.042,956 2,491,056 5,937,313 11,187,463 2,894,823 7,261,688 1,597,571 1,906,963 6,185,1307 1.422,552.
$30,000 under $40,000 ............. 11,336,344 43,644,565 7.856,022 2,466,533 6,006.697 1,201,339 8,214,000 33,510,867 7,372,391 1.865,348 6.167,002
$40,000 under $50,000 ............. 6,620,372 27,208,742 4,897,574 .789,382 1,866,390 373,278 5,763.591 26,012,509 5,722,752 661,303 2.188,447 503,343

$50.000 under $75,000 ............. 5,589,380 23,316,988 4,197,058 518,528 1.234.876 246,975 5,044,075 22,991,817 5,058,200 427,158 1,418,883 326,343
$75,000 under $100,000 ............ 1,255,391 5,221,337 939,841 124,054 290.880 58,176 1,130,314 5,152,474 1,133,544 105,899 352.644 81,108
$100,000 under $200,000 ........... 901,616 3,708,530 667,535 110,028 259,596 51.919 790,421 3,609.036 793,988 92,658 308,284 70,905
$200,000 under $500,000 ........... 236,473 952,760 171,497 37,176 85,111 17,022 199,207 908,445 199,858 33.608 111.915 25,740
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ......... 40,882 168,932 30,408 4,506 10,615 2,123 36,369 165,831 36,483 3,817 12,711 2,923

$1,000,000 or more ................ 17,165 69,056 12,430 2.6,30 6,193 1,239 14,533 65,838 14,484 2,228 7,419 1,706

Tax generated at specified rate-Confinued

Size of adjusted gross income 24 percent 25 percent 26 percent 28 percent

Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated
returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income at rate

(37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48)

Total ........................ 1,603,478 6,263,723 1,503,294 19,310,456 89,680,929 22,420,232 6,942,749 28,584,143 7,431,877 14,216,827 63,376,983 17,745,555

Under $2,000 ....................
$2,000 under $4,000 ...............
$4,000 under $6,000 . ... i ........... .
$6,000 under $8,000 ..........
$8,000 under $10,000 ..............
$10,000 under $12,000 .............
$12,000 under $14,000 .............

$14,000 under $16,000 ............. 7,178 -5,095 1,274 - -
$16,000 under $16.000 .............. -20,880 *46,595 1 1,649 - *6,523 -4.208
$18,000 under $20,000 ............. 12,315 199 16,378 21,864
$20,000 under $25,000 ............ *. 304,221 445,187 106,845 54,815 146,865 36,716 1.989,576 3,769,249 980,005 50,813 117,117 32,793
$25,000 under $30,000 ............. .475,204 1,659,389 398,253 423,250 470,292 117,573 1,790,748 7,986,205 2,076,413 169,359 259,233 72,585
$30,000 under $40,000 ............. 566,723 2,765,454 663,709 6,081,330 21,493,709 15,373,427 1,837,025 9,635,030 2,505,108 2.196.828 5,247.668 1,469,347
$40.000 under $50.000 ....... ..... 127,368 677,553 162,613 5,536,717. 28,266,756 7,066,689 654,434 3,559.175 925,386 4,609.466 19,332,074 5,412,981

$50,000 under $75,000 .............. 90,039 495,766 1 1'8,984 5,002,889 27,310,061 6,827,515 424,545 2,331,682 606,237 4,971,990 26,372,438 7,384,283
$75,006 under $100,000 ......... : . . 18,007 99,399 23,856 1,125,471 6,181,467 ~1,545,372 105,899 574,445 149,356 1,137,369 6,217,131 1,740,797
$100,000 under $200,000 ............ 17,281. 95,391 22,894 788,712 4.337,927 1.084,482 92,352 509,277 132,412 803,739 4.410,078 1,234,822
$20O.G00 under $500,000 ........... 3,546 19,574 4,698 199,118 1.093,767 273442 33608 185515 48,234 202.409 1,110,630 310,976
$500.000 under $1 ~000,000 ......... 689 3,803 913 36,350 199,770

~

49:942 3:817 21:068 5,478 37,024 203,154 56,883
$1,000,000 or more ... : ............. 400 2.208 530 14,529 79,344 19,836 2,228 12,299 3,198 14,929 81,388 22,789

Footnote(s) at and of table.



Table 2-All Returns with Taxable Income: Tax Generated by Rate and by Size of Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Tax generated at specified rate-Continued

Size of adjusted gross income 30 percent 32 percent 33 percent 34 percent

Numb., of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated
returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income

at
rate

(49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60)

Total ........................ 3,715,326 15,325,832 4,597,750 340,427 1,374,055 439,698 8,983,180 67,629,266 22,317,658 1,987,277 8,116,594 2,759,642

Under $2,000 ..................... - - - - - - - - - - - -
$2,000 under $4,000 ............... - - - - - - - - - - - -
S4,000 under $6,000 ............... - - - - - - - - - - - -
$6,000 under $8,000 ............... - - - - - - - - - - - -
$8,000 under $10,000 .............. - - - - - - - - - - - -
$10,000 under $12,000 ............. - - - - - - - - - - - -
$12,000 under $14,000 ............. - - - - - - - - - - - -

$14,000 under $16,000 ............. - - - - - - - - - - - -
$16,000 under $18,000 ............. - - - - - - - - - - - -
$18,000 under $20,000 ............. - - - - - - - - - - - -
$20,000 under $25,000 ............. - - - - - - 33,146 68,715 22,676 - - -
$25,000 under $30,000 ............. 854,310 1,516,608 454,983 - - - 40,685 151,425 49,970 -2.755
S30,000 under $40,000 ............. 1,574,329 6,902,631 2,070,789 106,265 206,862 66,196 88,367 239,237 78,948 776,291 1,976.752 672,096
$40,000 under $50,000 ............. 632,395 3,348,639 1,004,592 106,995 491,602 157,313 2,226,901 7,130,494 2,353,063 569,859 2,690.709 914,a4l

$50.000 under $75,000 ............. 419,995 2,288,297 686,489 87,361 457,641 146,445 4,455,092 36.839,363 12,156,990 410,307 2.190,862 744,893
$75,000 under $100,000 ...... ..... 102,635 562,667 168,800 17,920 97,292 31,133 1,106.481 11,878,412 3,919,876 101,593 555,780 188,965
$100,000 under $200,000 ........... 92,020 488,581 146,574 17.274 95,324 30,504 782,862 8,580,146 2,831,449 87,410 480,958 163,526
$200,0130 under $500,ODO ........... 33,599 185,115 55,535 3.523 19,323 6,183 198,794 2.183,534 720,566 33,593 185,433 63,047
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ......... 3,815 21.021 6,306 689 3,803 1,217 36,327 399,301 131,769 3.815 21,059 7,160
$1,000,000 or more ................ 2,228 12,273 3,682 400 2,208 707 14,525 158,637 52,350 2.226 12,288 4,178

Tax generated at specified rate-Cominued

Size of adjusted gross income 35 percent 38 percent 42 percent

Number of Modi
.fled taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated Number of Modified taxable Tax generated

returns income at rate returns income at rate returns income at rate

(61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69)

Total ......................... ............. .......... 183,546 1,273,204 445,621 5,154,645 46,307,453 17,596,832 2,452,746 37,060,085 15,565,236
Under $2.000 ..................... .............. .......... - - - - - - -
$2,000 under $4,000 ............... .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$4.000 under $6,000 ............... .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$6,000 under $8,000 ............... .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$8,000 under $10,000 .............. .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$10,000 under $12.000 ............. .............. .......... - - - - - - -
$12,000 under $14,000 ............. .............. .......... - - - - - - - -

$14,000 under $16,000 ............. .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$16,000 under $18,000 ............. .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$18,000 under $20,000 ............. .............. .......... - - - - - - - -
$20,ODO under $25,000 ............. .............. .......... - - -

- - -

- -
$25,000 under $30,000 ............. .............. .......... - - - 15,483 *27,378 10,404 - -
$30,000 under $40,000 ............. .............. .......... *6,547 123,748 247,122 93,906 11, 117 '20,503
$40,000 under $50,000 ............. .............. .. ....... 60,216 157,915 55,270 400,434 1,638,762 622,730 50,108 144,526 60,701

$50,000 under $75,000 ............. .............. .......... 77,623 681,637 238,573 2,328,070 14,581,603 5,541,009 474,938 3,186.608 1,338 375
$75,000 under $100,000 ............ .............. .......... 17,362 183,573 64,251 1,136,670 13,942,396 5,298,110 780,205 7,854.456

,
3 298 871

$100,000 under $200,000 ........... .............. .......... 17,252 185,961 65,087 861,404 11,903,928 4,523,493 843,789 18,649,493
, ,

7,832,787
$200,000 under $500,000 ........... .............. .......... 3,455 38,107 13,337 231,954 3,173,054 1.205,761 234,657 5,755,253 2,417 206
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ......... .............. .......... 689 7,589 2,656 40,132 563,712 214,211 40,784 1 ,028,143

,
431,820

$1,000,000 or more ................ ............... .......... 400 1 4.412
1

1,544
1 16,750 1 229,498

1
87,209 1 17,148 1 421,104 176,864

Footnote(s) at end of table.
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Table 2-All Returns with Taxable Income: Tax Generated by Rate and by Size of Adjusted Gross Income-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Size of adjusted grow Income

Total ........................

Under $2,060 ......................
$2,000 under $4,000 ...............
$4,000 under $6,000 ...............
$6,000 under $8,000 ...............
$8,000 under $10,000 ..............
$10,000 under $12,000 .............
$12,000 under $14,000 .............

$14.000 under $16,000 .......
, * *

...
$16,000 under $18,000 .............
$18.000 under $20,000 .......

* * ....$20,000 under $25,000 .............
$25,000 under $30,000 .............
$30,000 under $40,000 .............
$40,000 under $50,ODO .............

$50,ODO under $75,000 .............
$75,000 under $100,000 ............
$100,000 under $200,000 ...........
$200,000 under $500,000 ...........
$5W,ODO under $1,000,000 .........
$1.000,000 or more ................

Number of
returns

(70)

773,989

6,522
22,732

494,066
198,840
36,925
14,9D4

45POMOM

Modified taxable
income

(71)

14,619,020

45,661
154,923

8,297,870
4,848,327

908,104
364,134

Tax generated
at rate

(M

6,578,559

20,548
69,716

3.734,041
2.181,747

408,647
163,860

'Estirnate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
NOTE: Dated may riot 00 to total beca, Be of rounding.

Number of
returns

(73)

293,604

72,104
82,613
94,951
36,823
4,492
2.621

48 percent

Modified taxable
income

(74)

4,976,093

281,260
1.158.859
2.330.121
1,009,889

123,726
72,238

Tax generated at specifted raw--Continued

Tax generated
. I at rate

Number of
returns

(76)~ (75)

2~388,524

1 -

135,005
556,252

1,118,458
484747
59:389
34.674

453,099

1,337
5,279

204,739
191,094
36.154
14,496

49 percent

Modified taxable
Income

(77)

17,023,938

*3,156
43,147

4,377,611
9,829,660
1,979,804

790.559

Tax generated
at rate

(78)

8,341,729

21,142
2,145,029
4,816,534

970.104
387,374

Numberof.
returns

(79)

341,059

8,833
82,780

191,927
40.420
17,099

50 percent

Modified taxable
Income

(80)

62,862,926

35,823
1,986,402

16,787,713
14,665.702
29,387,285

Tax generated
at rate

(81)

31,431,463

17.911
993,201

8.393,857
7.332.851

14,693,643
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Salaries and Wages Reported on Income Tax Returns,
by Marital Status and Age, 1983

By Barry Windheirn and Charles Crossed*,

The proportion of two-earner couples has increased
significantly since the late 1960's. For 1969, 46.0 percent of
all joint returns with salaries and wages showed earnings
from both husband and wife. The percentage of such
returns increased to 49.0 percent for 1974, to 53.0 percent
for 1979, and to 57.0 percent for 1983.

An examination of the data for Tax Year 1983 shows that
having two incomes is definitely a phenomenon associated
with younger taxpayers. Over 69 percent of primary taxpay-
ers between the ages of 20 and 29 who were wage earners
had working spouses. Only 46 percent of the wage earning
primary taxpayers between the ages of 60 and 64 had
working spouses.

For purposes of this Form W-2 study, the sample of tax
returns used was the 1983 Statistics of Income (SOI) data
file. The SOI file for 1983 is a stratified sample of 122,977
Federal individual income tax returns drawn from a popu-
lation of over 96.5 million tax returns filed for that year. A
computer match of these tax return records was made with
the 1983 IRS file of Form W-2 data. The match was made by
using the social security number

The matched file was enhanced further to include the
age of the taxpayer. Age information was extracted from
Social Security Administration's year-of-birth file. This file
was made available to IRS for tax administration research
purposes.

This article concentrates on two topics which are part of
a wealth of research that can be conducted using the Form
W-2 wage and earnings statement: the salaries and wages
of primary and secondary taxpayers; and the distribution of
taxpayers by age. While the salaries and wages for two-
earner couples could be obtained from the Schedule W
(used to compute the deduction allowed these couples), in
the case of one-earner couples, there would not be a
method of determining whether the salaries and wages
belonged to the primary or secondary taxpayer without
matching to Form W-2. In addition, the Schedule W is only
available for a limited number of years, 1982 through 19.86.

Other topics that can be studied with the help of merged
tax return and Form W-2 data are the number of jobs held
by workers, the combined impact of Federal income and
social security taxes, and the impact of the tax system on
two-earner couples. These topics may be subjects for future
Bulletin articles.

PURPOSE OF FORM W-2 STUDIES

The data presented in this article were obtained from a
study that matched a statistical sample of Federal income
tax returns with the corresponding Forms W-2 provided to
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) by the taxpayer's em-
ployers. For each job held during the year by each wage
earner, a Form W-2 provided the amount of salaries and
wages, Federal and State income taxes withheld from those
wages, and the FICA (social security) taxes withheld.

*Individual Special Projects Section. Prepared under the direcdon
of Peter Sailer, Chief.

SALARIES AND WAGES OF PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY TAXPAYERS

Use of Forms W-2 data allows a separation to be made
between the salaries and wages earned by each spouse,
who are referred to as "primary" and "secondary" taxpay-
ers [1]. Based on a study of returns for Tax Year 1979, over
99 percent of joint returns show the husband to be the
primary taxpayer. Therefore, a comparison between pri-
mary and secondary taxpayers' salaries is virtually a com-
parison of husbands' salaries and wages with those of
wives [2].

It should be noted that salaries and wages do not tell the
whole story about income. A joint return may have income
from a sole proprietorship or partnership, or have significant
"unearned" income (i.e., dividends, or interest, or pension
income), and some of this income may be attributable to
one spouse more than the other. However, salaries and
wages accounted for more than 85 percent of the AGI
reported on joint returns for 1983.

Figure A shows that the percentage of total salaries and
wages attributable to secondary taxpayers increased in
almost every tax year for which such data are available -
that is 1969,1974, 1979, and 1983. Figure A also indicates
that the percentage of total salaries and wages reported on
non-joint returns increased significantly during that time
period [3].

Table 5 shows the number of joint returns with salaries
and wages, cross-classifying these returns by size of the
primary and secondary taxpayer's salaries and wages.
Counting only two-earner couples, 19 percent of the sec-
ondary taxpayers fell into the same income bracket as the

65
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lrigu re A.

Salaries and Wages Reported on
Joint and Non-Joint Returns, Tax
Years 1969-1983

1969 Joint returns

primary, 13 percent fell into a higher bracket, and 68
percent fell into a lower bracket. A table with similar data for
Tax Year 1979 indicates that only 17 percent of the second-
ary taxpayers fell into the same income bracket as the
primary, while 10 percent fell into a higher bracket and 73
percent fell into a lower bracket [4].

AGE OF TAXPAYERS

The 1983 W-2 File also includes information on the age of
the taxpayer. Looking again only at two-earner couples,
Figure B shows that the proportion of couples that had two
earners in 1983 tended to vary inversely with the age of the
taxpayer On returns with employed "primary" taxpayers
between the ages of 20 -and 29, over 69 percent of the
11 secondary" taxpayers were also employed-. On the other
hand, for employed primary taxpayers between 55 and 59,
the percentage of employed secondary taxpayers dropped
to 51.6 percent, and for those between 60 and 64, to 46.4
percent.

Figure B-Joint Returns on which Primary Taxpayers
---reported-Salaries-and-,Wiiges,-by Age-Group, 1983-.

(Number of returns in thousands)

Age
Group,

Total.....................~! .....................
Under 20 .................. .........................
20 under 24 ...............................

: :, '.
25 under

29 ............... 1 ......... . ...........30 under 34 .......................................

35 under 39 .......................................
40 under 44: ......................................
45 under 49 ................ :......................
50 under 54 .......................................

55 under 59 .......................................
60 und

'r

64 .......................................

L65 and over ........................................

Primary
taxpayers

with salaries
and wages

(1)

36,797
172

2183
.4:988
5.413

5,258
4,195
3,647
3,216

3,190
2,937

.1,599

Working
with salaries

Number

(2)

22,619
96

1,516
.3,440
3,533

3.377
2,776
2,390
1,914

1,646
1,362

568

spou a
and wages

(3)

61.5%
55.9
69.4
69.0
65.3

64.2
66.2
65.5
59.5

51.6
46.4
35.6

Percentage

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

The age data were obtained by matching the primary
and secondary taxpayer's social security number (SSN) for
each tax return to the year-of-birth file which contains data
-supplied by the taxpayers when they first applied for their
SSN's.

As shown in Figure
C,

taxpayers represented approxi-
mately 60 percent of the total population [5]. (On a joint
return, each taxpayer was counted separately in his or her
own age group [6].) However, the percentage of the
population represented by taxpayers varies considerably
by age. It is particularly low for the young (under age 19)
and the-elderly (ages 65 and over). Between the ages of 15
to 19, only 36.5 percent of the total population is reflected
in the tax return data. However, tax returns were filed by 91
percent of the population between ages 35 and 39 and 88
percent between ages 45 and 49. Again, between 65 and
69, there is a dramatic drop to 66 percent.
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Figure C. - All Taxpayers Compared to Tot I
P0

ulation
Reported by the Bureau of the Census, by Age group,a I
1983
(Numbers are in thousands)

Age
group T"payersi Populalion

Taxpayers
as pe~ntage
of populaWn

(1) (2) (3)

Total ................................................. 137,524 234,799 59.5%
Under 15 ........................................... 701 51,709 1.4

15 to 19 .............................................. 7,042 19,313 36.5
20 to 24 .............................................. 16,790 21,700 77.4
25 to 29 .................... ......................... 18,108 21,321 84.9

30 to 34... ........................................... 16,484 19,281 85.5
36 to 39 .............................................. 14,754 16,214 91.0
40 to 44 .............................................. 11,828 13,154 89.9

45 to 49 .............................................. 9.917 11,231 88.3
50 to 54 ................................. ............ 9,262 11,214 82.6
55 to 59 .............................................. 9,460 11,528 82.1

60 to 64 .............................................. 8,599 10,705 80.3
65 to 69 .............................................. 6,066 9,182 66.1
70 to 74 .............................................. 3,948 7,312 54.0

75 to 79 .............................................. 2,402 5,227 46.0
80 to 84 .............................................. 1,187 3,168 37.5
85 and over ........................................

1
978

1
2,539

1
38.5

1 On joint returns, ages of both taxpayers were obtained from the year-of-birth file. When there
was no age available, an age was imputed based on the presence or absence of age exemptions
and, in the case of joint returns, the age of one spouse.

NOTE: Census counts are for residents as of July 1, 19113; IRS data include any individual alive
during 1983, including citizens abroad. Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

In this connection, it should be noted that the filing re-
quirements for taxpayers age 65 and over are considerably
more liberal than those for younger persons [7]. It should
also be noted that the drop off for the higher age groups
evident in the 1983 data will probably be lessened in later
years because Social Security became partially taxable be-
ginning in 1984. In addition, beginning with Tax Year 1987,
more children with unearned incomes being claimed on
their parents' returns are required to file their own returns.

The data in Figure D show, by age, taxpayers with earned
income relative to the "labor force" [8]. Overall, there was
only a 4 percent difference between the labor force and the
number of taxpayers showing some earned income. In
most of the age groups under 60, fewer people were
represented in the IRS data because the labor force
included workers who failed to file tax returns or did not
meet the tax return filing requirements. As might be ex-
pected, the latter was particularly evident for teenagers,
most of whom worked only part-time or on SUrnmer jobs.

Figures D and E and Tables 1 through 4 show data which
are limited to taxpayers with earned income (salaries and
wages and self-employment income). The average AGI for
all taxpayers with earned income in 1983 was $16,449.
Taxpayers aged 75 and over had the highest average AGI,
$28,054. It should be noted that this figure is based on a very
small sample of returns, since most people in this ag~ group
did not have any earned income, and were thus not in the
W-2 File. As expected, taxpayers below age 20 had the
lowest incomes, with an average of $3,624. Thereafter, av-
erage income rose steadily, reaching $22,146 for taxpayers
between the ages of 50 and 64, then dropped again slightly
to $21,153 for taxpayers between the ages of 65 and 74.
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Figure D. -Taxpayers With Earned Income Compared to
the Labor Force, as Reported by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, by Age Group, 1983
(Numbers are in thousands)

Age
group

Taxpayers
with emed

inCOrrIa
Labor force percentage

difference

(1) (2) (3)

Total ................................................. 109,417 113,750 4.0%

Under 15 ............................................ 128 N/A N/A

15 to 19 .............................................. 6,512 8,420 22 7
20 to 24 ...................... ....................... 15,697 16,915 7 8
25 to 29 .............................................. 16,032 17,167 6.6

30 to 39 .............................................. 26,966 28.643 6.2
40 to 49 .............................................. 19,677 19.457 - 1. 1
50 to 59 .............................................. 14,676 15,377 4.8

60 to 64 .............................................. 5.915 4,730 -25.1
65 and over ............................... 3.814

1 3,041 -20.3

N/A - not applicable. slightly to $21,153 for taxpayers between the ages of 65 and 74.

For a joint return, ages of both taxpayers were obtained.
Separate information on their salaries and wages was
already available as a result of the match to Forms W-2
(described earlier). Self-employment income was available
separately for husband and wife to the extent that they were
subject to the self-employment tax. The self-employment
tax is levied under the social security system and reported
by each individual who has self-employment earnings of at
least $400 derived from a sole proprietorship or from any
share of partnership profits. Each spouse, if self-employed,
attached a separate Schedule SE, Computation of Social
Security Self-Employment Tax, to their joint Form 1040. Total
adjusted gross income (AGI) and total tax liability of each

Figure E.-Taxpayers With Earned Income, by Age Group,
Tax Year 1983

Age group

Total
All taxpayers ...............................................
Primary .......................................................
Secondary ..................................................
Other (non-joint) .........................................

Under 20
All taxpayers ....................................

..... ......Primary ... ............................ ..................
Secondary......................................................

Other (non-joint) .............................................

20 to 39
All taxpayers ...................................................
Primary .........................................................
Secondary ......................................................
Other (non-joint) .............................................

40 to 49
All taxpayers ...................................................
Primary ...........................................................
Secondary .....................................................

Other (non-joint) .........................................

50 to 64
All taxpayers ...................................................

Primary ...........................................................
Secondary ......................................................
Other (non-joint) .......... ..................................

65 to 74
All taxpayers ...................................................
Primary ...........................................................
Secondary .....................................................
Other (non-joint) .............................................

75 and overAll
taxpayers ...................................................

Primary ...........................................................

Secondary ................................. .............
Other (non-joint) .............................................

Average adjusted
gross income

(1)

$16.449
25,031
11,081
11,848

3624
8:334
3,410
3,503

14,222
20,620
12,807
11,726

20,371
28,998
11,232
16,603

22,146
29.328
12,823
17,096

21,153
26,948
14,250
14,603

28,054
37,662
14,183
19,674

Average earned
lr~e

(2)

$15,378
22,453
10,207
17,266

3,427
8,337
3,602
3,277

14,029
20,280
9,958

10,598

19.935
28,086
11,075
16,160

19,360
25,673
10,679
20,660

11,254
13.988
6,736-
6,992

9,848
12,671
6,217
7,170
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spouse on a joint return, was estimated by allocating these
amounts between the spouses on the basis of their earned
incomes [9]. Earned income, for the purpose of this article,
was defined as the sum of salaries and wages and self-
employment income. The limitations of this concept are
discussed below, under Data Sources and Limitations.

The distribution of AGI by age for the primary and sec-
ondary taxpayers on joint returns and for taxpayers on non-
joint returns was similar. In all age groups, the average AGI
of primary taxpayers on joint returns was much higher than
the average AGI of secondary taxpayers. Primary taxpayers
had an average AGI of $25,031, while secondary taxpayers
had an average of $11,081. Furthermore, the average AGI
for non-joint returns was also much lower, $11,848.

DATA SOURCES AND LIMITATIONS

. The statistics in this study were based on a sample of
individual income tax returns. Because the data presented
in this article are estimates.based on this sample, they are
subject to sampling as well as nonsampling error.

imputed wages were divided between spouses using the
distribution of qualified income on the Schedule W, Deduc-
tion for a Married Couple When Both Work). However, it is
possible that the imputed amounts were too high, since
certain types of salaries and wages are not included on
Forms W-2 [2).

As shown in Figure G, the data for salaries and wages from
the tax return and from Forms W-2 were not entirely com-
parable. Salaries and wages on the tax return included all
salaries and wages whether or not they were subject to
withholding. Director's fees, bonuses, and wages from cer-
tain Forms 1099 can be reported on the salary and wage line
of the tax return, but are not included on Forms W-2 [10].

There are also limitations in the self-employment income
on Schedule SE. In this particular instance, there are data
available for comparison purposes on the Form 1040 only
for taxpayers who filed a Schedule W (Deduction for a
Married Couple When Both Work). Based on a study of
returns with a Schedule W, the amounts on Schedule SE
tend to be understated. Figure G also shows a comparison

-of self-employment- income-on-Schedule-SE-and- self- -

To use these data properly, the magnitude of the sam-
pling error must be known. Coefficients of variation, com-
puted from the sample, are used to measure the magnitude
of the sampling error. Figure F presents approximate coef-
ficients of variation for frequency estimates.

Figure F.-Approximate Coefficients of Variation for
Frequency Estimates, Tax Year 1983

Estimated
number of
taxpayers

ApproArnate
coefficient
of ~anafion

28,495 ................ .......................................
7 24

.............3:1,66

....................1,781 .................................... 7..........................

1,140 ...............................................................
285 ...............................................................

127 .................................................................

71 ...............................................................

1
8 ...............................................................

14 ...............................................................
12 ...............................................................

.01

.02

.03

.04

.05
.10
.15
.20

.30

.40

.50

.Nonsampling error can*occur because of several factors.
The social security number is the basis of matching the IRS
Form W-2 data and the age information with the SOI sample
of ta

'
x returns; incorrect numbers may have led to false

matches or false nonmatches. At the time of the match,
approximately 8 percent of the Form W-2 records had not
been posted to the IRS Information Returns Master File. If
both the salaries and wages and the income tax withheld
shown on Forms W-2 fell short of the amounts on the tax
return, an additional Form W-2 record was created for the
statistics to cover any differences between the amount
reported on the *tax return, and the sum of the amounts
reported on all of the Forms W-2 for that tax return. (The

employment income on Schedule W. In the lower AGI
classes, some taxpayers with self-employment income do
not file a Schedule SE because they have less than $400 in
net earnings. Other low-'income taxpayers use the "optional
method" of computing self-employment tax which sets net
self employment income at 66 percent of their gross profits,
and not their net profits. In the upper AGI classes, taxpayers
could have salaries and wages greater than $35,700, and
therefore not be subject to the self-employment tax. Other
taxpayers in the higher AGI classes may have only reported
the amount of self-employment income subject to tax, even
though they should have reported the full amount on the
Schedule SE. These amounts of self-employment income
are therefore not included in the definition of earned income
used for this article.

Figure G also shows a comparison of earned income as
defined in this article to earned income on Schedule W.
When earned income shown on Schedule W by two-earner
couples (presumably a "pure" figure) was compared to
earned income as computed for this article, the total figure
used for this article and that from the Schedule W was
within 1 percent.

Age data were obtained by subtracting the year of.birth
from 1983; therefore, for most taxpayers, they represent age
at the end of the tax year When the taxpayer could not be
found on the year-of-birth file, the age was imputed based
on the presence or absence of age exemptions and, in the
case of joint returns, the age of one spouse (which was
deemed to be the same for the other spouse). It is possible
that the imputed number of.taxpayers in certain age groups
could be too high or too low, particularly in the cases where
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the age of both primary and secondary taxpayers were
missing. Of the approximately 96.5 million taxpayers repre-
sented in the 1983 Individual SOI File, 3.1 percent did not
have an age recorded on the year-of-birth file.

Figure G.-Data Items as used in this Article as
Percentages of Comparable Items from Tax Returns, Tax
Year 1983

Sadaries
and

-ages

Sell
emplZeino Tt

(1) (2) (3)

Total ................................................. 99.0 77.4 99.1

Under $5,0004 ................................... 102.8 91.4 95.7

$5,000 under $10,000 ....................... 97.7 86.3 98.1
$10,

000

under $15,000 ..................... 98.6 72.4 96.6$1

5,000 under $20 000 .................... 98.9 86.4 99.5:

$20,000

under

$25000 ..................... 99.2 96.4 100.7

$25 000 under $30,000 ..................... 99.7 79.3 99.7
$30:0W under $50,WO ..................... 99.4 91.3 100.3
$50,000 under $100,000 ................... 98.9 81.6 99.2

$100 000 under $200,000 ................. 97.4 85.0 98.4

$200~01M under $500,OW ................. 97.9 22.6 69.3

$500,000 under $1,000.000 .............. 97.1 46.6 88.1
$1,000,000 or more ...........................

1
96.3

1
56.1

1
86.5

' Amounts from Form W-2 as percent of amounts from tax return.
2 For taxpayers with Schedule W only, amounts from Schedule SE as percent of total Schedule

W
less

salaries and wages.
3 For taxpayers with Schedule W only, Form W-2 salaries and wages plus Schedule SE

self-employment income, as percent of total Schedule W earned income.
4 Includes returns with no adjusted gross income.

There is a slight discrepancy between age exemptions
shown in Statistics of Income- 1983, Individual Income Tax
Returns (14,819,000) and taxpayers age 65 and over
shown in this article (14,581,000). Several conditions may
have contributed to this discrepancy, including incorrect
transcription of SSN's, errors in date of birth given at the
time of application for SSN, and the filing of non-calendar
year returns by taxpayers who turned 65 after December
31, 1983. However, according to a previous IRS study, the
major reason for the discrepancy appears to be taxpayers
improperly claiming the age exemption 1111 J.

DEFINITIONS

Most of the items shown in the tabulations following this
article are defined in the annual Statistics of Income-
Individual Income Tax Returns. Definitions of terms in this
article but not in the SOI volumes are given below.

Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement, 1983.-This
form is provided for all employees who receive wages or
from whom income tax or social security tax was withheld,
or from whom income tax would have been withheld if the
employee had not claimed more than one withholding
allowance or had not claimed exemption from withholding
on Form W-4. The form provided the employer identification
number and the employee's social security number. The
Form W-2 also showed total wages and other compensation
paid, whether they were subject to withholding or not; the
amounts deducted for income tax and social security tax,
including hospital insurance; and the total amount of ad-
vance "earned income credit" payments.
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FICA Tax Withheld.-This amount is shown on Form W-2
and is withheld in accordance with the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act (FICA). The tax withheld is computed on
total wages paid. The tax rate for 1983 was 6.67 percent,
limited to the first $35,700 of wages paid each employee
during the calendar year. The FICA wages may differ from
income tax wages. In some cases, FICA wages may be less
than wages for income tax purposes because they may
exclude certain fees or honoraria. On the other hand, the
FICA wages may be greater because they include certain
deferred compensation deducted from income tax salaries
under section 401 (k) of the Internal Revenue Code or other
items such as value of meals and lodging which is excluded
from income for only income tax purposes.

Earned Income.-For purposes of this article, earned
income was defined as the sum of salaries wages from
Form W-2 and self-employment income from Schedule SE.

Taxpayer.-In this article, taxpayer is defined as anyone
who filed an individual tax return, whether or not that return
showed a tax liability for the year. There were two taxpayers
on a joint return.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

Ill For Internal Revenue tax return processing purposes,
the "primary taxpayer" on a joint return is the one
whose social security number is reported on the
individual income tax return in the position called
"Your social security number" The secondary tax-
payer is the one whose social security number is
reported in the position called "Spouse's social secu-
rity number"

[2] Crabbe, Patricia, and Gross, Elizabeth L., "Taxpayers
Classified by Sex," Statistics of Income Bulletin,
Spring 1985, Volume 4, Number 4. All data cited for
Tax Year 1979 came from this article. Data for Tax
Years 1969 and 1974 are taken from the respective
issues of Statistics of Income-Individual Income Tax
Returns.

[3) Non-joint returns include those of single taxpayers, of
unmarried heads of households, of surviving spouses
with dependent children, and a small number of
married persons filing separately. The latter group is
difficult to characterize demographically, since while
these couples are legally married, many are in fact not
living together. From 1979 to 1983, the increase in the
proportion of salaries and wages accounted for by
non-joint returns occurred in spite of a reduction from
43.1 million to 42.6 million in the number of non-joint
returns with salaries and wages.

[4] The tables for 1979 and 1983 had slightly different
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[5]

income classes, therefore the percentages for both
years were computed after the data were combined
into the following income brackets: $1 under $5,000,
$5,000 under $10,000, $10,000 under $15,000,
$15,000 under $20,000, $20,000 under $50,000,
$50,000 under $100,000, $100,000 and over.

was required to file with an income of at least $4,400,
and if the taxpayer was 65 or over, the requirement
was $5,400.

[8] Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey,
.annual averages (for military personnel, unpublished
annual averages), 1983.

For the purposes of this'article, it was assumed that
the benefits of unearned income (e.g. interest from a
savings account) accrued to each taxpayer in propor-
tion to their current year's earnings. Examples of
cases where this method would not be accurate are
couples whose relative earnings were radically differ-
ent in a previous year and spouses who inherited
disproportionately large amounts of assets.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Cen-
sus, Population Estimates and Projections, Series P-
25, Table 1 -Total Population Including Armed Forces
Overseas-Estimates, by Age, Sex, and Race.

[6] It should be noted that the age data presented in this
article are not exactly comparable to those for Tax Year
1981 presented by Ralph Bristol in "Age and Tax
Filing, " Statistics of Income Bulletin, Fall 1985, Volume
2, Number 2. In the current article, each taxpayer is
classified in his or her own age category, whereas Dr.
Bristol classified returns by 'age of the primary tax-
payer.

[71 The filing requirements in 1983 for single taxpayers
under 65 was $3,300, for taxpayers 65 and over it was
4,300. On -a joLnt retur , if both taxpayers Were under
65, the filing requirement was $5,400. If one-taxpayer
was 65 or over, the requirement was $6,400, and if
both were. 65 or over the requirement was $7,400. A
qualifying widow(er) with a dependent child under 65

191

[10] Forms 1099 are a series of forms on which various
types of income are reported by the payer to IRS.
These include Form 1099-DIV, Statement for Recipient
of Dividend Income, Similar forms are used, for exam-
ple, for reporting interest, certain Government pay-
ments, rents, and royalties.

[11 Szilagyi, Johii-,-Monitoring- Age-65 Ekemptions.-Test of-
the Alternative Strategies for Tax Administration (ASTA)
Program, U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal
Revenue Service, October 1987.



Table I-All Taxpayers with Earned Income on Joint Returns: Income and Tax Items by Size of Adjusted Gross Income
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Size of
Ad

Adjusted g as income Salaries and ages
I

Self-employment earnings FICA taxes Self-employment tax Total tax liability
justed g,

income Number Of
taxpayers Amount Number of

taxpayers Amount
Number Of
taxpayers Amount

Number Of
taxpayers

Amount Number Of
ta a Amount Number of

Amountxp yers taxpayers

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (12)
Total . .............. ........... ....... ...... 109.359,491 1,798,833,277 104,108,766 1,630,240,769 9,117,416 110.958,323 92,852,658 84,355,754 8,981,154 7,796,259 96.715,839 260.524,451

Under $5,000 1 .............................

$5 000 under $10 000

15,139,900
14 888 3

22,340,097 14,253,923 43,004,127 1,163,281 4,358,316 12,967,492 2,354.529 1,124,002 353,736 4.995,093 834,832, , ...................

$10,000 under $15,000 .................
, , 76

14,055,068
103,400,271
149,612,314

13,975,841
13 369 183

95,882,982
139 693 214

1,404,679

1 159 688
6,917,311
8 430 964

12,657,894
12 036 655

5,618,964 1,399,676 639,785 13,005,971 5,007,739

$15,000 under $20,000 ................. 12,150,288 168,464,558
, ,

11,591,358
, ,

155,557,531
, ,

1,067,983
, ,

9,115,250
, ,

10,354,316
8,138,338
8 971 622

1,156,864
1 059 950

781,980
843 770

13,714,813
12 047 134

12,484,008
44117 155$20,000 under $25,000 ................. 11,220,656 182,548,112 10,729,467 169,825,582 896,649 8,516,286 9,467,769

, ,
9,588,420

, ,
889,677

,
787,361

, ,
11,163,918

. ,
20,973,318

$25,000 under $30,000 ................. 10,098,700 190,524,308 9,717,208 179,960,310 747,555 7,754,876 8,595,695 10,054,639 744,826 712,942 10 066 332 23 609 761$30,000 under $50,000 .................
$50 000 under $100 000

24,032,935
7326 0

568,719,203 23,242,260 527,768,232 1,717,855 23,620,567 20,416,680 28,311,601 1,701,186 1,989,257

, ,

23,965,975
. ,

80,720,761, , ...............

$100,000 under $200,000 .............
, , 40
805 059

262,588,892
74 485 131

6.329,215
698 723

228,384,690
54 396 427

731,630 23,520,422 5,547,307 9,663,436 695,049 1,267,503 6,717,526 50,759,269

$200,000 under $500,000 ........... _
.

195,777
, ,

40.610,872
,

167,724
, ,

24,579 438
172,808
44 517

10,609,038
4 932 215

625,733
152 575

1,246,351
333 938

160,259
40 122

319,312 802,910 20,114,295
, , , , . , , 81,399 195,522 13,905,171

$500,000 under $1,000,000 ..........
$1 000 000 or more

28,562 14,507,397 23,669 6,153,542 7,666 1,395,074 21.232 49,926 6,840 13,729 28,534 5,469 057, , ....................... 12,130 1 21,032,124 1 10,195 1 5,034,694 3,105 1 1,788,003 9,310 23,991 2,703 5,486 12.111
,

8,405,085
icit.

Table 2-Primary Taxpayers with Earned Income on Joint Returns: Income and Tax Items by Size of Adjusted Gross Income
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Size of
A

Adjusted grow income Salaries and ages Self-employment earnings FICA taxes Solt-employment tax TOW tax liability
djusted gross

income Number of
taxpayers

Amount Number of
taxpayers

Amount Number of
taxpayers Amount Number Of

tax a ers Amount
Number of

Amount
Number Of Amountp y taxpayers taxpayers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (7) (8) (10) (11) (12)
Total ................................ .......... 39,717,021 994,162,892 36,774,995 886,639,124 5,414,934 83,122,757 32,455,675 43,563,499 5,306,862 5,590,261 37,553,989 155,838.667

Under $5,000 1 .............................

$5,000 under $10,000 ...................

1,474.685
2 937 394

-5,834,121

18 891 025
1,112,043
2 447 651

6,318,283
15 925 510

458,345
719 917

2.238,638
3 6

934,171 274,266 433,750 167,911 472,258 246,391

$10,000 under $15,000 .................
. ,

4,036,848
. ,

41,229,946
, ,

3,626,795
, ,

36,478,290
,

711,904
, 83,724

5,328,470
2,083,091
3,157 031

894,765
2 078 480

717,164
709 080

338,925
497 552

2,109,927
3 882 402

605,788
2 511 22$15,000 under $20,000.................

$20 000 under $25 000

4,351,095
4 869

60,650,898 3,996,248 53,935,395 713,113 6,564,356
,

3,502,384
, ,

3.126,006
,

706,218
,

607,914
, ,

4,291,917
, , 1

5,024,475, , ................. , ,118 85,558,738 4,546,589 78,211,216 605,863 6,486,182 4,043,773 4,564,778 600,029 599,604 4,831,157 8.400,978
$25,000 under $30,000 ................. 4,892.305 105,525,093 4,685,057 99.980,788 462,175 5,576,170 4,145,960 5,666,884 460,035 514,482 4 867 989 11 709 449
$30,000 under $50,000 .................

000000 under $100$50
12,726,031
3 767 1

370,495,427 12,265,938 350,549,222 1,122,344 18.560,789 10,903.950 18,866,704 1,107,173 1,546.154
, ,

12,680,490
, ,

51,211,945,, ...............

$100,000 under $200,000 .............

, , 69
507 863

193,120.304
61 860 280

3,519,950
440 877

168,304,793
46 017 629

475,110
111 261

19,182,036

8 965 572
3,157,799 6,795,936 442,751 988,670 3,757,199 36,870,751

$200,000 under $500,000 .............
,

127,813
, ,

33,975,388
,

110,934
, ,

21,405,881
,

28,291
, ,

4,082,451
404,166
102 442

972,308
264 699

1 GO,634
24 485

252,926
62 633

506,381
127 605

16.548,799

$500,000 under $1,000,000 ..........

$1 000 000 or more

18,727
7 973

11,920,812

16 769 101

15,951 5,326,950 4,781 1,065,560

,

14,457

,

39,878

,

4,064

.

9815

,

18.704

11,553,135

4,490,675, , ....................... ,
1

, ,
1 6,962 1 4,185,166 1,830 1 1,388,809 6.451 18,794 1.479 3:674 7,960 6,665,061

icit.



Table 3-Secondary Taxpayers With Earned Income Reported on Joint Returns: Income and Tax Items by Size of Adjusted Gross Income
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars).

Size of
Adjusted gross Income Salaries and wages Self-employmont earnings FICA texes Self-employment tax Tital tax liability

adjusted We-
Income Number of

Amount
Number of Amount Number of

Amount
Number of Amount Number of AmoUrd Number of Amourit

taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (a) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Total ........................................... 26,662,438 295,455,216 25,603,729. 268,547,828 1,689,729 10,041,790 22.430,978 14,749,973 1,681,715 834,437 25.456,676 39,523,178

Under $5.000 1 ............................. 728,818 -2.658,217
1

652,365 2,657,007 95.000 333,001 571,722 150,282 93,340 29.341 201,450 55,653
$5,000410.000 .............................. 1,672,422 8,035,474 1,570.811 .7,755,845 146,779 435,602 1,412,731 461,741 146,736 40.653 1.178.618 195,940
$10,000415,000 ........................... 2,449.787 15,075,046 2,3471485 13,964,024 168,424 761,180 2,117,168 808,292 168,424 69,a27 .2.351.239 893.782
$15,000-$20.000 ........................... 2,800,729 21,688,627 2,686.921 19,288,454 190,438 985,274 2,404,115 1,119,296 190,438 90.818 2.762.822 1,801.339

$20.000-$25,000 .................. 3,315.599 29,150,219 3,198,516 26,823,981 177,177 694,269 2,824.835 1,518.558 176,039 64,199 3,297,422 2,843,140
$25,000430,000 ........................... 3,292,263 32,771.318 3.163,629 30,536,115 183,487 899.577 2,789.850 1,751.596 183,487 83,330 .3,286.234 3,687.110

$30,000450,000 ........................... 9,428,486 130,297,039 9,170,873 116.013,521 458,426 2,555.535 7,928,523 6,331,004 457,422 234,615 9,409,088 17.275.435

$50,ODO-$1 00,000 ......................... 2,659,076 49,764,896 2,540,043 .45,583,259 204,031 2.083280 2,149,340 2,367,118 200.780 166,018 2,655.103 9,282.908

$100,0004200,000 ....................... 250,077 6.424,906 218,406 4.266,363 50.709 75~:937 185,028 187.759 50.039 41,947 249,554 1,710,608

$200.000-$SOO.DOO ....................... 54,659 2,776,551 46,389 1,277,003 12,152 308,062 40,486 45,551 1 i,971 10,473 54.627 972,934
$500,00041 million ....................... 7,563 1,030,059 5,994 230,418 2.167 76,310 5,204 6.098 2,126 2.182 7.561 359.995
$1 million or more .......................... 2,959 1 1,099,297 2,297 151,847 939 153761 1,976 2,676 913 1,033 2.958 444.333

Includes returns vAth adjusted gross deficit.

Table 4-Taxpayers With E
-
arned Income Reported on Non-Joint Returns by Size of Adjusted Gross Income

(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Size of
adjusted gross

Income

Total ...........................................

Under $5,000 1 .............................
$5,000 under $10,000 ...................
$10,000 under $15,000 .................
$15,000 under. $20,000 .................
$20,000 under $25,000 .................
$25,000 under $30,000 .................

$30,000 under $50,000 .................
$50,000 under $100,000 ...............
$100,000 under $200,OW .............
$200,000 under $500,000 ..............

$500,000 under $1,000,000 ..........

$1,000,000 or more ............. ;..~

Adjusted gross income

Number of
taxpayers

(1)
42,980,032

12,936,397
10,278,560
7,568,433
4,998,464
3,035,939
1,914t`132
1,878,418

305,795
47,119
13,305
2,272
1,198

Amount

(2)

509,215,169

30,832,435
76,473.772
93,307,322
86.125,033
67,839,154
52,227,896
67,926,737
19,703,691
6.199,945
3,856,933
1,556,525
3.163,726

Salaries and wages

Number of
taxpayers

1 (3)

41,730,042

12,489,515
9,957,379
7,394,903
4.908,189
2,984,362
1.868,522
1,805,449
'269,222

39,440
10,401
1,724

936

Amount

(4)

475,053,818

34,028,837
.72.201.626,
89,250,901
82.333,682
64,790,385
49.443,407
61,205,489
14,496,637
4,112,445
1,896,553

596,174
697,681

Self-employment earnings

Number of
taxpayers Amount

(5)

2,012,753

609,936
537,983
279,360
164,432
113,609
101,893
137,085
52.489
10,838
4,074

718
336

AS)
17,793,776

1,786,677
2,797,985
2,341,314
1,565.619
1,335,836
1.279.128
2,504,242
2.255,106

887,530
541,702
253,204
245,433

FICA taxes

Number of
taxpayers

1 (7)

37,966,005

11,461,599
9,162.072
6,762.456
4,447,817
2.599.161
1,659,885
1,584,207

240,168
36,539
9,647
1,571

Amount

(8)
26,042,281

1,929,980
4,262,458
5,251,566
4,726.320
3,505,084
2,636,159
3,113,893

500,382
86,285
23,688
3,950
2,518

Self-employment tax

Number of
taxpayers

(9)
1.992,577

596,912
535,776
279.360
163.294
113,609
101,304
136,591
51,518
9,586
3,666

650
311

Amount

(10)
1,371.561

156,483
260,207
214,601
145,038
123,559
115.129
208.487
112.815
24.439
8.293
1.731

778

Total tax

Number of
taxpayers

(11)
33,705,174

4,321.385
9,717,426
7,481,172
4.992,395
3.035.339
1,912,109
1,876,397

305.224
46,975
13,290
2,269
1,193

liability

Amount

(12)

65,162,606

532,788
5.006,011
9,079.005

10,615,340
9,729,200
8,213,202

12.233.380
4.605,610
1,854,6M
1.379,102

618.387
1,295,691

Includes returns with adjusted gross deficit.



Table 5-Joint Returns with Salaries and Wages Reported on Form W-2: Number of Returns by Size of Primary Taxpayer's and by Size of SecondaryTaxpayer's Salaries and Wages
(All figures are estimates based on samples)

,
TOW

Number of returns by size of secondary ta"yer's salaries and wages
Size of primary uuqmyer s n mber ofusalaries and

wages

joint returns No salaries
$1

under
$5,000
under

$10,000
under

$15,000
d

$20,000 $25,000 $3D,ODO $50.ODO $100,0DO $M,000
and wages

$5.000
$

10,000 $15,000
un er

$20.000
under

$25,OOD
under

$30,000
under

$50,000
under

$100,000
under

$200.000 more
Or

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (a) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Total ............................................ 39,786,727 14,178,973 7,778.205 6,120.481 5.391,815 3,256,796 1,650.960 796,453 538,850 65,092 7.791 1,310

No salaries and wages .................. 2,989,745 - 878,234 662.191 605,629 416,374 188,699 116,295 98.405 21,303 2.267 348
$1 under $5,000 ............................ 3,839,414 1,462,742 866,256 596,003 449,296 223,552 123,857 68,055 45,085 4 126 322 120*$5,000 under $10,000 ................... 3,638,917 1,495,513 780,409 664,861 384,129 167,651 76,288 38,836 29,545

,
1 372 253* 59.

$10,000 under $15,000 ................. 4,821,874 1,747,944 1,014,974 886,151 673,435 313,079 113,767 42,760 27,270
,

2 434 23* 37$15,000 under $20,000 ................. 5,440,163 1,755,261 1,018,749 904,941 928.995 528,651 194,805 74,546 31,972
,

2,054 189* -
$20,000 under $25,000 ................. 5,054,419 1,691,099 900,725 791,334 784,283 493,906 253,803 91,622 44.694 2,907 45*
$25.000 under $30,000 ................. 4.486,029 1,697,051 681,128 613,735 598,669 440,123 273,380 122.696 55,876 3 007 341 23-$30,000 under $50,000 ................. 7,367,906 3,150,360 1,278.655 835,234 828.644 569,554 353.976 194,159 148.025

,
8 791 474 34

$50,000 under $100,000...............
'

1,718,076 907,898 293.314 142,415 121,709 90,365 61,118 41,139 46,450
,

12 407 1 144 117
$100,000 under $200,000............. 337,523 210.527 53,444 19,306 13,890 11.498 9,272 4,805 8,155

.

4 692
.

1 819 115$200.000 under $500,000............. 83,435 54,117 11,462 4,037 2,838 1,842 1,767 1.408 3,095
,

1,749
,
819 301

$500,000 under $1,000,000.......... 7,446 5,212 684 236 265 164 188 105 218 191 100 83
$1,000,000 or more ....................... 1 1,779 1,249 1 171 1 37 1 33 1 37 40 27 60 59 39 27

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
Data combined to avoid disclosure of information for specific taxpayers.

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

Table B.-All Taxpayers with Earned Income: Income and Tax Items by Age Group
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Adjusted gross income Salaries and wages self-employment earnings FICA taxes self-employment tax Tbw tax liability
Age group Number of

taxpayers Amount Number of
tax a ers Amount Number of

t Amount Number Of Amount Number of Amount Number of Amountp y axpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) M

-
(a) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Total ............................................ 109,359,491 1.798,833.277 104,108,766 1.630,240,769 9.117.416 110,958.323 92,852,658 84,355,754 8.981,154 7,796,259 96,715,839 260,524,451
Under 15 ....................................... 129,057 665,834 112,432 611.417 16,625 23,812 75,105 25,686 - - 74,878 22,95615 under 20 ................................... 6,611,678 23,401,169 6,481,263 22,028,048 79,643 260,461 6,141.634 1.331,544 96,268 25.904 2.972,820 1,155 75420 under 25 ................................... 15,696.782 132,531,367 15,523,431 130,676,978 429,585 2,377,780 14,585.595 7,849,395 4,429,063 215.515 12.758,431

.
13,069,400

25 under 30................................... 16,032,214 215,468.084 15,667.920 215.000,710 876.169 6,502,834 14,214,852 12,432,741 866,697 567,880 144,557,944 5 564 873
30 under 35................................... 14,250,353 243,187,502 13,658,518 229,731,253 1,131.648 13,156,848 12,281,955 12,510.847 1,118,886 1,001,527 13,183,361

, ,
29 9134 281

35 under 40................................... 12.715.604 243.585,229 12.122,065 237,793.430 1,188,684 14.902,012 104,721,910 120,0112,937 1.166,243 1.034.500 11,924,252
, ,

33,083,329
40 under 45................................... 11,396,031 223,249,820 10,746,294 213,366,383 1,126,495 16,4138,507 9.209,360 10,393,393 1.103,857 1,109,292 10,570,419 32.971 43345 under 50................................... 8.221,259 176.366,342 7.735,579 165,292,792 848,305 12,735,919 6,840.246 8.045,597 831.311 860,855 7,823,938

.
28,112.357

50 under 55 ................................... 7,705,636 165,223,989 7,209,306 148,690,049 842,879 11,729,921 6,238,523 7,052,596 8,268,873 785,035 7,256,789 28 001 69255 under 60 ................................... 6,971,925 157,781.167 6.441,978 132,133.393 806.273 10.849.445 5,655,580 6,480,605 795,182 739,635 6.700,268
. ,

27 651 25860 under 65 ................................... 5,914,652 133,031,216 5,254.353 99,642.285 950.984 13,315.237 4,485,875 4,605,146 936,924 892,445 5,593,168
, ,

24 094 24865 under 70 ................................... 2,329,955 48,390,366 1.993,671 24,386.662 440,080 4,684.859 1.639,322 1,104,741 432,720 310.825 2.023,912
, .

9,104,388
70 under 75 ................................... 953.784 21,069.461 761,450 7,149.898 231,214 2,338,892 585,197 306,382 229.591 153,682 825,082 43,433,272
75 under 80 ................................... 348,507 9,280,429 259,393 2,215,670 99,478 1,054,412 181,792 88,491 98,835 66,353 302 124 2 071 410
80 under 85 ................................... 92,548 3,342.931 65,233 685,591 31,081 432.967 41,690 26,642 30,930 22.598

,
76,084

, .
843 577

85 under 95 ................................... 57.320 1,876.355 43.870 496,369 18,092 178.016 18,165 13,772 17,593 9,922 43 033
,

442 219
95 and over ................................... 32,186 384,719 32,010 340,842 181 6,220 5,857 5.239 1 181 1 289 1

,
29,336 1

,
43.290

: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.



Table 7-Primary Taxpayers with Earned Income on Joint Returns: Income Tax Items by A
I
ge Group

(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Adju" gross income Salaries and wages Self-employment earnings FICA taxes Setf-empli yment tax Total tax liability

Age group
Number of

Amount
Number of

Amount
Number Of

Amount
Number

of
Amount

Number Of Amount
Number of

Amount
taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) - (6) (7) (8) (10) (12)

Total ........................................... 39.717,021 994,162,892 36,774,995 886,639,124 5,414,934 83,122,757 2,455,675 43, 563.499 5,306,862 5,590.261 37,
1
553,989 155,838,667

Under 15 ...................... ... . . ....... 5,701 12,601 5,701 24,946 - - 2,851 1,100 - - 2,851 29

15 under 20 ................................... 166,316 1,421,006 166,316 1,431,495 4,913 157,367. 88,279 4,913 1,764 137,789 97,001

20 under 25 i ........................... 2,230,982 27,001,660 2,183,086 26,831,914 135,320 944,731 2,070,270 1,653,397 134,798 84,018 1,977,747 2,596,490

25 under 30 ................................... 6,130,321 88,958,840 4,9B4,951 88,515,414 434,082 3,830,186 4,555,003 5,200,624 428,486 329,020 4,631.628 9,911.741

30 under 35 ................. : ................. 5,694,954 122,984,264 5,409,599 119,357,248 620,375 9,221,836 4,869,335 6,502,221 609.822 672.008 5,378,497 15,161,595

35 under 40 ................................... 5,575,536 145,235,825 5,249,214. 140,863.747 742,274 11,160,769 4,627.703 6,919,437 724,245 748.186 5,316.218 19,956,404

40 under 45 ..................... ............. 4,508,938 129,619,964 4,194,136 123,020,429, 610,881 11,699,496 3,763,842 5,849,491 597,082 755,350 4,309,674

45 under 50 ................................... 3,924,910 114,947,496 3,642,710 10,720,669 526,812- '10,144~669 3,190,728 4,917.,775 513,202' 662,005 3,763,593 19.092.089

50 under 55 ............................... 3,502,569 106,029,523- 3,213,781. 95,271,320 510,151 9,137,757 2805,726 4,265,220 495'.601 581,852 3.365,856 18,941,526

55 under 60 ................................... 3,522,244 105,202,191 3,190,371 88,901,520 542,415 8,634,239 2:783,971 4,139,831 532,307 564,902 3,429,069 19,500,720

60 under 65 ................................... 3.431,609 95,432,998 2,936,572 72,185.522 740,751 11,717,958 2,420,178 3,098,721 728,764 773,252 3,259,641 18,382,126

65 under 70 ................................... 1,236.184 32,787,658 1,020,181 16,217,452 297,328 3,659,500 809,605 676,767 290,161 229,840 1.096,490 6,669.408

70 under 75 ................................... 522.287 1,457,213 394,150 4,543.950 156,546 1,711,426 ~90,134 182,708 155,551 113,516 442,899 3,224,639

75 under 80 ................................... 191,143 6,722,187 .132,~36 1,516,616 66,118 820,420 90,0741 54,588 65,496 51,440 177,420 1,585,339

80 under 85 ........................... 43,921 2,088.065 26,677 364,217 19,823 303,967 15627 10,844 1%786 16.680 38,190 535,844

85 under 95 ................................... 19,767 1,03i,876 15,576 281,951 7,139 115,167 3:243 2,451 6,642 6,420 16,888 275,707

95 and over ................................... 9,539 114,525, 1 9,538 109,603 1
1

6 1,845 18 1 43 6 17 9,539 9,058

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

Table 8-Secondary Taxpayers With Earned Income on Joint Returns: Income and Tax Items by Age
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Adjusted gross income Salaries and wages Selt~employment earnings FICA taxes Self-employmant tax Total tax liability

Age group
Number of

Amount
Number of

Amount
Number of',

Amount
Number of

Amount
OfNumber

Amount
Number Of Amount

taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers taxpayers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Total ........... ............. ........... 26,662,438 295,455,216 25,603,729 268,547,828 1,689.729 10,041,790 22,430,978 14,749,973 1,681,715 834,437 25,456,676 39,523.178

.Under 15 ....................................... 7,877 52,325 7,877 53,527 - 4831 1 194 - - 7,877 7,072

15 under 20 ................................... 315,360 1,050,067 315,360 1,110,968 - - 299:677 65:542 - - 281,806 95,807

20 under 25 ................................... 2,614,181 18,134,971 2,594,175 18,611,313 57,440 246,933 2,335.825 1,066,922 57,440 23.022 2,463.569 1,998.090

25 under 30 ................................... 4,053,478 39,655,923 3,964,746 40, 1 85,394 176,141 849,468 3,511,520 2,265,426 176,138 77,474 3,901,285 4,832,403

30 under 35.~................................. 4,005,30~ 51,252,226 3,859,535 42,809,581
1

237,831 1,335,850 3,384,187 2,322,872 235,995 113,721 3,839,219 5,680.718

35 under 40 ............. :..................... . 3,820.172 - 41,701,845 3,662,192 41,850,229 249,253 1,506,832 3,191,826 2,283,830 248,488 127,789 3,669,267 5,544,678

40 under 45 .................. :.. ~ ............. 3,173,619 34,865,661 3,033,225 34,419,130 227,529 1,384,290 2,628,696 1,866,352 226,268 109,226 3,060,859 4,964,139

45 under 50 .............. .......... 2,529,763 29,195,890 2,415,872 27,924,184 186,884 1,212,266 2,127,883 1,545,682 184,873 98,946 2,427,813 4,328,677

50 under 55 ........................ i........... 2,550,746 30,189,344 2,421,869 27,450,664, 209,461 1,262,826 2,062,524 1,460,748 208,317 103,935 2,427,732 4,698,522

55 under 60................................... 1,931,892 25,796,262 1,816.791 20,501,972 155,844 1,068,742 1.614,014 1,160,685 155,598 90,961 1,851,694 3,890,030

60 under 65 ................................... 1,112,864 15,767,260 1,020,937 10,315,080 117,007. 724,111 901,910 556,553 116,773 ~9,134 1,045,464 2,300,959

65 under 70 ................................... 391,375 5,481,213 357,145 2,466,795 45,384 265,735 293,181 123,058 45,343 19,425 344,090 803,730

70 under 75 ................................... 99,454 1,512,964 87,105 581,233 16,816 97,880 59,928 26.264 16,346 5,241 93,370 245,093

75 under 80 ................................... 37,822 488,453 28,963 135,868 9,536 50,100 12,538 4.403 9,515 4,296 26,957 79,968

80 under 85 ...................... : 1 7,043 97,536 6,847 33,974 204 28,524 2,263 392 202 595 7,043 19,855

85 under 95 ....................... ; ........... 6,085 129,320 5,861 15,676 226 5,399 175 50
'

226 406 3,229 21,161

95 and over ............................. : 1 5,402 83,957 5,229 82,240 1 173 2,834 _.
1

173
1

265
1

5,402 12,286.

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.



Table 9-Taxpayers With Earned Income Reported on Non-Joint Returns: Income and Tax Items by Age Group
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Adjusted gross income Salaries and "gas Self-employment earnings FICA twos Self-employment tax Total tax liability
Age group

Number of
taxpayers Amount

Number of
taxpayers

Amount Number Of
taxpayers Amount

Number of
erstaxpa

Amount Number Of
ta Amount

Number Of
Amounty xpayers taxpayers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Total ........................................... 42,980,032 509.215,169 41.730,042 475,053,818 2,012,753 17,793,776 37.966,005 26,042,281

-

1,992,577 1,371.561 33,705,174 65.162,606
Under 15 ....................................... 115,479 598,205 98,854 532,944 16,625 23,812 67.423 23,391 - - 64,150 60 568
15 under 20 ................................... 6,030,002 20,930,096 5,999,587 19,485,585 74,730 241,850 5,684,590 1,177,724 91.355 24.150 2,553,225

,
962,946

20 under 25 ................................... 10,851,619 87,394,736 10,746,170 85,233,750 236,825 1,186,115 10,159,500 5,129.075 236,825 108,475 8,317,115 8,474.820
25 under 30 ................................... 6,848,415 86,853,321 6,718,223 86,299.902 265,946 1,823,179 6,148,329 4,966,691 262,073 161,385 5,825,031 10 820 730
30 under 35................................... 4,550.094 68,951,012 4,389,384 67,564,424 273,442 2,599,163 3,978,433 3,685,754 273.069 215.798 3,965,645

. ,
9 061 968

35 under 40................................... 3.319,896 56,647,559 3,210,659 55,079,455 197,157 2,234,411 2,902,381 2,879,670 193,510 158,526 2,938,767
, ,

7,582.248
40 under 45................................... 3,713,474 58,764,195 3,518,933 55,926,824 288,085 3.324,720 2,816,822 2,677,550 280,487 244,716 3,199,886 8,108,343
45 under 50 ................................... 1,766.586 32,222,955 1,676,997 30,166,938 134,609 1,378,985 1,521,635 1,582,140 133,236 99,903 1,632,532 4 691 601
50 under 55 ................................... 1,652,321 29,005,122 1,573,656 25,968,155 123,267 1,329,339 1,370,273 1,326,628 122,955 99,248 1,463,201

, ,
6444 361

55 under 60 ................................... 1,517,689 26,782,714 1,434,816 22,729,902 108,014 1,146,464 1,257,595 1,180,089 107,277 83,773 1,419,505
.,

4 260 508
60 under 65 ................................... 1,370,179 21,830.958 1,296,844 17,141,683 93,226 873,168 1,163,787 949,872 91,387 60,059 1,288,063

. ,
3 411 162

65 under 70 ................................... 702,396 10,121,495 616,345 5,701,416 97,368 759,624 536,536 304,915 97,216 61,560 583,332
, ,

1,631,251
70 under 75 ................................... 332,043 4,984,284 280,195 2,024,715 57,852 529,586 235,135 97.410 57,694 34,925 288.813 873 539
75 under 80 ................................... 119,542 2,069,790 97,994 562,985 23,824 183,892 79,180 29,500 23,824 10,617 97,747

,
406 102

80 under 85 ................................... 41,584 1,157,330 31,709 287,401 11,054 100,476 23,800 15,406 10,942 5,322 30,851
,

287 878
85 under 95 ................................... 31,468 715,159 22,433 198,742 10,727 57,449 14,747 11,271 10,725 3,097 22,916

,
145 351

95 and over ................................... . 17,245 1 186,238 17,243 1 148,999 1 1,540 5,839
1 5,196 1 7 14,395 1

,
21.946

D combined to avoid disclosure of information for specific taxpayers.
Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
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Selected Statistical Series 1970-88

Table I.-Individual Income Tax Returns: Selected Income and Tax Items for Selected Tax Years, 1970-1986
[All figures are estimates based on sampler-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]

79

ttam 1970 1975 1980 19" 1985 p19S6

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

All feturns .................................................. 74,279,831 82,229,332 93,902,469 99,438,708 101,660,287 103,299,601

Form
1040 returns ................................................. 74,279.831 54,527,726 57,122,592 64,533,502 67.006,425 68,885.007

Form

1
040A returns ............................................... N/A 27,701,606 36,779,877 18.431,641 18,124,702 17,705,607

Form 1040EZ returns ............................................. N/A N/A N/A 16.473,565 16,529,160 16,708,987
Adjusted gross Income (AGI) ........................ 631,692,540 947,784,873 1,613,731,497' 2,139,904,356' 2,305,951,483' 2,522,516,770'
Salaries and wages:
Number of returns .............................................. 66,965,659 73,520,046 83,802.109 85,925,617 87,198,001 88,587,358
Amount ............................................................... 531,8a3,892 795,399,462 1,349,842,802 1,807,137,587 1,928,200.978 2,046,135,285

Interest received:
Number of returns .............................................. 32.630,355 40,378,240 49,019,575 62,059,703 64,526,434 65,489,838
Amount .............................................................. 22,021,267 43,433,554 102,009,444 176,369,305 182,109,194 168,202,347

Dividends after exclusion:
Number of returns .............................................. 7,729,939 8,853,491 10,738,982 14,259,407 15,527,579 16.751,892
Amount .............................................................. 15,806,924 21,892,126 38,761,253 48.640,734 55,046,351 63,073.757

Business or profession net income less loss:
Number of returns .............................................. 6,159,985 7,242,542 8,881,119 11,237,218 11.900,341 12,431,364
Amount .............................................................. 30,554,201 39,421,478 55,129,154 70,766,610 78,772,577 90,367,239

Net capital gain less loss:
Number of returns .............................................. 7,962,663 7,574,823 9,970,921 12,558,688 11,125.595 12,936,506
Amount .............................................................. 9,006,683 14,071,893 30,029,074 54,519,368 67,694,001 135,005,278

Pensions and annuities in AGI:
Number of returns .............................................. 3,249,558 5,088,937 7,373,704 11,551,051 13,133.295 14,849,501
Amount .............................................................. 7,878,808 20,886.871 43,339,736 80,447,934 95,096,003 108,502,091

Rents and royalties net income less loss:
Number of returns .............................................. 6.557,498 7,143,812 8,208,132 9,100,525 9.970,604 9,620,244
Amount .............................................................. 3,232,817 5,202.078 4.105,381 -9,482,800 - 12,963,727 -13,023,962

Partnerships and S Corporations:
Number of returns ............................................. n.a. n.a. n.a. 5,203,592 5,487,671 5,641,537
Amount .............................................................. 12,637.912 12,811,091 10,099,346 -2.268,204 -2,526,591 5,453,558

Farm net income less loss:
Number of returns .............................................. 3.026,530 2,755,041 2,608,430 2,694,420 2.620,861 2,532,815
Amount .............................................................. 2,788,713 3,563.325 -1,792,466 -13,095.506 -12,005,483 -6,907,476

Total statutory adjustments:
Number of returns .............................................. 6.370.552 9,024,255 13,148,919 37.025,796 37,763.418 38.231,054
Amount .............................................................. 7,665.251 15,101.999 28,614,061 89,745,075 95.082,299 99,246,133
Individual Retirement Arrangements:
Number of returns ........................................... N/A 1,211,794 2,564,421 15,232,856 16,205.846 15,714.041
Amount .......................................................... N/A 1,436,443 3,430,894 35,374,424 38,211,574 38,255,838

Self-employed retirement (Keogh):
Number of returns ........................................... 591,655 595,892 568,936 648,958 675,822 772,476
Amount .......................................................... 847,692 1,603,788 2,007,666 4,072.409 5,181,993 6,178,104

Married couple who both work:
Number of returns........................................... N/A N/A N/A 24.126,180 24,835,278 25,858,054
Amount ..........................................................

Exem fions:
N/A N/A N/A 22,407,621 24,614,983 26,915,348

p
Number of exemptions ....................................... 204,126,402 212,202,596 227,925,098 240.886,327 244,180,202 246,596,408
Number, age 65 or over .................................... 8,904,331 9.937.208 11,847,168 15,890.548 16,748,810 17,580,998

Total deductions:
Number of returns .............................................. 73,862,448 81,585,541 88,491,251 94.855.579 96,848,626 98.525,016
Amount .............................................................. 120,549.755 233,181,778 346,000.155 499,585,1972 554,733,5232 611,416,0452
Itemized deductions;
Number of returns ........................................... 35,430.047 26,074,061 28,950,282 38,203.092 39,848,184 40,838,502
1btaI3 ............................................................... 88,178,487 122,260,601 218,028,139 358,876.015 405,023,525 446,542,466
Medical and dental expense ........................... 10,585,749 11,422,312 14,972,082 21,450,276 22,926,214 25,062,523
Taxes paid ....................................................... 32,014.673 44,141,289 69,404,275 115.245,288 128,084.618 144.704,846
Interest paid .................................................... 23,929,477 38,885,282 91,187.006 158,176,338 180,094,578 194,451,076
Contributions .................................................. 12,892,732 15,393,331 25.809,608 42,119,812 47.962,B48 54,454.472

Taxable I me:
Number of returns .............................................. 59,593,598 65.852,602 88,104.696 94,178,183 96,124,046 97,742,435
Amount ............................................................... 401,154.285 595,492,866 1,279,985,360 1,701,365,731 1,820,740.833 1,976,811,955

Income tax before credits:
Number of returns .............................................. 59,596,755 65,854,734 76.135,819 84,440,481 85,994,216 86,975.883
Amount .............................................................. 84.156,6954 132,452.044 256,294,315 306,686.024 332,165,333 378,422,425

Total tax credillss ......................................... 369,610 8,069,846 7,215,839 9,263,308 10,248,044 7,654,631
Child care credit ................................................. NIA N/A 956,439 2,648,834 3,127.702 3,493,653
Credit for the elderly and disabled ..................... 167,656 128,968 134,993 107,002 108,642 174,003
Residential energy credit .................................... N/A N/A 562,141 645,093 811,675 N/A
Foreign tax credit ................................................ 169,623 381,985 1.341,675 738.014 782,561 1,342,687
Investment credit ................................................ 30,554 1,593,150 3,288.415

q P qGeneral business credit ...................................... N/A N/A N/A l4.183,10 4,791,13 1,035,20'5
Income tax after credits ............................... 83,787,323 124,382,197 249,078,475 297,422,715 321,917,289 370,932,395
Total Income t&X:7

Number of returns .............................................. 59,317,371 61,490,737 73,906,244 81,639,509 82,846,420 84,324,468
Amount .............................................................. 83,9W,311 1 124,526,297 1 250,341,440 1 301,923,057 1 325,710,254 1 377,050,937

See notes following Table 21.
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Table 2-Individual Income and Tax by State, Tax Year 1986

(Money amounts are in thousands of dollars, except as indicated]

state

Unfted States, t0ta12 .............................

Alabama ........................................................

Alaska ...........................................................

Arizona ..........................................................

Arkansas .......................................................

California .......................................................

Colorado ........... . ..........................................

Connecticut ...................................................

Delaware .......................................................

District of Columbia .......................................

Florida ...........................................................

Georgia .........................................................

Hawaii ...........................................................

Idaho .............................................. .. ...........

Illinois ............................................... ............

Indiana ............................................. ...........

Iowa ....................................... ......................

Kansas ......................................... ................

Kentucky .................................. ....................

Louisiana ................................... ..................

Maine ............................ ................. ...........

Maryland.

......... ....... * ............................. ....Massachusetts ...............................................

Michigan .......................................................

Minnesota...................................... ....... .......

'Mississippi ................................. . . ........... ...

Missouri ........................................ ................

Montana ........................................................

Nebraska .................................... :..................

Nevada ..........................................................

New Hampshire ........................................ ...

-New Jersey ...................... . ....___
New Mexico

......... ......* * * - -

..............

New York

............... ......... * ................ *

............

North Carolina ...............................................

North Dakota ............................................. ...

Ohio ......................................... :....................

Oklahoma

............. . ............................Oregon ..........

-* *...........................Pennsylvania

................. ......... * ............

........

Rhode Island ......................... . ............. ..

South Carolina ..............................................
South Dakota ........................................... ....

Tennessee ............................. .......................

Texas ............................ ................. ..............

Utah ............................................ :

Vermont .......................................................

Virginia ..........................................................

Washington .................................. 1 ................

West Virginia ..................................................

Wisconsin ................................................... ;..

Wyoming .......................................................
Other areas ...................................................

Number of
returns

(1)

103,633,570

1,537,065
230.8a3

1,394,726
882,648

12,025,076

1.431,107
1,592,585

291,371
325,256

5,300,996

2,547,529
485.014
365,805

4,956,836
2,308.198

1.151,875
1.029,405
1,382,471
1,606,074

512,336

2,126,981
2.801,179
3,887,234
1,824,501

917,726

2,125,569
331,153
668,844
467,586
504,826

3,809,056
594,610

7,659,120
2,710.326.

273,194

4,579,516
1,243.715
11139,392
5,142,034

447,240

1,346,996
284,907

1,967,923
-6,641,788

598,429

237,156
2,5a3,679
1,947,149

663519
2,034~831

195,820
520,315

Nurn=

246,191,989

3,847,654
534,843

3.419,376
2.253,714

29,059,066

3,307,373
3,470,065

667,690
660.561

12,412.785

6,029,447
1,096.934

981,909
11,829,956
5,590,219

2.869,924
2.535,614
3,383,047
4,147,948
1,189,180

4,782.964
6,022,344
9,069,063
4,324,929
2,419,071

5,079.879
820.597

1,653,023
1,047,854
1,129,373

8.733,854
1.507,536

17,714,051
6,297.773

686,712

10,787.793
3,120,105
2,734,830

11,883,176
986,093

3,239.597
719.113

4,700,375
16,693,551
1.686,920

. 542.870
5,877,163
4,566,312
1 657788
4:817:360

494.959
1,107,656

Adjusted gross
moome (AGO

(3)

2,472,559,803

32,055,361
6.496,459

32,189,015
16,573,801

311.810.079

34.123,277
47,914,355

7,284,979
8,277,611

123,771,406

58.644,369
10,959,168
6,976,504

123,481.338
51,454.068

23,098.819
23.141,841
27,961,310
32,810,721
10,633,419

57,492,048
74,561,622
97.548,841
43,701,683
16,395,149

48,181,438
5,745,837

13,552,160
11,211,642
13,079,734

108.177,409

209,807,910
57,576,908
5,176,279

105,307,256
26,126,269
24,358,381

116,983,029
10,444,079

27,774.612
4,811,621

41,071,250
152,811,524

13,264,172

5,072,812
65,737,990
46.153,240
13,552,665
44,928,005

4,272.634
6,434,729

Salaries and ages

Number of
returns

(4)

87,807,445

1,346.009
201,311

1,160,153
736,162

10,179,884

1.221,838
1,362,992

251.466
279.821

4,212,686

2,280,245
417,709
300,963

4,189.258
1,961,212

902,165
848,072

1,166,565
1,382,750

438.252

1,857,677
2,408,927
3,320,352
1,530,659

807,397

1,775,934
259,399
539,548
404,794
441 .042

3,289,813
507,897

6,482.306
2,407,469

211,485

3,891,705
1,021,124

926,394
4,265,919

386,773

1,203,904
220,880

1.721,866
5,734,433

515.721

201,814
2,268,296
1.625,903

554,976
1,719,146

166,732
297,647

Amount

(5)

2,012,998,154

26,967,941
5,855,266

25,675,242
13,506,122

252,813,311

28,642,676
38.330,784
5A52,093
6,231,360

86,085,972

50,354,128
8,871.259
5,766,423

100,849,865
42,754,720

17,969,664
18.674,353
22,904.413
27.518,645
8,327,608

47,453,346
59,830,878
82.183,789
35,841,273
13,942,359

38,874,763
4,607,327

10,727,060
8.888,767

10,413,220

88,30,136
9,647.864-

164,379.474
47,803.806
3.883,579

87,381,936
21,432,814
19,196,582
93,268,723

8,272,943

23,231,645
3,719,515

34740,998
129.943,391.
11,171,640

3,994,8a2
54,426,286
37,346,541
11.058;758
37,284,719

3,626,691
12,099,614

Dividends

Number of
returns

(6)

16,582,T75

157,958
58,557

229,414'
80,403

1,817,039

255,654
349,358

57,489
47,337

1,002,261

285,223
78.527
50,961

904,886
315,385

196,679
169,596
152,702
173,817
74,779

355.106
508.025
771,279
347,167

77,061

344,268
58,740

109,686
58,121
83,920

79U79
--79,086

1,465,839
328,362

38,106

764,663
143,848.
184,956
931,099

70.880

141,3&3
44,573

200,896
789,428
77.118

44,123
415,159
330,263
84.660

350,245

31,367
98,764

r exdusion

Amount

(7)

58,806,712

465,657
76,054

966,657
254,923

7,041,542

707,693
1,386,237

247,326
278.076

5,447,144

904.099
217,571
136.644

3,100,433
825,160

47,834
459,759
523,210
558,088
279.172

1.159,130
1.901,212
2,023,279

882,821
209,433

1,137,566
151,340
267,720
237,640
306,350

2,590,356
-237,964

6,194,835
1,316,960

71,681

2,512,694
442.444
624,276

3,176,718
247,082

465,851
97.055

704,314
2,973,502

221,472

167,792
.1,395,255

966,823
254,940
985,668

99,754
431.506



Selected Statistical Series 1970-88

Table 2. (Continued)-individual Income and Tax by State, Tax Year 1986
[Money amounts are in thousands of dollars, except as indicated]

81

Interest Unernployment conipensation
in AGI Itemized deductions Average

St" amounte
(.hole

Number of
Amount

Number Of
Amount

Number Of TOW dollars)
resume returns returns deductions

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

United
States, totB12 .............................

65,158,038 167,137,870 4,971,846 7,011,890 40,639,456 448,694,962 11,041

Alabama........................................................ 781,959 1,643.153 83,920 73,874 547,379 4,997,741 9.130
Masks ........................................................... 147,006 264,928 28,891 66,605 89,844 1.171,272 13,037
Arizona .......................................................... 849,024 2,605,656 45,332 49,207 635.917 7,051,260. 11,088
Arkansas ....................................................... 461,444 1,294,034 43,142 48,012 263,788 2,434,579 9,229
California ....................................................... 7.412,186 21,639,047 603,323 822,812 5,258,264 74,070.718 14,087

Colorado ....................................................... 960,314 2,228,536 62,477 97.874 671,251 7,589,251 11,306
Connecticut ................................................... 1,184,309 2,854,343 79,174 99.487 638,673 7,930,874 12,418
Delaware ....................................................... 180,200 385,870 14,536 26,033 116,821 1,195,983 10,238
District of Columbia ................................ ...... 163,093 420,899 6,544 11,350 130,803 1.695,558 12,963
Florida ........................................................... 3,153,630 12,384,370 110,530 146,765 1,822,042 20,660,926 11,339

Georgia ......................................................... 1,272,215 2,871,629 103,437 89,746 954,319 10,589,127 11,096
Hawaii ........................................................... 358,642 690,703 17,107 24.777 200,457 2,234,375 11,146
Idaho ................ ............................................ 229,816 596,408 26,107 36.613 145,765 1,376,295 9.442
Illinois ............................................................ 3,334,214 8,838,159 238,605 396.122 1,904,175 19,404,541 10,191
Indiana ...................... ................................... 1,448,373 3,253,387 105,101 108.466 795,410 6,988,793 8.786

Iowa .............................................................. 845,001 2.414,250 53,462 70,892 437,035 3,761,853 8,608
Kansas .......................................................... 687,804 1,960,446 48,211 68,410 426,914 4,124.040 9,660
Kentucky ....................................................... 759,490 1,826,338 76,115 79,154 481,724 4.165,544 8,647
Louisiana ....................................................... 867,320 2,216,838 99.640 192,189 522,627 5,200,762 9,951
Maine ............................................................ 333,096 637,784 22.863 24,497 167,105 1,506,181 9,013

Maryland ....................................................... 1,384,767 2,966,091 71,815 102,483 1,028,374 12,207,897 11,871
Massachusetts ............................................... 2,054,162 4,467,205 142,803 231,949 1,147,145 12,666,575 11,042
Michigan ....................................................... 2,614,822 5,340,793 312.491 417,860 1,776,484 16,938,129 9,535
Minnesota ...................................................... 1,328,622 3,015,101 97,256 182,353 866,237 9,178,651 10,596
Mississippi ..................................................... 399,304 979,986 37,493 39,370 261,814 2,423,805 9,258

Missouri ......................................................... 1,343,363 3,646,277 98,110 100,191 774,971 7,242,414 9,345
Montana ........................................................ 224,408 621.114 17,146 22,746 116.154 1,114.924 9,599
Nebraska ....................................................... 465,973 1,278.785 22,348 23,294 226,996 2,154,589 9,492
Nevada .......................................................... 256,011 805,903 24,613 31,864 168,013 1,983,480 11,806
New Hampshire ............................................ 356.885 751,150 18,463 19,564 174,056 1,798,123 10,331

New Jersey ................................................... 2,611,157 6.231.320 171,878 295,540 1,573,856 18,669,576 11,862
New Mexico .................................................. 326,553 816,866 19,664 26,276 200,283 1,942,825 9,700
New York ....................................................... 5,298,715 14,244,503 317,747 494.199 3,674,359 45,939,826 12,503
North Carolina ............................................... 1,458,578 2,925,537 119,786 99,445 1,011,017 9,786,413 9,680
North Dakota................................................. 194,710 541,652 13,199 21,711 76,352 666.325 8.727

Ohio .............................................................. 2,970,830 6,488,978 246,047 365,617 1,676,441 16,240,764 9,688
Oldahoma ...................................................... 712,540 2,059,291 56,809 82,730 491.260 5,193,924 10,573
Oregon .......................................................... 752,475 1,952,294 79,976 112,446 495,003 4,849.558 9,797
Pennsylvania ................................................. 3,537,843 7,736,439 346,716 558,049 1,813.083 16,865,989 9,302
Rhode Island ................................................. 299,269 658,864 30.168 39,212 164,228 1,638,675 9,978

South Carolina .............................................. 674,431 1,354,838 51,275 42,918 512,208 4,997,353 9,756
South Dakota ................................................ 189.333 533,684 6,693 6,478 70,700 592,561 8.381
Tennessee ..................................................... 1.016.828 2,335.788 82,190 73.766 550,236 5,372,242 9,764
Texas ............................................................. 3,558,488 11,238,670 257,940 459,753 2,124,256 24,661,542 11.609
Utah .............................................................. 391,434 700,744 29,475 45,261 286.443 3,139.368 10.960

Vermont ......................................................... 160,029 329.993 10,053 11,154 84,537 827,177 9,785
Virginia .......................................................... 1,551,683 3,417,854 80,527 76.355 1,076,357 12,204,453 11,339
Washington ................................................... 1,304,446 3,330,132 124,117 189,085 754,259 7,698,174 10,206
West Virginia .................................................. 399,594 835,300 45,046 69,799 180,111 1,539,876 8.550
Wisconsin ...................................................... 1,508,191 3,174,511 153,211 206,254 877,845 8,231,537 9.377

Wyoming ....................................................... 130,067 326,598 12,833 20,569 68,472 626,001 9,142
Other areas. .................................................. 253,391 1,004,831 1 5,441 1 10,714 1 127,593

1
1,152,543

1 9,033
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Table 2 (Continued) -Individual Income and Tax by State, Tax Year 1986
[Money amounts are in thousands of dollars, except as indicated]

state

United States, total" .............................

Alabama ........................................................

Masks ...........................................................

Arizona ..........................................................

Arkansas .......................................................

California .......................................................

Colorado .......................................................

Connecticut ...................................................

Delaware .......................................................

District of Columbia .......................................

Florida ...........................................................

Georgia .........................................................

Hawaii ...........................................................

Idaho ..............................................................

Illinois ............................................................

Indiana ..........................................................

Iowa ..............................................................

Kansas .......... ...............................................

Kentucky ............................. .........................

Louisiana .......................................................

Maine ............................................................

Maryland .......................................................

Massachusetts ...............................................

Michigan ................................. : .....................

Minnesota......................................................

Mississippi .....................................................

Missouri .........................................................

Montana ........................................................

Nebraska .......................................................

Nevada ..........................................................

New Hampshire-....=~ .... ..............-..-

New Jersey ...........................................
New Mexico ..................................................

New York .......................................................

North Carolina ...............................................

North Dakota ................................ ................

Ohio ..............................................................

Oldahoma ......................................................

Oregon ..........................................................

Penns)dvania .................................................

Rhode Island .................................................

South Carolina ... :................................ :

South Dakota ................................................

Tennessee .....................................................

Texas .............................................................

Utah ..............................................................

Vermont .........................................................

Virginia. .........................................................

Washington .................................. : ................

West Virginia ..................................................

Wisconsin ......................................................

Wyommg .......................................................
Other areas" ..................................................

Number of
returns

(15)
87,249,754

1.252,656
200,388

1,176.984
714,523

10,107,230

1,225,989
1,406,387

251,192
275,330

4,442.667

2,131.940
413.710
301.839

4,168,172
1,919,661

959.964
873,306

1,136.929
1,270.955

433,975

1,850,643
2,470,823
3,284,233
1,565,900

706,696

1,788.018
263,888
561,032
399,866

--442,442-

3,361,488
472,113

6,633,319
2,264,416

228,549

3,866,646
1,019,651

951,485
4,339,329

385,784

1.108,678
228,808

1,619.886
5,461.504

494,064

204.489
2,228,026
1,659,563

549,907
1,712,228

162,741
299,742

Total tax

Tax liability

Amount

(16)

380,561,579

4,421,503
1,088,004
4,599,719
2,205,280

47.689,905

5,073,718
8.735,570
1,111,557
1,398,386

20,901,193

8,596,520
1,517,040

900,570
20,193,692

7.595,220

3,229,279
3,492,057
3,932,907
4,776,941
1,488,984

8,709,935
.12,382,608
14.920,589
6,308,508
2,100,578

7,378,231
785,293

1,954,594
1.855,190

-2,190.189-

18,336,028
1,560,823

34,044,488
7,932,772

744,188

15,332,075
3,738.325
3,325.425

17,701,095
1,579,594

3,650,940
678,663

6,072,049
25,078,319

1,632,674

728,142
9,851,527
7,012,270
1,645,691
6,168,435

658,837
1,355.459

Average
tax

(whole
doll"s)

(17)

4,362

3,530
5,429
3.908
3,086
4,718

4,138
6,211
4,425
5,079
4,705

4.032
3.667
2.984
4,845
3,957

3,364
3,999
3,459
3,759
3,43~1

4.706
5,012
4,543
4,029
2,972

4,126
2,976
3,484
4,640

-4j950-

5,455
3,306
5,132
3,503
3,256

.3,965
3.666
3,495
4,079
4,095

3,293
2,966
3,748
4,592
3,305

3,561
4,422
4,225
3,356
3,603

4,048
4,522

I

Number of
returns

(18)
6,428,594

168,623
8.458

87,332
95,831

833,769

68,832
36,974
15,741
25,311

360,801

220,789
17,780
27,118

265,298
126,067

56,065
49,752

119,612
202.52
28,167

94,841
77,830

159,952
69,033

155,269

130,340
24,339
34,580
23,421
4,355-

153,628
62,505

439,923
212,369

15,581

222,212
99,787
'63,956

237,378
19.048

124,819
20,351

178,018
578,350
31,379

11,193
126,421
85,475
53,188
82,146

11,079
1,456

Earned iricome credit

Amount

(19)
2,081,288

56.041
2.476

28,321
31,553

276,762

22,047
11,452
5,006
8,244

117,867

72,460
5,332
8,725

85,162
40,479

17.513
15.654
38,929
65,617
8,938

30,106
24,581
50,568
21,480
51,735

41.865
7,716

10,815
7,459

-4,439-

49,002
19,841

142,984'
67,953
4,818

70,326
32,862
20,574
74,847

6,060

40,994
6,360

58,182
189,736

9,910

3,463
40,421
27,1340
16,886
25,710

3,515
462

In excess d

Number Of
returns

(20)

4,798,776

130,143
5,676

66,395
70,457

671,225

49.119
25.895
11,553
20,155

264,730

167,703
11,673
18,820

204.111
91.756

36.852
34,145
83,863

159,353
19,059

69,754
54,636

117A64
45.325

125,909

92,812
16,775
23,103
17,174

~9,361

113,280
48,913

329,548
151,290

9,695

161.577
71,893
46,237

168,091
13,972

94,261
13,210

132,559
443,861

22,638

7.157
89.803
62,145
38,129
56,545

7,823
1,153

tax liability

Amount

(21)

1,539,363

42,528
1,595

21.586
22,867

221.766

15,598
8,070
3.682
6,569

85.540

54,422
3,496
5,911

65,285
29,210

11,134
10,601
26.705
51,091
-5,920

22.061
17,226
36,731
13,477
41,092

29,348
5,102
6,946
5,461

--2,884

36,508
15,343

106,212
48,212

2,861

50,623
23,057
14,614
52,677

4.424

30,688
3,872

42,487
1".508

7,062

2.156
28,708
19,377
12,086
17,179

.2,438
387

See notes following Table 21.



Selected Statistical Series 1970-88
Table 3.-Number of Individual Returns, Income, Tax, and Average Tax, By Size of Income, Tax Years 1983-1986
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars, except as indicated]

83

Size of adjusted
gross mcome

Number of
return for -

Adjusted
gross income (AGI) Taxable, income

1983 1984 1983 1984' 1983 1984

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Well ......................................................... 96,321,310 99,438,708 1,942,589,865 2,139,904,356 -1,S44,872-497 1,701,36S.731

Less than $1.00()2,3 ...................................... .. .....
3,415,113 3,329,148 - 25,592,802 -31,984,443 75,549 63 799

$1,000 under $3,000 ............................................... 7,253.408 6,883,760 14,428,816 13,732.880 6,757,833
,

6 504 129
$3,000 under $5,000 ............................................... 7.167,924 7,030,537 28.679,137 28,151.199 17,374,119

, .
17 251 761

$5,000 under $7,000 .................................... .......... 6,734,360 6,584,434 40,321,353 39,617.706 26,472,290
, .

26 095 663
$7,000 under $9,000 ............. ................................. 6,879.931 6,792,931 55,039,361 54.388,545 39,153,168

, ,
38 888 493

$9,000 under $11,000 ............................................ 6.205,165 6,051,873 61,927,394 60,390,249 46,314,016
, ,

45.303,739
$11,000 under $13,000 ................................ ....... 5,724,798 5,877,979 68.522,507 70,439.379 52,529.347 54 708 664
$13,000 under $15,000 ......................... ...... 5,161,674 5,202,547 72,217,107 72,660,372 57,062,111

, ,
57 397 788

$15,000 under $17,000 .......................................... 4,593,795 4,893,833 73,350,227 78.195,61 4 58,956,588
, ,

62 489 602
$17,OGO under $19,000 ......................................... 4,291.218 4,561,541 77,093,374 82,012,673 62,209,794

. ,
66 307 248

$19,000 under $22,000 ............................. ............ 5,617.176 5.645,759 115,071.603 115,466,828 93,320,322
. ,

93 889 175
$22.000 under $25,000 .......................................... 5.115,957 5.198,716 120,238,524 122,123.861 97,650,110

, ,
93,375,159

$25,000 under $30,000 ................ ......................... 7,357,487 7,635,404 201.763,983 209.274.643 163,111,031 168 006 165
$30,000 under $35,000 .......................................... 6,011,290 6,020,636 194,666,035 195,263,778 156,601,086

, ,
155,819 230

$35,000 under $40,000 .......................................... 4,409,645 5.054,470 1 64,664.066 188,944,011 131,804,272
,

149.423 027
$40,000 under $50,000 .......................................... 5.147,782 5,963,041 228,225,122 264,922.227 181,289.066

,
210.324 094

$50,000 under $75,000 .......................................... 3,591,188 4,657,702 211,838,450 275.046,849 166,095,719
,

214 921 141
$75,000 under $100,000 ........................................ 822,840 1,049.444 70,011,841 89,289,787 54,345,021

, ,
69,194,901

$100,000 under $150,000 ...................................... 469.391 581,498 56,206,333 69,273,546 43.403,109 53 604 014
$150,000 under $200,000 ...................................... 152,560 179,695 26,170,484 30,767,972 20,312,767

, .
23 865 523

$200,000 under S300,000 .................................... - 108,379 132,306 26,016,239 31,729,787 20,642,936
, ,

24 405 339
$300,000 under $500,000 ...................................... 53,960 67,405 20,144.746 25,780.158 15,959,347

, ,
19 789 383

$500,000 under $1,000,000 ................................... 25,469 29,215 17.173,250 19,729,296 13,706.293
, ,

15.798 723
$1,000,000 or more ................................................

. 10,800 14,834 24,358,715 34.687,437
1 19.726,601 1

,
27,938,970

4
Percentage of

Fletums showing total income tax

Size of adjusted
Total Income utX

returns showing no

gross income
total iricome tax Average tax

(whole dollars)
T= as percentage

of AGI

1983 1984 1983 1984 1983 1984 1983 19154

(7) (a) (9) (10) It 1) (12) (13) (14)

TOtOll ............................................................ 274,181,323 301,923,057 19.0 17.9 3,514 3,698 14.5 14.4
Less than $1,0002,3 . .............................................

127,789 419,790 99.7 99.2 13,2494 16,7834 - -
$1,000 under $3,000 ............................................... 51,414 44,652 93.4 93.8 108 104 5.7 45
$3,000 under $5,000 .............................................. 409,533 430,167 42.0 40.8 99 103 2.4

.

2 5
S5,000 under $7,000 .............................................. 1,310,055 1,233,034 33.7 33.7 293 282 4.9

.
4 7

$7.000 under $9,000 .............................................. 2,603,057 2,483,282 21.2 21.3 480 465 6.0
.

5 8
$9,000 under $11,000 ............................................ 3,888.167 3,617,920 8.3 8.2 684 651 6.8

.
6.5

$11,000 under $13,000 .......................................... 5,012,113 5,013,506 4.2 5.2 914 899 7.6 7 5
$13,000 under $15,000 .......................................... 6,066,527 5,831,903 2.7 3.6 1,208 1,163 8.6

.
8 3

$15,000 under $17,000 .......................................... 6,809,411 6,785,324 2.4 2.0 1,518 1,415 9.5
.

8 9
$17.000 under $19,000 .......................................... 7,664,811 7.775.189 1.6 1.8 1.816 1,736 10.1

.
9 7

$19,000 under $22,000 .......................................... 12,163.958 11,677,768 1.2 1.5 2.192 2,100 10.7
.

10 3
$22,000 under $25,000 .......................................... 13,595,791 13,237,769 1.3 1.0 2,692 2,573 11.5

.
11.0

$25,000 under $30,000 .......................................... 24,354,551 23,793,004 .8 1.2 3,338 3,152 12.2 11 5
$30,000 under $35,000 .......................................... 25,156,554 23,926,881 .6 .7 4,208 4,004 13.0

.
12 3

$35,000 under $40,000 .......................................... 22.673,889 24.678,348 .8 .5 5,182 4.907 13.9
.

13 1
$40,000 under $50,000 .......................................... 34,798,186 38,675,241 .4 .3 6,787 6,504 15.3

.
14 6

$50,000 under $75,000 .......................................... 38,352,897 47,355,174 .4 .4 10,725 10,211 18.2
.

17 3
$75,000 under $100,000 ........................................ 15,392,973 18,759,377 .3 .4 18.770 17,944 22.1

.
21.1

$100,000 under $150,000 ...................................... 14,351,743 17,117,874 .4 .2 30,690 29.502 25.6 24 8
$150,000 under $200,000 ...................................... 7,662,455 8,644,645 .3 .2 50,36~ 48,205 29.4

.
28 2

SM,000 under $300,000 ...................................... 8,488.945 10,013,524 .2 .2 78,513 75,844 32.7
.

31 6
M,000 under $500,000 ...................................... 7,124.258 8,761,557 .2 .2 132,313 130,272 35.4

.
34 1

M,000 under $1,ODO,000 ................................... 6,463,482 7,526,585 .2 .2 254,228 258,255 37.7
.

38 2
S1,ODO,000 or more ................................................

. 9,658,764 . 14,120,545 .3 .2 896,655 1 954,091 1 39.8 1

.
40.8

notes follovAng Table 21.
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Selected Statistical Series 1970-88
Table 4.-Reconcilation of Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) and Personal Income Used in the National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA), Selected Years, 1970-1985
[All figures are estimates-money amounts are in billions of dollars)

85

Income and adjustmeM item 1970 1975 1980 1983 1984 1985

-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1. Personal Income (Commerce Department) ....................... 831.8 1,313.4 2,258.5 2,838.6 3,108.7 3,327.0
2. Portion of personal Income not Included In AGI ............... 181.2 350.5 608.5 887.2 936.2 1,015.4

Transfer payments (except taxable military pay
and taxable Government pensions) ....................... ............. 79.3 176.9 290.3 388.5 373,9 400.3

Other labor income (except fees) ....................... ........ ............ 31.9 65.0 136.5 171.7 180.0 189.1
Imputed income ........................................................................ 25.5 33.4 45.1 54.4 49.4 59.1
Investment income received by nonprofit

insfitutions or retained by fiduciaries .................................... 7.7 11.2 21.7 28.7 31.6 35.9
Investment income retained by life insurance

carriers and norinsured pension funds. ............................... 12.5 23.5 59.9 86.8 98.4 106.3
Differences in accounting treatment (Commerce
Department vs. IRS) .................................... ......................... 8.5 16.0 14.1 50.6 79.8 89.0

Other excluded or exempt income ........................................... 15.8 24.4 41.0 106.5 123.0 135.7
3. Portion of AGI not Included In personal Income ............... 47.7 85.1 157.8 224.9 252.7 300.0

Personal contributions for social insurance ............................... 27.9 50.4 88.6 120.1 132.7 148.9
Net capital gain from sales of property .................................... 8.9 14.2 29.7 50.6 56.2 68.4
Taxable private pensions........................................................... 6.3 13.1 28.3 49.4 58.4 72 9
S Corporation income (taxed through shareholders) ................ 1.7 2.1 .7 2.0 6.2

.
7 9

Other taxable income ............................................................... 2.9 5.4 10.5 2.9 -.8
.

1.9
4. Wall net adjustment for conceptual differences

(line 2 minus line 3) ................................................... 133.5 265.4 450.7 662.3 683.5 715.4
S. Estimated total AGI (Commerce Department) Pine I

minus line 4) .............................................................. 698.3 1,048.0 1,807.9 2,176.3 2,425.2 2,611.6
6. Adjusted gross Income (AGI) (SOQ .................................. 631.7 947.8 1,613.7 1,942.6 2,139.9 p2,321.92
7. Estimated difference In AGI (Commerce Depart-

ment vs. SOI) (line 5 minus line
6)3 ..............................

66.6 100.2 194.1 233.7 285.3 p289.7
notes following Table 21.

Table S.-Personal Income and Total Adjusted Gross Income Based on Individual Income Tax Returns, Tax Years 1947-1986
[All figures are estimates-money amounts are in billions of dollars]

Tw yea,

1947 ................................................................
1948 ..................................................................................................
1949
1950
1951
1952

1953
1954

1955 ..................................................................................................

1956
1957
1958

1959 ..................................................................................................

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965 ..................................................................................................
1966 ..................................................................................................
1967 .................................................
1968 ............................................

.......... * ........... ..........1969

1970 ..................................................................................................
1971
1972
1973
1974

1975 .............
1976
1977
1978
1979

1980
1981
1982

19a3
1984
p1985 ................................................................................................
p1986 ................................................................................................

See notes following Table 21.

(1)
190.2
209.2
206.4
228.1
256.5
273.8
290.5
293.0

314.2
337.2
356.3
367.1
390.7

409.4
426.0
453.2
476.3
510.2

552.0
600.8
644.5
707.2
772.9

831.8
894.0
981.6

1,101.7
1.210.1

1,313.4
1,451.4
1,607.5
1.812.4
2,034.0

2,258.5
2.520.9
2.670.8
2,838.6
3,108.7
3,327.0
3,534.3

Total
adjusted gross
Income (AGI)

(per Commrqe
Department)-

(2)

170.6
184.6
181.7
201.4
228.8
241.8
257.1
256.4

277.1
297.9
310.7
316.0
338.7

352.5
365.8
387.8
408.7
442.0

479.4
520.0
555.4
610.0
663.4

698.3
745.6
824.7
926.0

1,004.0

1.048.0
1,166.7
1,297.0
1,466.9
1,647.3

1,807.9
1,990.0
2,059.4
2,176.3
2,425.2
2,611.6

n.a.

Amount

(3)

19.6
24.6
24.7
26.7
27.7
32.0
33.4
36.6

37.1
39.3
45.6
51.1
52.0

56.9
60.2
65.4
67.6
68.2

72.6
80.8
89.1
97.2

109.5

133.5
148.4
156.9
175.7
206.1

265.4
284.7
310.5
345.5
386.7

450.6
530.9
611.4
662.3
683.5
715.4

n.a.

Eii =

Percentage of
personal
Income

(4)

10.3
11.8
12.0
11.7
10.8
11.7
11.5
12.5

11.8
11.7
12.8
13.9
13.3

13.9
14.1
14.4
14.2
13.4

13.2
13.4
13.8
13.7
14.2

16.0
16.6
16.0
15.9
17.0

20.2
19.6
19.3
19.1
19.0

20.0
21.1
22.9
23.3
22.0
21.5

n.a.
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Table 6.-Total Adjusted Gross Income and Adjusted Gross Income Reported on Individual Income Tax Returns, Tax Years
1947-86
[AJI figures are esfimates-money amounts are in billions of dollars]

TM
Yew

1
947..................................................................................................
1948..................................................................................................
1949 ..................................................................................................

1
950 ..................................................................................................

1951 ..................................................................................................
1952 ..................................................................................................

1
953 ..................................................................................................
1954 ..................................................................................................

1955 ..................................................................................................
191% ..................................................................................................
1957 ..................................................................................................
1958 ..................................................................................................
1959 ..................................................................................................

1960 ..................................................................................................
1961 ........... 1 ......................................................................................
1962 ..................................................................................................
1963 ..................................................................................................
1964 ..................................................................................................

1965 .............. ...................................................................................
1966 ..................................................................................................
1967 ..................................................................................................
1968 ...................................... ............................................................
1969 ..................................................................................................

1970 ..................... ............................................................................

1971 ..................................................................................................
1972 ..................................................................................................
1973 ..................................................................................................
1974 ..................................................................................................

1975 ..................................... :............................................................
--1976:.=

*........................

M ....................

1977 ...........
* . ........... ............ *...............1978 ..........

** ............. * ..................****"*'**1979 ...................... I............................................................................

1980 ..................................................................................................
1981 .......................................... ........................................................

1982 ..................................................................................................
1983 ....................................................................... ..........................
1984 ...................................................... ..................................... .....

1985 .................... - ............ -- ..... .... . ....................................
p1986 ............................................................ ...................................

Adjusted grose income (AGO

Total
(Per
..=7

(1)
170.6
184.6
181.7

201.4
228.8
241.8
257.1
256.4

277.1
279.9
310.7
316.0
338.7

352.5
365.8
387.8
408.7
442.0

479.4
520.0
555.4
610.0
663.4

698.3
745.6
824.7
926.0

1,004.0

1,048.0
-1,166.

1,297.0
1.466.9
1.647.3

1,807.9
1,990.0
2,059.4
2,176.3
2,425.2

p2,611.6
3,534.3

Reported on tax
Moons (per

Soo

(2)

149.7
163.6
160.6

179.1
202.4
215.3
228.7
229.2

248.5
267.8
280.4
281.2
305.1

315.5
329.9
348.7
368.8
396.7

429.2
468.5
504.8
554.4
603.5

631.7
673.6
746.0
827.1
905.5

947.8
-1,053.9-

1.158.5
1,302.4
1,465.4

1,613.7
1,772.6
1,852.1
1,942.6'
2,139.9

2,306.0
2,522.5

Amount

(3)

20.9
21.0
21.1

22.3
26.4
26.5
28.4
27.2

28.6
30.1
30.3
34.8
33.6

37.0
35.9
39.1
39.9
45.3

50.2
51.5
50.6
55.6
59.9

66.6
72.0
78.7
98.9
98.5

100.2
112.8
138.5
164.5
181.9

194.2
217.4
207.3
233.7
287.2

o
M

Percentage
of tow

(4)

12.3
11.4
11.6

11.1
11.5
11.0

1
1.0

10.6

10.3
.10.1

9.8
11.0
9.9

10.5
9.8

10.1
9.8

10.2

10.5
9.9
9.1
9.1
9.0

9.5
9.7
9.5

10.7
9.8

9.6
-9.T
10.7
11.2
11.0

10.7
10.9
10.1
10.7
11.8

o

6

See notes follovAng Table 21.
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Table 7.-Standard and Itemized Deductions, Taxable and Nontaxable Individual Income Tax Returns, Tax Years 1944-1986
(All figures are estimates based on samples-number of returns are in millions; money amounts are in billions of dollars]

TOW
Standard dedtictim' Itemized deductions Total deductions

TU numbs
Yew Of Number Number Percentage

returns Of
retUMS2 Amount Of

retums2
Amounts Amount

of adjusted
gross Irmxrms

(AGQ

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1

944 .............................................................. 47.1 38.7 8.0 8.4 4.8 12.8 11 01945 .............................................................. 49.9 41.5 8.1 8.5 5.5 13.6
.

11 31946 .............................................................. 52.8 44.1 8.9 8.8 6.3 15.2
.

11 31947 .............................................................. 55.1 44.7 9.8 10.4 7.8 17.6
.

11 81948 .............................................................. 52.1 43.2 11.5 8.8 7.9 19.4
.

11 91949 .............................................................. 51.8 42.1 11.1 9.7 8.8 19.9
.

12.4
1950 .............................................................. 53.1 42.7 12.0 10.3 9.9 21.9 12 21951 .............................................................. 55.4 43.9 13.3 11.6 11.9 25.2

.
12 51952 .............................................................. 56.5 43.7 13.7 12.8 13.6 27.3

.
12 71953 .............................................................. 57.8 43.4 14.2 14.4 15.6 29.8

.
13 01954 .............................................................. 56.7 41.0 13.3 15.7 17.4 30.7

.
13.4

1955 .............................................................. 58.3 41.4 13.6 16.9 20.0 33.6 13.51956 .............................................................. 59.2 40.7 13.8 18.5 22.6 36.4 13 61957 .............................................................. 59.8 39.7 13.8 20.2 25.7 39.5
.

14 1
1958 .............................................................. 59.1 38.3 13.2 20.8 27.5 40.7

.
14 51959 .............................................................. 60.3 37.8 13.4 22.5 32.0 45.4

.
14.9

1960 .............................................................. 61.0 36.9 13.1 24.1 35.3 48.4 15 31961 .............................................................. 61.5 36.2 12.9 25.3 38.4 51.3
.

15 61962 ................ ............................................. 62.7 36.3 13.1 26.5 41.7 54.8
.

15 71963 .............................................................. 63.9 35.8 13.1 28.2 46.1 59.2
.

16 11964 .............................................................. 65.4 38.5 20.2 26.9 46.8 67.0
.

16.9
1965 .............................................................. 67.6 39.7 20.6 27.9 50.7 71.4 16 61966 .............................................................. 70.2 41.6 21.8 28.6 54.6 76.4

.
16 31967 .............................................................. 71.7 41.9 22.1 29.8 59.6 81.7

.
16 21968 .............................................................. 73.7 41.7 22.1 32.0 69.2 91.3

.
4161969 .............................................................. 75.8 40.9 21.6 34.9 80.2 101.8

.
16.8

1970 .............................................................. 74.3 38.8 32.4 35.4 88.2 120.5 19 01971 .............................................................. 74.6 43.9 48.1 30.7 91.9 139.9
.

20 71972 .............................................................. 77.6 50.6 69.8 27.0 96.7 166.4
.

22 21973 .............................................................. 80.7 52.6 73.6 28.0 107.0 180.6
.

21 81974 .............................................................. 83.3 53.8 76.1 29.6 119.4 195.5
.

21.6
1975 ...................................................... 82.2 56.1 100.9 26.1 122.3 223.2 23 51976 .............................................................. 84.7 58.7 113.8 26.0 133.9 247.6

.
23 51977 .............................................................. 86.6 63.7 137.7 22.9 138.5 276.2

.
23 81978 .............................................................. 89.8 64.0 139.8 25.8 164.4 304.2

.
23 41979 .............................................................. 92.7 66.2 148.8 26.5 184.2 333.0

.
22.7

1980 .............................................................. 93.9 65.0 146.0 29.0 218.0 364.0 22 61981 .............................................................. 95.4 63.8 144.7 31.6 256.4 401.2
.

22 61982.............................................................. 95.3 61.9 140.2 33.4 284.5 424.7
.

22 91983 .............................................................. 96.3 61.1 138.5 35.2 309.6 448.2
.

23 11984 .............................................................. 99.4 61.2 139.5 38.2 358.9 498.4
.

23 31985 .............................................................. 101.7 61.8 145.0 39.8 405.0 550.0
.

23 9p1986 ............................................................ . 103.3 62.5 151.5 1 40.8 1 446.5 1 598.0 1

.
23.7

notes following Table 21.
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Table 8.-Personal Income, Taxable Income, and Individual Income Tax, Tax Years 1947-1986

[All figures are estimates-money amounts are in billions of dollars]

Ta.sW
MCMW2

Tax year~

1
947 .............................................. ........................
1948 .......................................................................
1949 .......................................................................

1
950 .......................................................................

1951 .......................................................................

1952 .......................................................................
1953 .......................................................................
1954 .......................................................................

1955 .......................................................................
191% ................................................................
1957 .......................................................................

1958 ......................................... .............................
1959 ............................ : ............... ..........................

1960 .......................................................................
1961 .......................................................................
1962 .......................................................................
1963 .......... ............................................................
1964 .......................................................................

1965 .............. :....................... 1 ...................... ........
1966 ................................................................. .....
1967 ................................................ :......................
1968 ................................................ ......................
1969 ...................................................... ................

1970 n ..................................................................
1971 .......................................................................
1972 .......................................................................
1973 .............................................................. .......
1974 ...................................................................

1975 .......................................................................
1976........................................................................
1977 .......................................................................
1978 ................................ i ......................................
1979 ................................... ...................................

1980 ........................... z...........................................
1981 ....................... ...............................................
1982 ................................................................
1983 ................................................................
1984 ..................................................................... -
1985 ........................................................... ; ...........
p1986 .....................................................................

See notes follovAng Table 21.

P-"

(1)
190.2
209.2
206.4

228.1
256.5
273.8
290.5
293.0

314.2
337.2
356.3
367.1
390.7

409.4
426.0
453.2
476.3
510.2

552.0
600.8
644.5
707.2
772.9

831.8
894.0
981.6

1,101.7
1,210-1

1.313.4
--1.451.4

1.607.5
1.812.4
2,034.0

2.258.5
2,520.9
2,670-8
2,838.6
3,108.7
3,327.0
3,534.3

AffmmM

(2)

75.4
74.8
71.7

84.3
99.2

107.2
114.3
115.3

128.0
141.5
149.4
149.3
166.5

171.6
181.8
195.3
209.1
229.9

255.1
286.3
315.1
352.8
388.8

401.2
414.0
447.6
511.9
573.6

595.5
674-9
733.8
846.4
926.6

1,045.2
1,170.1
1,231.9
1,300.2
1,447.0
1,551.8
1,694.0

As a
percentage ot

personal Income

(3)

39.6
35.8
34.7

37.0
38.7
39.2
39.3
39.4

40.7
42.0
41.9
40.7
42.6

41.9
42.7
43.1
43.9
45.1

46.2
47.7
48.9
49.9
50.3

48.2
46.3
45.6
46.5
47.4

45.3
A6.5
45.6
46.7
45.6

46.3
46.4
46.1
45.8
46.5
46.6

(3)

TOW

(4)

18.1

1
5.4

14.5

18.4
24.2
27.8
29.4
26.7

29.6
32.7
34.4
34.3
38.6

39.5
42.2
44.9
48.2
47.2

49.6
56.1
63.0
76.7
86.6

B3.9
85.4
93.6

108.1
123.6

124.5
141.8
159.8
188.2
214.5

250.3
284.1
277.6
274.2
301.9
325.7
377.1

TOW lnoorne ta.3

As a pe"Mage of-

(5)

9.5
7.4
7.0

8.1
9.4

10.2
10.1
9.1

9.4
9.7
9.7
9.3
9.9

9.6
9.9
9.9

10.1
9.3

9.0
9.3
9.8

10.8
11.2

10.1
9.6
9.5
9.8

10.2

9.5
9.8
9.9

10.4
10.5,

11.1
11.3
10.4
9.7
9.7
9.8
e)

Taxablei.

(6)

24.0
20.6
20.2

21.8
25.9
25.9
25.7
23.2

23.1
23.1
23.0
23.0
23.2

23.0
23.2
23.0
23.1
20.5

19.4
19.6
20.0
21.7
22.3

20.9
20.6
20.9
21.1
21.5

20.9
21.0
21.8
22.2
23.2

24.0
24.3
22.6
21.1
20.9
21.0
22.2
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Table 9.-Number of Individual Income Tax Returns, by Type of Tax Settlement, Tax Yeam 1944-1986
(All figures are estimates based on samples number of returns are in millions].

IM Year

1
944 ..................................................................................................
1945 ... ............................................... ..............................................
1946 ..................................................................................................
1947 ..................................................................................................
1948 ..................................................................................................
1949 ..................................................................................................

1
950 ........................................... ............................................

1951 .............................. ...................................................................
1952 ........................................................................................
1953 ..................................................................................................
1954 ...................................................... .....................................

1955 ............. - ...................................................................................
1956 ............. ..................... ..............................................................
1957 .............................................................................................

1
958 ..................................................................................................
1959 ...................................... ...........................................................

1960 ..................................................................................................
1961 ..................................................................................................
1962 ..................................................................................................
1963 ..................................................................................................
1964 ........................................................................................

1965 ..................................................................................................
1966 ..................................................................................................
1967 .................................... .............................................................
1968 ..................................................................................................
1969 ..................................................................................................

1970 ..................................................................................................
1971 .............................................. ...................................................
1972 ..................................................................................................
1973 ......................................... ........................................................
1974 ..................................................................................................

1975 .............. ...................................................................................

1976 ..................................................................................................
1977 ..................................................................................................
1978 ..................................................................................................
1979 ..................................................................................................

1980 ..................................................................................................
1981 ..................................................................................................
1982- ...............................................................................................

1983 ..................................................................................................

1984 ..................................................................................................

1985 ..................................................................................................

pl 986 ............................................................................. . ................

See notes followng Table 21.

TOW
nmber of
ret~

(1)
47.1
49.9
52.8
55.1
52.1
51.8

53.1
55.4
56.5
57.8
56.7

58.3
59.2
59.8
59.1
60.3

61.0
61.5
62.7
63.9
65.4

67.6
70.2
71.7
73.7
75.8

74.3
74.6
77.6
80.7
83.3

82.2
84.7
86.6
89.8
92.7

93.9
95A
95.3
96.3
99.4

101.7
103.3

TM dw

11AZ
Of

(2)

22.6
14.5
13.6
15.3

8.1
13.8

14.3
18.6
19.3
19.0
16.6

18.7
19.4
18.6
18.1
19.1

18.1
18.6
18.7
19.3
22.5

20.0
17.8
17.5
20.3
17.9

16.5
17.0
11.9
14.2
15A

15.8
16.9
17.8
21.6
18.8

21.8
23.0
20.3
18.5
21.2

21.2
21.4

Ret~ wtth-

CK""'"rftl

(3)

22.9
33.5
34.4
33.0
38.4
30.2

32.0
31.0
32.1
32.7
35.2

35.4
36.1
37.6
37.4
38.4

39.4
40.0
40.9
41.4
39.3

44.3
49.4
51.2
50.6
54.9

55.3
55.3
63.3
64.2
65.8

63.8
65.0
66.0
65.5
71.4

69.9
70.0
72.4
75.0
75.6

77.4
76.9

No Qverp~~or t3x w

(4)

1.6
1.9
4.8
6.7
5.6
7.9

6.8
5.8
5.1
6.2
5.0

4.2

3.7
3.6
3.6
2.8

3.5
2.9
3.1
3.3
3.5

3.2
3.0
3.0

2.8
3.0

2.5
2.4

2.3
2.2
2.1

2.6
2.8

2.8
2.7
2.4

2-3
2.4
2.6
2.8
2.7

3.1
5.0

89
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Table 10.-Nonfarm Sole Proprietorshlo Returns: Selected Income and Deduction Items for Selected Tax Years, 1970-1986
(All figures are estimates based on samples--money amounts are in. thousands of dollars]

ftwn 1970 1975 19W 1964 1985 Pleas

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number at returns, tOtEd ............................... 5,769,741 7,221,346 8,931,712 11,262,390' 11,928,573' 12,197,1913'
Number with net income .................................... n.a. n.a. n.a. 8,002,865 8,640,701 9,300.367

brantory, end of year .................................. I 1 '060,775 15,578,040 21,996,236 23,232,929 24,969,895 23,643,416

Business recelpta, tow ................................ 198,S82,172 273,954,741 411,205,713 516,036,944 540,045,430 547,209,259

Income from sales and operations. ..................... n.a. 272,342,560 407,169,299 507,234,292 528,675,271 536,692.100

Total deductions .......................................... 168,"4,746 234,318,288 356,258,495 "5,270,334 461,272,852 220,021,886

Cost of sales and operations .............................. 109,148,811 146,261.435 209,889,809 229,905,960 232,294.132 n.a.
Purchases ...................................................... 88,585,913 117,722.352 168,301,517 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Cost of labor .................................................... 7,704.285 8,791,083 10,922,221 13.008,803 14,504.201 16,736,334

Materials and supplies ................... ................ 6.216,057 9.090.638 12.909,222 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Commissions ..................................................... 1,274.016 2.225,830 3.333,345 n.a. n.a. 5,038,371

Net salaries and wages ...................................... 15,107,047 20,227,859 26,560,821 34,686,204 38.265,691 37,740,745

Carand truck expenses ..................................... n.a. n.a. 13,378,289 17.523,807 17,044,421 16,091,099
Rent paid ............................................................ 4,636,528 6,676,314 9,636,290 14,278,260 15,258.690 15.026,429

Repairs .............................................................. '2,444.607 3,044.175 6,031,573 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Taxes paid ........................................................... 3.775,502 5,423,961 7,672,459 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Utilities : ..................................................... n.a.
.

n.a. 4,790,337 n.a. n.a. 12.261.304

Insurance ........................................................... 2,309,608 3,503,812 6.003,126 n.a. n.a. 10,600,988

Interest paid ........................................................ 1,784,276 3.390,845 7.190,257 11,025,276 11,913.982 10,545,724
Depreciation ...................................................... 5.451,525 7,958,143 13,952,703 23,900,034 26,291,389 25,543,888

Pension and profit sharing plans ........................ 72,741 125,296 141,463 258,070 311,323 661,932

Not Income pow deficit) .............................. 30,537,426 36,638,453 54,947,219 70,766,610 78,772,578 90,367,239

Net income ......................................................... 33,735,732 45,624.890 68,010.051 89,849.5iO 98,775,563 109,316,401

Deficit ................................................................ 3.198,306 5,988,437 13,062,832 19,082.960 20,002,986 18,949,162

Sea notes following Table 21.

Table 11.' Partnership Returns: Balance Sheet Items and Selected Income Statement for Selected Income Years, 1970-1985

[All figures are estimates based on samples money amounts are in thousands of dollars]

rem 1970 1975 1981D 1983 1984 1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Total number of acthre partnerships .............. 936,133 1,073,094 1,379,654 1,541,539 1,643,581 1,713,603
Number with net income .................................... 639,795 661,134 774,173 783,968 844.738 875.846
Number with balance sheets : ............ 555,741 783,271 1,194,236, 1,190,696 1,201,320 1,227,498

Number of partriers ..................................... 3,697,818 4,950,GU 8,419,899 10,S89,338 12,426,721 13,2",824

Tow assets, ............................................... 116,752,751 235,468,301 S97,503,923 886,992,767 1,030,848,519 1,269,434,302
Depreciable assets (net) ..................................... n.a. 113,124,969 239,139.823 485,402,717 581,643,219 695,878.822
Inventories, end of year ...................................... n.a. 11,985,431 33,218,272 n.a. 39,446,014 27.279,234

Land .................................................................. n.a. 36,731,958 70,241,248 98,427,459 122,036,819 152,179,314

Total liabifities, ................................... ....... n.a. 193,875,629 488,724,023 886,992,774 1,030,848,464 1,269,434,367
Accounts payable ................................................ n.a. 12,302,055 33,899.048 34,724,772 32,780,197 A0,871,755

Short-term debt2 ................................................. n.a. 22,709,476 48,001,839 67,294,519 68.625,844 102,760,363
Long-term debt3 .................................................. n.a. 136,296,764 178.044,406 268,268,458 322,327,016 93,319.855
Nonrecourse loans ............................................. n.a. n.a. 118,910,380 194,828.542 260,167,109 327,558,208

Partners, capital accounts ............................ n~a. 41,592,672 108,769,900 141,839,683 175,475,922 200,212,653

Tow recell;W..'
**'** ...... ..............

.... 348,080 148,417,529 291,998,115 291,318,703 375,192,511 367,117,316

Business receipts ................................................ 60.208,834 142,505,* 271,108.832 243,248,370 318,342,380 302,733,374.

Interest received ................................................. ,'942.304 2,477,173 10,869,323 15,006,055 16,651,205 20.558,966

TOW deductionO ........................................ 83,'557,684 140,679,959 283,749,460 r293,928,744 3i8,692,535 37~,000,991

Cost of sales and operations .............................. 46,040,874 64,672,843 113,885.668 125,330,745 180,857,822 146,315,315
Purchases ........................................... z I

\31,820,581 42,608,734 70,439,607 n.a. 100,358,781 91,925,923
Cost of labor,................................................ 4,146,927, 4,585,836 7,015,547 n.a. 7,826,231 8.845,106

Salaries and wagee ........................................... 8,129,233 12,489.039 22,336,337 24,733,780 28,522.626 33,884,204
Taxes paid ............................... ........................... 3.159,258 5,770,918 9,553.145 5,909,545 6,673,186 7,745,756
Interest paid4 ..................................................... 4,470.206 12,097,100 28,362,385 22,364.264 25,437,588 28,674,933
Depreciation4.5.................................................... 4,578.820 10,108,834 21,576,189 37,340,062 46,939,395 53.650,790

Not income (loss defictt) ............................. 9,790,396 7,737,570 8,248,655 -2,610,041 -3,500,024 8,883,674
Net income ......................................................... 14,419,124 22,431,931 45.061,756 60,308.114 69,696,922 77,044,693
Deficit ................................................................ 4.628,728 14,694,361 36,813,100 62,918,155 73,196,946 85.928,367

See notes following Table 21.
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Table 12.-Number of Business Income Tax Returns, by Size of Business, for Selected Income Yeam, 1970-1985
[All figures are estimates based on samples-number of businesses are in thousands)

Number of businesses for-

91

1970 1975 1980 1983 19" 1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

CORPORATIONS

Receipt size'

Under $25,0002 .................................................... 451.9 468.9 557.0 629.2 686.1 n.a.
$25,000 under $50,000 ......................................... 170.7 186.4 207.7 212.9 212.5 n.a.
$50,000 under $100,000 ....................................... 219.8 260.7 322.7 330.0 338.7 n.a.

$100,000 under $250,000 ..................................... 558.4 597.8 615.2 n.a.
$250.000 under $500,000 ................. ................... 516.9 673.9 367.3 444.9 468.4 n.a.
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ........................... 141.1 184.2 279.8 315.9 344.8 n.a.
$1,000,000 or more ..................................... 165.0 249.5 417.7 468.3 505.0 n.a.

Asset size

Under $100,0003 .............................................. ...
961.0 1,177.7 1,514.6 1.665.5 1,773.7 n.a.

$100,000 under $1 million ..................................... 599.1 704.6 968.9 1,074.7 1.119.8 n.a.
$1 million under $10 million ................................... 87.0 116.4 191.8 218.3 232.9 n.a.
$10 million under $25 million ................................. 9.8 12.2 16.6 18.8 20.8 n.a.

$25 million under $50 million ..................... ........... 3.9 5.6 7.8 8.9 10.1 n.a.
$50 million under $100 million ............................... 2.1 3.1 4.8 5.7 6.0 n.a.
$100 million under $250 million ............................. 1.4 2.1 3.2 3.6 3.8 n.a.
$250 million and over ............................................. 1.2 1.9 2.9 3.4 3.7 n.a.

PARTNERSHIPS

Receipt size'

Under $25,0002 ...... .... ............ .. ..... ..... ......
501.7 549.7 638.0 r781

.14
r820.44 840.14

$25,000 under $50,000 .............. .......................... 125.2 141.0 181.8 rl 76.5 rl 97.3 195.5
$50,000 under $100,000 ....................................... 119.6 133.7 183.6 r204.2 r2OO.5 1W5

$100,000 under $200,000 ..................................... 97.2 114.0 155.2 r146.6 r162.8 190.1
$200,000 under $500,000 ..................................... 65.2 90.6 135.6 r135.1 r149.9 165.5
$500,000 under $1,000,000 .................................. 17.0 25.5 48.1 r54.3 r6O.6 66.9
$1,000,000 or more ............................................... 10.3 18.6 37.4 r43.7 r52.1 56.0

Asset sizes

Under $25,000 ....................................................... 635.7 611.0 541.9 r7l 1.1 773.8 794.1
$25,000 under $50,000 ......................................... 80.8 105.9 156.3 115.5 118.6 132.7
$50,000 under $1,000,000 .................................... 73.5 106.8 180.2 164.6 170.5 165.8

$100,000 under $200,000 ............

..... ....... . ....
74.7 116.0 219.1 207.0 208.5 210.9

$200,000 - $500,000 ...................

.......... ... .. ......
33.8 56.9 117.9 131.2 129.0 142.8

$500,000 - $1.000,000_ ............ ......................... 19.3 35.3 72.1 86.3 93.8 100.0
$1.000,000 or more ............................................... 18.3 41.2 92.2 125.8 149.4 167.2

NONFARM SOLE PROPRIETORSHIPS

Receipt size

Under $2,5002 ...... .......................................... 1,894.3 2,299.9 2,783.1 2,908.5 2,988.9 3.067.5
$2,500 under $5,000 ..................................... 815.1 959.4 1.158.6 1,313.9 1,324.4 1.444.6
$5,000 under $10,OW ........................................... 891.5 1,041.7 1,262.9 1,452.3 1,482.4 1,633.6

$10,000 under $25,000 ................................ 1,137.4 1,325.7 1,711.8 1,916.6 2,036.4 2.104.6
$25,000 under $50,000 ......................................... 746.4 849.5 1.079.1 1,187.0 1,261.3 1,393.9
$50,000 under $100,000 ....................................... 562.0 644.5 835.6 919.3 1,061.3 1,094.1

$100,WD under 200,000 ................................ 297.4 380.9 795.8 888.7 984.4 1,060.2
$200,000 under $500,000 ..................................... 122.3

1
209

$500,000 under $1,000,000 .................................. 20.8 35.3 73.9 82.9 86.1 89.3
$1,000,000 or more ............................................... 1 6.6 1 13.5 1 29.2

1
34.9

1
36.8

1
40.7

See notes following Table 21.
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Table 13.-Corporation Income Tax Returns: Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items for Selected Income.Years,
1970-1985
[All figures are estimates based on samples - money amounts are in thousands of dollars]

Items

Number of returns, total ...............................

Number with net income ....................................

Consolidated returns . .........................................

S Corporation returns'
.2

....................................

DISC returns',3 ...................................................

Total assets .................................................

Cash ...................................................................

Notes and accounts receivable ..........................

Less: Allowance for bad debts ........................

Inventories .........................................................

Investments in Government obligations ..............

Other current assets ...........................................

Loans to stockholders .........................................

Mortgage and real estate loans ..........................

Other investments ...............................................

Depreciable assets .............................................

Less: Accumulated depreciation .....................

Depletable assets ...............................................

Less: Accumulated depletion ..........................

Land ..................................................................

Intangible assets (amortizable) ............................

Less: Accumulated amortization ......................

Other assets .................................................. :

Total liabilities .............................................

Accounts payable . ..............................................

Mortgages, notes, and bonds

payable in less than 1 year .............................

Other current liabilities ........................................

Loans from stockholders... ..................................

Mortgages, notes, and bonds

payable in 1 year or more ...............................

Other liabilities ...................... :.............................

Capital stock .......................................................

-Paid-in or capital-surplus ....................................
Retained earnings, appropriated ........................
Retained earnings, unappropriated ....................
Less: Cost of treasury stock................................

Total receipts ..............................................
Business receipts ................................................
Interest on State and local
Government obligations ..................................

Other interest ......................................................
Dividends received from domestic corporations.
Dividends received from foreign corporations
Rents .................................................................
Royalties ............................................................
Net short-term capital gain reduced by

net long-term capital loss ...............................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by
net short-term capital loss ...............................

Net gain, noricapital assets ................................
Other receipts ............. ....................................

1970

(1)

1,665,477
1,008,337

19,871
257,475

N/A

2,634,706,564
176,924,573
614,667,367
20,030,327

190,401.642
196,625.390
73,058,482
4,774,082

327,593,354
401.389,022
868,908,018
334,646,086

18,517,264
6,774,796

46,626,157
12,818,168
5,984,184

69,838,438

2,634,706,564
148,812,597

170,884,261
892,218,397
24.573,814

362,700,303
283,106,029
201,213,719
96,642.421
16,657,051

349,225,750
11,327,778

1,750,776,503
1.620,886,576

3,775,917
67,794,508
5,238,421
3,466,515

13,938,502
2,586,387

190,439

5.481,580
5,315,562

22,102,096

1975

(2)

2,023,647
1,226,208

38,307
358.413

6.431

4,286,556,273
290,426,439

1,051,542,806
31,032,998

317,718,545
316,131,699
145,101,716

9,355,636
548054,483

626,266,074
1,276,564,500

483,798,526
38,511,396
14,501,561
66,819,206
12,823,183
4.491,990

121,065,665

4,286,556,273
263,417.584

272,123,551
1.577,425,991

38,143,936

586,703,526
451,676,880
251,715,862
298,534,854
29,955,676

537,631,026
20,772,613

3,198,627,860
2,961,729,640

6,711,606
136,587,304

8,818,282
5,467,726

21,765,130
5,167,141

301,601

8,364,523
7,757,287

35.957,620

1980

(3)

2,710,538
1.596,632

57,890
545,389

8,665

7,617,238,403
528,914.747

1.984,601,790
50,057,307

534,806,547
472.059,737
310,177,160
29,873,250

894,323,489
1.213,986,210
2,107,027,914

767,841,763
71,901,490
19,569,556
92.931,935
45,480,694
18,393,037

187,015,106

7,617,238,403
542,172,368

504,802,288
2,706,796,360

85,718,510

986,663,932
846,696,691
417,153.783
532,039,407
41,461,644

1,027.902,049
74,168,627

6,361,284,012
5,731,616,337

12,620,876
354,243.674

18,654,800
14,563,353
41,371,141
12,450,250

2,013,510

24,910,957
20,117,615

128,721,498

1983

(4)

2,999,071
1,676,288

73.645
648,267

9,898

10,201,094,144
590,386,817

2,677,367,962
51,162,613

599,445,162
685.146,228
433,594.597

47,836,294
982,415,018

1.798,295,351
2,730,371,698
1,024,756,282

107.958,232
32.682,172

119,350.378
87,852,590
25,062,592

474,727,482

10,201,084,144
671,495,438

759,536,076
3,513.512,199

131,025,956

1,323,209,421
1,156,873,507

787,278,549
873~,620,667
52,538,370

1,221,793,087
289,799,122

7,135,494,059
6,334,602,711

16,667,263
496,648,OW
19,696,776
13,892,070
69,580,411
13,876.095

5,048,854

33,924,549
26,134,711

105,422,613

1984

(5)

3,170,743
1,777,770

80,256
701,339

12,480

11,106,701,948
595,773,262

2,896,980,896
54,341,671

664,243,060
725,695.801
513,743,712
58,430,009

1,126.962,114
1,972,a3O,815
2,913,301,626
1,116,171,771

114,808,431
36,340,299

128,269,064
117.467,829
36,190,604

521.126,077

11,106,701,948
. 741,372,874

866,546,604
3,760,174,725

145,250,514

1,494,350,573
1,214,879,371

839,344,197
1,066,288.359

51,100,507
1,256,771,201

329,376,924

r7,860,711,226
6.948,481,893

16,613,501
r566,537,9744

21,185,391
15.373,474
75,834,113
14,535,929

3,233,999

38,518,792
26,506,096

133,948,728

p1985

(6)

3,282,147
1,820,160

79,690
725,021

1,379

12,915,487,068
682,486,974

3,332.706,279
63,070.777

737,727,986
926,287,924
641,031,9B8

57,430,713
1.267.776,023
2,450.386,789
3,174,632,962
1,231.137,436

112,951,996
37,200,424

142,035,017
146,216,988
42,624,022

617,848,091

12,915,487,068
891,021,406

1,008,707,416
4,332,770,073

185,091,502

1,703,052,805
1,60,453,231
801,594,160

1,549.096,959
76.160,392

1,310,927,001
403,387,872

8,417,825,981
7,381,700,403

19,187,109
622,144,1554
17,227,463
20,819,980
90,230,610
15,310.799

7,046,580

53,552,995
35,659,350

154.946,537
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Table 13. (Continued)-Corporation Income Tax Returns: Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items for Selected
Income Years, 1970-1985
[All figures are estimates based on samples - money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
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ftems 1970 1975 1980 1983 1984 pl 985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Total deductions .......................................... 1,682,778,847 3,052,674,597 6,12S,365,155 6,945,457,3SS 7,628,772,066 8,177,333,540
Cost of sales and operations .............................. 1.146,263,273 2,129,928,467 4,204,905,905 4,308,238.989 4,692,505,746 4.901,982,997
Compensation of officers .................................... 32,846,381 57,832,552 108,973,751 141,193,212 157,028,565 170,775.642
Repairs .............................................................. 13,986,819 23,422,171 42,407,967 74,652,495 76,367,591 81,107,722
Bad debts ........................................................... 6,479.814 13,781,147 18,769,771 30,543.184 33,803,267 43,213,528
Rent paid on business property ......................... 23,842,355 40,769,829 71,990,832 104,717.965 119,476,469 134,228,867
Taxes paid ........................................................... 49,523,243 81,530,302 163,003,622 173,420,116 191,748,629 201.165,946
Interest paid ........................................................ 62,055.010 129,307,921 344,612,542 475,060,444 535,814,101 569,672,802
Contributions or gifts ........................................... 797.029 1,202,130 2,358,554 3,626,605 4,057.112 4,457,259
Amortization ....................................................... 745,005 717,398 1,374,658 4,309,952 5,170.089 6,123,166
Depreciation ...................................................... 52,941,266 86,295,664 157,345,828 241,491,819 264,882,261 304,285.108
Depletion ........................................................... 5,623,339 5,341,489 8,871,993 7,574,216 8,051,260 7,612,646
Advertising ............................................... 18,089,097 26,605,786 52,266,004 72,393.870 82,023.440 93,033,956
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus,
and annuity plans ........................................... 12.225,912 26,526,129 51,529,310 54.355,062 52,555,188 49,478,712

Employee benefit programs ................................ 7,398,283 15,690,563 40,179,104 59,115,141 64,547.638 71,292,562
Net loss, noncapital assets ................................. 1,289,305 1,804.079 5,903,104 7,615,697 9,647,008 7,880,637
Other deductions ................................................ 248,672,716 411,918,970 850,872,216 1,187,148,601 1,331,088,812 1,531,021.990

Total receipts less total deductions ............... 67,997,656 145,953,263 235,918,858 190,036,702 231,939,061 240,492,441
Constructive taxable income from

related foreign corporations ................................ 1,679,875 3.395,169 15.708,560 14,944.490 17,575.037 20 121 174
Net Income (less deficit) .............................. 65,901,614 142,636,826 239,006,542 188,313,928 232,900,596

, ,
241,276,404

Net income .......... __ ........................................... 83,710.924 169,483,336 296,787,201 296,932,146 349,179,415 365,787 772
Deficit ................... ............................................ 17,809.310 26,846,510 57,780,659 108,618,218 116,278,819

,
124,511 368

Income subject to tax .................................. 72,374,437 146,589,287 246,598,486 218,686,396 257,054,060
,

267,278,538
Income tax, total ......................................... 33,293,018 66,144,308 105,142,436 92,218,567 107,968,407 111,772,193

Regular and alternative tax ................................. 32,949.937 65,769,822 103,831,172 90,461,858 106,013,271 109,548 271
Tax from recomputing prior-

,

year investment credit ..................................... 77,832 217,138 867,571 1,175,071 1,382,945 1,499,570
Tax from recomputing prior-year

work incentive (WIN) credit ............................. N/A 608 4,873 N/A N/A N/A
Additional tax for tax preferences ....................... 265,249 156,740 438,820 561,505 544,863 713,345

Foreign tax credit ................................................... 4,548,986 19,987,724 r24,879,737 19,951,165 21,075,296 24 203 400
U.S. possessions tax credit .................................... N/A N/A rl,572,734 rl,966,168 1,978,578

, ,
2,389,203

Investment credit .................................................... 865,954 6,459,746 15,102,812 16.145,173 (1) (1)Work incentive (WIN) credit ......................... .......... N/A 5,321 36,483 N/A N/A N/A
Jobs credit.. ........................................................... N/A N/A 601,444 449,224 (7) (7)
Nonconventional source fuel credit ........................ N/A N/A 2 33,012 69,695 43 135
Alcohol fuel credit .................................................. N/A N/A 4 7,178 (7)

,

(1)
Research activities credit ....................................... N/A N/A N/A 1,277,474 1,589,048 1,626,526
Employees stock ownership credit .............. .......... N/A N/A N/A 909,880 (1) (1)Orphan drug credit ......................... ................ N/A N/A N/A 105
General business credit ......................................... N/A N/A N/A N/A 19.265,475 19,692,151
Distributions to stockholders:

Cash and property except in own stock ............. 32.012.677 45,224,392 97,378,617 128,298,545 144.871,643 n.a.
Corporation's own stock ............. _ ......................

. 1,922,810
1
2.066.559 3,525,549 4,810,283 5,889,191 n.a.

a notes following Table 21.
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Table 14.-Corporation Income Tax Returns: Selected Balance Sheet,- Income Statement, and Tax Items by Industrial
Division, for Selected Income Years, 1970-1985
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]

Industrial dMsion and item 1970 1975 1980 19821 19" p1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING
Number of returns, total .................................... 37,283 56,280 80,883 92.125 98,361 102.354
Number with net income ............................... 19.843 33,328 43,827 47.636 r50.037 51,837

Total assets ........................................................ 11.909,403 21,177,941 40,738.977 50,292,891 50,699,926 52,479,699
Net worth ........................................................... 4.012,068 6,844.949 11,460,935 13.559,332 14,310,555 15,395,396
Total receipts ...................................................... 14.277,707 28,118,514 52.089.915 59,208,642 66,645.119 70,228,067

Business receipts ............................................ 13.591,763 26,624,149 48.850.056 55,114,507 62,093,338 65,169.420
Interest received .......... : .................................. 69,742 171,732 476.654 r677,378 723,118 771.714

Total deductions ................................................. 14,209,713 27.369,286 51,418,280 59.386.796 66,436,289 70,294,254
Cost of sales and operations ......................... 10.555,539 19,738.447 35.798.332 38.308,491 42.991,472 44,943.566
Interest paid ................................................... 356,225 797,420 2,184.441 2,866,689 2,952,198 2,747.259

Net income (less deficit) ...................................... 65,295 746,908 673,158 -196,528 202,522 -72.465
Net income .................................................... 493,400 1.493,168 2,464,381 2.499.829 2,874,899 2,921,826
Deficit .............. ........................ ..................... 428,105 746.260 1,791,222 2.696,357 2,672.377 2,994,291

Income tax before credits ......................... 113,115 351.059 533,768 430,119 509,081 540.144
Total income tax after credits' ............................ 107.023 294,584 422,356 313,537 373,115 344.428
Distributions to stockholders
except in own stock ....................................... 65,824 244,524 304,733 172,301 417,177 n.a.

MINING
Number of returns, total .................................... 14,465 14,242 25,576 37,066 40,564 41.268
Number with net income ............................... 7,303 8,297 12,698 15,526 18,177 18,002

Total assets ........................................................ 23,972,812 64,505,341 126,947,880 194,417,434 209,036,474 213,939,544
Net worth ........................................................... 13,381,821 32,765,690 54,068,148 85,602,456 94,335,000 97,602,618
Total receipts ...................................................... 17,747.750 65.909,994 176,672,390 132.419.750 123,496,633 115,887,087

Business receipts ........................................... 16,699,586 63,670.496 167,397,918 122.510,903 111,030,063 101,569,767
Interest received ............................................. 176,728 522.757 1.301,266 r2.529,873 3,089,562 3,109,233

Total deductions .............. :.................................. 15,927,348 42,348.765 169.051,624 134,305,739 124,627,966 118,966,378
Cost of sales and operations .......... : .............. 9,955.600 30,171,612 116,989,880 85,540,564 74,213,000 69,106,404
Interest paid ................................................... 388,032 1.166.182 3,440,080 6.763.864 7,077,300 6,698,031

Net income (less deficit) ..................................... 1,834,315 23,574.833 7,750,561 -1,586,098 -353,185 -2,278,931
Net income ............................... .................... 2,399,507 24,347.893 10,M,685, 5,929,343 6,991,815 6,154,568
Deficit ............................................................. 565,192 773,060 2.383,124 7,515,441 7,344,999 8,433,499

Income tax before credits ................................... 1,031.550 11,361,037 3,947,569 3.203,406 2,381,154 1,805,479
Total income tax after credits . ............................. 342,928 1.051.138 1,674,566 1,282,044 1,014,361 554.239

-Distributions to stockholders--------- ---

except in own stock ........................... ........... 1,177,550 1,015,895 4,757,780 2,710,318 3,057,411 n.a.

CONSTRUCTION
Number of returns, total .................................... 138,905 191,219 272,432 283,519 306,906 318,714
Number with net income ............................... 82,078 108,852 150,368 150,138 173,351 185,544

Total assets ......................................................... 42,719,792 76,691,947 132,939,026 161.365,795 195,272,738 214,292,801
Net worth ........................................................... 11,819.604 19.029.077 32.826,174 41,540,682 50,338,974 54,469,925
Total receipts ...................................................... 90,610.644 146.955.117 267.205,356 290,798,843 338,575,635 385,060,487

Business receipts ........................................... 88,945.385 143,412,715 260.387,692 280,896.210 326,752,784 372,524,707
Interest received ............................................. 219.698 614,583 2.073,650 r2,762,556 3,540,430 3,804,909

Total deductions ................................................. 89,070,022 144,717,309 262,116,275 288.574,577 335.696,154 380,672,727
Cost of sales and operations .......................... 73,434,969 116,845,554 208,064,925 221,189,268 257,057,538 294,053.044
Interest paid ................................................... 711,496 1,973,244 4,278,502 4,861,075 5.990,178 6,327,504

Net income (less deficit) .......................... ...... 1,538,418 2,236,262 5,271,209 2,265,564 2,906,704 4,345.698
Net income .................................................... 2,548,013 4,514,W 8,911,143 7,990,419 9,147,150 11,020,053
Deficit ................................................... 1,009,595 2,278.602 3.639,934 5,724,855 6,240,445 6,674,355

Income tax before credits ................................... 776,979 1,320,196 2.521,507 1,859,927 1,767,756 2,300,493
Total income tax after credits' ............................. 756,637 1,131,960 1,973,659 rl,393,074 1.296,301 1,661,109
Distributions to stockholders

except in own stock ....................................... 299,204 464,553 793,764 846,579 738,873 n.a.

MANUFACTURING
Number of returns, total .................................... 197,807 217,354 242,550 261,927 272.050 275,452'
Number with net income ............................... 120,814 136,839 153,640 152,304 162,584 159,422

Total assets :............ ** -1111111*111111111*11*111111 612,912,516 944,581,970 1.709,471,700 2,232,987,922 2,417,631,605 2,693,690,998
Net worth ............................................................ 308.923,293 442,587,674 749,186,774 953,108,742 1.025,028,491 1,123,128,414
Total receipts ....................................................... 722,952,890 1,296,359,650 2,404,323.844 2,552,830,718 2,768,247,655 2,857,091,550

Business receipts .......... ................................. 700.090,661 1,258,338,650 2,301,056,550 2,418,344,305 2,608,971,901 2,681,646,423
Interest received ........................................ : 4,748,499 8,691,092 28,315.784 r37,958,034 42,749,996 48,047,371

Total deductions .................................................. 692.455,462 1.230,689,496 2,290,593,808 2.469,257,725 2,661,153,853 2.758,021,741
Cost of sales and operations ........................... 495,879,549 925,111,030 1,707,143,900 1,678,378,729 1,796.313,155 1,816,993,023
Interest paid ........................... ........................ 12.570,242 22,055,903 54,177,356 73,973,082 85,039,616 91,347,795

Net income (less deficit) ..................................... 31.846,078 68.406,627 125,667,815 95.330.965 121.215,254 114,520,961
Net income .................................................... 37.925.489 74,466,554 141,547,510 124,417.490 147.852,003 143,599,952
Deficit ............................................................. 6,079,411 6,059,927 15,879,695 29,086,525 26,636,749 29,078,991

Income tax before credits ................................... 16,744,905 32,306,739 59,577,413 50,950,876 58,542,710 57,110.451
Total income tax after credits'._ ......................... 13,242,226 21,024,964 r32,726,986 r24,527,921 30,420,379 25,930,862
Distributions to stockholders
except in own stock ................................ 14,616.282 19,973,061 1 37,306,509 1 43,295,901 1 45,630,537 1 n.a.
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Table 14.(Continued)-Corporation Income Tax Returns: Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items byIndustrial Division, for Selected Income Years, 1970-1985
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]

95

Industrial division and Itents 1970 1975 19W 1983 1984 p1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES
Number of returns

.

total

* ......................
67,398 80,701 111,324 122,567 128,184 136 296

Number with net income ............................... 38,204 45,360 62.232 61,588 65,405
,

69 121
Total assets ........................................................ 287,740,207 443,236,797 758,364,400 998,870,785 1,084,873,718

,
1,244,821 305

Net worth ................. ......................................... 121,205,022 176,444,407 290,655,693 394,284,132 423,937.357
,

493 171 119
Total receipts ...................................................... 135,495,271 243,480,637 523,807,396 657,421,487 725,631,232

, ,
765 250 338

Business receipts ........................................... 131.463,171 234,689.427 507,372,820 627,836,585 693,105,168
, ,

727.314 162
Interest received ............................................. 930,266 1,520,913 5,760,072 r9,491,678 11,250.353

.
12 282 587

Total deductions ................................................. 127,931,131 233,409,166 503,954,285 638,194,372 697,240,089
, ,

740 508 497
Cost of sales and operations ......................... 77.743,359 143,932.463 336,8M 172 339,191,696 373,236,459

, ,
379.622 285

Interest paid ............................................... 7,364,200 13,761,062 27,638,591 36,787,550 40,178,514
.

44,794 306
Net income (less deficit) ..................................... 7,543,718 10,099,571 20,046,155 19,492,314 28,851,644

,
25,298 115

Net income .................................................... 9.471,595 12,088,189 24,917,293 28,040,349 37,897,899
,

37 845 082
Deficit ............................................................. 1,927,877 1,988,618 4,871,138 8,548,036 9,041,255

, ,
12 546 967

Income tax before credits .................................. 4,342,334 5,107,158 10,532,722 11,621,625 15,579,597
, ,

15 205 166
Total income tax after credits . ............................... 4.036,650 2,836,470 5,322.655 r5,430,069 8,532,848

, ,
8.391 977

Distributions to stockholders
,

except in own stock ........................................ 5,837.565 8,900,353 17,329,807 24,540,824 27,505,378 n.a.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

Number of returns, total .................................... 518,062 614,632 799,628 851,785 896.524 912 018
Number with net income ............................... 339,987 399,668 487,300 492,057 516,750

,
508 803

Total assets ...................... ................................. 192,181,800 323.496,726 646,901,005 804,242.963 899,032,645
,

992,130,331
Net worth ........... ............................................... 77,002,132 122,649.734 222,289,687 265,222,391 289,338,722 284,007 825
Total receipts ................................................. 522.547,923 969,938,872 1,955,523,778 2,119,444,862 2,307,612.139

,

2,463.867 088
Business receipts ...................................... 511,316,883 951,463,550 1.919,347,689 2,071,264,407 2,250,774,641

,
2,400 211 077

Interest received ............................................. 1,291,906 3,857,318 10,503.989 rl 5,049,512 18,406,334
, ,

20 207 150
Total deductions ................................................. 512,910,193 947,511,780 1,919,454,218 2,084,482,953 2,265.843,128

, ,
2,431 071 214

Cost of sales and operations ......................... 392,391,856 745,299,204 1,538,128,634 1,626,952,423 1,759.718,001
, .

1.863,810,267
Interest paid ................................................... 4,309,663 8,587,173 25,645,855 27.598,584 33.204,502 37 515 770

Net income (less deficit) ..................................... 9,671.044 22,489,430 38,309,671 35,292,870 42,010,706
, ,

087 75633
Net income .................................................... 12,395,411 27,681,721 49,426,500 50,844,081 58,584,558

,,
51 355 603

Deficit ................................ ............................ 2,724,367 5,192,291 11,116,829 15,551,210 16,573,852
, .

18,267 847
Income tax before credits .................................. 4,476,047 8,103,316 13,515,653 12,910,870 15,082,817

,
16 317 234

Total income tax after credits . ............................ 4,237,181 7.348,619 00,564,358 00,698,145 12,414,978
, ,

13.349 057
Distributions to stockholders

,

except in own stock ....................................... 2,068,501 5,029,897 10,343,087 12,722,120 13.057,047 n.a.
FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE
Number of returns, total .................................... 406.235 411,846 493,426 479,656 497,366 516 353
Number with net income ............................... 248,586 243,409 273,853 269,267 274,171

,
283 832

Total assets ......................................................... 1,401.153,520 2,321,965,956 4.022,206,073 5.487,225,439 5,938,984,929
,

7,161,952,515
Net worth ........................................................... 196,480,448 269,770,527 530,541.317 816,806,465 901,658,317 1,174 479 047
Total receipts ................................................ 177,321,173 315.795.981 697.460,846 902,822,472 1,033,146,416

, .
1.213,280,165

Business receipts ........................................... 92,091,887 157,126,715 256,892,475 362,627,365 431,157,290 523,567 411
Interest received ............................................. 63,694,046 127,040,303 315,146,115 r439.937,980 497,044,327

,
546,318 477

Total deductions ................................................. 161,630.060 297,963,817 652,637,787 856,678,689 985,687,308
,

1,136,218 562
Cost of sales and operations ......................... 48,434,362 84,6$4,209 129,644,330 172,818,057 213.655,427

,
249,677,620

Interest paid ................................................... 34,548,509 77.677,659 219,167,684 310,356,963 r347,164,947 364,800,443
Net income (less deficit) ..................................... 12,214,079 11,663,330 33,122,792 31.714,771 32,677,046 60,822 587

Net income .................................................... 15,081.939 18,825,003 46.040,390 r60,113,503 66,225,666
,

91,407 813
Deficit ............................................................. 2,867,860 7,161,673 12,917,599 28,398,732 33.548,620

,
30,585 226

Income tax before credits .................................. 4,404,449 5,558.647 9,680,755 8,540,701 9,619,055
,

13 669 145
Total income tax after credits . ............................ 4,150,009 4,673,705 7,699,628 r5,697,444 6,730,460

, ,
10,184.627

Distributions to stockholders
except in own stock ....................................... 7,387,211 8,729,977 24,692,146 41,592,101 51.315,346 n.a.

SERVICES
Number of returns, total .................................... 281,218 435,672 671.338 848,394 899.370 953 251
Number with net income ............................... 150,525 249,641 408,716 481,8158 508,336

,
534 590

Total assets ........................................................ 61,875,140 90,534,067 178,163,737 269,797,251 307,895,160
.

335,465,648
Net worth ........................................................... 19,529,062 26,855,374 52,865,513 74.710,659 84,773,772 90 063 258
Total receipts ...................................................... 69,572,626 131,377,364 279,883,187 416,462,427 490,332,811

, ,
539,912,002

Business receipts ........................................... 66,459.515 125,747,462 266,088,619 392,064,594 458,038,533 502,772,671
Interest received ............................................. 435,070 875,506 3,269,412 r4,8W,958 6,277,591 6 681 711

Total deductions ................................................. 68,384,452 127,996,443 271,792,974 410,486.562 484,990,160
, ,

534 274110
Cost of sales and operations ......................... 37,733,747 63,724,869 129,352.692 143,277.759 170,889,613

, ,
178,913,029

Interest paid ................................................... 1,802,802 3,279,438 8,033,612 11,798,141 14,068,343 15,256,617
Net income (less deficit) ..................................... 1,198,703 3,396,744 8,193,903 6,002,928 5,464,130 5,773,378

Net income .................................................... 3,384,869 6,025,592 13,246,601 16,959,225 19,373,912 21,277,486
Deficit ........................................................... - 2,186,166 2,628,848 5,052.698 10,956,298 13,909,782 15,504 108

Income tax before credits .................................. 1,058,264 1,625,093 3,497,265 3,779,735 4.458 267
,

4 778 316
Total income tax after credits' ............................ 1,003,130 1,323,637 r2,603,370 r2,680,663

,
3,175,178

. ,
3.367,346

Distributions to stockholders
except in own stock ....................................... 558,452

1
855,402

1 1,841,945 2,407,362 3,126,700 n.a.

a notes following Table 21.
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Table 15.-Corporation Profits Before Taxes and Income Subject to Tax, Income Years 1958-1984

[All figures are estimates-money amounts are in billion of dollars]

Irworne Year

1
958 .......................................................................................................................
1959 ....................................................................... : ...............................................

1
960 .......................................................................................................................
1961 ...................................................................................................... :"** -
1962 .......................................................................................................................
1963 .......................................................................................................................
1964 .......................................................................................................................

1965 ........................................................................................................................

1
966 .......................................................................................................................

1967 .......................................................................................................................
1968 .......................................................................................................................

1969 .......................................................................................................................
1970 .......................................................................................................................
1971 .............................................................................................................

:"*,**1972 .......................................................................................................................
1973 ................................................................................... ...................................
1974 .......................................................................................................................

1975 .......................................................................................................................
1976 ......................... .............................................................................................

1977 .......................................................................................................................
1978 ........................................................................................................................
1979 .......................................................................................................................

1980 .......................................................................................................................
1981 .......................................................................................................................
1982 .......................................................................................................................

1983 ...................................................... ................................................................
1984 .......................................................................................................................
1985 ....................................................... ...............................................................

See notes follovAng Table 21.

Proffts
belom wws.'

Low Cawne~
Depan-t)

(1)

41.9
52.6

49.9
49.8
55.1
59.8
66.7

77.4
83.3
80.1
89.1

87.2
76.0
87.3

101.5
122.2
138.9

134.8
170.3
200.4
233.5
257.2

237.1
226.5
169.6
207.6
240.0

p224.84

Net pra
(p-

sop

(2)

39.2
47.7

44.5
47.0
50.8
55.7
63.1

74.7
81.3
79.3
87.5

82.1
68.0
81.9
96.8

122.6
148.2

146.0
186.6
219.5
247.4
283.0

235.9
212.5
154.8
190.0
231.9

P240.44

1~

wbJw
W taX

(pW S003

(3)

39.3
47.6

47.2
47.9
51.7
54.3
60.4

70.8
77.1
74.8
81.4

81.2
72.4
83.2
95.1

115.5
144.0

146.6
183.5
212.5
239.6
279.4

246.6
241.5
205.2
218.7
257.1

P267.34
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Table 16.-Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Before and After Adjustments, by Quarter, 1980-1986
[All figures are estimates based on samples money amounts are in millions of dollars)

Quarter anding

(1) (2)

-5,994

Tax before
adjustments

7bw
adjusUnents'

Tot,13 ..........................................................................................................................

March 19804 ..........................................................................................................................................
June 1980 ..............................................................................................................................................
September 1980 ....................................................................................................................................
December 1980 .....................................................................................................................................

March 1981 ...........................................................................................................................................
June 1981 .................................................................. ...........................................................................
September 1981 ....................................................................................................................................
December 1981 ............................... :......................................................................................................
March 1982 ...........................................................................................................................................

June 1982 ..............................................................................................................................................
September 1982 ....................................................................................................................................
December 1982 ......................................................................................................................................
March 1983 ...........................................................................................................................................
June 1983 ..............................................................................................................................................

September 1983 ....................................................................................................................................
December 1983 ......................................................................................................................................
March 1984 ...........................................................................................................................................
June 1984 ..............................................................................................................................................

September 1984 ....................................................................................................................................

December 1984 .....................................................................................................................................
March 1985 ...........................................................................................................................................
June 1985 ..............................................................................................................................................
September 1985 ....................................................................................................................................
December 1985 .....................................................................................................................................
March 1986 ...........................................................................................................................................

See notes follovAng Table 21.

84,209

788
2,842
3,413
3,918

6,953
7,253
6.344
6.007
5,222

4,283
4,404
4,440
3,320
2,951

2,822
2,736
2,622
2,468
2,447

2,236
1,850
1.653
1,442
1,254

541

-21
-88

-927

+242
-107
-251
-497
-221

-295
-445
-634
-193
-203

-300
-465
-228
-218
-200

-256
-117
-132
-146
-209
-83

lax after
adjustments2

(3)

78,215

788
2,821
3.325
2,991

7,195
7,146
6.093
5,510
5.001

3,988
3,959
3,806
3,127
2.748

2,522
2,271
2,394
2,250
2,247

1,980
1,733
1,521
1,296
1,045

458

97
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Table 17.-Gross Internal Revenue Collections: Amount Collected by Quarter and Fiscal Year, 1983-1987

[Money amounts are in millions of dollars]

Armunt Collected by " of return

Quarter and fiscal yew
Total

lrwdwuaj
incorm tautesI

stion E" Ern~4 Estate and
gin tam

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

FISCAL YEAR 1983, TOTAL .......................... 627,247 349,628 61,780 35,766 173,848 6,226

October 1982 - December 1982 ........................... 132,205 70,312 13,404 8.498 38,404 1,5B8

January 1983 - March 1983 ................................. 150.019 86,853 11,494 8,222 41.930 1,519

April 1983 - June 1983 ......................................... 194,431 111,721 22,027 8,947 50,219 1,516

July 1983 - September 1983 .......... ..................... 150,591 80,742 14,855 10,097 43,294 1,602

FISCAL YEAR 1984, TOTAL .......................... 680,475 362,892. 74,179 38,017 199,210 6,177

October 1983 - December 1983........................... 141,849 73,379 16,208 9,654 41.132 1.476

January 1984 - March 1984 ................................. 164.681 89,316 14.337 8.862 50,545 1,622

April 1984 - June 1984 ......................................... 208,814 114,525 25,990 9.680 57,061 1,558

July 1984 - September 1984 ................................ 165,131 85,672 17,644 9,822 50,472 1,521

FISCAL YEAR 1985, TOTAL .......................... 742,871 396,659 77,413 37,005 225,214 6,S80

October 1984 - December 1984 ........................... 155,919 79.775 17,546 9.732 47,286 1,580

January 1985 - March 1985 ................................. 176,324 89,325 17,350 8,650 59.352 1,647

April 1985 - June 1985 ......................................... 2,33,946 136,141 24,843 9,013 62,313 1,636

July 1985 - September 1985 .................... ........... 176,682 91,418 17,674 9.610 56,263 1,717

FISCAL YEAR 1986, TOTAL .......................... 782,252 r416,96S 80,442 33,672 r243,978 7,195

October 1985 - December 1985 ........................... 167,836 86,608 18,854 9,321 51,354 1,699

January 1986 - March 1986 ............... ................. 186,178 97,804 16,243 8,175 62,309 1.647

April 1986 - June 1986 ......................................... 240,680 1,34,129 25,703 8,191 70,687 1,970

July 1986 - September 1986 ................................ 187,558 r98,424 19,642 7,985 r59,628 1,879

FISCAL YFAR 1987, TOTAL .......................... 886,290 465,452 102,859 33,311 277,000 7,668

October 1986 - December 1986 ......................... - 180,580 92.346 22,466 8,281 55,615 1,872

January 1987 - March 1987 ................................. 209,032 105,483 22,649 7,925 71,156 1,819

April 1987 - June 1987 ......................................... 285,477 164,008 29,748 8,493 81,139 2,089

July 1987 - September 1987 ................................ 211,201 103,615 27,996 8,612 69,090 1,888

See notes following Table 21.

Table 18.-Internal Revenue Refunds: Amount Refunded By Quarter and Fiscal Year, 1983-1.987

[Money amounts are in millions of dollars]

Amount refunded by type of return

Ouarter and fiscal yew
Toted

IntlMdual 1
ncome taoes

Corporation
inWM ,~2

Exci
=1.8

Employmenta 4 Estate and
gift tame,

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

FISCAL YEAR 1983, TOTAL ......................... 89,761 61
,
198 26,012 493 1,849 208

October 1962 - December 1982 ......................... 9,411 1,875 7,030 58 397 52

January 1983 - March 1983 ................................ 23,928 16,548 6,838 108 372 62

April 1983 - June 1983 ........................................ 46,715 38,341 7,421 194 721 38

July 1983 - September 1983 .................... ...... ... 9,705 4,434 4,723 133 359 56

FISCAL YFAR 1994, TOTAL ......................... 85,872 64,629 17,889 657 2,486 211

October 1983 - December 1983 ........... ............. 7,201 2,064 4.548 195 325 69

January 1984 - March 1984 ................................ 25,285 19,613 4,850 129 646 47

April 1984 - June 1984 .................................... . 44.859 38,161 5,452 230 968 47

July 1984 - September 1984 ............................... 8.527 4.790 3,039 103 547 48

FISCAL YEAR 1985, TOTAL ......................... 86,322 66,908 16,725 892 1,606 191

October 1984 - December 1984 ......................... 6,729 2,216 4,177 122 138 46

January 1985 - March 1985 ................................ 17,664 12,808 4,286 91 439 40

April 1985 - June 1985 ..................................... .. 52.376 46,370 - 4.701 556 702 47

July 1985 - September 1985 ................................ 9,551 5,4154 3,561 123 326 57

FISCAL YEAR 1986, TOTAL .......................... 94,424 73,078 18,297 962 1,800 287

October 1985 - December 1985 ......................... 7,948 3,003 4,268 128 488 61

January 1986 - March 1986 ................................ 25,895 19,950 4.997 320 577 51

April 1986 - June,1986 ........................................ 50,200 44,375 5,058 232 435 100

July 1986 - September 1986 ............................... 10,381 5,750 3,974 282 300 75

FISCAL YEAR 1987, TOTAL .......................... 96,969 73,583 19,891 1,381 1,900 214

October 1986 - December 1986 ......................... 8,668 3,406 4,789 ill 312 50

January 1987 - March 1987 ................................. r28,422 r22,198 r5,296 r479 r393 r56

April 1987 - June 1987 ....................................... r5O,O63 42,858 5.948 332 r869 57

July 1987 - September 1987 ................................ . 9,816 5,121 3,858 459 326 52

See notes following Table 21.
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Table 19.-Classes of Excise Taxes by Selected Fiscal Years, 1970-1987
(Money amounts are in thousands of dollars]

Texas collected by flacal yew

99

1970 1975 19W 1985 1986 1987

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

ALCOHOL AND T013ACCO TAXES, TOTAL ............................ 6,840,594 7,665,948 8,151,184 9,881,293 10,233,03 11,097,677
Distilled spirits ............................................. .......... -- .... ............. 3,501.538 3,865,162 3,945,377 3,520,697 3,731,368 n.a.
Wine ..........................................................................

* ...... .......
163,337 177,113 211.538 305,966 415.196 n.a.

Beer ........................................... ........................................... 1,081,507 1,308,583 1.547.853 1,571,436 1,500,921 n.a.
Cigarettes ..................................................................................... 2,036,101 2,261.116 2,402.857 4,448,916 4,566,338 n.a.
Cigars ...................................................... .................................... 56,834 51,226 39,500 24,294 30,418 n.a.

MANUFACTURERS EXCISE TAXES, TOTAL ........................... 6,683,061 5,516,611 6,487,421 10,020,574 9,927,742 10,221,574
Gasoline and lubricating oil .......................................................... 3.517,586 4,071,465 4.326,549 9,062,630 8,857,380 9,163,790
Tires, tubes and tread rubber' .................. ................................... 614,795 697,660 682,624 242,923 285,728 296,408
Motor vehicles, bodies, partS2 . .. .................................... - . ... . 1,753,327 662.556 1,088,696 N/A N/A N/A
Recreational products ...... - .......................................................... 53,427 84,946 136,521 166,666 174.898 186,608
Black Lung taxes .......................................................................... NIA N/A 251,288 548,356 561,158 574,769

SPECIAL FUELS, AND RETAILERS TAXES, TOTAL3 ............... 257,820 404,187 560,144 3,802,608 3,783,295 3,762,284
Diesel and special motor fuels .. ................................................... 257,712 370,489 512,718 2,430,165 2.613.980 2,659,404
Trucks and buses ............................................... - .............. N/A N/A N/A 1,289,750 1,091,356 1,020,553

MISCELLANEOUS EXCISE TAXES, TOTAL ............................ 2,084,730 3,306,077 6,359,198 11,044,833 15,131,146 7,255,282
Telephone and teletype'..... ........................................................... 1,469,562 2,023,744 1,117,834 2.307,607 2,339,153 2,522,062
Air transportation .......................................................................... 250,802 850.567 1,748,837 2.589,818 2,707.534 2.913,249
Highway use tax ........................................................................... 135,086 207,663 263,272 456,143 566,675 556,006
Foreign insurances ..... .. ................................. .... .. ................. 8,614 19,458 74,630 73,494 139,720 115,133
Exempt organization net investment income ................................ N/A 63,828 65,280 136,153 217,191 218,102
Crude oil windfall profit ................................................................. N/A N/A 3,051,719 5,073,159 8,866,967 14.910
Environmental taxes (Superfundp ............. .. . .. ...... .............. N/A N/A N/A 272,957 68,538 407.167

Selected class of tax
Fiscal yew quarter ending

June 1986 Sept. 1986 Dec. 1986 Mar. 1987 June 1987 Sept. 1987

(7) (8) (9)

-

(10) (11) - (12)

ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO TAXES, TOTAL ............................ 1,547,677 1,393,027 1,394,412 11,615,686 11,4116,495 3,191,354
Distilled spirits ............................................................................... r990,765 891,958 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Wine .................... - ...................................................................... 88.688 110,298 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Beer ..................................................................................... 468,224 390,772 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Cigarettes ........................................................................... 1,154,727 1,364,104 1,031,001 1,170,327 11,186.1582 n.a.
Cigars ........................................................................................... 8,844 10,608 9,063 7,268 13,102 n.a.

MANUFACTURERS EXCISE TAXES, TOTAL ........................... 2,850,438 2,403,640 2,606,798 2,531,"S 2,480,742 2,602,589
Gasoline and lubricating oil .......................................................... 2,605,913 2,086,087 2,341,860 r2,270,070 2.222,664 2,329,196
Tires, tubes and tread rubber' ..................................................... 60,246 74,874 76,947 77.586 66,151 75.723
Recreational products ................................................................... 42,455 43,890 43,018 40,224 53,374 49,992
Black Lung taxes .......................................................................... 141,825 150,211 144,974 143,564 138,552 147,679

SPECIAL FUELS AND RETAILERS TAXES, TOTAL3 ................ 906,929 965,381 915,477 937,409 882,798 1,026,600
Diesel and special motor fuels ..................................................... 666,448 654,053 672.119 646,030 637,857 703,399
Trucks and buses, chassis, bodies, etc . ....................................... 222,441 291,177 222.455 271,891 224,059 302,148

MISCELLANEOUS EXCISE TAXES, TOTAL ............................ 3,565,175 2,386,588 1,838,554 1,367,972 2,077,536 1,971,226
Telephone and teletype4 ................................................................ 590,082 559,726 679,150 583,799 679,331 579,782
Air transportation .......................................................................... 623,037 700,839 770,929 747,811 r636,949 757,560
Highway use tax ........................................................................... 99,743 277,711 59,958 126.163 91.726 278,159
Foreign insurances ........................................................................ 64,354 25,389 25,523 34,321 31.321 23.968

Exempt organization net investment income ................................... 71,659 63,984 22,318 43,256 121,962 30,567
Crude oil windfall profit .................................................................... . 2,035,442 689,680 223,634 -230,799 250,915 -228,840

See notes following Table 21.
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Table 20.-Selected Returns and Forms Filed or to be Filed During Selected Calendar Years, 1970-1988

Tpe ol return or form
1970

Number Red In Calendar Year-

individual income ..........................................
Form 1040 .................................................

Nonblusiness ..........................................
Business ................................................

Schedule C ........................................
Schedule F ........................................

Form 1040A ..............................................
Form 1040EZ ...........................................
Other' ........................................................

Corporation income .....................................

Forms 1120, L, and M ..............................

Form 1120A ...............................................

Form 1120S ..............................................

Other2 ........................................................

Perin ership, Form 1065 ...............................

Fiduciary, Forms 1041 and 1041S ...............

Estate Tax, Forms 706 and 706NA ..............

Gift Tax, Form 709 .......................................

Exempt Organization ...................................
Form 990 ...................................................
Form 990-PF ............................................
Form 990-T ...............................................
Forms 990C, 4720, and 5227 ..................

See notes on follovving Table 21.

(1)
77.281,384
77,143,251
68,129.351

9,013,900
6,351,304
2,662,596

N/A
N/A

138,133

1,758,600
1,487.244

N/A
248,936

1,414

991,904

1,149,4453

141.156

146.338

387.469
377,0304

N/A
5,046
5,393

1975

(2)

84,026,785
61,450,279
51,377,153
10,073,126
7,438,968
2,634.158

22,462.776
N/A

113,730

2.132.758
1,762,920

N/A
367,219

2,619

1,132,839

1,558,570

225,827

273.184

403.809
346,627
29,637
19,683
7,862

1980

(3)

93,196,076
55,360,030
43.957,141
11,402,889
8,944,298
2,458.591

37,692,282
N/A

143,764

2,675,704
2.115,542

N/A
528,070
32,092

1,401,567

1,876,392

147.303

214,789

442,607
362,632

33,137
23,455
23,383

1985

(4)

99,704,246
64.010,068
49.873,300
14.136,768
11,767,348
2,369,420

18,779,084
16,739,767

175,327

3,437,249
2,432,265

199,665
736.945

68,374

1,755.339

2,124,969

80,768

97,720

454,097
365,506
32,005
26,181
30,405

1986

(5)

101,925,850
66,359,095
51,733,6a8
14,625,407
12,329.218
2.296.189

18.408.426
16,983,394

201,935

3.700,851
2,523,240

285,134
811,987
80,490

1,831,600

2,276,245

67,591

101.322

488.046
375,834
40,931
32,731

r38,550

Table 21.-Taxpayers Receiving Assistance, Paid and Unpaid, by Tax Year of Return, 1983-1986
(Some estimates based on sample"I amounts are in thousands]

Type Of assivAnoe

Returns wfth paid preparer signaturm"
All returns ....................................................................................................................
1040FZ ....................................................................................................................
1040A ......................................................................................................................
1040, total ................................................................................................................

1040 Business, total .............................................................................................
Nonfarm ............................................................................................................
Farm ............................................. : * *-** --- ............. *................. **1040 Nonbusiness, total ............................................................................... .......
With itemized deductions ..................................................................................
Without itemized deductions .............................................................................

Assistance prwAded by IRS:2
Telephone inquiries ......................................................................................................
Recorded telephone information .................................................................................
Office walk-ins, information ..........................................................................................
Written inquiries ...........................................................................................................
Special programs: ........................................................................................................

Community classes and seminars (taxpayers assisted) ...........................................
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) (returns prepared) .....................................
Tax Counseling for the Elderly (returns prepared) ...................................................

See notes on follovAng page.

1983

(1)

43,258
694

5,144
37,421
9,563
7,764
1.800

27,858
16,475
11,383

42,212
3,406
8,963

163

313
285
185

19"

(2)

45,220
728

4,470
40,022
10,081
8,288
1,793

29,941
17.866
12.075

41,904
8,307
8,144

160

400
295
199

Tw Yew

1985

(3)

46,685
740

4,389
41,556
10,658
8,924
1,734

30,898
18,996
11,902

38,195
7,850
8,114

241

374
302
333

1987

(6)

103,462,011
68.545,023
53.736,837
14,808,186
12,633.261
2,174,925

17,870,312
16,835.390

211.286

3,828,613
2,550,692

300.760
892.376

84,785

1,824,166

2,335,805

57.165

104,095

514,947
400,332

42,227
33,156
39,232

1988
Kprofeasm

M

107,858.300
68,090.000
52.534.900
15,555.100
13,424,100
2,131.000

20,384,900
19,170.600

212.800

4.117,200
2.794.600

309,900
917,800
94,900

1,886,600

2,562,900

46.400

110,400

398,400
40,700
36,200
40,700

1986

(4)

48,049
655

4,135
43.259
11,087
9,385
1,702

32,172
18,732
12,627

r34,655
rl 7,892

r7,090
r169

r9O3
r337
r331

I



Notes to Selected Statistical Series Tables

General notations

N/A - Not applicable

n.a. - Not available

p - Preliminary

r - Revised

* - See Appendix, General Description of Statistics of
Income Sample Procedures and Data Limitations.

Table I

[1] Includes unemployment compensation starting with
1979 and certain social security income starting with
1984.

[2] Includes total itemized deductions before subtraction of
zero bracket amount, charitable contributions for non-
itemizers, and zero bracket amount on non-itemized
deduction returns.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Includes deductions not shown separately below.

Includes surcharge of $2,018,078,000.

Includes credits not shown separately below.

Investment credit, was included in the more-inclusive
general business tax credit, beginning with 1984.

[71 Includes income tax after credits and the additional tax
for tax preferences, i.e., minimum tax (1970-1982) and
alternative minimum tax (1979).

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Individual Income Tax Re-
turns, appropriate years. Data are subject to sampling error.
Tax law and tax form changes affect the year-to-year
comparability of the data. See the specific Statistics of
Income reports for a description of sampling error and of
the changes mentioned above.

Table 2

[1] Includes exemptions for age and blindness.

[2] Totals in Table 2 do not agree with Tables 1 and 3
because they were obtained from a different source.
For purposes of Table 2:

a. Number of returns by State include, in addition to
Forms 1040, 1040A and 1040EZ filed by U.S.
citizens and residents, Forms 1040NR filed by non-
resident aliens, as well as self-employment tax re-
turns used in Puerto Rico and certain U.S. territories
and possessions.

b. "Total tax" liability includes total income tax plus tax
from recomputing prior-year investment credit, tax
applicable to Individual Retirement Arrangements
(IRA's), self-employment tax, social security tax on
tip income, and certain other income- related taxes.
Total tax is before reduction by earned income credit
(see also footnote (c), below).

c. Earned income credit, available to certain low-
income workers, could result in a refund (1) if there
was no "total tax" (as defined in footnote 2(b),
above), in which case the full amount was refund-
able, or (2) if the credit exceeded "total tax," in
which case the excess was refundable. The differ-
ence between columns 19 and 21 is the refundable
portion.

Total tax (column 16) minus earned income credit
(column 21) is the amount most comparable to total
tax in Tables 1 and 3. The total tax which results from
this subtraction differs from Tables 1 and 3 because
it includes additional taxes (see footnote 2(b), above)
and because earned income credit used to offset tax
(column 21) also includes amounts offset against
these additional taxes.

[3] Includes, for example, returns filed from Army Post
Office and Fleet Post Office addresses by service men
and women stationed overseas; returns filed by other
U.S. citizens abroad; and returns filed by residents of
Puerto Rico with income from sources outside Puerto
Rico or with income earned as U.S. Government em-
ployees.

NOTE: This table presents aggregates of all returns filed
and processed through the Individual Master File (IMF)
system during Calendar Year 1987. Data have not been
edited for Statistics of Income purposes.

SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Tax Processing Sys-
101
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tems Division, IMF Returns Systems Branch.

Table 3

[11 Social security income was included in adjusted gross
income starting with Tax Year 1984.

[21 Includes returns with adjusted gross deficit.

[3] For many taxpayers, this size class includes additional
tax for tax preferences not included in "taxable
income."

[4] Includes income tax after credits and the additional tax
for tax preferences, i.e., minimum tax, and alternative
minimum tax. -

[2] Not computed because preliminary estimates in col-
umns 1 and 2 are not completely comparable.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, The National Income and Product Ac-
counts of the United States, 1929-82: Statistical Tables,
1986; for years after 1982, Survey of Current Business,
various issues; and Statistics of Income-Individual Income
Tax Returns, appropriate years. Statistics of Income data
are subject to sampling error; tax law and tax form changes
affect the year-to-year comparability of the data. See the
specific Statistics of Income reports for a description of
sampling error and of the changes mentioned above.

Table 7

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Individual Income Tax Re-
turns, appropriate years. Data are subject to sampling error.
Tax law and tax form changes affect the year-to-year
comparability of the data. See the specific Statistics of
Income reports for a description of sampling error and of
the changes mentioned above.

Table 4

[1] Imputed interest received by persons from life insur-
ance carriers and private non-insured pension plans.

[2] Reconciliation is based on preliminary SOI data for AGI.
For the revised AGI for 1985, see Table 1.

Represents income of low-income individuals not re-
quired to file individual income tax returns, unreported
income, and statistical errors or omissions.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, The National Income and Product Ac-
counts of the United States, 1929-82: Statistical Tables,
-1986; for years after 1982, Survey of Current Business,
various issues.

Table 5

[11 See Table 4.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysisi. The National Income and Product Ac-
counts of the United States, 1929-82: Statistical Tables,
1986; for years after 1982, Survey of Current Business,
various issues.

Table 6

[11 See Table 4.

[1] Amount of standard deduction for 1944-1957 esti-
mated by Joseph A. Pechman, The Brookings Institu-
tion, on the basis of the distribution of the number of tax
returns by income classes and marital status in Statistics
of Income-Individual Income Tax Returns, and for
1958-1986 obtained directly from Statistics of Income
tabulations for these years. Represents zero bracket

-amount-for-1977-1986.

[2] Sum of standard and itemized deduction returns and
amounts; excludes charitable deduction reported on
standard deduction returns for Tax Years 1982-1986.

[3] Returns with standard deduction, 1955-1986, include
a small number with no adjusted gross income and no
deductions. For 1944-1954, returns with no adjusted
gross income are included in the number of returns with
itemized deductions.

[4) For 1977-1986, itemized deductions are before sub-
traction of zero bracket amount.

SOURCE: Except as indicated in footnote 1,Statisfics of
Income-Individual Income Tax Returns, and unpublished
tables, appropriate years. Data are subject to sampling
error. Tax law and form changes affect the year-to-year

.comparability of the data. See the specific Statistics of
Income reports for a description of sampling error and of
changes mentioned above.

Table 8

[1) See Table 4.

[21 Taxable income -excludes zero bracket amount for
1977-1986.

[3] For the definition of total income tax, see footnote 7,
Table 1.
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[4] Percentage not computed because preliminary data for
taxable income and tax may not be altogether compa-
rable with Department of Commerce estimate for per-
sonal income.

[41 See footnote 4 Table 12, for changes in the compara-
bility of the statistics for receipts and deductions starting
with 1981. Also, statistics for interest received are
combined with dividends beginning with 1982.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, The National Income and Product Ac-
counts of the United States, 1929-82: Statistical Tables,
1986; for years after 1982, Survey of Current Business,
various issues; and Statistics of Income-Individual Income
Tax Returns, appropriate years. Statistics of Income data
are subject to sampling errors; tax law and tax form
changes affect the year-to-year comparability of the data.
See the specific Statistics of Income reports for a descrip-
tion of sampling error and of the changes mentioned
above.

Table 9

[1] Excludes returns with refundable crude oil windfall
profit tax overpayment only, starting with 1980.

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Individual Income Tax Re-
turns, and unpublished tables, appropriate years. Data are
subject to sampling error Tax law and tax form changes
affect the year-to-year comparability of the data. See the
specific Statistics of Income reports for a description of
sampling error and of the changes mentioned above.

Table 10

[1] Includes break even businesses.

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Sole Proprietorship Re-
turns, appropriate years, and SOI Bulletin, Summer issues.
Data are subject to sampling error. Tax law and tax form
changes affect the year-to-year comparability of the data.
See the specific Statistics of Income reports for a descrip-
tion of sampling error and of the changes mentioned
above.

Table 11

[1 ] Total assets, total liabilities and partners' capital account
are somewhat understated because not all partnership
returns included a complete balance sheet.

[21 Short-term debt is the abbreviated title given to mort-
gages, notes and bonds payable in less than 1 year.

[3] Long-term debt is the abbreviated title given to mort-
gages, notes and bonds payable in 1 year or more. In
,addition, for Tax Year 1975, long-term debt included
nonrecourse loans.

[5) Beginning with 1981, represents the more all-inclusive
amounts reported in depreciation computation sched-
ules rather than the amounts reported as the depreci-
ation deduction (plus depreciation identified in cost of
sales and operations schedules).

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Partnership Returns, ap-
propriate years, and SOI Bulletin, Summer issues. Data are
subject to sampling error. Tax law and tax form changes
affect the year-to-year comparability of the data. See the
specific Statistics of Income reports for a description of
sampling error and of the changes mentioned above.

Table 12

[1) Size classes are based on business receipts, i.e., gross
amounts from sales and operations, for industries ex-
cept those in finance, insurance and real estate. For the
latter industries, total receipts, which is the sum of
business receipts and investment income, was used.
For partnerships, see also footnote 4, below.

[2] Includes returns with no receipts as defined in footnote
1 .

[3] Includes corporations with zero assets and liabilities.

[4) Beginning with 1981, "total receipts" in Table 11 in-
cludes, in part, only the net income or loss from farming
and rentals. Previously, "total receipts" included the
gross receipts from farming and rentals and, if rental
receipts were the principal source of total receipts, they
were treated as "business receipts" for the statistics. To
help minimize the break incomparability caused by this
change in statistical treatment of farm and rental in-
come, an effort was made starting with 1981 to include
rental (though not farm) gross receipts in the receipts
used for the size distribution in Table 12. In Table 11,
since only the net income or loss from farming and
rentals was included starting with 1981, the deductions
reported in computing these net incomes are excluded
from the deduction statistics. For previous years, these
deductions are reflected in the deduction statistics.

[5] Prior to 1979, partnerships that had liquidated were
assumed to have zero assets and liabilities, even if their
balance sheets showed otherwise, and were included
in the "under $25,000" asset size class. Beginning with
1980, balance sheet data reported for liquidated part-
nerships were tabulated as reported and were included
in the appropriate asset size classes.
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SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Corporation Income Tax Table 14
Returns, appropriate years, Statistics of Income-Partner-
ship Returns, appropriate years, Statistics of Income-Sole
Proprietorship Returns, appropriate years, and S01 Bulletin,
Summer issues. Tax law and tax form changes affect the
year-to-year comparability of the data. See the appropriate
Statistics of Income reports for a description of sampling
error and of the changes mentioned above.

Table 13

[*] Estimate should be used with caution because of the
small number of sample returns on which it is based.

[1] Included in "Number of returns, total" and "Number
with net income."

[2] Corporations with no more than 35 shareholders (10
prior to 1983), most of them individuals, electing to be
taxed at the shareholder level.

[3] Domestic International Sales Corporations were taxed
through parent corporations when profits were distrib-

[1) Includes additional tax for tax preferences (minimum
tax), tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit
and Personal Holding Company tax.

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Corporation Income Tax
Returns, appropriate years. Data are subject to sampling
error Tax law and tax form changes affect the year-to-year
comparability of the data. See the appropriate Statistics of
Income reports for a description of sampling error and of
the changes mentioned above.

Table 15

Ill Profits shown are without inventory valuation and
capital-consumption adjustment.

[2] For most years, represents "net income (less deficit)."
Beginning with 1963, represents "total receipts less
total deductions" (see Table 13)..

.uted-or deemed-distributed-to -them.-- -[3]-Income-subject to tax exceeds "net profits" (column 2)-,.

Includes dividends reported in combination with inter-
est on Form 1120-S by S Corporations, i.e., certain
corporations that elect to be taxed through sharehold-
ers (see footnote 2). Based on prior years, when Form
1120-S required each to be reported separately, nearly
all of the combined amount represents interest.

[5]

[6]

Includes a surcharge of $784,437,000.

Income subject to tax exceeds "net income (less acti-
ve)" because it is only reported in returns with net
income; the latter amount is also shown above.

[7] General business credit includes alcohol fuel, invest-
ment, jobs, and employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)
credits which were shown separately for previous years.

NOTES: Net long-term for capital gain reduced by net
short-term capital loss includes amounts from Forms
1120S, which are not included in computed total receipts
nor net income for Tax Year 1984. Therefore, the compo-
nents of total receipts do not equal the computed total
receipts. Also, detail may not add to totals because of
rounding.

SOURCE: Statistics of Income-Corporation Income Tax
Returns, appropriate years. Data are subject to sampling
error. Tax law and tax form changes affect the year-to-year
comparability of the data. See the appropriate Statistics of
Income reports for a description of sampling error and of
the changes mentioned above.

because profits in column 2 are reduced by deficits
reported on returns without net income. Income subject
to tax (the base used to compute tax) is reported on
returns with net income.

[4] Preliminary estimates in columns 2 and 3 are not
completely comparable with Department of Commerce
preliminary estimate in column 1.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, The National Income and Product Ac-
counts of the United States, 1929-82: Statistical Tables,
1986; for years after 1982, Survey of Current Business,
various issues; and Statistics of Income-Corporation In-
come Tax Returns, appropriate years. Statistics of Income.
data are subject to sampling error; tax law and tax form
changes affect the year-to-year comparability of the data.
See the specific Statistics of Income reports for a descrip-
tion of sampling error and of the changes mentioned
above.

Table 16

[1] Adjustments were for under- or over-withholding of tax
from previous quarters that the depositing or withhold-
ing agent (usually the first purchaser of the oil after
extraction) corrected by adjusting amounts withheld in
succeeding quarters or, more frequently, because of
application of the net income limitation. (Windfall profit
subject to tax was limited in that it could not exceed 90
percent of the net income attributable to a barrel of oil.)
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[21 Quarterly totals for tax liability after adjustments from
Forms 6047 differ from the quarterly totals of tax
collected (Table 12) because of the time elapsed be-
tween the close of the quarter to which the tax liability
data relate and the quarter in which the Forms 6047
were actually processed through the IRS Business
Master File system and the tax collected. Therefore,
collection data for a specific quarter may include data
for more than one quarter and, correspondingly, ex-
clude data for the same reason. As a result, the data in
Tables 16 and 19 are not directly comparable.

[3] Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 provided for a
gradual 33-month phaseout of the tax, beginning in
January 1988, if $227.3 billion in tax (after certain
income tax adjustments not reflected in columns 2 and
3) was realized by that time; otherwise the phaseout
was to begin no later than January 1991.

[41 Windfall profit excise tax was first applicable to domestic
crude oil extracted after February 1980. Therefore, data
for the quarter ended March 1980 are for the month of
March only.

Source: Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income
Division. For quarters ending March 1980 through Decem-
ber 1985, see the SOI Bulletin, quarterly issues, Fall 1981
through Fall 1986. Tax law changes affect the comparability
of the data over the time periods shown. See specific issues
of the SOI Bulletin for a description of these law changes
and of the samples on which the statistics were based.

Tables 17 and IS

Ill Individual income tax collected includes that portion
which was designated for the presidential election
campaign fund by taxpayers on their returns. Also
included is the fidiciary income tax collected (from
estates and trusts). Fidiciary income tax collected was
$4.5 billion in 1986, $4.1 billion in 1985, $2.9 billion in
1984, and $2.7 billion in 1983. Presidential election
campaign designations amounted to $35.9 million in
1986, $34.8 million in 1985 and 1984, and $35.5
million in 1983.

[2] Corporation income tax collected includes various
taxes applicable to tax-exempt organizations, including
the tax on "unrelated business income." Total taxes
collected from tax-exempt organizations were $153.0
million (1986), $69.8 million (1985), $50.0 million
(1984), and $45.1 million (1983).

[41 Employment taxes include payroll taxes levied on sala-
ries and wages, such as social security, railroad retire-
ment and unemployment taxes; plus the
self-employment tax imposed on "self-employment in-
come. "

NOTES: Collections (or refunds) are those made during the
time periods indicated, regardless of the year or other
period during which the tax liability was incurred (or to
which the refund applied). Collections represent the gross
amounts before refunds and include amounts paid with the
return; prior to filing the return (as applicable, income tax
withheld by employers and estimated tax payments); and
subsequent to filing the return (chiefly the result of initial
return processing or of examination and enforcement ac-
tivities). Collections also include interest and penalties.
Refunds result chiefly from tax overpayments determined at
time of filing a return. Included are amounts subsequently
determined as due the taxpayer as a result of an amended
return or a claim for refund (including those produced by
1. net operating loss" and other carryback adjustments from
future taxable years); or as a result of initial return process-
ing or of examination and other activities. Individual income
tax refunds are net of offsets under laws which require IRS
to act as collection agent for delinquent payments owed
various U.S. agencies under specific programs. All refund
data include interest paid by IRS. Detail may not add to
totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Returns Processing
and Accounting Division, Accounting Branch.

Table 19

[1) Effective January 1, 1984, taxes on tubes and tread
rubber were repealed, and dealers holding taxable tires
were assessed a one-time floor stock tax.

[2] Effective January 7, 1983, the excise taxes on parts and
accessories for trucks and buses, which are included in
this classification, were repealed. Beginning with the
quarter ending December 1983, motor vehicles are
excluded.

[31 Special fuels, total, includes diesel and special motor
fuels which were classified as miscellaneous excise
taxes in 1970. Beginning with the quarter ending
December 1983, motor vehicles are included.

[4] Effective January 1, 1983, the excise tax increased from
1 percent to 3 percent.

[3] Excise taxes are imposed on selected products, ser-
vices and activities, such as those on alcohol and [51 The negative amounts are due to refunds of this tax
tobacco products and the windfall profit tax on under the United States-United Kingdom Income Tax
domestically-produced crude oil. Treaty, which provides for an exemption from the tax
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retroactive to January 1, 1975. Also, a similar United Table 21
States-France tre y provides for an exemption retroac-
tive to January 1, 1979.

[6] Expired September 30, 1985 (PL. 96-510).

NOTES: For 1970 and 1975, the fiscal year was defined as
July of the previous calendar year through June of the year
noted. For 1980-1986, the fiscal year was defined as
October of the previous calendar year through September
of the year noted. Additional detail is published in the
Annual Report of the Commissioner and Chief Counsel,

Internal Revenue Service.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Reve-
nue Service, Returns Processing and Accounting Division,
Revenue and Accounting Branch; and Financial Manage-
ment Service.

Table 20 -

[1] Includes Forms 1040C, 1040NR, 1040PR, and
1040SS; excludes amended returns (Form 1040x). '

[21 Includes Forms 1120F, 1120 POL, and 1120H; ex-
cludes Forms 1120-DISC/FSC and amended returns
(Form 1120X).

[31 Includes Form 1041A.

[41 Includes Form 990A.

SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service, Research Division,
Projections and Forecasting Group.

Ill Estimates of returns with paid assistance for 1985 and
earlier years are based on the full-year sample of
returns used for Statistics of Income-Individual Income
Tax Returns. 1986 projections are based on converting
1986 Taxpayer Usage Study sample (TPUS) to the
equivalent of the Statistics of Income (SOI) sample. This
was done because the TPUS sample represents returns
filed through April, while the SOI sample represents all
individual income tax returns filed for a calendar year.
For additional information about the TPUS sample, see
the Summer 1985 issue of the SOI Bulletin.

[2] Data on IRS Taxpayer Service Programs are collected on
a fiscal-year basis. In general, assistance rendered in a
given fiscal year may be related to returns due on April
15th during the fiscal year and are for the tax year ending
with the previous December. Therefore, data in Table 21,
which are presented on a tax year basis, are actually for
a fiscal year, e.g., data shown as for Tax Year 1985 are
actually for Fiscal Year 1986. However, data shown as for
Tax Year 1986 in previous issues of the SOI Bulletin were
actually-for the first 7-months-of Fiscal Year-1987;-the
revised data represent the entire Fiscal Year 1987.

NOTE: Data on IRS assistance represent taxpayer contacts.
Some taxpayers make more than one contact. The number
of taxpayers assisted (in contrast to the number of contacts
made) is not known.

SOURCE: Data on paid preparers obtained from Statistics of
Income and Taxpayer Usage Study samples. Data on IRS
assistance were compiled by the Taxpayer Service Division.



Appendix*

General Description of Statistics of Income
Sample Procedures and Data Limitations

This appendix discusses typical sampling procedures
used in most Statistics of Income (SOI) programs. Aspects
covered briefly include sampling criteria, selection tech-
niques, methods of estimation, and sampling variability.
Some of the nonsampling error limitations of the data are
also described, as well as the tabular conventions em-
ployed.

Additional information on sample design and data limita-
tions for specific SOI studies can be found in the separate
SOI reports (see the References at the end of this Appen-
dix). More technical information is available, upon request,
by writing to the Director, Statistics of Income Division, Inter-
nal Revenue Service, Washington, DC 20224.

SAMPLE CRITERIA AND SELECTION OF RETURNS

Statistics compiled for the SOI studies are generally
based on stratified probability samples of income tax re-
turns or other forms filed with the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS). The statistics do not reflect any changes made by the
taxpayer through an amended return or by the IRS as a
result of an audit. The samples are based on such criteria
as: industry, presence or absence of a return form sched-
ule, accounting period, State from which filed and various
income factors- or other measures of economic size (such as
total assets in ihe case of corporations).

The probability of a return being designated depends on
its sample class or stratum and may range from a fraction of
1 percent to 100 percent. Considerations in determining the
selection probability for each stratum include the number of
returns in the stratum, the diversity of returns in the stratum,
and interest in the stratum as a separate subject of study. All
this is subject to constraints based on the allowable total
cost or predetermined size of the total sample for the pro-
gram.

For most SOI studies, returns are designated by com-
puter from the IRS Master File based on the taxpayer identi-
fication number (TIN) which is either the social security

number (SSN) or the employer identification number (EIN).
A fixed and essentially random number is associated with
each possible TIN. If that random number falls into a range
of numbers specified for a return's sample stratum, then it is
selected and processed for the study. Otherwise it is
counted (for estimation purposes) but not selected. In some
cases, the TIN is used directly by matching specified digits
of it against a predetermined list for the sample stratum. A
match is required for designation.

Under either method of selection, the TIN's designed
from one year's sample are for the most part selected for the
next year's, so that a very high proportion of the returns
selected in the current sample are from taxpayers whose
previous years' returns were included in earlier samples.
This longitudinal character of the sample design improves
the estimates of change from 1 year to the next.

METHOD OF ESTIMATION

As noted above, the probability with which a return is
selected for inclusion in a sample depends on the sampling
rate prescribed for the stratum in which it is classified.
Weights are, in general, computed by dividing the count of
returns filed for a given stratum by the count of sample
returns for that same stratum. "Weights" are used to adjust
for the various sampling rates used-the lower the rate, the
larger the weight.

The data on each return in a stratum are then multiplied
by that weight. To produce the tabulated estimates, these
weighted data are summed to produce the published statis-
tical totals.

SAMPLING VARIABILITY

The particular sample used in a study is only one of a
large number of possible random samples that could have
been selected using the same sample design. Estimates
derived from the different samples usually vary. The stand-
ard error of the estimate is a measure of the variation among

*Compiled by Bettye Jamerson, Coordination and Publications Staff, under the direction of Robert Wilson, Team Leader.
Major contributions were made by Paul McMahon, Corporation Statistics Branch, Operations Section. 107
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the estimates from all possible samples and is used to mea-
sure the precision with which an estimate from a particular
sample approximates the average result of the possible
samples. The sample estimate and an estimate of its stand-
ard error permit the construction of interval estimates with
prescribed confidence that this interval includes the actual
population value.

In SOI reports the standard error is not directly presented.
Instead, the ratio of the standard error to the estimate itself is
presented in decimal form. This ratio is called the coefficient
of variation (CV). The user of SOI data may multiply an
estimate by its coefficient of variation to recreate the stand-
ard error and to construct confidence intervals.

For example, if a sample estimate of 150,000 returns is
known to have a coefficient of variation of 0.02, then the
following arithmetic procedure would be followed to con-
struct a 68 percent confidence interval estimate:

150,000 (sample estimate)
x 0.02 (coefficient of variation)

3,000 (standard error of estimate)

150,000 (sample estimate)
+ or - 3,000 (standard error)

147,000-153,000 (68% confidence interval)

Based on these data, the interval estimate is from 147 to
153 thousand returns. A conclusion that the average esti-
mate of -the number of returns lies within an interval com-
puted in- this way would be correct for approximately
two-thirds of all possible similarly selected samples. To ob-
tain this interval estimate with 95 percent confidence, the
standard error should be multiplied by 2 before adding to
and subtracting from the sample estimate.. (in this particular
case, the resulting interval would be from 144 to 156 thou--
sand returns.)

Further details concerning confidence intervals, including
the approximation of Ws for combined sample estimates,
may be obtained on request by writing the Director, Statis-
tics of Income Division.

Generally in the SOI Bulletin only conservative upper limit
CV's are provided for frequency estimates. These do, how-
ever, provide a rough guide to the order of magnitude of the
sampling error

NONSAMPLING ERROR CONTROLS
AND LIMITATIONS

Although the previous discussion focuses on sampling
methods and the, limitations of the data caused by sampling
error, there are other sources of error that may be significant in
evaluating the usefulness of SOI data. These include taxpayer

reporting errors, processing errors, and effects of an early cut-
off of sampling. More extensive information on nonsampling
error is presented in SOI reports, when appropriate.

In transcribing and tabulating the information from the re-
turns or forms selected for the sample, checks are imposed to
improve the quaJity of the resultant estimates. Tax return data
may be disaggregated or recombined during statistical "edit-
ing" in order both to improve data consistency from return to.
return and to achieve definitions of the data items that are more
in keeping with the needs of major users. In some cases not all
of the data are available from the tax return as originally filed.
Sometimes the missing data can be obtained through field
followup. More often though, they are obtained through. impu-
tation methods. As examples, other information in the return or
in accompanying schedules may be sufficient to enable an
estimate to be made; prior-year data for the same taxpayer
may be used for the same purpose; or data from another
return for the sameyear that has similar characteristics may.be'
substituted. Research to improve methods of imputing data.
that are missing- from returns continues to be an ongoing
process [1 ].

-Q-uality-of-theba-sic data:-abstractbd-fr6m-the-rbturns-is
subjected to a number of quality control steps including
100-percent key verification. The data are then subjected to
many tests based on the structure of the tax law and the
improbability of various data combinations. Records failing
these tests are then subjected to further review and any
necessary corrections are made. In addition, the Statistics
of Income'Division in the National Office conducts an inde-
pendent reprocessing of a small subsample of statistically-
processed returns as a further check.

Finally, before publication, all statistics are reviewed'for
accuracy and reasonableness in light of provisions of the
tax laws, taxpayeNreporting variations and limitations, eco-
-nomic conditions, comparability with other statistical series,
and statistical techniques used in data processing and esti-
mating.

TABULAR CONVENTIONS'

Estimates of frequencies and money amounts that are
considered unreliable due to the small sample size on
which they are based are noted by an asterisk (*) to the left
of the data item(s) in the tabulations. The presence of an
asterisk indicates that the sample rate is less than 100 per-
cent of the population and there are fewer'than 10 sample
observations available for estimation purposes.

A dash in place of a frequency or amount indicates that
no sample return had that characteristic. In addition, a dash
in place of a coefficient of variation for which there is an
estimate indicates that all returns contributing to the esti-
mate were selected at the 100-percent rate.
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Whenever a weighed frequency in a data cell is less than
3, the estimate is either combined with other cells or deleted
in order to avoid disclosure of information about individual
taxpayers or businesses [3]. These combinations and dele-
tions are indicated by a double asterisk (* *).

NOTES

[1] For an example of the recent SOI Division research, see
Hinkins, S., "Matrix Sampling and the Effects of Using
Hot Deck Imputation:' in 1984 Proceedings: American
Statistical Association, Section on Survey Research
Methods p. 245. Other research efforts are included in
Statistical Uses of Administrative Records: Recent Re-
search and Present Prospects, Volume 1, pages 179-
184, Internal Revenue Service, March 1984.

[2] Quality control activities for all SOI studies will be pub-
lished in a series of forthcoming reports. These reports
will provide detailed information relating to quality in all
phases of SOI processing.

109

closure are taken when a weighted frequency is less
than 10.
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1984, Fall 1986 (6-2)
1985, Fall 1987 (7-2)

Individual Income tax returns:
(See also Foreign income and taxes)

Age and tax filing: Realized income and personal
1981, Fall 1985 (5-2) wealth:

Demographic characteristics of Spring 1983 (2-4)
taxpayers: Trends, 1976-1981:

1983, Summer 1986 (6-1) Summer 1983 (3-1)
High-income Returns:

1983, Spring 1986 (5-4)
1984, Spring 1987 (6-4)

High-income taxpayers and the
growth of partnerships:

1983, Fall 1985 (5-2)
Historical summary of income
and taxes:

1913-1982, Winter 1983-84 (3-3)
Income by ZIP code areas:

1969-1979, Spring 1983 (2-4)
1979 & 1982, Summer 1985 (5-1)

Private activity tax-exempt bonds:
1983, Summer 1984 (4-1)
1984, Winter 1985-86 (5-3)
1985, Spring 1987 (6-4)

Projections of returns to be filed:
1988-1995, Fall 1987 (7-2)

Safe Harbor Leasing:
1981-1982, Fall 1983 (3-2)

Sales of capital assets
Interest Income and Deductions:. (See individual income tax returns)

1968-1984, W 1986 (6-2)
Legally-blind tax filers: Sol Statistical Services:

-1983,-Fa/11987(7~2)-, .

Life cycle of individual tax returns:
Spring 1984 (3-4)

Marginal and average tax rates:
1981, F~11 198i (3-2)
1982, Spring 1985 (4-4)
1983, Winter 1985-86 (5-3)
1984, Winter 1986-87 (6-,3)

Sales of capital assets:
1981-82, Winter 1985-86 (5-3)

Taxation of social secur
'
ity and

railroad retirement benefits: 1
1985-1990, Fall 1987 (7-2)

Taxpayer by sex:
1969-1979, Spring 1985 (4-4)

Taxpayer usage of Forms 1040:
1986, Summer 1987 (7- 1)

1985-86, Spring 1986 (5-4)
Studies of International income and
taxes:

Fall 1986 (6-2)
Domestic special studies:

Fall 1987 (7-2)

Sole proprietorship returns:
Income statements by industry:

1983, Summer 1985 (5-1)
1984, Summer 1986 (6-1)
1985, Summer 1987 (7-1)

Nonfarm proprietorships and sex
of owner:

1980, Spring 1983 (2-4)

Superfund for environmental taxes
(See Excise taxes)

Partnership returns:
Analysis of Partnership Activity:

1981-1983, Spring 1986 (5-4)
Employment and payroll:

1979, Spring 1984 (3-4)
High-income taxpayers and the
growth of partnerships:

1983, Fall 1985 (5-2)
Income statements by industry:

1983, Summer 1985 (5-1)
1984, Summer 1986 (6-1)
1985, Summer 1987 (7-1)

Personal wealth:
Composition of assets, 1982:

Winter 1984-85 (4-3)

Tax incentives for saving:
Spring, 1984 (3-4)

Underground economy:
Informal suppliers:

Summer 1983 (3-1)
Tip income in eating places:

1982, Winter 1983-84 (3-3)

Windfall profit tax:
1982, year total,

Fall 1983 (3-2)
1983, year total,

Fall 1984 (4-2)
1984, year total,

Fall 1985 (5-2)
1985, year total,

Fall 1986 (6-2)
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